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Unrrep Siares Parent’ AND TRADEMARK OFFICE UNTTED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FCR PATENTSPQ. Box 1450

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450WWw.usrto.gov

APPLICATION NUMBER FILING OR 371(C) DATE FIRST NAMED APPLICANT ATTY. DOCKET NO./TITLE

 
16/528,701 08/01/2019 MichaelJ. Koss 080188PCTUSCONI11

CONFIRMATION NO.6980

26285 PUBLICATION NOTICE

K&L GATES LLP-Pittsburgh

210 SIXTH AVENUE MONAA000000112812086
PITTSBURGH, PA 15222-2613

Title:SYSTEM WITH WIRELESS EARPHONES

Publication No.US-2019-0356978-A1
Publication Date:1 1/21/2019

NOTICE OF PUBLICATION OF APPLICATION

The above-identified application will be electronically published as a patent application publication pursuant to 37
CFR 1.211, et seq. The patent application publication number and publication date are set forth above.

The publication may be accessed through the USPTO's publically available Searchable Databasesvia the
Internet at www.uspto.gov. The direct link to access the publication is currently http:/(www.uspto.gov/pattt/.

The publication process established by the Office does not provide for mailing a copy of the publication to
applicant. A copy of the publication may be obtained from the Office upon paymentof the appropriate fee set
forth in 37 CFR 1.19(a)(1). Orders for copies of patent application publications are handled by the USPTO's
Public Records Division. The Public Records Division can be reached by telephoneat (571) 272-3150 or (800)
972-6382, by facsimile at (571) 273-3250, by mail addressed to the United States Patent and TrademarkOffice,
Public Records Division, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 or via the Internet.

In addition, information on the status of the application, including the mailing date of Office actions and
the dates of receipt of correspondencefiled in the Office, may also be accessed via the Internet through
the Patent Electronic Business Center at www.uspto.gov using the public side of the Patent Application
Information and Retrieval (PAIR) system. The direct link to access this status information is currently
https://portal.uspto.gov/pair/PublicPair. Prior to publication, such status information is confidential and may only
be obtained by applicant using the private side of PAIR.

Further assistance in electronically accessing the publication, or about PAIR, is available by calling the Patent
Electronic Business Center at 1-866-217-9197.

 

Office of Data Managment, Application Assistance Unit (571) 272-4000, or (571) 272-4200, or 1-888-786-0101
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
WwWww.uspto.gov 
 APPLICATION NO. ISSUE DATE PATENT NO. ATTORNEY DOCKET NO, CONFIRMATION NO.

16/528,701 11/26/2019 10491982 080188PCTUSCON11 6980

26285 7590 11/06/2019

K&L GATES LLP-Pittsburgh
210 STIXTIT AVENUE

PITTSBURGH,PA 15222-2613

ISSUE NOTIFICATION

The projected patent numberand issue date are specified above.

Determination of Patent Term Adjustment under 35 U.S.C. 154 (b)
(application filed on or after May 29, 2000)

The Patent Term Adjustment is 0 day(s). Any patent to issue from the above-identified application will include
an indication of the adjustment on the front page.

If a Continued Prosecution Application (CPA) wasfiled in the above-identified application, the filing date that
determines Patent Term Adjustmentis the filing date of the most recent CPA.

Applicant will be able to obtain more detailed information by accessing the Patent Application Information
Retrieval (PAIR) WEBsite (http://pair-uspto.gov).

Any questions regarding the Patent Term Extension or Adjustment determination should be directed to the Office
of Patent Legal Administration at (571)-272-7702. Questions relating to issue and publication fee payments
should be directed to the Application Assistance Unit (AAU) of the Office of Data Management (ODM) at
(571)-272-4200.

APPLICANT(s) (Please see PAIR WEBsite http://pair.uspto.gov for additional applicants):

Koss Corporation, Milwaukee, WI;
Michael J. Koss, Milwaukee, WI;
MichaelJ. Pelland, Princeton, WI;

Michael Sagan, Fairfield, CA;
Steven R. Reckamp, Crystal Lake, IL;
Gregory J. Hallingstad, Deforest, W1;
Jeffery K. Bovee, Sterling, IL;
Morgan J. Lowery, Deforest, WI;

The United States represents the largest, most dynamic marketplace in the world and is an unparalleled location
for business investment, innovation, and commercialization of new technologies. The USA offers tremendous
resources and advantages for those who invest and manufacture goods here. Through SelectUSA, our nation
works to encourage and facilitate business investment. To learn more about why the USA is the best country in
the world to develop technology, manufacture products, and grow your business, visit SelectUSA.gov.
IR103 (Rev. 10/09)
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PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL

Complete and send this form, together with applicable fee(s), by mail or fax, or via EFS-Web.

By mai, sendto: Mail Stop ISSUE FEE By fax,sendto:  (571)-273-2885
Commissionerfor Patents
P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450

   
 

  

 INSTRUCTIONS: This form should be used for traz

further correspondencejinchudingthe Patent, advan
vise in Block # , bY

 
ting the ISSUEFEE and PUBLICATIONFEE(ifrequired}. Blocks 1 through 5 should be completed where appropriate. All

ifteastion of maintenance fees will benin:nailed |to the «currentcorrespondence,addre8S AS indicatated unless corrected 

 

 
“Note: x certificate of callincan onl

Fee(s) Transmitial. This certificate cannot thet45)
papers. Each additional paper, suchas an ass
have its own certificate of maili

 
  

CURRENT CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS (Note: Use Block | for any change of address)

26285 7580 OB/24/2019 Certificate of Mailing or Transmission

K&L GATES LLP-Pittsbureh T herebyceiy that this Fee(s} Transmittal is being deposited with the United“ i ficl ostage for first class mail in an envelope 
 
 

 

or SIATH AVENUETYSBURGH, PA 15222-2613

 
_ or being transmitted to
2885, on the date below

address abov
csimile tto (STL) 27

 
   

 APPLICATION NO. BIUING DATE HIRST MAMBEDINVENTOR y ATPORNEY DOCKET NO. CONHIRMATION NO.

16/528,701 O8/O1/2019 Michael J. Koss OFOL88PCTUSCON II 6980

 TITLE GF INVENTION: SYSTEM WITH WIRELESS EARPHONES

APPLN. TYPE VY ATUS ISSUE BEE DUR PUBLICATION PEF DUE|PREV. PAD ISSUE F TOTAL FEE(S) DLE 
nonprovisional SMALL $506 $6.00 $0.00 $500 V2FIAI2OL9

 
DOAK, RIETM 2644  

  1. Change ot correspondence address or indication of "Fee Address” (37
CFR 1.363),   

 

 
 
 
   

 (1) The names of up to 3 re
or agents OR, alternative

stered patent aitomeys
1 K&L Gates LLP  

 
 

(i Change of correspondence address (or Change of CorrespondenceGa ae, 1 oe € eofa gle (t i 2 beAddress form PTO/SB/122) attached. name of a singlefirm (having as a membera 

  
 

attorney or agent} and the names of upto 2.
Ch Fee Ad as . og _ ed| patentai omeys¢or agenis. If no nameisFee Addvess” indication (or "Fee Address" Ir jon form PTO
SB/47, Rev 63-09 or more recent) attached. Use ofaCustomer Boon eo ce ceeceeeeeeececeeeeceeeeceseeeeseeceeeeceseeeeeeeecees

 

Number is required.
3. ASSIGNEE NAME AND RESIDENCE DATA TO BE PRINTED ON THE PATENT(printortype)

PLEASENOTE: Unles
,or

 

identified below, to assignee data will apy
forth in 37 CER 3.11 and 37 CPR3.Bl{a) a substitute. for filtag a

(A) NAMEOF ASSIGNEE (B) RESIDENCE: (CITY STATE OR COUNTRY}

KOSS CORPORATION MILWAUKEE, VISCONSIN

Ssigned i
wr recordation,
  on the patent. If ified below, the dc

pletion of   ment must have beet previously      
x  

 

 

 the patent) : (a individual 23 Corporation or other private group entity (al Government

(adAdvance Order - # of Copies
av previouslypaidfee shown above)

Please check the appropriate assignee category or categories (will not be printed  
Aa. Fees submitted: Mtssue Bee (ukPublication Fes GF required) 

+b. Method of Payment: (Pleasefirst reappiy
 

IX? Electronic Payment via EFS-Web (al Enclosed check (ad Non-electronic payment by credit card (Attach form PTO-2038)

RF rhe Director is hereby authorized to charge the required fee(s}, any defi 7, or Credit any overpayment to Deposit Account No. O2-181¢818 

5. Change in Entity Status (from status indicated above)

Lal Applicantcertifying micro entity status. See 37 CFR i.
  
 

(al Applic
 

nt asserting small entity status, See 37 CER 1.27

I Applicant changing to regular undiscounted fee status.  
RE.

 
Page 2 of 3

PTOL-85 Part B (08-18) Approvedfor usethrough 01/31/2020 OME 0651-0033 US. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal 

Application Number: 16528701

Filing Date: 01-Aug-2019

Title of Invention: SYSTEM WITH WIRELESS EARPHONES

 

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Michael J. Koss

Attorney Docket Number: 080188PCTUSCON11

Filed as Small Entity

Filing Fees for Utility under 35 USC 111(a)

| . Sub-Total in

Basic Filing:

Claims:
 

Miscellaneous-Filing:

Patent-Appeals-and-Interference:

Post-Allowance-and-Post-Issuance:

UTILITY APPL ISSUE FEE 2501 1 500 500
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Extension-of-Time:

Miscellaneous:

Total in USD (S$) 
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Electronic AcknowledgementReceipt

EFS ID: 37432007
 

Application Number: 16528701

Confirmation Number: 6980

Title of Invention: SYSTEM WITH WIRELESS EARPHONES

amen

Attorney Docket Number: 080188PCTUSCON11 

Receipt Date: 11-OCT-2019

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC 111{a)

Paymentinformation:

 
Deposit Account 021818

The Director of the USPTOis hereby authorized to charge indicated fees and credit any overpaymentas follows:

37 CFR 1.16 (National application filing, search, and examination fees)

37 CFR 1.17 (Patent application and reexamination processing fees)
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37 CFR 1.19 (Documentsupply fees)

37 CFR 1.20 (Post Issuance fees)

37 CFR 1.21 (Miscellaneous fees and charges)

 

File Listing:

Document «gs : File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
Message Digest|Part/zip| (ifappl.)

1602747

Issue Fee Payment (PTO-85B) Issue_Fee_Transmittal. pdf #5d08c5c2209bc4 129e70c55285fad60132

Warnings: 

Information:

Fee Worksheet (SB06) fee-info.pdf S2eb15a7e890ebb177f2d83ea8e121359}
hd2ea

Warnings: 

Information:

 
Total Files Size (in bytes) 1632981 

This AcknowledgementReceipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTOof the indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable.It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary componentsfora filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shownonthis
AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish thefiling date of the application.
National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/E0O/903indicating acceptance of the application as a
national stage submission under35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.
New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
If a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
and ofthe InternationalFiling Date (Form PCT/RO/105)will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
national security, and the date shown onthis AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish the internationalfiling date of
the application.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
www.uspto. gov 

NOTICE OF ALLOWANCEANDFEE(S) DUE

EXAMINER
26285 7590 09/24/20 19

K&L GATES LLP-Pittsburgh DOAN,KIET M
210 SIXTH AVENUE -
PITTSBURGH,PA 15222-2613

2641

DATE MAILED: 09/24/2019

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO. 
16/528,701 08/01/2019 Michael J. Koss 080188PCTUSCON LI 6980

TITLE OF INVENTION: SYSTEM WITH WIRELESS EARPHONES

APPLN. TYPE ENTITY STATUS ISSUE FEE DUE PUBLICATION FEE DUE|PREV. PAID ISSUE FEE TOTAL FEE(S) DUE DATE DUE

nonprovisional SMALL $500 $0.00 $0.00 $500 12/24/2019

THE APPLICATION IDENTIFIED ABOVE HAS BEEN EXAMINED AND IS ALLOWED FOR ISSUANCE AS A PATENT.
PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS CLOSED. THIS NOTICE OF ALLOWANCEIS NOT A GRANT OF PATENT RIGHTS.

THOS APPLICATION IS SUBJECT TO WITIIDRAWAL FROM ISSUE AT TITE INITIATIVE OF THE OFFICE OR UPON
PETITION BY THE APPLICANT. SEE 37 CFR 1.313 AND MPEP1308.

 

THE ISSUE FEE AND PUBLICATIONFEE (IF REQUIRED) MUSTBE PAID WITHIN THREE MONTHS FROM THE MAILING
DATE OF THIS NOTICE OR THIS APPLICATION SHALL BE REGARDED AS ABANDONED. THIS STATUTORY PERIOD
CANNOT BE EXTENDED. SEE 35 U.S.C. 151. THE ISSUE FEE DUE INDICATED ABOVE DOES NOT REFLECT A CREDIT
FOR ANY PREVIOUSLY PAID ISSUE FEE IN THIS APPLICATION. IF AN ISSUE FEE HAS PREVIOUSLY BEEN PAID IN

THIS APPLICATION(AS SHOWN ABOVE), THE RETURNOF PART B OF THIS FORM WILL BE CONSIDERED A REQUEST
TO REAPPLY THE PREVIOUSLY PAID ISSUE FEE TOWARD THEISSUE FEE NOW DUE.

 

HOW TO REPLY TO THIS NOTICE:

1. Review the ENTITY STATUS shown above. If the ENTITY STATUSis shown as SMALL or MICRO,verify whether entitlementto that
entity status still applies.

If the ENTITY STATUSis the same as shown above, pay the TOTAL FEE(S) DUE shownabove.

If the ENTITY STATUSis changed from that shown above, on PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL, complete section number5 titled
"Changein Entity Status (from status indicated above)”.

For purposes of this notice, small entity fees are 1/2 the amount of undiscounted fees, and micro entity fees are 1/2 the amount of small entity
fees.

II. PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL,or its equivalent, must be completed and returned to the United States Patent and Trademark Office
(USPTO) with your ISSUE PEE and PUBLICATION FEE (if required). If you are charging the fee(s) to your deposit account, section "4b”
of Part B - Fee(s) Transmittal should be completed and an extra copy of the form should be submitted. If an equivalent of Part B is filed, a
request to reapply a previously paid issue fee must be clearly made, and delays in processing may occur dueto the difficulty in recognizing
the paper as an equivalent of Part B.

TI. All communications regarding this application must give the application number. Please direct all communications prior to issuance to Mail
Stop ISSUE FEE unless advised to the contrary.

IMPORTANT REMINDER:Maintenancefees are duein utility patents issuing on applications filed on or after Dec. 12, 1980.
It is patentee's responsibility to ensure timely payment of maintenance fees when due. More informationis available at
www.uspto.gov/PatentMaintenanceFees.

Page | of 3

PTOL-85 (Rev. 02/11)
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PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL

Complete and send this form, together with applicable fee(s), by mail or fax, or via EFS-Web.

By mail, send to: Mail Stop ISSUE FEE By fax, send to:=(571)-273-2885
Commissionerfor Patents
P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450

INSTRUCTIONS: This form should be used for transmitting the ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATIONFEE(ifrequired). Blocks 1 through 5 should be completed where appropriate. All
further correspondenceincluding the Patent, advance orders and notification of maintenance fees will be mailedto the current correspondence addressas indicated unless corrected
below ordirected otherwise in Block 1, by (a) specifying a new correspondence address; and/or (b) indicating a separate "FEE ADDRESS"for maintenancefee notifications.

Note: A certificate of mailing can only be used for domestic mailings of the
Fee(s) Transmittal. This certificate cannot be used for any other accompanying
papers. Each additional paper, such as an assignment or formal drawing, must
have ils own certificate of mailing or transmission.

CURRENT CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS(Note: Use Block 1 for any change of address)

2.6285 7590 09/24/2019 Certificate of Mailing or Transmission

K&L GATES LLP-Pittsburgh I hereby certify that this Fee(s) Transmittal is being deposited with the UnitedStates Postal Service with sutficient postage forfirst class mail in an envelope
210 SIXTH AVENUE addressed to the Mail Stop ISSUE FEE address above, or being transmitted to
PITTSBURGH,PA 15222-2613 the USPTO via EFS-Webor byfacsimile to (571) 273-2885, on the date below.(Typed or printed name)

(Signature)}

(Date) 
APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEYDOCKETNO. CONFIRMATION NO.

16/528,701 08/01/2019 Michael J. Koss 080188PCTUSCON 11 6980

TITLE OF INVENTION: SYSTEM WITH WIRELESS EARPHONES

APPLN. TYPE ENTITY STATUS ISSUE FEE DUE PUBLICATION IEE DUE|PREV. PAID ISSUE FEE TOTAL FEE(S) DUE DATE DUE 
nonprovisional SMALL $500 $0.00 $0.00 $500 12/24/2019

EXAMINER ART UNIT CLASS-SUBCLASS

DOAN, KIETM 2641 455-428000

1. Change of correspondenceaddressor indication of "Kee Address” (37
CFR1.363).

2. For printing on the patent front page, list
(1) The namesof up to 3 registered patent attorneys
or agenls OR, allernatively, 1

J Change of correspondence address (or Change of Correspondence
Address form PTO/SB/122) attached. (2) The nameofasingle firm (having as a membera

registered attorney or agent) and the names of upto=.2
2 registered patent attorneys or agents. If no nameis
listed, no namewill beprinted.

 
(I "Fee Address" indication (or "Fee Address” Indication form PTO/
SB/47; Rev 03-09 or more recent) allached. Use of a Customer
Numberis required.

. ASSIGNEE NAME AND RESIDENCE DATA TO BE PRINTED ON THE PATENT(printor type)

 
Ga

PLEASE NOTE:Unless an assigneeis identified below, no assignee data will appear on the patent. If an assignee is identified below, the document must have been previously
recorded,orfiled for recordation, as set forth in 37 CFR 3.11 and 37 CFR 3.81(a). Completion of this form is NOT a substitute forfiling an assignment.

(A) NAME OF ASSIGNEE (B) RESIDENCE:(CITY and STATE OR COUNTRY)

Please check the appropriate assignee category or categories (will not be printed onthe patent) : (LV individual LJ Corporation or other private group entity (J Government

4a. Fees submitted: (_lissue Fee Publication Fee(if required) [_JAdvance Order - # of Copies
4b. Methodof Payment: (Pleasefirst reapply any previously paidfee shown above)

(I Electronic Payment via EFS-Web (_] Enclosed check (_I Non-electronic paymentbycredit card (Attach form PTO-2038) (J The Directoris hereby authorized to charge the required fee(s), any deficiency, or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account No.

5. Changein Entity Status (from status indicated above)
NOTE:Absenta valid certification of Micro Entity Status (see forms PTO/SB/15A and ISB), issue
fec payment in the micro entity amount will not be accepted at the risk of application abandonment.
NOTE:If the application was previously under micro entity status, checking this box will be taken
to be a notification of loss of entitlement to micro entity status.
NOTE:Checking this box will be taken to be a notification of loss of entitlement to small or micro
entity status, as applicable.

J Applicant certifying micro entity status. See 37 CFR 1.29

Applicant asserting small entity status. See 37 CFR 1.27 
 

J Applicant changing to regular undiscounted fee status.

NOTE: This form must be signed in accordance with 37 CFR 1.31 and 1.33. See 37 CFR 1.4 for signature requirements andcertifications.
  

  

Authorized Signature Date

Typed orprinted name Registration No.

Page 2 of 3
PTOL-85 Part B (08-18) Approved for use through 01/31/2020 OMB0651-0033 U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
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geste UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

 UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
www.uspto. gov

 
16/528,701 08/01/2019 MichaelJ. Koss 080188PCTUSCONLI 6980

26285 7590 09/24/2019

K&L GATES LLP-Pittsburgh DOAN,KIET M
210 SIXTH AVENUE -
PITTSBURGH,PA 15222-2613

2641

DATE MAILED: 09/24/2019

Determination of Patent Term Adjustment under 35 U.S.C. 154 (b)
(Applications filed on or after May 29, 2000)

The Office has discontinued providing a Patent Term Adjustment (PTA) calculation with the Notice of Allowance.

Section 1(h)(2) of the AIA Technical Corrections Act amended 35 U.S.C. 154(b)(3)(B)Q)to eliminate the requirement
that the Office provide a patent term adjustment determination with the notice of allowance. See Revisions to Patent
Term Adjustment, 78 Fed. Reg. 19416, 19417 (Apr. 1, 2013). Therefore, the Office is no longer providing an initial
patent term adjustment determination with the notice of allowance. The Office will continue to provide a patent term
adjustment determination with the Issue Notification Letter that is mailed to applicant approximately three weeks prior
to the issue date of the patent, and will include the patent term adjustmenton the patent. Any request for reconsideration
of the patent term adjustment determination (or reinstatement of patent term adjustment) should follow the process
outlined in 37 CFR 1.705.

Any questions regarding the Patent Term Extension or Adjustment determination should be directed to the Office of
Patent Legal Administration at (571)-272-7702. Questions relating to issue and publication fee payments should be
directed to the Customer Service Center of the Office of Patent Publication at 1-(888)-786-0101 or (571)-272-4200.

Page 3 of 3

PTOL-85 (Rev. 02/11)

10
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OMB Clearance and PRA Burden Statement for PTOL-85 Part B

The Paperwork Reduction Act (PRA) of 1995 requires Federal agencies to obtain Office of Managementand Budget
approval before requesting most types of information from the public. When OMB approves an agency request to
collect information from the public, OMB (i) provides a valid OMB Control Number and expiration date for the
agencyto display on the instrumentthat will be used to collect the information and (ji) requires the agency to inform
the public about the OMB Control Number’s legal significance in accordance with 5 CFR 1320.5(b).

The information collected by PTOL-85 Part B is required by 37 CFR 1.311. The informationis required to obtain
or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentialityis
governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 30 minutes to complete, including
gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon
the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions
for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office,
U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR
COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria,

Virginia 22313-1450. Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection
of information unlessit displays a valid OMB control number.

Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your
submission of the attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements
of the Act, please be advised that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)
(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information
is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to process and/or examine your submission related to a patent
applicationor patent. If you do not furnish the requested information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not
be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may result in termination of proceedings or abandonment
of the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:
1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of

Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C 552a). Records from this system of records may
be disclosed to the Department of Justice to determine whether disclosure of these records is required by the
Freedomof Information Act.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine usc, in the course of presenting evidence
to a court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of
setlement negotiations.

3. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting
a request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance
from the Member with respect to the subject matter of the record.

4. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having
need for the information in order to perform a contract. Recipicnts of information shall be required to comply
with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m).

5. A record related to an International Applicationfiled under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of
records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property
Organization, pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

6. Arecord in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes of
National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic EnergyAct (42 U.S.C. 218(c)).

to

7. Arecord from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services,
ot his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSAaspart of that agency's responsibility
to recommend improvements in records managementpractices and programs, undcr authority of 44 U.S.C.
2904 and 2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection
of recordsfor this purpose, and any other relevant (1.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall
not be used to make determinations about individuals.

8. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of
the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b)or issuanceofapatent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record
may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use,to the public if the record wasfiled
in an application which became abandoncdor in which the proceedings were terminated and which application
is referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspection or an issued patent.

9. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law
enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomesaware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation.

11
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. . 16/528,701 Kossetal.

KIET M DOAN 2641 No

-- The MAILING DATE ofthis communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address--
All claims being allowable, PROSECUTION ON THE MERITSIS (OR REMAINS) CLOSEDinthis application. If not included
herewith (or previously mailed), a Notice of Allowance (PTOL-85) or other appropriate communication will be mailed in due course. THIS
NOTICE OF ALLOWABILITY IS NOT A GRANTOF PATENTRIGHTS.This application is subject to withdrawal from issue at the initiative
of the Office or upon petition by the applicant. See 37 CFR 1.313 and MPEP 1308.

4} This communication is responsive to 09/16/2019.
C7 A declaration(s\affidavit(s) under 37 CFR 1.130(b) was/werefiled on :

.C An election was made by the applicantin responseto a restriction requirementsetforth during the interview on ; the
restriction requirement and election have been incorporatedinto this action.

(¥] The allowed claim(s) is/are 2-21 . As a result of the allowed claim(s), you may be eligible to benefit from the Patent Prosecution
Highway program at a participating intellectual property office for the corresponding application. For more information, please see
http://www.uspto.gov/patents/init_events/pph/index.jsp or send an inquiry to PPHfeedback@uspto.gov. 

CF Acknowledgmentis made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (f).

Certified copies:

a) CJAlI b)() Some=*c} () Noneofthe:

1. (J Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.
2. () Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No.

3. (] Copiesof the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this national stage application from the
International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

* Certified copies not received:

Applicant has THREE MONTHS FROM THE "MAILING DATE"of this communicationto file a reply complying with the requirements
noted below.Failure to timely comply will result in ABANDONMENTofthis application.
THIS THREE-MONTHPERIODIS NOT EXTENDABLE.

5.) CORRECTED DRAWINGS(as "replacement sheets") must be submitted.
CJ including changes required by the attached Examiner's Amendment / Commentor in the Office action of

Paper No./Mail Date .
Identifying indicia such as the application number(see 37 CFR 1.84{(c)) should be written on the drawingsin the front (not the back) of each
sheet. Replacement sheet(s) should be labeled as such in the header according to 37 CFR 1.121(d).

6.C DEPOSIT OFand/or INFORMATIONabout the deposit of BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL must be submitted. Note the
attached Examiner's comment regarding REQUIREMENT FOR THE DEPOSIT OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL.

Attachment(s)
1.{¥] Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 5. CO Examiner's Amendment/Comment
2.[¥) Information Disclosure Statements (PTO/SB/08), 6. Examiner's Statement of Reasons for Allowance

Paper No./Mail Date :
3.CJ Examiner's Comment Regarding Requirementfor Deposit 7. 2 Other :

of Biological Material
4[Yj Interview Summary (PTO-413)

Paper No./Mail Date.
/KIET M DOAN/

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2641

 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office .
PTOL-37 (Rev. 08-13) Notice of Allowability Part of Paper No./Mail Date 20190917
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Application/Control Number: 16/528,701 Page 2
Art Unit: 2641

DETAILED ACTION

Notice of Pre-AlA or AIA Status

The presentapplication is being examined under the pre-AlAfirst to invent

provisions.

Terminal Disclaimer filed and approved. Thank you

Information Disclosure Statement

The information disclosure statement (IDS) submitted on 08/21/2019. The

submissionis in compliance with the provisions of 37 CFR 1.97. Accordingly, the

information disclosure statement is being considered by the examiner.

Drawings

The drawings were received on 08/01/2019 these drawing are acceptable by the

examiner.

Allowable Subject Matter

Thefollowing is an examiner's statement of reasons for allowance:

Claims 2-21 are allowance.

Regarding to claim 2, the closest prior art record Johnsonet al. (US

2008/0298606 A1) and Roseneret al. (US 2008/0076489 A1) teaches a system

comprising:

headphones comprising a pair of first and second wireless earphones to be worn

simultaneously by a user, wherein the first and second earphones are separate such

13
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Application/Control Number: 16/528,701 Page 3
Art Unit: 2641

that when the headphonesare worn bythe user,the first and second earphonesare not

physically connected, wherein eachofthe first and second earphones comprises: a

body portion that comprises:

a wireless communication circuit for receiving and transmitting wireless signals;

a processorcircuit in communication with the wireless communication circuit.

However, the combination of Johnson and Rosenerfail to teach or fairly suggest

an ear canal portion that is inserted into an ear of the user when worn by the

user; and

at least one acoustic transducer connected to the processorcircuit; and an

elongated portion that extends away from the body portion such that the

elongated portion extends downwardly when the ear canal portion is inserted in the ear

of the user;

a microphone connected to the processorcircuit and for picking up utterances of

a user of the headphones;

an antenna connectedto the wireless communication circuit; and a rechargeable

power source; and

a mobile, digital audio player that stores digital audio content and that comprises

a wireless transceiverfor transmitting digital audio content to the headphonesvia

Bluetooth wireless communication links, such that each earphone receives and plays

audio content received wirelessly via the Bluetooth wireless communication links from

the mobile, digital audio player.

14
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Application/Control Number: 16/528,701 Page 4
Art Unit: 2641

Claims 3-21 are allowance as being dependentdirectly or indirectly to the

independentclaim 2.

Any comments considered necessary by applicant must be submitted no later

than the paymentof the issue fee and, to avoid processing delays, should preferably

accompanythe issue fee. Such submissions should be clearly labeled “Comments on

Statement of Reasonsfor Allowance.”

Conclusion

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to KIET M DOAN whosetelephone numberis (571)272-

7863. The examiner can normally be reached on M-F 9:30am-5:30pm.

Examiner interviews are available via telephone, in-person, and video

conferencing using a USPTO supplied web-based collaboration tool. To schedule an

interview, applicant is encouraged to use the USPTO Automated Interview Request

(AIR) at http:/Awww.uspto.gov/interviewpractice.

lf attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, Charles Appiah can be reached on 571-272-7904. The fax phone number

for the organization wherethis application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

15
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Application/Control Number: 16/528,701 Page 5
Art Unit: 2641

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on accessto the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information

system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA)or 571-272-1000.

/KIET M DOAN/

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2641
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Application No. Applicant(s)

16/528,701 Kossetal.

Examiner Art Unit AIA (FITF) Status

KIET M DOAN 2641 No

Examiner-InitiatedInterview Summary

All participants (applicant, applicant's representative, PTO personnel):

(1) KIET M. DOAN.

(2) Mark Knedeisen.

Date of Interview: 12 September 2019.

Type: Telephonic ©) Video Conference
C Personal [copy given to: C1) applicant F applicant's representative]

Exhibit shown or demonstration conducted: ( Yes No.

If Yes, brief description:

Issues Discussed CJ101 (1112 (1102 (1103 Others
(For each of the checked box(es) above, please describe belowthe issue and detailed description of the discussion)

Claim(s) discussed: 1.

Identification of prior art discussed: N/A.

Substanceof Interview

(Tor each issue discussed, provide a detailed description and indicate if agreement was reached. Sometopics may include: identification orclarification of a reference
or a portion thereof, claim interpretation, proposed amendments, arguments of any appliedreferencesetc...)

The examiner contacted and discussed with Applicant Representative Mark Knedeisen regarding the requestoffilling
Terminal Disclaimerin order place the Application for condition of allowance, wherein the request is reached and agree
by Mr. Knedeisen. Thank you.

Applicant recordation instructions: It is not necessary for applicant to provide a separate record of the substanceof interview.

Examiner recordation instructions: Examiners must summarize the substance of any interview of record. A complete and properrecordation of the
substanceof an interview should include the items listed in MPEP 713.04 for complete and proper recordation including the identification of the general
thrust of each argumentor issue discussed, a general indication of any other pertinent matters discussed regarding patentability and the general results or
outcomeofthe interview, to include an indication as to whether or not agreement was reached on the issues raised.

( Attachment

/KIET M DOAN/

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2641

 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-413B (Rev. 8/11/2010) Interview Summary Paper No. 20190917
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Application/Control No. Applicant(s)/Patent Under
16/528 ,701 Reexamination

Kossetal. Notice ofReferences Cited Examiner Art Unit
KIET M DOAN 2641 Page 1 of 1

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS

ne

*|e[us-2o0e007saa9-a1[02-2000|RosenerDouglasK———~—~SC*dCg086|—asis762|

 
*A copyofthis reference is not being furnished with this Office action. (Gee MPEP § 707.05(a}.}
Dates in MM-YYYYformat are publication dates. Classifications may be US orforeign.
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTO-892 (Rev. 01-2001) Notice of References Cited Part of Paper No. 20190917
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Application/Control No. Applicant(s)/Patent Under Reexamination

Index ofClaims|16/598.701 Koss etal.

| | | ll | | craKIET M DOAN

Rejected = Cancelled Nn Non-Elected Appeal
=| Allowed a Restricted 1|interference|0|Objected

( Claims renumberedin the same order as presented by applicant Cj CPA T.D.

CLAIM DATE

|Final_|Originalfooivaoio]||
po 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office Part of Paper No.: 20190917

Page 1 of 1
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Application/Control No. Applicant(s)/Patent Under Reexamination

Search Notes 16/528,701 Kosset al.

Hl ll | ll Examiner Art Unit
=—eeeovn 2641
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CPC Combination Sets - Searched*

US Classification - Searched*
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* See search history printout included with this form or the SEARCH NOTESbox below to determine the scope of the

 
/KIET M DOAN/

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2641 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office Part of Paper No.: 20190917

Page 1 of 2
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Application/Control No. Applicant(s)/Patent Under Reexamination

Search Notes 16/528,701 Kosset al.

| | Examiner Art Unit
KIET M DOAN 2641
 
search.

Search Notes

Inventor search 09/17/2019 KD

East search 09/17/2019 KD

pair$1 with earphone$1 with (wear worn) and earwith canal$1 and KD
acoustic$2 with transduc$4 and elongat$3 and recharg$5 with power$3|09/17/2019
and bluetooth

((HO4M1/0254 OR H04R1/02 OR H04R2201/107 OR H04R25/554 OR 09/17/2019 KD
H04R3/00 OR H04R5/033 OR H04W4/80 OR H04W84/18).CPC.)

pair$1 with earshone$1 with (wear worn) and earwith canal$1 and 09/17/2019 KD
acoustic$2 with transduc$4 and bluetooth.clm.

((HO4R25/554 OR H04R1/1016 OR H04R1/1008 OR H04R2460/01 OR 09/17/2019 KD
H04R2460/13 OR H04R29/001 OR HO4M1/6066).CPC.

earphone$1 with (wear wom) and earwith canal$1 and acoustic$2 with 09/17/2019 KD
transduc$4 and bluetooth.clm.

(earphone headset) and chip and wireless and (rechargeab$3 charg$3 KD
power$3) with dock$3 and bluetooth and (audio mp3 disk) with 09/17/2019
player.clm.

Interference Search

US Class/CPC US Subclass/CPC Group Examiner
Symbol

/KIET M DOAN/

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2641

 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office Part of Paper No.: 20190917

Page 2 of 2
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Application/Control No. Applicant(s)/Patent Under Reexamination

Issue Classification|15/598.701 Koss et al

| | | Examiner Art Unit
KIET M DOAN 2641
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NONE
Total Claims Allowed:

(Assistant Examiner) 20

/KIET M DOAN/ 17 September 2019 . . .
Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2641 O.G. Print Claim(s)] O.G. Print Figure
(Primary Examiner) (Date) 2 4A

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office Part of Paper No.: 20190917

Page 1 of 3
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Application/Control No. Applicant(s)/Patent Under Reexamination

Issue Classification|15/598.701 Kosset al.

| | | Examiner Art Unit
KIET M DOAN 2641

INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION

CLAIMED

HO4R

NON-CLAIMED

US ORIGINAL CLASSIFICATION

CLASS SUBCLASS

CROSS REFERENCES(S)

CLASS SUBCLASS (ONE SUBCLASS PER BLOCK)

 
 
NONE

Total Claims Allowed:

(Assistant Examiner) 20

/KIET M DOAN/ 17 September 2019 . . .
Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2641 O.G. Print Claim(s)] O.G. Print Figure
(Primary Examiner) (Date) 2 4A

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office Part of Paper No.: 20190917

Page 2 of 3
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Application/Control No. Applicant(s)/Patent Under Reexamination

Issue Classification|15/598.701 Kosset al.

| | | _KIET M DOAN

() Claims renumbered in the same order as presented by applicant (J) CPA TD. (€) R.1.47 

NONE
Total Claims Allowed:

Assistant Examiner) 20

/KIET M DOAN/ 17 September 2019
Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2641

(Primary Examiner) (Date) 2 4A
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office Part of Paper No.: 20190917

O.G. Print Claim(s)] O.G. Print Figure 
Page 3 of 3
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«\ UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450WWW.USDIO.gOV

 
BIB DATA SHEET

CONFIRMATIONNO.6980

SERIAL NUMBER FILINGor 371(c) GROUP ARTUNIT ATTORNEY DOCKET
16/528,701 08/01/2019 080188PCTUSCON11

RULE

APPLICANTS

Koss Corporation, Milwaukee, WI;
INVENTORS

MichaelJ. Koss, Milwaukee, WI;
MichaelJ. Pelland, Princeton, W1;
Michael Sagan, Fairfield, CA;
Steven R. Reckamp,Crystal Lake, IL;
Gregory J. Hallingstad, Deforest, WI;
Jeffery K. Bovee, Sterling, IL;
Morgan J. Lowery, Deforest, WI:
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Supplementary European Search Report for European Application No. 09731146.8 mailed June
10, 2011, 7 pag

international Search Report for internatic
2069, 2 pages.

intemational Preliniiriary Examination Report for international Application No. PCOT/US09/39754
mailed October 28, 2010, 8 pages. 

Witten Opinion of the International Searching Authorily for international Application No.PCT/US09/39754 mailed June 11, 2009, 5 pages.

ITREVIEW. “LTB 802.11 WAFi Headphones’, http /itreview_belproject.com/item/1536 accessed on
03/43/2008 (4 pages).

    
*EXAMINER: initial if reference considered, whetheror not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Drawline through citationif not in confarmance and nat cansidered
include copy of this form with next communication te appticant.

 

 
  
 

' Appi
required oy
governed by 35 UL8 Cc. 4122 and 37 CFRAid. Th
iorio the USPT: 2 . An ants on urit of time you re
this burden, shou 4 be, FOL Box 1450, AlexCOMPLETED FOR  
 

 

 

if you needassistance in completing ihe form, cali 1-800-PTO-0199 (1-806-786-9199) and se

502427179 ALL REFERENCES CONSIDERED EXCEPT WHERE LINED THROUGH. /K.M.D/802427178 v
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EASTSearch History

EAST Search History

EAST Search History (Prior Art)

 
 \pair$t with earphone$1 with (wear

‘worn) and ear with canal$1 and
‘acoustic$2 with transduc$4 and
‘elongat$3 and recharg$5 with
‘ipower$3 and blutooth and
|@ad<"20090202"

air$1 with earphone$1 with (wear

 
  
  
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
  

   
 

worn) and ear with canal$1 and #USPAT;
‘acoustic$2 with transduc$4 and HUSOCR;
‘elongat$3 and recharg$5 with FPRS;
ypower$3 and bluetooth.clm. and EPO: JPO; 3
‘@ad«< "20090202" DERWENT;;

IBM_TDB
 
 

 
 

‘| air$1 with earpnone$1 with (wear
worn) and ear with canal$1 and
lacoustic$2 with transduc$4 and
velongat$3 and recharg$5 with
power$3 and bluetooth.clm.

 
 

  
 

 
 
  

 

 
 

"pair$1 with earphone$1 with (wear
‘worn) and ear with canal$1 and
‘acoustic$2 with transduc$4 and
‘elongat$3 and recharg$5 with
‘power$3 and bluetooth

ie
USPAT; |

 
  

   
 

ypair$1 with earphone$1 with (wear |
worn) and ear with canal$1 and
‘acoustic$2 with transduc$4 and
elongat$3 and bluetooth

ec
USPAT; 
 

 
 
 
 Jpair$1 with earphoneS$1 with (wear

worn) and ear with canal$1 and
‘jacoustic$2 with transduc$4 and
bluetooth

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

"20040107271" | "20050064853"|
20050198233"|"20060206487"
20060212442"|"20060212444"
20060268830"|"20070008984"
20070037615"|"20070049198"
20070053543"|"20070165875"
20070253603"|"20070297618"
20080019557"|"20080031470"
20080062939"|"20080076489"

eo
IUSPAT;
|USOCR
 
 

‘2019/09/17.
09:48

2019/09/17.
09:49

2019/09/17:
10:05

‘12019/09/17)
110:07

2019/09/17.
310:14

‘(2019/09/17
09:47

 
   

aseeancesenteeeresseseeees

‘|2019/09/17)
09:48

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 

"20080242312"|"20080298606"
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EASTSearch History

 

"7962482"
"8073137"

"8295516"
\" 8478880"
"8571544"
 

q
i
i)quM

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

evnee eae heneteeeeneaeteeeseettaeteteseeeeeetesesteaeatetenerteeneeneeereseed Maeeeseeeeeeseeteseete nesehaneseeese eee eeeeeteed heeee ee eee eeeee

 
"6389463"
"6792091"
"7027311"
"7120388"
"7337027"
"7599679"
"7697899"
"7805210"
"8023663"
"8102836"
"8335312"
"8483755"
"8655420"

‘"9049502").PN.

i6 AND ( (H04R25/554 OR
HO4R1/1 016 OR HO4R1/1008 OR

pair$1 with earohone$1 with (wear

‘jworn) and ear with canal$1 and
‘jacoustic$2 with transduc$4 and
‘ibluetooth.clm.

adapter with (mp3 (cd near player)
iphone) with jack and (earphone

‘headset) and adapter with encod$3
ith (Sound audio)

(2019/07/28.
20:31

 
‘200901 16678" | "20090248178"|
‘" 20100290642"| "20130039510"|
"20130099507" | "201502374389"|

"6671494"
"6937712"
"7095455"
"7139585"
"7467021"
"7650168"
"7734055"
"7861312"
"8027638"
"8190203"
"8401202"
"8553865"
"8792945"

 
 osH04R2201/107 OR H04R25/554

HOR HO4A3/00 OR HO4R5/033 OR
‘1HO4W4/80 OR H04W84/18).CPC.)

Ypair$1 with earphone$1 with (wear
worn) and ear with canal$1 and
acoustic$2 with transduc$4 and
{bluetooth. clm.

panini

vearphone$1 with (wear worn) and \
‘ear with canal$1 and acoustic$2 with |
‘itransduc$4 and bluetooth.clm.

yadapter with (mp3 (cd near player)
viphone) with jack and (earphone
‘iheadset) and encod$3 with (sound

32

 
  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
 

 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 

  
2019/09/17;
10:29
 

 

  
  

 
 
 

 

‘Bo19/09/17
10:31
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

2013/07/28:

20:29 

  
  

 

‘Boig/09/17
10:24

2019/09/17:
‘}10:30

10:31

  

: 2018/07/28
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EASTSearch History

i| "4864550" | "5243640" | "5282246" |USPAT;
| "5319716" | "5396556" | "5471530" JUSOCR
ii] "5475872" | "5483692" | "5493583"

|| £8582703"| "5568538"|"5835854").PI

(2013/07/28
20:38

 
  

  
 
 
  
 
  
 
  
  

20:32iA

 adapter with (mp3 (cd near player)

yiphone) with jack and (earphone
headset) and convert$4 with
'(digital$2 analog$1) and acoustic$1 

(2013/07/28
1120:48

‘adapter with (mp3 (cd near player)
iphone) with jack and (earphone

i 2013/07/28,
20:48 i

 

vadapter with (mp3 (cd near player)
‘iphone) with jack and (earphone

; 3013/07/28adapter with (mp3 (cd near player) | ;
20:53iphone) with jack and (earphone

headset) 
soEEEEEEEEE anLanennennnennnn!hence heenennen

(2013/07/28.
‘20:54

 

  adapter with (mp3 (cd near player)
iphone) with jack and (earphone

i 2013/07/28:
20:54

 ("20030002395" | "20030095380" | |
"20040162029" | "20050088620"|

(2013/07/28.
20:58

yadapter and“(mp3(cd|nearplayer)
viphone) with jack and (earphonereads)and(adh(adadhee)
‘(mp3 (cd near player) iphone) with bssijack and (earphone headset) and
i(adhoc (ad adj hoc)) and acoustic

("20040121796" | "20050037818"|
"20060045304" | "20070291953"|
"20070297618" | "20080194209"|
"20080298606" | "20090046869"|
"20090141906" | "20090209304"|
"7072686" | "7280849").PN.

("20010012998" | "20020019732"|
"20020071577" | "20020072912"|
"20020091511" | "20020175665"|

"4034164" | "4654883" | "4845751" | |
"5337346" | "5371901" | "5590417" | |
"5627547" | "5771438" | "5794164" | |

"5963872" | "6067278" | "6078825"| |
"6131042" | "6223060" | "6226532"| |
"6236969" | "6240302" | "6246935"| |
"6285357"| "6285867" | "6332084"||

‘1"6339706" | "6345179" | "6381452"||
"6381469" | "6397186" | "6611681" |

 
2013/07/28:
21:00

  

 

  
  

   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

 
  
 

  12013/07/28:
121:00

 

 

2013/07/28)
21:01

aan ann eee eene nn seenune BE Ue UEESAUEEBE UE UEESEUE ERE EE EBE aebenernsnenennsannnsneney Ressssssnsnenesncnennanenl becseansnsnesnensnnrnenened baneesanneencnesnsad Lisceeneceensnsnenernenene!

(2013/07/28
21:04

: 201 3/07/28.
‘ 21:04
“convert$4 with (analog ;

igitalS2)Chm. ewe
 

 
a8 bee————eee

 
iii

\ Y u
: ; u
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EASTSearch History 

2013/07/28:

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 
$21 4116 ‘(mp3 (cd near player) iphone) with #US-PGPUB;}OR ON

; ack and (earphone headset) and JUSPAT; :

 
 
 

  "20020038432"|"20020072390"||
"20020077834" | "20020086716"|
"20020098813" | "20020105861"|
120020132651" | "20020151327"|
"20020173866" | "20030026438"|
"20030041206" | "20030114133"|

120030194968"| "20040091 124"|
"20040151327" | "20040224638"|
20050049009" | "5319716"| 4
"5448757" | "5771441" | "5860824"|||
"5970390" | "6157163" | "6163711" | |
"6240297" | "6292440" | "6304764"| |

"6317497" | "6381452" | "6396769"| |
"6420849" | "6423892" | "6509716" | |
"6532152" | "6573683" | "6608399" | |
"6631098" | "6671494" | "6681120" | |

([8781519" | "6782239 | |18788528"| |
‘2018/02/11"8571544" pn.

t 17:11

peeeeeeeeerneeeeeenedGeren!bonedhie!

8190203".pn. ‘Bois/on/it
‘ 17:12

 
 

 
 

 
 

>In

vearphone same (server ap (access US-PGPUB ‘bo18/02/11.
near point) host) and (server ap (USPAT; 122: 55

 (access near point) host) with stor$3 #EPO; JPOaaaeestencetnececnsenenenenecnsenentecnrnennrnceesnensantnceteneenesesnteneneel Pe ccseesnceenernenesnceened Laces ccsnennesneenenened hacsrenseenenerntennt hcseenceesneeennees

i 2015/02/11)‘(server ap (access near point) host) | 22:57
‘with stor$3 with parameter$1 EPO; JPO :

AaneeOERETE. ponseereennneenstaasned na secereeeececeecenneened deca recenceenerai ieee fecaereceeencanenenneenneand)
$27 AND ( (HO4N5/232 OR ; 2015/02/11;

HO4N5/23293 OR H04W4/00 OR USPAT: 123:03
‘1HO4W88/08 OR H04W92/02 OR EPO; JPO :
‘$HO4R3/00 OR HO4R1/1091 OR
IH04R2201/103 OR H04R2225/55 OR|

 

 
 
  
  
  
  
  
 
 

 
 

  

11H04R2420/07 OR H04R25/554 OR

04R5/033ORH04RS5/04).CPC.)Se ee

2015/02/11;
23:07

 
3

 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
 

(earphone headset) with internet \
‘with (server ap (access near point) 4USPAT;
host) and stor$3 with parameter$1 EPO; JPO

ANG"A5S"/$-CClS.enn
("20040107271" | "20050064853" |_|
"20050198233" | "20050240296"|
"20060206487" | "20060212442"|
"20060268830" | "20070008984" | |
"20070037615" | "20070049198"|
"20070147630" | "20070150963" | |

"20070165875" | "20080031470"|

 
 8 hws

42015/02/ 1 1
23:07
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EASTSearch History

‘|"20080062939" "20080076489"|
| |

120080080705" | "20080101279"
‘(200801 65992" | "20080194301"|
"20090063703" | "20090225996"|
"20100246788" | "20100290642"|

 

"20120213381" | "20130039510"|
"5784685" | "6389463" | "6674864"|
"6792091" | "6937712" | "7003515"|
"7027311" | "7095455" | "7099370"|
"7120388" | "7139585" | "7467021"|
"7512414" | "7599679" | "7680490"|
"7697899" | "7764775"|
"7962482"| "8023663" | "8027638"|

78102836"|8190203").PN.
iS29 AND ( (HO4M2250/02 OR

11H04M1/72527 OR HO04M1/0256 OR
HO4M1/21 OR HO4M1/0254 OR
HO4M1/725 OR HO4M1/72519 OR
1HO4M1/733 OR HO4M2250/06 OR
‘1HO4M3/56 OR HO4M15/00 OR
HO4M1/2535 OR H04M1/72522 OR
HO4M1/7253 OR H04M1/72547 OR
1H04
NHO4
1HO4
‘iOR HO4M3/42 OR H04M3/42314 OR
‘1HO4M3/54 OR HO4M3/58 OR
HO4M7/006 OR H04W12/06 OR
‘H04W88/06 OR H04W88/02 OR
1HO4W36/0033 OR H04W36/0055 OR
HO4W56/00 OR H04W76/00 OR
HO4W84/105 OR H04W84/16 OR
‘HO4W8/005 OR HO4W4/12 OR
‘HO4W84/18 OR HO4W92/02 OR
‘HO4W92/18 OR HO4W28/24 OR
H04W36/08 OR H04W4/008 OR
HO4W4/10 OR H04W4/24 OR
\HO4W52/0254 OR H04W76/005 OR
HO4W76/04 OR HO4W80/00 OR
4HO4W84/042 OR HO4W84/06 OR
‘H04W88/ 16 OR H04W8/18 OR
‘1HO4W8/26 OR HO4L9/32 OR
HO4L1 2/2602 OR H04L1 2/5692 OR
HO4L1 2/5695 OR HO4L12/581 OR
HO4L12/5895 OR H04L12/66 OR
1HO4L29/06027 OR H04L41/0896 OR
4HO4L41/12 OR H04L41/5064 OR
1H04L41/5087 OR H04L43/00 OR
‘$H04L45/00 OR HO4L47/11 OR
1H04L47/14 OR HO4L47/15 OR
‘HO4L47/788 OR H04L47/808 OR
1H04L47/824 OR H04L51/04 OR
1HO4L51/38 OR HO4L65/1016 OR
IHO4L65/1069 OR HO4L65/4061 OR
‘HO4L65/602 OR H04L67/04 OR
‘1H04B1/406 OR HO4B1/006 OR
HO4B1/525 OR H04B1/005 OR

H04B7/18595).CPC.)

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 

(earphone headset) with internet
usame (server ap (access near point)
host) and stor$3 with parameter$1
and convert$3 with audio

$33 e

"7805210"| if

M1/72555 OR H04M1/72561 OR |
M1/72569 OR H04M2207/206 OR|
M2215/2026 OR H04M2215/2093 |

wveeeeeee enetesteeeteteteeentannetteeettaeeetenenerested Manan serene eteeeeestesaed baeeeeseteeeeeeeetehennereeeteeee

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

t{ififif
i
ififif{Ny;if
qiiWiWt
a)
if

ee

::

2015/02/11.
123:09

3
a,

‘2015/02/11.
12315

 
2015/02/11:
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EASTSearch History

|H04M2216/2026 OR H04M2215/2099|
OR HO4M2250/02 OR H04W92/02 OR!
|HO4W28/24 OR HO4W4/10 OR i
HO4W4/12 OR H04W4/24 OR
4HO4W76/005 OR HO4W80/00 OR
H04W84/042 OR HO4W84/06 OR
1HO4W84/18 OR H04W88/16 OR
HO4W8/26 OR HO4R1/1091 OR i
1HO4R2201/1 03 OR H04R2225/55 OR|
1H04R2420/07 OR H04R25/554 OR |
IHO4R3/00 OR HO4R5/033 OR
HO4R5/04 OR H04S7/30 OR
11HO04B7/18595 OR HO4L12/581 OR
‘JHO4L1 2/5895 OR H04L29/06027 OR |
HO4L51/04 OR HO4L51/38 OR
‘HO4L65/1016 OR HO4L65/1069 OR

 
  
   

 
  

 

server ap (access near point) host)

4] "5381138" | "5548271" |
{| "5581803" | "5623533" | "5742666"
‘| "5774804" | "5802460"|
{| "5903634" | "5940752" | "5946636"|
i] "5974312" | "6041229" |
‘| "6215994" | "6308083" | "6377161" | 
   

  
 
 

 
  

 
 
 
  
 

"20040202309"|
"20060072739"|
"20060233346"|
"20060256954"|
"20070111180" | "20070127689"|

|
|
|  "20070198322"

"20070198330"
"20110055100" | "20110106566"|
"5270920" | "6157808" | "6170014"| 
"6628777" | "6775377" | "7043193"| |
"7158628" | "7174010" | "7660407"| |
"7801055" | "7801295" | "7826608"| |
|"'8108237"| "8112306" | "8117064" |.

 
 
 

 (mp3 (cd near player) iphone) with |

acoustic and "381"/$.ccls.

HHO4M1/0254 OR H04M15/00 OR
YHO4M1 /2535 OR H04M1/72522 OR
|HO4M1/7253 OR H04M1/72547 OR
{HO4M1/72555 OR HO4M1/72561 OR

LUSPAT;
EPO; JPO

 
with stor$3 with parameter$1.clm.

 
;

"5581599" HUSPAT;
USOCR 

"5878339" |‘
‘

"6125273"|

eeeeey°

("20040165717" | "20040202308"| eoOF"20050175971" | i
"20060111953"|
"20060256953"|
"20070088563"|

"20070195944"|"20070195945" |
"20070198325"|
"20100057493"|

"6301573" | "6324282" | "6459787"| |

jack and (earphone headset) and

 
 

eee

2015/03/23
W21:37 |

2015/03/23:
21:38

23:17

3015/03/23)
21:36

;

2015/03/23!
21:36

i 3015/03/23
21:38

: 2015/03/23;
421:44
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EASTSearch History

 
 

 
 

|IDERWENT;
il! BM_TDB

‘(mp3 (cd near player) iphone) with |

i and (earphone headset) and
 

   
 

(earphone headset) with internet
same (server ap (access near point) |
host) and stor$3 with parameter$1

nd convert$3 with audio.clm. \ 
ennannhatban

‘

{(°20020016391"|"20020072896"||US-PGPUB; OR (OFF
‘1'5812951" | "6097804"| "6128304" | JUSPAT;

6141341" | re2soaae” | JUSOCR
(earphone headset) with (server ap {US-PGPUB; OR
(access near point) host) and (server |USPAT; 3
lap (access near point) host) with EPO; JPO
Ustor$3 with parameter$1 and
 
  

 
 

\

 
 

3 AND ( (H04N5/772 OR \
HO4M15/8022 OR H04M1/7253).CPC. |

ul 8730920".pn.

8588814". pn.

 "20020142759" | "20070270159"|
20080171555" | "20100029302"|

6321158" | "6895238").PN.
3 :

SoeEEEEEEedae! heen! heeS

2015/03/23)

 

201 6/03/23.

2015/03/23)

3

‘2015/04/27
15:06

 
eeseueeeeeeeeesetseess
5

2015/03/23;
21:53

  

  
 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 

 

22:09

 

22:10

‘2015/08/23
22:14

 

2015/03/25:
16:06

‘p018/04/07
414:57

Boisoa/27
115:03

 

 

2016/06/01.
22:10 |

‘2016/08/01
22:11
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panaeveeeeeeeene! fistedGa!bee?

8190203" .pn.

‘with transduc$3 and (earphone
‘ineadset) with digital with (audio

ound) with wireless with network

with transduc$3_ and (earphone

  
 

earphone headset) with acoustic

with transduc$3 and (earphone
headset) with wireless with network

  
  
  
  
  
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

earphone headset) with digital and

acoustic with transduc$3 and
(earphone headset) with wireless
‘with network and

@ad«< ="20080606"

‘(earphone headset) and digital$1
inear4 (sound audio) and acoustic
‘with transduc$3 and (earphone
‘iheadset) with wireless with network

nd @ad« = "20080606"

   
792945").PN

u(earphone headset) with
(communica$s connect $3) with
“transducs3 and (earphone headset)
iwith wireless

i(earohone headset) with acoustic

u(earphone headset) with acoustic
 

"20060212442" | "20060268830"|
8478880"|"8571544" | "7003515"|
7650168"|"8335312" |
20070008984"|"20070297618"|
20080298606"|"5784685"|

6671494" "7027811" | "7088870" |7266390"|"7734055"|
20130039510"|"7467021" |
8401202"|"20040107271" |
20070037615"|"20070165875"|

20080031470"|"20080076489" | I
6674864"|"6937712"|"7095455" | I
7139585"|"7764775"|"7805210" | |
8023663"|"8027638"|"8102836" | |
20050198233"|"20060206487"|
20070253603"|"6389463"|
7120388"|"7599679"|"7680490" | i
7861312"|"7962482"|"8553865" | |
20070049198"|"20080062939" | |
6792091"|"7697899"|"8295516" | |
8655420"|"20050064853"| i
20100290642"|"7337027"|
7512414"|"8190203"

IFPRS;
EPO; JPO; }

|IDERWENT; }

 US-PGPUB;;
USPAT;

|[US-PGPUB;:
HUSPAT;

{US-PGPUB;}
WUSPAT;
EPO; JPO

|IUS-PGPUB;|

 

 
  
 

  
 

 
 
 
 

  

33 : 3weesenceseeennaeeeeesees eeeeeseenee ree tetas teensenseseatseeereteeetPasseeeeeee eetreeretebeeen! beeeet

 

wae!

(2016/06/01
22:11

SeoperTareT

'[2016/06/02
W44600|
ey

‘2016/06/02
11:56

 ‘|2016/06/02)
111:56

2016/06/02!
14:58

nenteenRecentenneed fieeeeeeenereeened hited beeeeeeeeseeeneeened

‘Bo16/06/02
15:16 |

‘boie/a/02
115:37

3haw

2016/06/02.
15:38

 
Daves eneececceee senses ened hi cece tases nnsneneenteeanacecnsseneancnsansssnanteacnnsesnanssacnesessesensssanarened Mecansncanssensancesansnsa! becesansesnanscncnesesnened beasancneessnssennse® Gensesansssanssseenesssanee!
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARKOFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
www.uspto.gov 

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO.

16/528,701 08/01/2019 Michael J. Koss 080188PCTUSCONI1 6980

K&L GATES LLP-Pittsburgh
210 SIXTH AVENUE DOAN,KIETM

PITTSBURGH,PA 15222-2613 ART UNIT PAPER NUMBER

2641

NOTIFICATION DATE DELIVERY MODE

09/18/2019 ELECTRONIC

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

The time period for reply, if any, is sct in the attached communication.

Notice of the Office communication was sent electronically on above-indicated "Notification Date” to the
following e-mail address(es):

USpatentmail @klgates.com

PTOL-90A (Rev. 04/07)
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Commissioner for Patents
United States Patent and Trademark Office

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450WWW.USP"O.gov

 
In re Application of
Kossetal. :

Application No. 16/528,701 : DECISION ON PETITION
Filed: 1 Aug 2019 :
For: SYSTEM WITH WIRELESS

EARPHONES

This is a decision on the petition under 37 CFR 1.102(c)(1), filed August 1, 2019, to make the
above-identificd application special based on applicant’s age as set forth in MPEP §708.02,
Section II.

The petition is GRANTED.

A grantable petition to make an application special under 37 CFR 1.102(c)(1) and MPEP
$708.02, Section I: Applicant’s Age must be accompanied by evidence showingthat the applicant
is 65 years of age, or more, such as applicant’s statement or a statement from a registered
practitioner that he or she has evidence that the applicant is 65 year of age or older. No [ee is
required.

Theinstant petition includes a statement from an attorney or registered practitioner declaring that
he/she is in possession of evidence, and will retain such in the application file record, showing that
MichaelJ. Kossis listed is 65 years of age, ormore. Accordingly, the above-identified application
has been accorded “special”status.

Telephone inquiries concerning this decision should be directed to Cheryl Gibson-Baylor at
(571) 272-3213.

All other inquiries concerning either the examination or status of the application should be
directed to the Technology Center.

The application is being forwarded to the Technology Centcr Art Unit 2641 for action
on the merits commensurate with this decision.

/Cheryl Gibson-Baylor/
Cheryl Gibson-Baylor
Petitions Paralegal Specialist
Office of Petitions
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PTO/SB/26

Doc Code: DIST.E.FILE U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

DocumentDescription: Electronic Terminal Disclaimer- Filed Department of Commerce

 

Electronic Petition Request TERMINAL DISCLAIMER TO OBVIATE A DOUBLE PATENTING REJECTION OVERA
“PRIOR” PATENT

Title of Invention

SYSTEM WITH WIRELESS EARPHONES

mM Filing of terminal disclaimer does not obviate requirement for response under 37 CFR 1.111 to outstandingOffice Action

BX] This electronic Terminal Disclaimer is not being used for a Joint Research Agreement.

Koss Corporation

 

The owner(s) with percentinterest listed above in the instant application hereby disclaims, except as provided below,the
terminal part of the statutory term of any patent granted on the instant application which would extend beyond the expiration
date ofthefull statutory term of prior patent number(s)

9986325

9729959

as the term ofsaid prior patent is presently shortened by any terminal disclaimer. The owner hereby agrees that any patent so
granted on the instant application shall be enforceable only for and during such period that it and the prior patent are commonly
owned. This agreement runs with any patent granted onthe instant application and is binding upon the grantee,its successors
or assigns.

In making the abovedisclaimer, the owner doesnot disclaim the terminal part of the term of any patent granted on the instant
application that would extend to the expiration date of the full statutory term of the prior patent, "as the term ofsaid prior patent
is presently shortened by any terminal disclaimer,” in the event that said prior patent later:
- expiresfor failure to pay a maintenancefee;
- is held unenforceable;

- is found invalid by a court of competentjurisdiction;
- is statutorily disclaimed in whole or terminally disclaimed under 37 CFR 1.321;
- has all claims canceled by a reexamination certificate;
- is reissued; or

- is in any manner terminated prior to the expirationofits full statutory term as presently shortened by any terminal disclaimer.
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(@) Terminal disclaimer fee under 37 CFR 1.20(d) is included with Electronic Terminal Disclaimer request.

O | certify, in accordance with 37 CFR 1.4(d)(4), that the terminal disclaimer fee under 37 CFR 1.20(d)
required for this terminal disclaimer has already been paid in the above-identified application.

Applicant claims the following fee status:

@ Small Entity

© Micro Entity

©) Regular Undiscounted

| hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledgeare true andthat all statements made on information and
belief are believed to be true; and further that these statements were madewith the knowledge that willful false statements and
the like so madeare punishable byfine or imprisonment, or both, under Section 1001 ofTitle 18 of the United States Code and
that such willful false statements may jeopardize the validity of the application or any patent issued thereon.
 

THIS PORTION MUST BE COMPLETED BY THE SIGNATORY OR SIGNATORIES

I certify, in accordance with 37 CFR 1.4(d)(4) that | am:

© An attorney or agent registered to practice before the Patent and Trademark Office whois of record in
this application

Registration Number 42747

A sole inventor

A joint inventor; | certify that | am authorized to sign this submission on behalfofall of the inventors as evidenced by the
power ofattorneyin the application

A joint inventor; all of whom are signing this request

Signat
(Mark ° rnedewend

Mark °- Knedeisen

*Statement under 37 CFR 3.73(b) is required if terminal disclaimer is signed by the assignee (owner).
Form PTO/SB/96 maybe used for making this certification. See MPEP § 324.
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal 

Application Number: 16528701

Filing Date: 01-Aug-2019

Title of Invention: SYSTEM WITH WIRELESS EARPHONES

 

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Michael J. Koss

Attorney Docket Number: 080188PCTUSCON11

Filed as Small Entity

Filing Fees for Utility under 35 USC 111(a)

rece|cmt]toe|

Basic Filing:

STATUTORY OR TERMINAL DISCLAIMER 1 160 160

Claims:

 

Miscellaneous-Filing:

Patent-Appeals-and-Interference:

Post-Allowance-and-Post-Issuance:
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Extension-of-Time:

Miscellaneous:

Total in USD (S$) 
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Doc Code: DISQ.E.FILE

Document Description: Electronic Terminal Disclaimer — Approved

Application No. 16528701

Filing Date: 01-Aug-2019

Applicant/Patent under Reexamination: Koss

Electronic Terminal Disclaimer filed on September 16, 2019

i] APPROVED

This patent is subject to a terminal disclaimer

[J DISAPPROVED

Approved/Disapproved by: Electronic Terminal Disclaimer automatically approved by EFS-Web

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
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Electronic AcknowledgementReceipt

EFS ID: 37176239
 

Application Number: 16528701

Confirmation Number: 6980

Title of Invention: SYSTEM WITH WIRELESS EARPHONES

a

Attorney Docket Number: 080188PCTUSCON11 

Receipt Date: 16-SEP-2019

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC 111{a)

Paymentinformation:

 
Deposit Account 021818

The Director of the USPTOis hereby authorized to charge indicated fees and credit any overpaymentas follows:

37 CFR 1.16 (National application filing, search, and examination fees)

37 CFR 1.17 (Patent application and reexamination processing fees)
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37 CFR 1.19 (Documentsupply fees)

37 CFR 1.21 (Miscellaneous fees and charges)

 

File Listing:

Document «gs : File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
Message Digest|Part/zip| (ifappl.)

Terminal Disclaimer-Filed (Electronic) eTerminal-Disclaimer.pdf 9999486360448el 8338556905 a05474ae64
661c6,

Warnings: 

Information:

Fee Worksheet (SB06) fee-info.pdf 5a31768/ 6de01be22a9d b0d0cd3361b766q

Warnings: 

Information:

 
Total Files Size (in bytes) 64110 

This AcknowledgementReceipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTOof the indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable.It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary componentsfora filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shownonthis
AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish thefiling date of the application.
National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/E0O/903indicating acceptance of the application as a
national stage submission under35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.
New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
If a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
and ofthe InternationalFiling Date (Form PCT/RO/105)will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
national security, and the date shown onthis AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish the internationalfiling date of
the application.
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PTO/SB/08a (07-09)
7/31/2012, OMB 9651-0031Approved for

j U.S. DEPART! OF COM ICEdemark Offi
 

  Patent and 1 

 

Substitute for form 1449/PTC Application Number 16/528.701

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE Filing Date August 4, 2019
STATEMENT BY APPLICANT First Named inventor Michael J. KossAgt Unit 2641

(use 4s Many sheets as necessary) Examiner Name Kiet M. Doan

| Sheet Aitomey Docket Number | 080188PCTUSCONT 1

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS
: i Document Number te a Pages, Columns, Lines, Where

§ fxaminer | Number-Kind Code Pubtication Date Name of Patentee or Relevant Passages or Relevantifigiex | i ' TOPNT Noe i ANA. yw Anniic: Cite nen ciev. 2 OT Eee
irs i if known) MIM-DD-YYYY Applicant of Cited Document Figu “Appear

 

2004/0107271 At 66-03-2004 Abin et al.

2005/0064853 A4 6: 05 Radpour

2006/0206487 At

2006/0238878 Al 10-26-2006 | Miyak

2007/0008984 Ad 01-11-2007 i
Glezerman

2907/0053543 Ad 03-08-2007
2907/0165875 Al 07-19-2007 Rezvani
2007/0136446 M1 06-14-2007 Rezvani et al.
2007/6297618 Ai 12-27-2007 Nurmi et at.
2607/6253603 Ai 11-01-2607 Kirnura et al.

2008/0031476 A4 62-07-2008 Angethag

 

 
 

j i 03-27-2008 Roseneref al
|__Ot-24-2008_|Bevirtetal

p|| 2006/0194209 At |__08-14-2008_|Hauptetal

2008/0228094 A’|__0e-78-2068|Rutsohman
2008/0242312 Al 10-02-2008 Paulson etal.
2008/0258606 Al 12-04-2008 Johnson eta

2900/6029743 AQ 91-29-2009 Law etal. i
2000/01 16678 Al [28-07-2008|Bevirtetgtd
2009/61 29605 At |__95-21-2609|Campeta
2000/0248176 Ai 16-91-2009 Pauison et al

| 2010/0200642 Ai 11-18-2010 Haseagawa
2011/0275323 A1 11-10-2011 Goldman et ai.
2613/6039316 Ad 02-14-2013 Pelland ot al.
2013/0099507 At 04-25-2013
2615/6237439 A1 08-20-2045 Koss et al.

i 2017/0318378 At ; Koss et ai.
[__eateiozaasagAt830-2018[Kossetal
ff291 9/0978390 AI [03-07-2079|Kossetaed
po|2019/0238070 At Kosset al. po
poreaeesA rei -1998_|Stanfordetal
poo60081ISteet-t999|Wingate
[nernOOSBeeenAOSenenena

Examiner
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PTO/SB/08a (07-09)
Approved for use through 07/31/2012. OMB 0651-0031

U5. Patent and Trademark Office; US. DEPARTMENTOF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 19 uired to respond to a collection of info contains a valid OME control number.

Coniplete if Known
Application Number 46/528.701

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE Filing Date August 7, 20719
STATEMENT BY APPLICANT First Named inventor Michael J. Koss

j Agt Unit 2641
(use as many sheets as necessary) Examiner Name

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS

Number - Kind Code?
Gf known)

 

 
Substitute for form 1449/PTO

Pages, Columns, Lines, Where
Reievant Passages or Relevant

Figures Appear

Publication Date Name of Patentee or
MM-DD-YYYY Applicant of Cited Document

6,674,864 BZ 64-68-2004 Kitamura
6,792,091 B2 06-14-2004 Lemchen etal.
6,887,712 B2

7,099,370 B2

4 _Hachimura et al.

02-26-2008 |Nishiguchiet al.

7,512,414 B2 Jannard et ab
7,599,679 B2 10-06-2009 Awiszus
7,650,188 B2 01-19-2610 Bailey
7,680,490 B2 03-16-2010 Bloebaum et al.
7,697,899 B2 04-43-2010 Rofougaran
7,734,055 B2 06-68-2010 Shifoyan

1,164,775 B2 _ Tarkoff et al.

“7,861,312 B2 {3-28-2010

8.073.137 B2

: 01-24-2012 Jerihagen
05-29-2012 _Pelland et ai.

6,335,312 B2 12-18-2012 Gerhardt ef al.
6,401,202 B2 03-19-2014: Brooking

5 8,478,280 B2 97-02-2013 | Finkelstein ef al.
i 8,483,755 B2 97-09-2013 Kumar
fo 8,553,885 B2 10-68-2013|Menardetal
poSPTEAABZ10-29-2013|Pellandetal
po8885420BT82-18-2014Pellandetal
i 7 7
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Commissioners for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1486.

  
     S for reducing i “FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND Ta:

if you need assistance in completing ihe form, call 1-800-P'TO-9 199 (1-800-783-9199) and select option 2.
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the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no p

Substitute for form 144e/PTO

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE
STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

{use as many sheets as necessary)

Examiner ile
initiate” No. Country Code®-Numbert-Kind Code*Gf known)

PTO/SBZa (07-09)
Approvedfor use through 07/31/2012. ONG 0651-0037

3 NT OF COMMERCE
OMB control number.

Art Unit 2644
Examiner Name Kict M. Dean

 

Pages, Colurnns.
Where Relevant Pa

or Relevant Figures
Appear

Name of Fatentee or
Applicant of Cited

Rocument

Publication Date
MM-DD-YYYY

Logitech Europe S.A.
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i
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i 1 WO 2009/086555 Al
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07-09-2009 Koss Corporation
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ABSTRACT : PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED:To provide a radio communication terminal device equipped
with a wearable player free from the entanglement of an earphonecord and convenientin
carrying thereof.

SOLUTION: There are provided a radio communication meansof an eye glasses shape
frame, a control means, a storage means, an operation means,a display means, a sound
processing means, and a power supply means, and further an earphone atthe tip end of
the eye glasses frame. Hereby, when a reception instruction signal for receiving sound
information is input, the radio communication means receives the sound information and
Storesit in the storage means, and whena reproduction instructing signal for reproducing
the soundinformationis input, the stored sound information is read from the storage
means and outputted to the earphone underthe control of the control means, and further
the display meansdisplays the state of the sound information when the sound information
is received or reproduced. Theradio terminal communication terminal device equipped
with a wearable player can thuslisten to a music obtained by downloading the sound
information from a musicdistributing server through the Internet.
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3 of 3 DOCUMENTS

2P2004320597A 2004-11-11 RADIO COMMUNICATION TERMINAL DEVICE EQUIPPED .
WITH PLAYER (en)

English Abstract:

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: Toprovide a radio communication terminal device equipped with
a wearable player free from the entanglement of an earphone cord and convenient in carrying
thereof.

SOLUTION: There are provided a radio communication means of an eye glasses shape
frame, a control means, a storage means, an operation means, a display means, a sound pro-
cessing means, and a power supply means, and further an earphoneat the tip end of the eye
glasses frame. Hereby, when a reception instruction signal for receiving sound information is
input, the radio communication means receives the sound information and storesit in the
storage means, and when a reproduction instructing signal for reproducing the sound infor-
mation is input, the stored sound information is read from the storage means and outputted to
the earphone underthe control of the control means, and further the display meansdisplays
the state of the sound information when the sound information is received or reproduced. The
radio terminal communication terminal device equipped with a wearable player can thus listen
to a music obtained by downloading the sound information from a music distributing server
through the Internet.
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English Description:

0001 :

[Belongs to the technical field of the invention]
The present invention, the voice information by radio communication after received and stored
in a memory means, storage meansfor reading out the information from the radio communi-
cation terminal device equipped with player.
0002 :
Prior art:

The music on the Internet server voice information from wireless communication terminal de-

vice already music distribution service. The figure shows a system configuration of a conven-
tional music distribution system in fig. 13. The Internet 1, music information into a digital mu-
sic distribution server 2 is connected. Furthermore, with respect to the music distribution serv-
er 2, music distribution termina! device 900 is a base station 3, portable telephone network 4,
gateway5, Internet 1 via the access. The music distribution terminal device 900, and the
wireless communication means 902 in the casing 901, and ten key entry means 903, anda
display means 904, and a storage means 905, the casing 901 is used by inserting the ear
doorphone 906.
0003 :

The key input means 903 music distribution terminal device 900 according to the needs of the
music and access URLis input, and a cellular phone network 4 via the Internet 1 can com-
municate and music distribution server 2, music distribution server 2 from a distribution
menue music distribution terminal device 900 looking at the display means 904, delivery is de-
sired, the key input music contents can be selected. The music distribution server 2, the con-
tent of the selected voice information read from the database (not shown) is transmitted to the
music distribution terminal device 900. The music distribution terminal device 900 the trans-

mitted audio information stored in the storage means 905. The end of the delivery and music,
voice information is read out from the memory means 905 is, ear outputs doorphone 906.
0004 :

The conventional music ‘distribution terminal device 900, using the key input means 903 and
display means 904 music distribution comprises, music downloaded information reproducing
doorphone ear or headphones. The download operation, including operation music, character
display of the other menu sinceit is required to repeat the operation, and a display meansof
certain sizes, certain sizes and of requiring a key input means 903. Therefore, music distribu-
tion terminal device 900 is bulky, or when carried by the pocket must be put in the bag. Fur-
thermore, (for example, patent document 1, patent document 2) doorphonecodeisalso diffi-
cult to handle the entangled ear.
00oSs :

[Patent document 1]
In the patent Number 2001-28572 publication (page 11 first, fig. 4)
[Patent document 2]
In the patent Number 2002-23768 publication (page3first, fig. 1)
0006 :
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Problems to be solved by the invention:
The present invention, the drawbacks of the prior art which is convenient to carry, ear without
entangling doorphone code,collectively called a feeling of wearing a wearable by radio com-
munication terminal device equipped with player, nothing is put into a pocket or bag without,
does not have any sense by hand, such as music, voice information downloaded from the
server to reproduce andtofirst.
0007:

Furthermore, the operation of the present invention when downloading audio information or
status, when reproducing information downloaded state display indicating that the operation
state of the user in the field of view of a player to securely provide with wireless communica-
tion termina! and second.
0008 :

Meansfor solving the problems:
In order to solve the first problem, in the present invention the radio communication terminal
device equipped with player, and a spectacle frame, and wireless communication means, and
control means, and memory means, and operating means, and display means, and processing
means, and a battery power source has an ear doorphone, spectacle frame and in wireless
communication means, and control means, and memory means, and operating means, and
display means, and processing means, the battery powersupply is provided, at the end of the
spectacle frame doorphoneear is provided, operating means for receiving information from
and a commandsignal is input, by the control means, wireless communication means, receiv-
ing the audio information stored audio information, audio information from the operating
meansfor inputting an instruction signal and, under the control of a control means, a voice in-
formation stored in the storing means, and read from the ear doorphone output, when receiv-
ing a voice information when the display of the state of the display or reproduction by means.
0009 :

With this configuration, which is convenient to carry, ear without entangling the player door-
phone code with wireless communication terminal deviceis realized.
0010:

Furthermore, the present invention, the tip is provided with a spring-type frame of spectacles
doorphone ear having formed as a linear member, and the nose of the spectacle frame 3 by a
pair of ear portions doorphone of radio communication terminal device equipped with player
supported on the face of a user.
OO11:

By this constitution, a small radio communication terminal device equipped with player, light in
weight, easy disengagementfrom the face, and a senseofcollectively as the bodyfirmly, as a
device called a wearable sense.
0012:

The present invention also, in order to solve the second problem, display means mounted to
the frame and a glass lens to spectacle lens and illuminating means.
0013:

With this configuration, when the operation state information is downloaded or voice, music
reproducing the operation state display indicating securely within the field of view of the user.
0014:

The present invention also, spectacle frame and positional relationship of eyeglass lens, lens
on a spectacle frame as a positional relation, spectacle frame is provided with an illumination
means in whichahappropriate cast from a lens of eyeglasses.
0015:

By using this configuration, human eyesare views looking on lower than thatis easily, reliably
by a userin the field of view of the display state is displayed on a player with wireless commu-
nication terminal device is realized.
0016:
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Embodiments of the invention:

(Embodiment 1)
A first embodiment of present invention as 1, and the explanation below drawing. Fig. 1 a, 1 of
the first embodiment of the present invention related to using wireless communication terminal
device equipped with player 6 shows a system configuration diagram of a music distribution
system. The present invention, already described in fig. 13 of a conventional music distribution
system instead of music distribution terminal 900, radio communication terminal device
equipped with player 6 is used, the same part of the system components of the same numbrs,
explanation is omitted. The present invention of radio communication terminal device equipped
with player 6, base station 3, portable telephone network 4, gateway 5 and, via the Internet 1
accesses the server music 2, voice information is downloaded. In fig. 2 and fig. 3, radio com-
munication terminal device equipped with player 6 mounted on a user's face 60 of the dia-
gram, and when used, the radio communication terminal device equipped with player 6 fig. 4
cut in the direction of a horizontal cross-sectional diagram,fig. 5 the radio communication
terminal device equipped with player 6 showing a front view.
0017 :

From fig. 2 to fig. 5, as shown, the player with wireless communication terminal 6, and having
a shapeof generally glasses, glass lens 10 is integrally formed to the right and left of the left
and right under the spectacle frame 20, 21 is mounted extends. Spectacle frame 20, 21 re-
spectively face the end faces 30, 31 as a nose, the nose 30, 31 on the lower side and the op-
posite side which is curved inwardly to form the wire spring 22, 23 made of a metal having a
spring property embedded therein is formed as a linear temple, doorphone ear 40, 41 is pro-
vided at the tip. In the state not attached to face a spectacle frame 20, 21 mounted on the end
of a section of each of a pair of temple doorphone ear 40, 41 is mounted so as to be smaller
than an interval of human ears, the spectacle frame 20, 21 of the nose 30, 31 and the distance
of a human doorphone ear 40, 41 and the mounting surface of the ear hole transnasal formed
so as to becomeshorter than the distance.
0018:

Radio communication terminal device equipped with player 6 when worn on the face, by wid-
ening the spectacle frame 20, 21. Figs. 2, 3 as, at the user's face 60, radio communication
terminal device equipped with player 6 of a spectacle frame 20, 21 of the right and left sides of
the tip of the fitting earhole doorphone ear 40, 41, 30, 31 on the nose against the nose. Spec-
tacle frame 20, 21, especially when the temple portion for face mounting can be spread, and
towards the face 60, a force in the right direction. Furthermore, the nose section 30, 31 and
the face 60 doorphoneear 40, 41 are held in a longitudinal! direction. Therefore, as shown in
fig. 3 the size of the user's face 60 is somewhat large, even if small, radio communication ter-
minal device equipped with player 6 the spectacle frame 20, 21 of the temple portion is de-
formed by the particular user's face 60 of the size of the fitting.
0019:

Spectacle frame embedded in a metallic coil springs 22, 23 are used as the antennaofthe ra-
dio communication means. Furthermore, on the outer surface of the spectacle frame 20, 21 as
an operating means, and a selection key 100, is provided with a key 101, selection key 100
and a key 101, or both are simultaneously depressed, whereby various operation instruction
signal input.
0020 :
In this way, the player with wireless communication terminal device 6 can be put on the face,
the so-called collectively as a wearable device can be mounted, and which is convenient to
carry, ear without entangling of friendly doorphone code.
0021:

Fig. 6 a, 1 of the first embodiment of the present Invention such radio communication terminal
device equipped with player 6 shownas a block diagram of an internal configuration. Fig. 6
and, in the spectacle frame 20, 21, and wireless communication means 70, and a control
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means 80, and memory means90, and the voice processing means 93, and operating means
for selecting key 100, and key 101, and a display means 110,111, battery power supply 120 is
provided, the spectacle frame 20, 21 at the tip of each of the temple portions 22, 23 is pro-
vided with a tip doorphone ear 40, 41. The particular display means 110,111, spectacle frame
20, 21 the LED130, 131,132,133 are arranged toward the lens 10,so as to irradiate a specta-
cle lens 10. Each of these means, are connected by a bus line 200, serving as an operating
meansfor selecting key 100, key 101 by the input from the, control means 80 as a radio
communication terminal device equipped with an audio playeris to operate.
0022 :

In other words, the operating means by using the selected key 100, key 101, audio infor-
mation and a receiver for receiving a commandsignal is input, under the control of the control
means 80, an antenna, a radio communication means 70 serves as shownin fig. 1 from the
temple portions 22, 23, by accessing the server music 2, music information is downloaded. The
voice processing means 93, music distribution server 2 from the radio signal received by the
voice signal, and the voice processing is performed, voice information is stored in the memory
means 90. Operation means selecting key 100 using a key 101 and voice information, and an
instruction input signal is input, under the control of the control means 80, the voice infor-
mation stored in the memory means 90 reads doorphoneear 40, 41. Furthermore, voice in-
formation or at the time when, in the display means 110,111 LED130, 131,132,133 irradiating
lens of eyeglasses with a lighting, such as light LED130.
0023:

A basic operation is explained using the selection keys 100, key 101 is operated by means of
radio cammunication terminal device equipped with player 6 of the present invention. In the
present invention the player of a radio communication terminal device equipped with 6 the se-
lection key 100 and a key 101 is provided on each surface of the spectacle frame 20, 21. Radio
communication terminal device equipped with player 6 face 60 of the user in radio communica-
tion terminal device equipped with player 6 in a mounted state, with both hands, and simulta-
neously pressing selected keys 100 by key 101, poweris turned on, can be turned. Further-
more, right-hand and pushes the select key 100, which can be selected on the menu door-
phone output ear is read out from the memory means 90. After that, within a predetermined
period of time and the selection key 100 is depressed, the selected menu is read. Menu is read
out, and a predetermined time is elapsed that menu is selected by the handle thereof. Fur-
thermore, even whenthe left hand key 101 is depressed so as to determine the menu.
0024 :

Fig. 7 in, selection key 100, key 101 is used as a flowchart showing a basic operation process.
Fig. 7 in, (step S2) and (step S1 for controlling the operation of a timer), a power source (not
shown) and simultaneously pushes the select key 100 turns on with both hands, key 101. Se-
lection key 100 is pressed (step $3) doorphone ear 40, 41 and can be selected from the menu
(step S4) is output. Determining key 101 is pressed (step $5) uncutted, before the time-out
(step S6), and the selection keys 100 is depressed, the next menu are successively read out. A
time-out, and key 101 is pressed, is read as a menu is selected (step S7) is determined. Fur-
thermore, the determined (step S8) to start the operation of the item. The selection key 100
during operation and when the key 101 are pressed simultaneously (step $9), (step $10) to
stop the operation. Again, the selection keys 100 and key 101 are pushed simultaneously (step
S11) when the, power supply is turned off (step $12). The selection key 100 during operation
and whenthe key 101 are pushed simultaneously, without turning off the power source to con-
tinue its operation.
0025 :

Fig. 8 the, present invention music player with wireless communication terminal 6 when down-
loading information as a flowchart showing an operation procedure. Also in this case, in order
to simplify the explanation of the player with wireless communication terminal device 6 in the
memory means 90, previously stores a URL of music distribution server as described.
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0026 :

First of all, radio communication terminal device equipped with player 6 serving as an operat-
ing meansfor selecting key 100 of key 101 are depressed simultaneously with both hands, and
the power supply is turned on, the battery power supply 120 and contro! means 80 from wire-
less communication means 70 for supplying a power to, display means 110 as a lighting means
of the lighting of the pilot lamp LED130 (step $20). Next, operation means can be selected by
pressing the menu selection key 100 successively read, selecting a " URL?? " While the mes-
sage is output, whether the predetermined time passes, by pressing the key 101, a URL(step
$21) for selecting operation is started. The selection of the URL, operating means 100 within a
predetermined time sequentially and successively by pushing the URL, ear doorphone capable
of switching the voice output. Furthermore, each selection key 100 is depressed, LED131
lighting means, by adding lighting periord 132,133, capabie of selecting one of any numberof
URLto visually check (step S22) is. In the state of outputting a URL, whether the predeter-
mined time passes, a key 101 (step S24) pushes the URLis determined. URL is determined
and, control means 80 by wireless communication means 70, spectacle frame temple portions
and antenna 22, 23 from, base station 3, portable telephone network 4, gateway 5, Internet 1
via a, music distribution server 2 (step S25) to access.
0027 :

The player with wireless communication terminal 6, music distribution server 2 receiving the
information from the music, voice output ear doorphone 40, 41. For example, a music distribu-
tion server, a classic, popular, pops of about 3 until one of the popular jenre best 5 explained
as being capable of delivering and curvature, which can distribute the category nameis" 1.a
classic, 2. popular, 3. pops. " Successively. Furthermore, to select a desired jenre and distrib-
ute the music is sequentially outputted (step S26), as explained already protrct selection key
100 using a key 101 and, (step S27) for determining a desired music. In this way, the music
determined (step S28) information is downloaded. 1 after downloading of one curvature, the
curvature of the following (step S29) for down, step S26 to return, by the operation of step
$28 to the curvature of the other. When finished, operating means of selection keys 100 and
simultaneously push key 101 (step S29) stopping its operation, and to simultaneously select
key 100 again determining key 101 (step $30) pushes the powersupply is turned.
0028 :

Next, stored in the memory means 90 by downloading the music information, operation is ex-
plained. Fig. 9 a, radio communication terminal device equipped with player 6 when the voice
information as a flowchart showing an operation procedure.First of all, radio communication
terminal device equipped with player 6 and operating means of selection keys 100 and simul-
taneously pressing key 101, battery power supply 120 and control means 80 radio means 70 is
supplied, display means 110 ofthe illuminating meansin the pilot lampis lit as LED130fig. 8
(step S31) and is the same as the flowchart. Next, a select key 100" music reproduction
start?? " Menue doorphone reads output to the ear, or time out, by pressing the key 101, (step
$32) and starts a music reproducing mode. In a step $33 and (selection key 100 is de-
pressed), the music doorphone ear. Furthermore, each selection key 100 is depressed, a music
reproducing audio output doorphone ear 40, 41, LED131 lighting means, by adding lighting pe-
riord 132,133, music or what can be visually confirmed (step $34) is. A time-out or pushing
the key 101, (step S35) establishes a curvature. The control meansof the selected and stored
in a storage means (step $36) playlist. In playlist and, further adding a music reproducing a
picture is displayed is input, and the selected key 100 is pressed within a predetermined time,
return Av S33, step S36 until operated by, a curvature is selected. At a step $37, and the
time out, a curvature that is not added, playlist order is stored (step S38) reproduce music.
0029 :

The music, voice output doorphone ear 40, 41, of the music reproducing the numbercorre-
sponding to the numberof the lighting meansis lit. Moreover, the beginning of the music re-
producing the curvature but of the number corresponding to the numberoftheilluminating
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meansis turned on, the color is changed in accordance with the music. When theclassiclis-
tening, the color of the light irradiating lens changes in color and sepia, movie scene is seen
through a glass lens to see oldness changes. When the curvature of the majorlistening to
bright yellow or red by flashing light of warm, listening to music when the schemesof, or white
light of pale and such slowly changing 7k, display contents for music reproduction by auto-
‘matic selection, listening to music can be a venefit ~~~ mood. In the playing of the music
playlist and end of all, operating means within a predetermined time as it does not operate the
select key 100 and the power supply is turned. Furthermore, all of the music is completed
within a predetermined time and selecting key 100 is operated, it returns to step $33, regen-
eration can is selected.
0030 :

Furthermore, in the above embodiment, the Internet 1 of voice information is downloaded
from the server music 2 as music distribution terminal device, radio communication terminal
device equipped with player 6 which explain, music information transmitted by radio networkis
not limited to this, other wireless local area network wireless communication with music infor-
mation from the player is transmitted to the terminal system.
0031:

Furthermore, the player receives wireless communication terminal with the voice information,
in addition to the information of the music, music, the information of the curvature or a curva-
ture of the accompanying description of the voice composers, surer, recites a loudspeaker, a
document reading, rhythm, downloaded for guiding the operation procedure of sound.
0032:

(Embodiment 2)
Next, a second embodiment of the present invention the player 2 with wireless communication
terminal device are described. 1 of the first embodiment, spectacle frame 20, 21 embedded in
a metal-made wire spring 22, 23 is used as an antenna of the radio communication means, 2
of the first embodiment of the present invention related to the player with wireless communi-
cation terminal 62, a spectacle frame 20, 21 so as to cross the antenna 132 standing structure.
0033 :

Fig. 10 of the first embodiment of the present invention in a 2 related to the external view of
the player with wireless communication terminal 62. Furthermore, fig. 11 the radio communi-
cation terminal device equipped with player 62 attached to the user's face 60 showing the use
state. In fig. 10 and fig. 11, spectacle frame 20 to 1 to indicate a standing state antenna 132,
from each of the right and left of the spectacle frame 20, 21 can be erected antenna 2 meter.
In this way, the antenna is erected, by separating from the user's face 60, which can enhance
the sensitivity of the antenna. 2 shownin fig. 10 and fig. 11 of the first embodiment, antenna
132 rotatably mounted on a spectacle frame 20, and at the time of use so as to intersect es-
terblish glasses frame. Furthermore, antenna 132 as a telescopic antenna.
0034:

(Embodiment 3) ‘
Next, a second embodiment of the present invention related to 3 equipped with player wireless
communication terminal 63 are described. Fig. 12 the, 3 of the first embodiment of the present
invention the player with wireless communication terminal 63 in a museum or exhibition halls
using a system configuration diagram of a sound distribution system for the observer. This is
demonstrated in the sound distribution system for exhibition halls, one set in the area of the
short-range wireless communication such as a Bluetooth local area network using 70 for sound
distribution server submitted 71 is connected, a plurality of base station 72, 73, 74, 75 are as-
signed as a local area network 70 of base stations. Furthermore, the player with wireless
communication terminal 63 carrying a base station 72 when the observer approaches, base
station 72 for the observer approachesthe voice information automatically distributed from
sound delivery serverfor the observer 71, when the observer approachesthe base station 73
if, for the observer approaches the base station 73 automatically delivers the voice infor-
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mation. Below, in the same mannerin accordance with the movementof the observer, base
station 74 for the observer approaches the voice information, base station 75 approaches the
voice information automatically in order for the observer. The observer, tour passage and
walks, the exhibited articles can be heard by the receiver.
0035 :

3 of the first embodiment, in a museum display information such as not only or exhibition
halls, tour route guidance navigation information for the player with wireless communication
terminal 63 and delivering it to the observer can also be guided. At this time, the display
means when bentto the right on the right of the glass lens of the illuminating means is turned
on and off, and, when bentto the left of the left end of the spectacle !ens by flashing lighting
means, in addition to the voice information visitors, visual display means is used for induction.
0036:

[Effect of the invention]
The present invention according to the radio communication terminal device equipped with
player, spectacle frame and in wireless communication means, and control means, and
memory means, and operating means, and display means, and processing means,the battery
powersupply is provided, at the end of the spectacle frame doorphoneearis provided, oper-
ating means for receiving the audio information and a commandsignal is input, by the control
means, wireless communication means, receiving the audio information stored audio infor-
mation, operating means audio information and a, by the control means, a voice information
stored in the storing means, and read from the ear doorphone output, when receiving a voice
information when the display of the state of the display means or by performing, convenient to
carry, ear without entangling doorphone code, via the Internet provider in music, voice infor-
mation can be downloaded player with wireless communication terminal device can be ob-
tained.
0037:

Furthermore, the present invention, a spectacle frame having spring properties is formed as a
linear member, and the nose of the spectacle frame 3 with a pair of ear portions doorphone of
players due to radio communication terminal device mounted on the face of a user by, player
wearing the radio communication terminal device equipped with a sense of collectively, capable
of being used in a so-called wearable sense.
0038 :

The present invention also, a plurality of illumination means as display means are incorporated
in the spectacle frame, a plurality of illuminating means to selectively or simultaneously to the
light irradiated to the eyeglass lens, or the operation state when downloading audio infor-
mation, which indicates the operation state at the time of reproducing the state display within
the visual field of a user can be confirmed.

Brief description of the drawings:
[Fig. 1] 1 of the first embodiment of the present invention applied to a music player using
wireless communication with the distribution system configuration diagram
[Fig. 2] 1 of the first embodiment of the present invention such a player with a wireless com-
munication terminal of the user's face when installed on a used state diagram
[Fig. 3] 1 of the first embodiment of the present invention such a player with a wireless com-
munication terminal of the user's face when installed on a used state diagram
[Fig. 4] 1 of the first embodiment of the present invention applied to a cross-sectional diagram
of a radio communication terminal device equipped with player
[Fig. 5] 1 of the first embodiment of the present invention with the front elevation of such a
player
[Fig. 6] 1 of the first embodiment of the present invention applied to a block diagram of the
radio communication terminal device equipped with player
[Fig. 7] 1 of the first embodiment of the present invention with such a player of flowchart of
operation procedure by operating means
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[Fig. 8] 1 of the first embodiment of the present invention such radio communication terminal
device equipped with player of the flowchart of the operation procedure of downloading infor-
mation

[Fig. 9] 1 of the first embodiment of the present invention with such a player during reproduc-
tion of audio information of the operation procedure of the flowchart
[Fig. 10] 2 of the first embodiment of the present invention with such a player perspective di-
agram of radio communication terminal device
[Fig. 11] 2 of the first embodiment of the present invention such a player with a wireless
communication terminal of the user's face when installed on a used state diagram
[Fig. 12] 3 of the first embodiment of the present invention of the player using radio commu-
nication terminal device equipped with a configuration diagram for visitors sound distribution
system
[Fig. 13] system configuration diagram of a conventional music distribution system
Description of the symbols: ,
1 Internet

2 music distribution server

3 gateway
4 portable telephone network
5 base station

6 radio communication terminal device equipped with player
10 spectacle lens
20, 21 spectacle frame
22, 23 the temple part
30, 31 the nose
40, 41 ear doorphone
70 wireless communication means
80 control means

90 storage means
93 audio processing means
100 selection key
101 key
110,111 display means
120 battery power supply
130,131,132,133 LED

Numberof Claims: 4

ENGLISH CLAIMS:

The mold frame and glasses, and wireless communication means, and contro! means, and
memory means, and operating means, and display means, and processing means, and having
a battery power supply doorphoneear, the eyeglass frame and the wireless communication
means, and the control means, and the storage means, and the operating means, and the dis-
play means, and the voice processing means, the battery power supply is provided, the spec-
tacle frame doorphoneis provided at the fore end of the ear, the operation meansfor receiving
information from and to input a signal indication, controlled by the contro! means, the wireless
communication means, receives. voice information is stored in the storage means, the opera-
tion means for reproducing audio information from and reproduction instruction signal is in-
putted, the control of the control means, the voice information is read from the storing means
and outputting a doorphone ear, when receiving a voice information or the display means
whenthe display of the state is carried out in the radio communication terminal device
equipped with player.
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The tip is provided with an ear doorphone glasses frame and a linear member having spring
properties is formed as described in claim 1 and a radio communication terminal device
equipped with player.

The display means, attached to the eyeglass frame and glass lens, the glass lens, an illu-
mination means described in claim 1 is characterized by a player and a wireless communication
terminal device.

The eyeglass frame and the display means of the positional relation of the spectacles, the
spectacles frame on the lens of eyeglasses placed in as a positional relation, the glass lens
from below the illuminating means so described in claim 3 is characterized in that a player and
a wireless communication terminal device.
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MULTI-POSITION CONNECTOR FOR PERSONAL AUDIO SET

Cross Reference to Related Applications

This application claims priority to U.S. provisional patent application

serial number 60/622,874 filed on October 26, 2004.

Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to a connector preferably for a personal

audio set that may be positioned to at least a plurality of different locations.

Background of the Invention

Personal audio devices, commonly known as headphones, earphones,

headsets, and the like, are gaining in popularity. The typical personal audio

device includes a frame containing an earphonethat is usually positioned

over or in a wearers ear. In cases where the audio-set is a headset, a

microphoneis also typically positioned near the wearer’s mouth.

Personal audio devices are often sold as after-market items far use

with audio sets, such as MP3 players, CD players, cell phones, and the like,

that consumers have purchased separately. These personal audio sets

usually include a jack or connector that allow for connection of personal audio

devices such as headphonesand the like. Usually, different manufacturers of

a type of audio set have different shaped and/or configured jacks. In addition,

even for a given manufacturer of an audio set having a commonjack design

-41-
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for all of its products, the location of that jack on the case may be different

betweendifferent products of that manufacturer. Accordingly, a manufacturer

of after-market products for use on personal audio sets and the like, must

design and producedifferent after-market products, one for each particular
audio set to whichit is intended to be used.

For example, the Apple Corporation of Cupertino, California offers at

least two different personal audio sets. One is sold under the trademark

IPOD andthe otheris sold underthe trademark IPOD MINI. They are both

audio sets commonly known as MP3players, but they differ in their physical

size and the amount andtype of features they offer. Both have the same

sized and shaped remote port and headphonejack, each of which is operable

using the sameorvery similar electrical circuitry and the like. However, ihe

physical location of this port and jack on these products differ. The personal
audio device sold under the trademark IPOD hasits remote port and

headphonejackin the centerof the top side of the device, and the personal
audio device sold under the trademark IPOD MINI hasIts remote port and

headphone jack toward the right side of the top side of the device.

Accordingly, if a manufacturer desires to provide an after-market

product that engages the remote port and/or headphonejacks on both the
IPOD and the IPOD MINI audio sets, it must make and sell two different audio

device-engaging structures. One structure physically aligns the connectors

with the IPOD and a separate structure physically aligns the connectors with

the IPOD MINI. These two separate structures increase the costs of

producing the after market product.

Moreover, should the manufacturer of the personal audio set change

the location of its ports and jacks, the after-market manufacturer must

necessarily changeits after market products accordingly.
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Summary of the Invention

Accordingly, despite the available improvements offered byafter-

market products for use with personal audio sets, there remains a need for a

cost-effective and common connector design that allows the after-market

product to be operably securedto a variety of different personal audio sets.

In addition to other benefits that will become apparentin the following

disclosure, the present invention fulfills these needs:

The present invention is a multi-position connector for a personal audio

set. In a preferred embodiment, the connector is slidably secured to a frame,
thereby allowing the connector’s position relative to the frame to be adjusted

as needed so asto properly engage mating connectors on a particular

personal audio set.

A resistive detent is preferably provided at key locations along the

frame so as to hold the connector at a predetermined position relative to the

frame.

Brief Description of the Drawings

Fig. 1 is a top view of a multi-positionable connector for a personal

audio device having a movable connector portion extending therefrom in

accordance with an embodiment of the present invention showing a possible

first position of the connectorportion in solid lines and a possible second

position of the connector portion in hidden lines.

Fig. 2A is a front view of the conneciorof Fig. 4 with the connector

portion in the possiblefirst position.

Fig. 2Bis a front view of the connector of Fig 1 with the connector

portion in a possible second position and showing the possible first position of

the connector portion in brokenlines.

Fig. 3 is an exploded, isometric view of the connector of Fig. 1 showing

the connectorportion in the first possible position of Fig. 7.

Fig. 4 is an exploded, isometric view of the connectorofFig. 1,

showing a detailed view of a possible connector portion having shuttle

-3-
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assembly andresistive detent in accordance with an embodiment ofthe

present invention.

Fig. 5A showsa top view of the connectorin Fig. 1 with the connector

portion in the second possible position.

Fig. 5B showsa front view of the connectorof Fig. SA.

Fig. 5C is an exploded, isometric view of the connectorof Fig. 5A

showing the connector portion in the second possible position of Fig. 1.

Fig. 5D is an exploded, isometric view of the connectorof Fig. 5A,

showing a detailed view of the shuttle assembly in Fig. 4 in accordance with

an embodimentof the present invention.

Fig. 6 shows the connectorof Fig. 1 with the connectorportionin the

possiblefirst position and operably securedto a first personal audio set.

Fig. 7 shows the connectorof Fig. 1 with the connector portion in the

second position and operably secured to a second personal audio set having

mating connectorsin a different location that the location of the connectors on

the first personal audio set of Fig. 6.

Detailed Description of Preferred Embodiments

A multi-position connector 10 for connecting an auxiliary device, such

as a wireless headset 24, to a personal audio set 12 (Figs. 6 & 7) is disclosed

in Figs. 1-7.

Preferably, the multi-position connector 10 has a connector portion 114

that is operably secured within a frame 14. The connector portion 11 is sized

and shaped to operably engage one or more mating connector(s) 20 on the

personal audio set 12 or the like. For example, electrical circuitry 22 fora
dongle 14’ for operating a wireless headset 24 is contained within the frame
44 andin electrical communication with one or more jack connectors 23, 23’

secured within the connector portion 11. Each jack connector 23, 23’ is sized

to operably connect with an auxiliary device jack 20’ (Figs. 6 & 7) and/or

remote port 20” (Figs. 6 & 7) of the personal audio set 12.
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The connector portion 11 is preferably slidably secured to the frame

14. For example and as best shownin Figs. 4 and 5D, the connector portion

11 is received within a shuttle assembly 30 that travels along a mating

channel 32 within the frame 14 thereby allowing the connector portion 11 to

slide along the channel. 32

More preferably, a resistive detent 40 is provided so as to hold the

connectorportion 11 at a predetermined position relative to the frame 14. For

example, as best shownin Fig. 4, the resistive detent 40 can include a sliding

member42 biased to extend into the channel 32. Such biasing structure 44.

preferably includes a spring 46 or the like. The engaging surface 48 of the

sliding memberis preferably angled as shown so asto urge the shuttle
assembly 30 toward one end 50a, 50bof the channel 32, thereby holding the
shuttle assembly 30 in placein either a first position 60 (shown in Figs. 1, 2A,

3, 4, & 6) or a second position 62 (shown in Fig. 2B, 5A-D, and 7).

Since the position of the connectorportion 11 relative to the frame 14

is adjustable, the connector 10 can be used ondifferent personal audio sets.

For example, as shownin Figs. 6 & 7, the connector 10 can be connected to

a conventional IPOD 12’ personal audio device by placing the connector

portion 171 in its first position 60 and connecting the connector portion 11 fo

the mating connectors on the IPOD 12’ personal audio device.

Should a user desire to use the connector 10 on an audio device

having a different location for its connectors, such as on an IPOD MINI 12°

personal audio device shownin Fig. 8, the user slides the connectorportion

11 to its second position 62 as shownin Fig. 8, thereby aligning the connector

portion 11 with the mating connectors on the IPOD MINI 12”.

Accordingly, the same connector 10 can be used with a variety of

different personal audio sets. Moreover, the adjustability of the connector

allows a manufacturerof after market products and the like to easily adjust

the location of the connector should the manufacturer of a personal audio

device move the physical position of a mating connector in future models or

the like.
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Having described andillustrated the principles of our invention with

reference to a preferred embodimentthereof,it will be apparent that the

invention can be modified in arrangement and detail without departing from

such principles. In view of the many possible embodiments to which the

principles may be put, it should be recognized that the detailed embodimentis

illustrative only and should not be taken as limiting the scope of our invention.

For example, the disclosed embodiment describes the personal audio set

being an MP3player, and the connector 10 being a wireless dongle for a

headset, the principles of this invention apply equally well with other types of

personal audio sets, such as cell-phones, CD players, cassette players, and
the like and with both wired and wireless after-market products connected to

the connector 10. Accordingly, we claim as our invention all such

madifications as may comewithin the scope and spirit of the following claims

and equivalents thereto.
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CLAIMS

1. A multi-positionable connector for operably connecting an

auxiliary device to a jack on a personal audio set, the connector having:

a frame,

a conneciorpartion operably secured to the frame, said connector

portion moveable with respect to the frame to define a first position relative to

the frame and at least a second position relative to the frame; and,

a jack connector secured to the connector portion for operably

engaging the auxiliary jack on the personal audio set when the connector

portion is in at least one of said first portion and said second position, thereby

operably connecting the personal audio set to the auxiliary device.

2. The multi-positionable connector of claim 1, wherein said frame

includes electrical circuitry received therein for operating said auxiliary device,

and said jack connectorelectrically connects said personal audio set to said

electrical circuitry.

3. The multi-positionable connector of claim 1, wherein the

personal audio set is an MP3 player.

4. The multi-positionable connector of claim 1, wherein the

auxiliary device is a headset.

5. The multi-positionable connector of claim 4, wherein the

headsetis wirelessly connected to said connector portion.

6. The multi-positionable connectorof claim 1, wherein said

connectorportion is slideably secured to said frame.
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7. The multi-positionable connectorof claim 1, further including a

shuttle slideably secured to said frame and said connector portion is operably

secured to said shuttle.

8. The multi-positionable connector of claim 1, further including a

resistive detent for biasing said connector portion toward one of said first

position and said second position.

9. An auxiliary audio device for connecting to at leasta first

personal audio set and a second personal audio set, thefirst and second

audio sets each having a case with an auxiliary device connection jack

located thereon with each auxiliary device connection jack being located at

different locations on each case, said auxiliary device comprising:

a frame;

a connectorportion operably secured to the frame, said connector

portion moveable with respect to the frame to define a first position relative to
the frame and at least a second position relative to the frame;

a jack connector secured to the connectorportion for operably

engaging, one at a time, the first personal audio set and the second personal

audio set;

said jack connector positioned to operably engagethe auxiliary device

connectorjack of the first personal audio set when the connectorportionis in

said first position; and,

said jack connector positioned to operably engage the auxiliary device

connector jack of the second personal audio set when the connectorportion

is in said second potion.

10. The auxiliary audio device of claim 9, wherein said frame

includes electrical circuitry received therein for operating the auxiliary audio

device, and said jack connectorelectrically connects oneofsaid first and

second personal audio sets to said electrical circuitry.

-8-
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141. The auxiliary audio device of claim 9, wherein at least one of

said first and second personal audio sets is an MP3 player.

12. The auxiliary audio device of claim 9, wherein said auxiliary

audio device is a headset.

13. The auxiliary audio device of claim 12, wherein said headsetis

wirelessly connected to said connector portion.

14. The auxiliary audio device of claim 9, wherein said connector

portion is slideably secured to said frame.

15. The auxiliary audio device of claim 9, further including a shuttle

slideably secured to said frame and said connector portion is operably

secured to said shuttle.

16. The auxiliary audio device of claim 9, further including a

resistive detent for biasing said connector portion toward one ofsaidfirst

position and said second position.
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TITLE: SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR MOBILE TELEPHONE AS AUDIO GATEWAY

TECHNICAL FIELD OF THE INVENTION

Thepresent invention relates to a system and method for rendering multimedia content between a

multimedia storage source and a mobile telephone and/or a rendering device (e.g., a headset).

DESCRIPTION OF THE RELATED ART

Mobile telephones have evolved from voicc-only electronic devices to multi-functional clectronic

devices. For example, mobile telephones may now function as electronic organizers, digital cameras, audio

applications (e.g., MP3 players), video applications (e.g., video players), video game terminals, etc. Moreover,

mobile telephones are not only used for voice communications, but they also are used in a variety of other forms

(e.g., in instant messaging applications, sharing photographs, gaining access to information on the Internet, etc).

As the mobile telephone has evolved, so too have accessories for mobile telephones. For example, the

first mobile telephones required the user to hold the telephone next to the user's mouth and ear during use.

Later, a wired ear bud and microphone were developed that connected to the mobile telephone were developed.

The wired ear bud allowsthe user's handsto be free from holding the mobile telephone during use. Wireless

headsets have also been developed that provide the user with both wireless and hands-free convenience.

A wireless interface commonly used in headsets and mobile telephonesis referred to as "Bluetooth"

technology. Bluetooth refers to a technical specification designed to standardize wireless transmission between

a wide variety of electronic devices, such as personal computers, mobile telephones, headsets, printers, personal

digital assistants ("PDAs"), etc. Bluetooth acts as a “virtual cable", whereby one electronic device can easily

communicate with anotherelectronic device.

Bluetooth operates using frequency-hopping spread spectrum, where data packets are spread across the

2.45-GHz Spectrum at a rate of 1,600 hops per second to lessen interference. For Bluetooth devices, the

nominallink range is 10 meters and the gross data rate is up to 3 Mbps, although higher data rates have been

proposed for future versions of the standard. Bluetooth can support both synchronous connection oriented

("SCO") links for voice and asynchronous connectionless ("ACL") links for packet data.

Wireless local area networks ("WLANs") are now ubiquitous in everyday life. Such WLAN's are

commonly available in many public areas (so-called "hotspots" or “hotzones”), as well as in homes and office

environments. WLANsare generally compliant with one cr more IEEEstandards(e.g., 802.1 1a, 802.1 1b,

802.11g, etc.) and are easily configured to provide for open access or to limit access by authorization and link-

level security procedures,

End users generally access the WLAN through WLANadapters that may be implemented as a

removable or fully embedded componentin a stationary, portable or fully mobile device. Examples of such

implementations in a desktop computer include ISA or PCI cards, as well as an external or removable USB

adapter. Typical implementations for laptop computers include removable PCMCIAcards or embedded PCI

Express or USB adapters, while typical implementations for PDAs and mobile telephones include removable SD

Cards or embedded with USB or SDIO interconnections. In addition, the physical WLAN adapteris typically

augmented with software (a “driver”) that allows the device’s operating system to manage the adapter and to

create a transparent connection to the wireless network that can be used by various applications to the benefit of
the end user.
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Conventional methods forfacilitating communication between mobile telephones and mobile

telephone accessories (e.g., headsets, hands-free kits, etc.) are generally capable of receiving signals received

directly from the mobile telephone. In the case ofwireless communication between the mobile telephone and

the mobile telephone accessory, a Bluetooth compatible protocol is often times utilized. With the Bluetooth

implementation, media may be received by the mobile telephone is generally provided in an IETF protocol(c.g.
SIP, SDP, RTP, TCP, UDP,etc.). Once received by the mobile telephone,the streaming mediais converted into

a Bluetooth-specific protocol (e.g., advanced audiodistribution profile A2DP) and then transmitted to the

rendering device (e.g., a headset). Converting the streaming media to a Bluetooth-specific protocol limits the

functionality of the mobile telephonein a variety of ways, for example, limits the functionality ofthe rendering

device, limits the ability of the user to use the mobile telephone for multiple tasks, limits the battery life of the

mobile telephone,etc.

SUMMARY

Often times, it is desirable for users of mobile telephonesto utilize the full functionality of their mobile

telephoneaccessories, as well as gain access to multimedia content. Thus,a strong need exists for a system and
methodfor establishing a data path utilizing IETF-compliant protocols between endpoints (c.g., streaming

source and rendering device) of a wireless network.

Oneaspectof the invention relates to a method for rendering multimedia content, the method

comprising: requesting access to a wireless network by a mobile telephone, wherein the wireless network

includes at least one remote server; assigning a subnet internet protocol (IP) address to a rendering device by the

mobile telephone; selecting at least one service and/or device by an associated user associated with the wireless

network: and routing streaming audio related to the selected service and/or device to the rendering device based

on the assigned subnet JP address.

According to an aspect ofthe invention, the mobile telephone is configured to provide one or more

operations on a received signal from the network utilizing a Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol.

According to an aspectofthe invention, the mobile telephone is configured to provide one or more

operations on a received signal from the networkutilizing network address translation.
According to an aspectofthe invention,the request for access is transmitted by a wireless local area

adapter associated with the mobile telephone.

According to an aspect ofthe invention, wherein the mobile telephoneis associated with the rendering

device prior to requesting access to the wireless network.

Accordingto an aspectof the invention,the rendering device is a wireless headset.

According to an aspect of the invention, the mobile telephoneis authenticated with the network prior to

providing an identification of services and/or devices available on the wireless network.

According to an aspect of the invention, the server is a media server.

Anotheraspect ofthe invention relates to a method for rendering multimedia, the method comprising:

obtaining a unique address for a mobile telephonein a wireless local area network, wherein the local area

network includes at least one wireless access point and oneor more servers; assigning a subnet internet protocol

(IP) address to a rendcring device associated with the mobile telephone; requesting information from atleast
one ofthe servers on the network through the mobile telephone; receiving information responsive to the request
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for information by the mobile telephone; and directing streaming audiorelated to the requested informationto

the rendering device based on the assigned IP address.

According to an aspect of the invention, the unique address is an Internet Protocol address associated
with the wireless local area network.

According to an aspect ofthe invention, the received information includes an identification of services

and/or devices available on the network.

According to an aspectofthe invention,the identification of services and/or devices include

multimedia content stored on a media server.

According to an aspect of the invention, the multimedia content includes at least one audible

component. ,

According to an aspect ofthe invention, the multimedia content also includes a video componentfor

display on the mobile telephone.

According to an aspect of the invention, the mobile telephone is communicatively coupled to the local

arca network through an 802.1 1-compatible communication protocol.

According to an aspect of the invention, the headset is communicatively coupledto the wireless local

area network through an 802.11-compatible communication protocol.

According to an aspectof the invention, transmitting control signals directly from the mobile telephone

to the rendering device through a second wireless communication protocol.

Accordingto an aspect of the invention, the second wireless communication protocolis Bluetooth.

Anotheraspect ofthe invention relates to a method for rendering multimedia content, the method

comprising: requesting access to a wireless network by a mobile telephone; establishing a session on the

wireless network; assigning a subnet internet protocol (IP) address to a peripheral device by the mobile

telephone; providing an identification of services and/or devices to the mobile telephone from an associated

server communicatively coupled to the wireless network; selecting at least one service and/or device by an

associated user; and routing streaming audio related to the selected service and/or device to the peripheral

device based on the assigned subnet IP address.

According to an aspect of the invention, the session is controlled by the mobile telephone.

Anotheraspect of the invention relates to a computer program stored on a machine readable mcdium,

the program being suitable for use in a mobile telephoneto assign a subnet internet protocol (IP) address to a

headset, wherein: when the program is loaded in memory in the mobile telephone and executed causes the

mobile telephone to route streaming audio received through a wireless local area network to headset based on

the assigned IP address.

Other systems, devices, methods, features, and advantages of the present invention will be or become

apparent to one having ordinary skill in the art upon examination of the following drawings and detailed

description. It is intended thatall such additional systems, methods, features, and advantages be included within

this description, be within the scope of the present invention, and be protected by the accompanying claims.

It should be emphasized that the term “comprise/comprising” when used in this specification is taken to

specify the presenceofstated features, integers, steps or components but does not preclude the presence or

addition of one or more otherfeatures, integers, steps, components or groupsthereof.”
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The term "electronic equipment" includes portable radio communication equipment. The term

"portable radio communication equipment", which herein after is referred to as a mobile radio terminal includes
all equipment such as mobile telephones, pagers, communicators,ie., electronic organizers, personaldigital

assistants (PDA's), portable communication apparatus, smart phonesorthelike.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The foregoing and other embodiments of the invention are hereinafter discussed with referenceto the

drawings. The components in the drawingsare notnecessarily to scale, emphasis instead being placed upon

clearly illustrating the principles of the present invention. Likewise, elements and features depicted in one

drawing may be combined with elements and features depicted in additional drawings. Moreover, in the

drawings, like reference numerals designate corresponding parts throughoutthe several views.

Figure 1 is an exemplary block diagram ofa mobile telephone and headset in accordance with aspects

of the present invention.

Figure 2 is an exemplary schematic diagram of a mobile telephone and headset in accordance with

aspects of the present invention.

Figure 3 is an exemplary block diagram ofa network in accordance with aspects of the present
invention.

Figure 4 is an exemplary schematic diagram of a server in accordance with aspects of the present
invention.

Figures 5A and 5B are exemplary protocolstacks associated with a mobile telephone and a rendering
device in accordance with aspects of the present invention.

Figure 6 is an exemplary flow chart in accordance with aspects of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

The present invention is directed to a system and method for rendering multimedia content between
one or more devices associated with a wireless local area network or a wide area network and a mobile

telephone and/or mobile telephone accessory. The mobile telephoneacts as a gateway or proxy for routing
multimedia content(e.g., audio files, video files, etc.) stored on a remote server.

The invention is described primarily in the context of a mobile telephone. However,it will be

appreciated that the invention is not intendedto relate solely to mobile telephones and canrelate to any type of
electronic equipment. Other types of electronic equipment that may benefit from aspects of the present

invention include playback devices having at least audio playback capability or video playback capability in

addition to audio playback capability. Exemplary playback devices include MP3 players, CD players and DVD

players.

Referring to Figure 1, an electronic equipment assembly 10 is shown in accordance with the present
invention. Theillustrated electronic equipment assembly 10 includes electronic equipment12 and a wirelessly

coupled electronic equipment accessory 14. The electronic equipment12 in the exemplary embodimentis a
mobile telephone and will be referred to as the mobile telephone 12. The mobile telephone 12 is shownas

having a “brick”or “block” design type housing 16, but it will be appreciated that other type housings, such as a
clamshell housing ora slide-type housing, may beutilized without departing from the scopeof the invention.
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The electronic equipment accessory 14 in the exemplary embodimentis a rendering device and will

be referred to as the headset 14. The headset 14 is shown as an ear mountable speaker and microphone

assembly that exchanges audio data with the mobile telephone 12 over a wireless link. One of ordinary skill in

the art will appreciate that any rendering device operable to receive signals from the mobile telephone 10 is
deemedto fall within the scope of the present invention. For example, suitable rendering devices include

headphones, earphones, speakers, televisions, stereos, and the like.

For purposes of the description herein, a wireless link is established using a Bluetooth protocol, such as

in accordance with the Specification of the Bluetooth System, Covered Core Package version 2.0 + EDR, dated

November4, 2004, which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety. Other suitable wireless interfaces

(e.g., radio frequency, 802.11 compatible protocols, infrared, etc.) may be used to transmit data to the mobile

telephone 12 and/orto the headset 14.

The mobile telephone 12 includes a display 18. The display 18 displays information to a user such as

operating state, time, telephone numbers, contact information, various navigational menus, etc., which enables

the userto utilize the various feature of the mobile telephone 12. The display 18 may also be usedto visually

display content accessible by the mobile telephone 12 and/or headset 14 from one or more remote sources(e.g.,

a media server). The displayed content may include audio and/or video presentations stored locally in memory

20 (Figure 2) of the mobile telephone 12 and/or stored remotely from the mobile telephone 12 (e.g., on a remote

storage device, a media server, remote personal computer, etc.). Such presentations may be derived, for

example, from multimedia files, including audio and/or videofiles, from a received mobile radio and/or

television signal, etc. In many situations, the video presentations are accompanied by audio presentations. For

example, the displayed video component may be a "music video" and the corresponding audio component may

be music intended to be synchronized with the video component. As another example, the displayed video

component may correspond to a received mobile television signal and the corresponding audio component may

be speech and/or music intended to be synchronized with the video component.

The audio component maybe broadcastto the user with a speaker 22 of ihe mobile telephone 12.

Alternatively, the audio component may be broadcastto the user with a speaker 24 (Figure 2) ofthe headset 14.

Forstereo listening, the headset 14 may include a pair of speakers 24. Delivery of audio data from content

source to the mobile telephone 12 and the headset 14 will be described in greater detail below.

The mobile telephone 12 further includes a keypad 26 that provides for a variety of user input

operations. For example, the keypad 26 may include alphanumeric keys 28 for allowing entry of alphanumeric

information such as telephone numbers, phone lists, contact information, notes, etc. In addition, the keypad 26

typically may include special function keys such as a “call send” key for initiating or answeringacall, and a

“call end” key for ending, or “hanging up” a call. Special function keys may also include menu navigation keys,

for example, for navigating through a menudisplayed on the display 18 to select different telephone functions,

profiles, settings, etc., as is conventional. Other keys associated with the mobile telephone 12 may include a

volume key, audio mute key, an on/off power key, a web browserlaunch key, a camera key, eic. Keys or key-

like functionality may also be embodied as a touch screen associated with the display 18.

The mobile telephone 12 includes conventional call circuitry that enables the mobile telephone 12 to

establish a call and/or exchange signals with a called/calling device, typically another mobile telephone or
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landline telephone. However, the called/calling device need not be another telephone, but may be some other
device such as an Internet web server, content providing server, etc.

Referring to Figure 2, a functional block diagram of the electronic equipment assembly 10 is

illustrated. The mobile telephone 12 includes a primary control circuit 30 that is configured to carry out overall
control of the functions and operationsofthe mobile telephone 12. The controlcircuit 30 may include a

processing device 32, such as a CPU, microcontroller or microprocessor. The processing device 32 executes

codestored in a memory (not shown) within the control circuit 30 and/or in a separate memory, such as memory

20, in order to carry out conventional operation of the mobile telephone 12, The memory 20 may be, for

example, a buffer, a flash memory,a hard drive, a removable media, a volatile memory and/or a non-volatile

memory. In addition, the processing device 32 executes code to carry out various functions of the mobile
telephone 12.

Continuing to refer to Figures 1 and 2, the mobile telephone 12 includes an antenna 34 coupled to a

radio circuit 36. The radio circuit 36 includes a radio frequency transmitter and receiver for transmitting and
receiving signals via the antenna 34 as is conventional. The mobile telephone 12 further includes a sound signal
processing circuit 38 for processing the audio signal transmitted by/received from the radiocircuit 36. Coupled

to the soundprocessing circuit 38 are the speaker 22 and a microphone 40 that enable a userto listen and speak
via the mobile telephone 12 as is conventional. Theradio circuit 36 and sound processing circuit 38 are each
coupled to the control circuit 30 so as to carry out overall operation.

The mobile telephone 12 also includes the aforementioned display 18 and keypad 26 coupled to the

contro] circuit 30, The mobile telephone 12 further includes an J/O interface 42, The I/O interface 42 may be in
the form of typical mobile telephoneI/O interfaces, such as a multi-element connector at the base ofthe mobile

telephone 12. Asis typical, the I/O interface 42 may be used to couple the mobile telephone 12 to a battery
chargerta charge a power supply unit (PSU)44 within the mobile telephone 12. In addition,or in the

alternative, the I/O interface 42 may serve to connect the mobile telephone 12 to a wired personal hands-free

adaptor, to a personal computeror other device via a data cable, etc. The mobile telephone 12 may also’include
a timer 46 for carrying outtiming functions. Such functions may include timing the durationsof calls,
generating the content of time and date stamps, etc.

The mobile telephone 12 may include various built-in accessories, such as a camera 48 for taking
digital pictures. Image files corresponding to the pictures may be storedin the memory 20. In one embodiment,

the mobile telephone 12 also may include a position data receiver (not shown), such as a global positioning
satellite (GPS) receiver, Galileo satellite system receiver or the like.

Toestablish wireless communication with other locally positioned devices, such as the headset 14,

another mobile telephone, a computer,etc., the mobile telephone 12 may include a local wireless interface
adapter 50, such as a Bluetooth adapter.

To establish wireless communication with other locally positioned devices, such as a wireless local

area network, wireless access point andthelike, the mobile telephone 12 may furtherinclude a wireless
interface adapter 51. As shownin Figure 2, the wireless interface adapter 51 may be a wireless local area

network interface adapter andis referred to herein as WLAN adapter 52. Oneof ordinary skill in the art will

readily appreciate that the WLAN adapter 52 is exemplary and any suitable connectivity technology may be
implemented in accordance with the present invention (e.g., Bluetooth, infrared, etc.). Preferably, the WLAN
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adapter 52 is compatible with one or more IEEE 802.11 protocols (e.g., 802.11(a), 802.11(b) and/or 802.11(g),

etc.) and allows the mobile telephone 12 to acquire a unique identifier (e.g., MAC and IP addresses) on the
WLANand communicate with one or more devices on the WLAN,assumingthe user has the appropriate

privileges and/or has been properly authenticated.

The mobile telephone 12 may be configured to operate in a wide area communications system. ‘Ihe

system can include one or more servers or call control elements for managing calls placed by and destinedto the

mobile telephone 12, transmitting content(e.g., imagefiles, audiofiles, video files, voice and/or data packets,

ete.) to the mobile telephone 12 and carrying out any other support functions. The server communicates with

the mobile telephone 12 via a network and a transmission medium. The transmission medium maybe any

appropriate device or assembly, including, for example, a communications tower, another mobile telephone, a

wireless access point, a satellite, etc. Portions of the network may include wireless transmission pathways.

The headset 14 includes a primary control circuit 54 that is configured to carry out overall control of

the functions and operations of the headset 14. The controlcircuit 54 may include a processing device 56, such

as a CPU, microcontroller or microprocessor. The processing device 56 executes code stored in a memory (not

shown) within the control circuit 54 and/orin a separate memory, such as memory (not shown), in orderto carry

out operation of the headset 14, as described herein. The memory maybe, for example, a buffer, a flash

memory, a hard drive, a removable media, a volatile memory and/or a non-volatile memory. In addition, the

processing device 56 executes codeto carry out various functions of the headset14.

The headset 14 includes a local interface adapter 58 that is compatible with the local interface adapter

50 of the mobile telephone 12 to establish a wireless interface between the headset 14 and the mobile telephone

12. The local interface adapter 58 is coupledto the control circuit 54 to selectively control and process

information and/or data received and/or transmitted by the local interface adapter 58. Preferably, as discussed

above,the local interface adapter 58 is Bluetooth compatible. The wireless interface established between

adapters 50 and 58 may be used to exchange data, such as audio data, commands,contro] and/orstatus

information between the mobile telephone 12 and the headset 14. One of ordinary skill in the art will

understand the basic operations of a Bluetooth wireless communication interface, so the details will not be

described here in detail for the sake of brevity.

The headset 14 further includes a WLANinterface adapter 60. The WLANinterface adapter 60 is

coupled to the control circuit 54 to selectively control and process information and/or data received and/or
transmitted by the WLANinterface adapter 60. Preferably, the WLAN adapter 60 is compatible with one or

more IEEE 802.11 protocols fe.g., 802.11(a), 802.11(b) and/or 802.11(g), etc.) and allows headset 14 to acquire

a unique address (e.g., IP address) on the WLAN and communicate with one or more devices associated with

the WLAN,assumingtheuser has the appropriate privileges and/or has been properly authenticated. Although

the interface adapter 60 has been described in terms of WLANinterface, similar to wireless interface adapter 52

described above, the interface adapter 60 may implementany suitable connectivity technology in accordance

with the present invention (e.g., Bluetooth, infrared, etc.).

The headset 14 further includes an audio data processing device 62 that manages audio data. For

example, the audio data processing device 62 may include an encoder 64 that encodesan audio signal received

from a microphone 66 coupled to the headset 14. Encoded audio data may be transmitted to the mobile

telephone 12 for use as part of a telephonecall.
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In addition, the audio data processing device 62 may include a decoder 68 and a data buffer 70 to

process audio data received fromthe mobile telephone 12 and/or one or more devices associated with a WLAN.

Thereceived audio data may be incoming audio data associated with a telephonecall. In other

situations, the audio data received by the headset 14 may be audio (e.g., music, sound, voice,etc.) derived from
an audio file played back by the mobile telephone 12. The audio data received by the headset 14 may also

originate from one or more devices associated with a WLAN andtransmitted and/or streamed to the headset 14

for listening by the user, as described below. In yet other situations, the audio data may be associated with

video content displayed on the display 18 by the mobile telephone 12. For example, a video file containing an

audio componentstored in the memory 20 may be played back by the mobile telephone 12 or a video signal

containing an audio component may be received by the mobile telephone 12.

In these situations, a video componentof the videofile or received video signal may be decodedby, for

example, the control circuit 30 or dedicated video decoder (not shown) to generate a video signal output to the

display 18 for viewing. The audio componentofthe video file or received video signal may be decoded and

delivered as an audio signal to the speaker 22 and/or the audio component may be transmitted as audio data to

the headset 14 for decoding into an audio signalthat is broadcast by the speaker 24. In another embodiment, the

audio componentofthe video file or received video signal may be transmitted as audio data directly to the

headset 14 from onc or more devices associated with a local area network, without transmission to the mobile

telephone 12, for decoding into an audio signalthat is broadcast by the speaker 24.

Asexplainedin detail below, audio data transmitted from the mobile telephone 12 to the headset 14

and/or transmitted from one or more devices associated with a WLANto the headset 14 is typically in the form

of media packets. Each media packet may contain a quantity of audio data, such as about 5 milliseconds of

audio data. The audio data may be buffered by the buffer 62 and decoded by the decoder 60 into an audio signal

for delivery to the speaker 24. As will be appreciated by oneof ordinary skill in the art, the audio data may be

mono, stereo or surround-sound,or arranged in any other suitable audio format.

An exemplary communication network 100 in accordance with aspects ofthe present inventionis

illustrated in Figure 3. The exemplary network illustrated in Figure 3 is a public wireless local area network,

whichutilizes Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) protocols (e.g., IP, TCP, UDP, RTP, HTTP andthe like)

between the endpoints(e.g., the streaming source and rendcring device (c.g., hcadsct)). In this illustration, the

mobile telephone 12 acts as a gateway or proxy for routing content (¢.g., audio files, video files, etc.) stored on

the server 102 through one or more routers 104 and an IP network 106, which may be any suitable network to a

destination source. From the IP network 106 and, optionally, router 104, the multimedia content is transmitted

to wired LAN 108, routed to the ACCESS POINT110, and output to the destination source (e.g., mobile

telephone 12 and/or rendering device 14) in a wireless manner.

Although the server 102 is shown as being outside of the wired LAN 108, this is for illustrative

purposes only. One ofordinary skill in the art will readily appreciate that the server 102 may be located within

the wired LAN 108 depending on the specific requirementsofthe server 102 and/or the LAN 108 or can be on a

remote networkthat is connected to LAN 108 via the Internet. Oneofordinary skill in the art will also

appreciate that the exemplary LAN 108 may bea wireless local area network, a wide area network, personal-

area access technology (e.g., wireless local area network, cellular network, WiMax, ultra wideband network,

etc.) and/or a public network (e.g., the Internet).
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As shownin Figure 3, the LAN 108 is communicatively couple to the access point 110. Access point

110 provides wireless communication medium between the mobile telephone 12 and/or headset 14 to the LAN

108. Thus, the mobile telephone 12 and/or headset 14 are communicatively coupled to the server 102.

Oneof ordinary skill in the art will appreciate that the communication medium between devices take

the form of any medium that permits electronic devices to exchange information or data. For instance, the

communication medium may be a wired communications medium, such as Ethemet, or a wireless

communication medium, such as IEEE 802.11(a), 802.11(b) or 802.11(g). In addition, the communication

medium may also be a combination of wired and wireless communications mediums. One of ordinary skill in
the art will also appreciate that any communications medium allowing the functionality described herein shall be

deemed to be within the scopeof the present invention. Preferably the communication medium can support a
variety ofnetwork protocols including, for example, IETF-compatible protocols (e.g., IP, TCP, UDP, RTP,
HTTPandthelike)

Figure 4 illustrates a schematic block diagram ofan exemplary server (c.g., server 102). The server

102 may be any type of server. Preferably, the server 102 is a media serverthat is compatible with protocols

developed by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) (e.g., IP, TCP, UDP, RTP, HTTP and the like). The
server 102 generally includes a processor 110, a memory 112, a data storage medium 114,a local interface 116,

video and input/output interfaces 118, and various communication interfaces 120. The server 102 may include

optionally a display 122, a keyboard 124, and a user input device 126 (e.g., a computer mouse).

The server 102 is capable of executing one or more computerapplications 128 in accordance with

aspects of the present invention. In one embodiment, computerapplications 128 include at least one audio

and/or video application program that is capable of transmitting multimedia content (e.g., audio files, video

files, audiovisualfiles, photographs, slides, radio, streaming audio and/or video,etc.) in a user-sensible format

upon request irom an associated user. The multimedia content may be stored in the data storage medium 114 or

a remote storage medium (not shown)that is communicatively coupled to the WLAN 100.

As stated above, the multimedia content may take any form (¢.g., audio, video, photographs,streaming

audio and/or video andthe like) and may bestored in any suitable format (e.g., MPEG, AVI, MP3, JPG, TIFF,

and the like), The server 102 mayalso store communications software, which is capable of converting the
multimedia content stored on the server 102 and/or the remote storage medium to a format that can be rendered

locally and/or remotely by the requesting device and/or a peripheral device associated with the requesting device

(e.g., headset 14). Alternatively, the server 102 may provide the multimedia content in a known format and

allow the requesting device and/ora peripheral device associated with the requesting device to perform any
necessary conversion.

The computer application 128 may be logically associated with orcall one or more additional computer

applicationsor one or more sub-computer applications 130, which generally include compilations of executable

code. In one embodiment, the computer application 128, and/or the sub-applications 130 are embodied as one

or more computer programs(e.g., one or more software applications including compilations of executable code).

The computer program(s) can be stored on a data storage medium or other computer readable medium, such as a

magnetic or optical storage device (e.g., hard disk, CD-ROM, DVD-ROM,etc.).

To execute the computer application 128 and associated sub-applications 130, the server 102 can

include one or more processors 110 used to execute instructions that carry out a specified logic routine(s).
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Preferably, the server 102 is based on a client - server architecture and may serve multiple clients. However,

one of ordinary skill in the art will readily appreciate that any combination of computers having the functionality

described herein shall be deemedto be within the scope of the present invention. As stated above,the server

102 maybe a media serverthatis compatible with IETFprotocols (e.g., IP, TCP, UDP, RTP, HTTP and the
like).

The server 102 may have amemory 112 for storing data, software, logic routine instructions, computer

programs, files, operating system instructions, multimedia content and the like. As illustrated in Figure 4, the

computer application 128 and sub-applications 130 can be stored in the memory 112. The memory 112 can

comprise several devices and includes, for example, volatile and non-volatile memory components.
Accordingly, the memory 112 can include, for example, random access memory (RAM), read only memory

(ROM), hard disks, floppy disks, compact disks (e.g., CD ROM, DVD ROM, CD RW,etc.), tapes, and/or other

memory components, plus associated drives and players for these memory types. The processor 110, memory

112, and the data storage medium 114 are coupled using a local interface 116. The local interface 116 can be,

for example, a data bus with accompanying control bus, a network, or other subsystem.

The server 102 can have various video and input/output interfaces 118 as well as one or more

communication interfaces 120. The interfaces 118 can be used to couple the server 102 to various peripherals,

such as a display 122 (e.2., a CRT display, an LCD display, a plasma display, etc.), a keyboard 124, and a user

input device 126, The communications interfaces 120 can be comprised of, for example, a modem, a network

interface card, and/or a wireless network interface card. The communications interfaces 130 can enable the

server 102 to transmit and receive multimedia content (e.g., audio files, video files, photographs andthe like)

via an external network, such as the Internet, a wide area network (WAN), a local area network (LAN), direct

data link, or similar wired (e.g., Ethernet) or wireless system (e.g., 802,11-compliant protocols). Preferably, the

system 100 has the capabilities for both a wired communications interface (e.g., Ethernet) and a wireless
communications interface (e.g., 802.11-compliant protocols) to accomplish the functionality described herein.

The server 102 transmits and receives information (e.g., multimedia content, data, requests for

information, etc.) to and from peripherals and/or devices that comprise the LAN 106. The LAN 106 generally

includes any electronic device that is capable of communicating (e.g., receiving and/or transmitting information)

with any other device, including the network 100. The mobile telephone 12 and/or headset 14 are portable

devices that may access one or more services provided by the network 100, through WLANinterface adapters

52 and 60, respectively.

As shownin Figure 3, the network 100 includes wireless communication from the LAN 108 to the

mobile telephone 12 and/or headset 14 through access point 110 and one or more intermediary devices(e.g.

access point 110, routers 104, IP network 106, etc.). Mobile telephone 12 is provided with a communication

protocol that can be executed by an internal processor of the device and/or by dedicated communications

hardware(e.g., a transceiver) coupled to the device for communication with the access point 110. The WLAN

adapter 52 of the mobile telephone generally includes a built-in antenna (not shown). The antennaallows the

WLANadapter 52 to exchangesignals with the wireless access point 110. The access point 110 generally

executes a communication protocol corresponding to the communication protocol executed by the client devices

(e.g., device associated with the LAN 108 and/or the mobile telephone 12. The access point 110 also includes
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communications hardware(e.g., a transceiver with an antenna) for broadcasting signals to the various client

devices and receiving signals broadcast by the client devices.

Figures 5A and 5B illustrate an exemplary IETF standard protocol stacks implemented for the mobile

telephone 12 and the headset 14, respectively. Referring to Figure SA, an exemplary protocolstackis

illustrated for mobile telephone 12. The protocol stack 150 may include: a network layer 152, a WiFi layer 154

and a Bluetooth stack 153. The network layer 152 includesalogic link layer 155, an Internet Protocol (IP) layer

156, a user datagram protocol (UDP) layer 158, a transport contro! protocol (TCP) layer 160, and a data link

control protocol (DLCP) layer 162. The WiFi layer 154 includes an 802.11 radio frequency (RF) layer 164, an

802.11 physical (PHY)layer 166 and an 802.11 medium access contro] (MAC) layer 168. The network layer

152 and the WiFi layer 154 communicate with an authentication and security module 170. Likewise, the

Bluetooth stack 153 may also communicate with the network layer 152 and the authentication and security

module 170

Referring to Figure 5B, an exemplary protocol stack 180is illustrated for headset 14. The protocol

stack 180 includes: a network layer 182, a WiFi layer 184 and a Bluetooth stack 185. The network layer 182

includesa logic link layer 186, an Internet Protocol (IP) layer 188, a user datagram protocol (UDP) layer 190, a

transport control protocol (TCP) layer 192 and a Real Time Transport Protocol/ Real Time Control Protocol

(RTP/RTCP) layer 194. The WiFi layer 184 includes an 802.11 radio frequency (RF) layer 196, an 802.11

physical (PHY) layer 198 and an 802.11 medium access control (MAC) layer 200, The headphone 14 is capable

of receiving and rendering Bluetooth signals and WiFi signals through the respective layers (e.g.., Bluetooth

stack 185, WiFi layer 184).

The mobile telephone 12 also inclides dynamic host configuration protocol (DHCP) and network

address translation (NAT)server functionality that is typically found in a network gateway. In this manner,

devices peripheral to the mobile telephone 12, such as the headset 14 are treated as a subnet that is "hidden" to

the network beyondthe gateway. By using DHCP and NAT,respectively, the mobile telephone assigns subnet

IP addressesto the peripherals and directs incomingIP traffic (e.g., streaming audio) from the network to the

properperipheral(s) based on the assigned subnet addresses.

An exemplary method 250 in accordance with aspects ofthe present invention is illustrated in Figure 6.

Referring to Figures 3 and 6, at step 252, the user associates the headset 14 with the mobile telephone 12, The

headset 14 is designated as the audio sink endpoint (e.g., rendering device) for rendering one or more audio

components transmitted from server 102. The headset 14 becomespart of the private subnet and receives an IP

address from the DHCPserver of the mobile telephone 12.

At step 254, the mobile telephone 12 requests access to the network 100 through the access point 110.

The request may include a session description protocol (SDP) payload field, which may specify, for example,

negotiation parameters, services requested, format of information, etc. In the exemplary system illustrated in

Figure 3, a public WLAN 100is provided, wherein the user must be authenticated prior to access to the network

100. Accordingly, at step 256, the request is routed to the AAAserver 109 by one or moreredirect servers

and/or proxy servers (not shown). The AAA server 109 provides authentication services to the public network

100. Assuming the user is properly authenticated, the user is provided access to the network 100, at step 258. If

the user is unable to properly authenticate him or herself, the user is denied access to the public network 100.

11
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At step 260, an identification of available services and/or devices is provided to the mobile telephone

12. Once network access is established, at step 262, the user of the mobile telephone 12 may identify desired

audio content and/or devices on a remote server 102. For example, this could be content stored on server 102

(€.g., a personalserver, a personal computerin a home, a mediaserver,etc. or content from a commercial music

service (e.g,, iTunes, operatorportal, etc.)). The user selects the desired content to stream and initiates a

streaming session with the server 102. The mobile telephone 12 also configures the headset 14 to accept the

pending media flow from the server 102.

At step 264, the server transmits the audio to the mobile telephone 12 using conventional IETF

protocols (e.g., RTP, UDP andIP) over the network 100. At step 266, the mobile telephone 12 then forwards
these packets to the headset 14, using NATto establish the correct address for the headset 14 in the internal

subnet. At step 268, the headset 14 unpacks, decodes and rendersthe streaming audio in a user-sensible format

through one or more speakers 24.

In this example, session control is managed by the mobile telephone 12 while the media stream is

established between the server and headset. Session contro] may occur between local interface adapters 58 and

50 of the headset 14 and the mobile telephone 12, respectively. Session control may also occur between WLAN

interface adapters 60 and 52 of the headset and the mobiletelephone 12,respectively. Steps 252 through 268

are generally repeated whenevera new session is started, The exemplary method 250 utilizes WLANinterface

adapters 52 and 60 to stream audio from the server 102 to the headset 14.

Specific embodiments ofan invention are disclosed herein. One of ordinary skill in the art will readily

recognize that the invention may have other applications in other environments. In fact, many embodiments and
implementations are possible. The following claims are in no way intended to limit the scope of the present

invention to the specific embodiments described above.In addition, any recitation of "meansfor"is intended to

evoke a means-plus-function reading of an elementand a claim, whereas, any elements that do not specifically

use the recitation "meansfor", are not intended to be read as means-plus-function elements, even if the claim

otherwise includes the word "means". It should also be notedthat although the specification lists method steps

occurring in a particular order, these steps may be executedin any order, or at the same time.

Computer program elements of the invention may be embodied in hardware and/orin software

(including firmware, resident software, micro-code, etc.). The invention may take the form of a computer

program product, which can be embodied by a computer-usable or computer-readable storage medium having

computer-usable or computer-readable program instructions, "code"or a "computer program" embodied in the

medium foruse by or in connection with the instruction execution system. In the context of this document, a

computer-usable or computer-readable medium may be any medium thatcan contain,store, communicate,

propagate, or transport the program for use by or in connection with the instruction execution system, apparatus,

or device. The computer-usable or computer-readable medium may be, for example but not limitedto, an

electronic, magnetic, optical, electromagnetic, infrared, or semiconductor system, apparatus, device, or

propagation medium suchasthe Internet. Note that the computer-usable or computer-readable medium could

evenbe paperor another suitable medium upon which the program is printed, as the program can be
electronically captured, via, for instance, optical scanning of the paperor other medium, then compiled,

interpretcd, or otherwise processed in a suitable manner. The computer program preduct and any software and

12
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hardware described herein form the various means for carrying out the functions of the invention in the
example embodiments,
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CLAIMS

What is claimedis:

1, A method for rendering multimedia content, the method comprising:
requesting access to a wireless network (100) by a mobile telephone (12), wherein the wireless

network (100) includes at least one remote server (102):

assigning a subnet internet protocol (IP) address to a rendering device (14) by the mobile
telephone (12);

selecting at least one service and/or device by an associated user associated with the wireless

network (100); and

routing streaming audio related to the selected service and/or device to the rendering device
(14) based on the assigned subnet IP address.

2. ‘The method of claim 1, wherein the mobile telephone (12) is configured to provide one or

more operations on a receivedsignal from the network (100)utilizing a Dynamic Host Configuration Protocoi.

3. The method ofany of claims 1-2, wherein the mobile telephone (12) is configured to provide
one or more operations on a received signal from the network (100) utilizing network address translation.

4, The method ofany of claims 1-3, wherein the request for access is transmitted by a wireless
local area adapter (52) associated with the mobile telephone (12).

5. The method ofany of claims 1-4 further including associating the mobile telephone(12) to the

rendering device (14) prior to requesting access to the wireless network (100).

6. The method ofany of claims 1-5, wherein the rendering device (14) is a wireless headset.

7. The methodof any of claims 1-6 further including authenticating the mobile telephone (12)
with the network (100) prior to providing an identification of services and/or devices available on the wireless

network (100).

8. A method for rendering multimedia, the method comprising:

obtaining a unique address for a mobile telephone (10) in a wireless local area network (100),

wherein the local area network (100) includesat least one wireless access point (110) and one or more servers
(102);

assigning a subnet internet protocol (IP) address to a rendering device (14) associated with the
mobile telephone (12);

requesting information from at least one ofthe servers (102) on the network (100) throughthe
mobile telephone (12);
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receiving information responsive to the request for information by the mobile telephone(12),
and

directing streaming audio related to the requested information to the rendering device (14)

based on the assigned IP address.

9. The method of claim 8, wherein the unique address is an Internet Protocol address associated

with the wireless local area network (100).

10. A methodfor rendering multimedia content, the method comprising:

requesting access to a wireless network (100) by a mobile telephone (12);

establishing a session on the wireless network (100);

assigning a subnet internet protoco] (IP) addressto a peripheral device (14) by the mobile

telephone (12);

providing an identification of services and/or devices to the mobile telephone (12) from an

associated server (102) communicatively coupled to the wireless network (100);

selecting at least one service and/or device by an associated user; and

routing streaming audio related to the selected service and/or device to the peripheral device

(14) based on the assigned subnet IP address.
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MOBILE ROUTER WITH SERIAL DEVICE INTERFACE

Inventor: Douglas S. Moeller

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

The present application claimspriority to the following U.S. provisional

applications:

(1) U.S. provisional application Serial No. 60/800,679, filed May 16, 2006,

entitled “Mobile Router With Serial Interface,” by Douglas S. Moeller;

(2) U.S.provisional application Serial No. 60/800,749, filed May 16, 2006,

entitled “Mobile Router That Monitors Links,’ by Douglas S. Moeller; and

(3) U.S. provisional application Serial No. 60/800,750, filed May 16, 2006,

entitled “Mobile Router With Session Proxy,” by Douglas S. Moeller.

The present application is rclated to the following, contemporancously-filed PCT

applications:

(1) PCT application entitled “Mobile Router With Session Proxy,” by Douglas

S. Moeller, Attommey Docket No. 060275PCT; and

(2) PCT application entitled “Mobile Router That Monitors Links,” by Douglas

8S. Moeller, Attorney Docket No. 060274PCT.

BACKGROUND

Many people use mobile or wireless end-user computer-type devices for a variety of

purposes. These devices include smartphones, handheld computer-type devices, personal

digital assistants (PDAs), laptop computers equipped with a wireless network interface card,

etc. Users often use such devices to read and write email messages, access the Internet,

download and view imageor video files, run applications,etc.

In order to use such mobile devices, the mobile devices must be able to connectto a

wireless network. Conventional wireless local area networks (WLANs) are often deployed

inside structures such as homes, offices, public and commercial buildings, etc. The WLAN

typically comprises one or more wireless access points, such as a wireless router or hot spot,

which communicates wirelessly with the mobile device, and allows the mobile device to
connect to a wired network (or other network) that is also in communication with the access
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point. In order to stay connected to such WLANs,the mobile user must usually stay with

the range of the access points. This often constrains the effective mobility of a wireless

user. The mobile user must stay in the home,office or building to have wireless access to

the WLAN,butifthe mobile user leaves the premises, the mobile user may leave the range

of the wireless access points and thereby lose connectivity to the network. For the IEEE

802.11 standard, also known as Wi-Fi, the range of such access points is about 50 meters for

indoor environments and 100 meters for outdoor environments.

Some campusesand urban areas provide broader W-Fi coverageareas by placing a

numberof cooperating Wi-Fi hot spots throughout the campusor urban area. This provides

the mobile user with greater wireless access as the mobile user generally can move around

the campus/urban area while maintaining wireless connectivity. However, when the mobile

user leaves the campus/urbanarea, the user may lose connectivity, thus constraining the

wireless mobility of the user.

This dilermma has been addressed somewhat by cellular networks that allow mobile

devices to communicate wireless data with such cellular networksusing data

communication standards, such as GSM/GPRS(Global System for Mobile

Communications/General Packet Radio Service) or EDGE (Enhanced Data rates for GSM

Evolution). Such cellular networks generally provide much broader coverage areas than

WLANsor Wi-Fi area, so a mobile user will ordinarily have fewer restrictions on mobility

when accessing such a cellular network. Further, cellular networkstypically can

accommodate roaming users by allowing users to stay connected as they travel from one
cellular network to another.

Nevertheless, mobile end-user devices often experience interruptions in service due

to drop-offs by the network (either Wi-Fi or cellular network). This problem is exacerbated

when the user is quickly moving between network cells, hot spots or networks. This can be

caused, for example, (i) because the user’s wireless access provider/protocol is not

compatible with the new cell, hot spot or network, {i1) because the new cell, hot spot or

network is overly congested with traffic, (iii) because of faulty hand-offprocedures between

the cells, hot spots, or networks, or many other-reasons.

In addition, a mobile end-user may experience other types ofperformance problems,

including a change ofbit rate or bandwidth during the data transmission, and a change in the

quality of service (e.g., jitter, latency, data loss, etc.).

Accordingly, there exists a need for a way to alleviate or mitigate the problems

experienced by a user of mobile end-user device.

2
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SUMMARY

In one general aspect, the present invention is directed to a mobile router. The

mobile router may communication with one or more mobile devices via a local wireless

network, such as a Wi-Fi or Wi-MAX network. The mobile router may further act as a

gateway for communications from the mobile device to a backhaul network, which also in

communication with the mobile router via a wireless communication link. The backhaul

network may comprise a cellular network, such as a GSM/GPRSor UTMSnetwork,or

some other type of wireless network. The backhaul network may be connected to the

Internet or other network (e.g., WAN). That way, the mobile device can communicate with

a destination device connected to the Internet (or other network) via the mobile router and

the backhaul network.

Further, because the mobile router wirelessly communicates with the backhaul

network, it can move with the mobile device as the mobile device movesto provide

enhanced mobile wireless connectivity for the mobile device. For example, the mobile

router can beinstalled, affixed or otherwise placed ina vehicle, such as a car, bus, boat, rail

car, etc., where the end user of the mobile device is a passenger (or driver). That way, the

end user can maintain wireless activity as the user moves about.

According to various embodiments, the mobile router may comprise a session proxy

module establishes two transport protocol sessions — one between the mobile router and the

mobile device, and one between the mobile router and a destination device — when the end

user seeks to communicate with the destination device through the mobile router. That way,
if the session between the mobile router and a destination device goes down, the session

between the mobile router and the mobile device may remain active, thereby allowing the
mobile device to believe that the session is still active while the mobile router works to

restore the session. Also, the two sessions may use different protocols. For example, the

session between the mobile device and the mobile router may use the TCP protocol,

whereas the session between the mobile router and the destination device may use a

different protocol, such as HS-TCP or SCPS. Moreover, the establishment of the two

sessions by the mobile router may be transparent to the end user. Also, the end user could

have the option of disabling the session proxy functionality in certain embodiments. This
may be desirable when the end useris using an application that encrypts the TCP headers.

Anotherpotential benefit is that when the backhaul network goes down, the session

proxy module may prevent the TCP session for the link to the mobile device 16 from

3
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- starting iis back-off timers. This is advantageous because, under the TCP protocol, the

mobile device would normally assumethat it cannot forward packets because ofnetwork

congestion and it would accordingly start to slow downthe user’s session. In contrast, with

the session proxy module maintaining a session between the mobile router and the mobile

device that is separate from the session between the mobile router and the backhaul

network, the mobile device may not assume that network congestion is a problem and the

TCP session between mobile router and the mobile device may not slow down. Another

potential benefit is that the TCP timers and congestion windowscan be adjusted

dynamically so that the link may be optimized for the particular characteristics of the

backhaul network (e.g., packet loss, latency jitter, etc.).

In addition, the mobile router may comprise a session link module that monitors the

layer 2 and/orlayer 3 links of the mobile router with the backhaul network. That way, when

the link monitor module detects a drop-off, the link monitor module can reestablish the link

as quickly as possible in order to minimize the interruption in service to the end user.

According to various embodiments, the link monitor module does this by sending and

monitoring test (or probing) data packets over the backhaul wireless communication link.

That way, the user does not have to restart his/her applications or sessions. The userjust

typically notices that the applications/sessions slowed for a-briefperiod of time while the

connection was being reestablished.

In addition, according to various embodiments, the mobile router may include a

serial data port for communicating with a serial data device connected thereto. In addition,

the mobile router may include a serial device data publication modute which transmits data

from the serial device over the backhaul network to a destination device, such as a

server/databasc, such that remote users could access the database to retrieve the data from

the serial device. The serial device could be, for example, a GPS receiverthat records

location data for the mobile router, or another type of serial data device. In addition, rather

than transmitting the data to a server/database, a remote user could access the mobile router
to access the data from the serial device directly. Additionally, the serial interface of the

mobile router could be used to output data/commandsignals to the connected serial device.

These and other benefits will be apparent from the description to follow.

FIGURES

Various embodiments of the present invention are described herein by way of

example in conjunction with the following figures, wherein:

4
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Figure 1 is a block diagram of a network including a mobile router according to

various embodiments ofthe present invention;

Figure 2 is a block diagram of a mobile router according to various embodiments of

the present invention; and

Figure 3 is a block diagram ofthe process flow ofthe link monitor module ofthe

mobile router according to various embodiments of the present invention.

DESCRIPTION

Figure 1 is a diagram of a network 10 according to various embodiments of the

present invention. As shownin Figure 1, the network 10 comprises a mobile router 12 in

communication with a mobile device 16 via a wireless communication link 14 (@eferred to

sometimes hereinafter as the “local wireless communication link 14°’). The wireless

communication link 14 may beprovided as part of the wireless network 15 including the

mobile router 12 and the mobile device 16. The wireless network 15 (referred to sometimes

hereinafter as the “local wireless network 15”) may be, for example, a WiFi network (e.g.,

IEEE 802.11 network), a WiMAX network (IEEE 802.16), a Bluetooth network, or any

other suitable wireless network,

The mobile device 16 may be any computer-based device capable of receiving and
transmitting data via the wireless communication link 14. For example, the mobile device

16 maybe a laptop (or notebook) computer (as shown in the example of Figure 1) equipped

with a wireless network interface card, a wireless-enabled PDA, a pocket or palmtop

computer, a WiFi phone (e.g., a Skype phone or VoIP phone), a WiFi appliance, a Sony

PlayStation PSP or some other portable, network-enabled gaming station, a video screen, a

digital camera, an audio player, a navigation device, a security camera, an alarm device, a

wireless payment or POSdevice,etc.

The mobile router 12, as explained further hereinbelow, may act as a gateway

between the wireless network 15 and a backhaul network 20. The backhaul network 20 in

turn may be connected to the Internet 18 or any other network (such as an intranet or

another WAN) via a gateway 24.

The mobile router 12 may communicate with the backhaul network 20 via a

backhaul wireless communication link 22 (sometimesreferred to hereinafter as the

“backhaul wireless communication link”). The backhaul wireless communication link 22

may be provided by a wireless network that is part of the backhaul network 20, such as a

cellular wireless network. The cellular wireless network may be, for example: a Global
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System for Mobile Communications/General Packet Radio Service (GSM/GPRS)link; a

UMTS(Universal Mobile Telecommunications System) link; a Code Division Multiple

Access (CDMA)link; an Evolution-Data Optimized (EV-DO) link; an Enhanced Data Rates

for GSM Evolution (EDGE)link; a 3GSM link; a Digital Enhanced Cordless

Telecommunications (DECT)link; a Digital AMPS (1S-136/TDMA)link; an Integrated

Digital Enhanced Link (iDEN) link; a WiMAX link; or any other suitable wireless link.

That way, the mobile router 12 may provide wireless access for the mobile device 16 to the

Internet 18 (or other desired network).

According to various embodiments, the mobile router 12 and the mobile device 16

are co-located in a moving vehicle so that mobile router 12 is mobile and so that end-users

of the mobile device 16 can enjoy wireless connectivity to the Internet 18 via the mohile

router 12 as the vehicle (not shown} movesthrough cells or nodes associated with the

wireless network 22. The moving vehicle could be, for example, a car, a truck, a bus, a

boat, a train or rail car, etc. The mobile router 12 may be mounted to the vehicle in a secure

and generally tamper-resistant location. For example, the mobile router 12 may be mounted

in the trunk ofan automobile, and the end-user of the mobile device 16 may be a passenger

or driver of the automobile. That way, the end-user could enjoy wireless connectivity as the

automobile moves between cells of the wireless network 22.

Also, although only one mobile device 16 is shown in communication with the

mobile router 12 in Figure 1, it should be noted that numerous mobile devices 16 may be in

communication with the mobile router 12 via the network 14. For example, ina scenario

where the mobile router 12 is routed in an automobile, more than one passenger may be

using an end-user mobile device 16 that communicates with the Internet 18 (or some other

network) via the mobile router 12 and the backhaul network 20. For example, one

passenger could be checking email on a palmtop computer device, while another passenger

may be surfing the World Wide Web,etc.

Tt should also be recognized, however, that the mobile router 12 does not necessarily

need to be installed in, affixed to, or otherwise placed in a mobile vehicle. For example, a

user could use the mobile router 12 at home, work, or any other stationary location, or carry

the mobile router 12 around with him/her.

As shownin Figure 1, a transceiver 30 may receive and transmit the wireless signals
to the mobile router 12 via the wireless communication link 22. A communication network

32 of the backhaul network 20 may communicate with the Internet 18 (or other network) via

one or more gateways 24. The communication network 32 may include conventional
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network elements suchas servers, routers, switch, etc., and may provide wireless network

service for the mobile router 12. Of course, although only one transceiver 30 is shown in

Figure 1, it should be recognized that the backhaul network 20 may comprise a numberof

such transceivers, located in different areas serviced by the backhaul network 20, such that

the mobile router 12 may stay in communication with the backhaul network 20 as the

mobile router 12 moves betweencells or nodes of the backhaul network 20.

As shown in Figure 1, third party servers 26 may be in communication with the

Internet (or other network) 18. That way, the mobile device 16 can access the third party

servers 26 through the mobile router 12 and the backhaul network 20.

Figure 2 is a simplified block diagram of the mobile router 12 according to various

embodiments of the present invention. As shown in Figure 2, the mobile router 12 may

comprise one or more processors 40, one or more memory units 42, a backhaul network

interface 44, and a local network interface 46, that may be connected via a system bus 48.

The backhaul network interface 44 is for interfacing with the backhaul network 20.

The local network interface 26 for interfacing with the wireless network 15. The type of

backhaul network interface 44 may depend on the types of backhaul wireless

communication link 22 used. For example, the backhaulinterface network 44 may be a
GSM/GPRSinterface, a UTMSinterface, an EDGE interface, a Wi-MAX interface, etc.

Similarly, the type of local network interface 46 may depend onthe type ofwireless

network 15 used. For example, the local network interface 15 may be a Wi-Fi, Wi-MAX,

or Bluetooth interface.

The processor(s) 40 may execute instruction code stored in the memory 42. The

memory 42 may be embodied as one or more computer-readable media, including Read-

Only-Memory (ROM) and/or Random-Access-Memory (RAM). As such, the memory 42

may comprise one or more memory chips, optical memory devices (e.g., CD-ROM),

magnetic memory devices(e.g., disk drives), etc. The memory 42 may include a number of

software modules, including a routing module 50, a link monitor module 52, a session

proxy module 54 and a serial port data publisher module 56, that may be implemented as

software cade to be executed by the processor(s) using any suitable computer instruction
type. The software code maybestored as a series of instructions or commands,or as a

program, in the memory 42.

The routing module 50 may include the code for allowing the mobile router 12 to

route data packets from the wireless network 15 to the backhaul network 20, and vice versa,

as ig known in the art. The link monitor module 52, as explained further below, may
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monitor the layer 2 (data link or cellular layer) and layer 3 (IP or network layer) links of the

mobile router 12 with the backhaul network 20 by sendingtest or probing data packets. By

monitoring the packets, the link monitor module 52 can detect if either (or both) ofthe links

fails. That way, the mobile router 12 can take appropriate action when one ofthe linksfails.

According to various embodiments, both the local wireless communication link 14

and the backhaul wireless communication link 22 may use the TCP (Transmission Control

Protocol) transport protocol for the session layer of the network protocols. TCP is one of

the core protocols of the Internet protocol suite, often simply referred to as “TCP/IP.” Using

TCP, applications on networked hosis can create connections to one another, over which

they can exchangestreamsof data using stream sockets. Stream sockets are a type of

internet socket which provides a connection-oriented, sequenced, and unduplicated flow of

data without record boundaries. The TCP protocol guarantees reliable and in-order delivery

of data from sender to receiver.

The TCP protocol also uses a network congestion avoidance algorithm in order to

achieve congestion avoidance. A numberof such algorithms exists and can be used. In

general, according to some algorithms, the TCP protocol specifies a maximum segmentsize

(MSS). The sender mainiains a congestion window,limiting the total number of

unacknowledged packets that may be in transit end-to-end. To avoid congestion collapse,

TCP makes a slow start when the connectionis initialized and after a timeout. It starts with

a window of 2 MSS, Although the initial rate is low, the rate of increase is very rapid: for
every packet ACKed, the congestion window increases by 1 MSSso that for every round

trip time, the congestion window has doubled. When the congestion window exceeds a

threshold, or a packetis lost, the algorithm enters a new state, called congestion avoidance.

As long as non-duplicate ACKs are received, the congestion windowis additively increased

by one MSSevery roundtrip time. When a packetis lost, duplicate ACKs will be received.

The congestion window is reduced to 1 MSS on a timeout event.

The session proxy module 54, as explained further below, may act as a TCP proxy

for all TCP sessions going through the mobile router 12. That way, according to various

embodiments as described below, ali end-user traffic between the end-user mobile device 16

and the destination (e.g., a server connected to the Internet or other network 18) may be

transparently routed through the mobile router 12, Of course, in other embodiments, the

local and backhau!wireless links 14, 22 may use a different transport protocol, and, in such

embodiments, the the session proxy module 54 may similarly act as a proxy for such other

transport protocol sessions.
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The serial port data publisher module 56 may makedata received from a serial
device 36, connected to a serial port 38 of the mobile router 12, available from the mobile

touter 12 via a TCP stream (or any other type ofdata stream available from the mobile

router 12).

Other, conventional components of a router, such as a memory controller, are not

illustrated in Figure 2 for the sake of convenience.

As mentioned before, the link monitor module 52 may monitor the mobile router’s

layer 2 (data link or cellular layer) and layer 3 (IP or network layer) links with the backhaul

network 20. That way, whenthe link monitor module 52 detects a drop-off, the link

monitor module 52 can reestablish the link as quickly as possible in order to minimize the

interruption in service to the end user. For example, in typical present-day mobile

computing scenarios, when the network dropsoff, the end-user’s applications and network

sessions are ordinarily terminated. Consequently, the user has to restart the applications

and/or session when the network connection is reestablished. Moreover, it typically is not

predictable when the network connection will be reestablished.

The link monitor module 52 overcomesthese drawbacks by monitoring the layer 2

and 3 links, and reestablishing the connections when connectivity is lost. As explained in

more detail below, the link monitor module 52 may do this by sending and monitoring test

(or probing) data packets over the backhaul wireless communication link 22. Whenit

detects a failure in one or both ofthe links, the link monitor module 52 can take remedial

action, such as attempting to reestablish the link. It may reestablish the link before

applications on the mobile device 16 have to be restarted. That way, the user does not have

to restart his/her applications or sessions. The user just typically notices that the

applications/seasions slowed for a brief period of time while the connection was being
reestablished.

The link monitor module 52 mayutilize adaptive programming according to various

embodiments. Thatis, for example, if the backhaul network interface 44 is receiving

packets over the backhaul wireless communication link 22, the link monitor module 52 may

send less probing packets and, conversely, if the interface 44 is not receiving packets the

link monitor module 52 may send more probing packets. By monitoring packets coming in

on the interface 44, the link monitor module 52 may draw the assumption that the interface

is functioning. This meansthat the link monitor module 52 does not have to send test

packets across the backhaul wireless communication link 22 to verify connectivity (and

hence not wasting precious network resources). However, just because the link monitor
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module 52 may assumethat the interface 44 is functioning does not mean that the link

monitor module 52 does not send test packets; it may just send them less frequently in

certain embodiments.

. The link monitor module 52 may monitor the interface 44 to see if it is receiving

data packets. [fit is not, then the link monitor module 52 may sleep “A” number of seconds
and then proceed to the next step of doing an active probe. If the interface 44 is receiving

packets, the link monitor module 52 may then sleep longer (e-g., 10 x A seconds) before it

proceedsto the next step of doing an active probe. So if the backhaul wireless

communication link 22 lookslike it is working, then the link monitor module 52 may send

fewer active probes on the backhaul network 20.

The remote devices that the link monitor module 52 is to monitor may be configured

to allow the link monitor module 52 to ensure whether the link to the particular remote

device is available. For example, links to the default route, domain name server (DNS),

and/or authentication server 19 (see Figure 1) may be monitored, as well as any device other

device on the Internet so configured.

Figure 3 is a flow chart of the process flow of the link monitor module 52 according

to various embodiments of the present invention. This process may be continually running

in the background to monitor the layer 2 and layer 3 links on the backhaul wireless

communication link 22 of the mobile router 12.

At block 80, the link monitor module 52 may determine what its backhaul network

20 is (e.g. whetherit is a GSM/GPRSnetwork interface, a UTMSnetwork interface, etc.).

Next, at block 82, the link monitor module 52 may determine if the appropriate backhaul

network driver is loaded. If not, at block 96, the driver is reloaded and, if successful, the

process returns to block 92 (described further below). If at block 82 it is determined that the

driver is loaded, the process advances to block 84, where the link monitor module 52

determines whether packets are being received on the backhaul network interface 44. This

is a check ofits layer 3 -- or network layer — status (OCI Model). If so, the process

advancesto block 86, where the link monitor module 52 goes into sleep mode for a brief

period of time (xx seconds) because the network connection is active.

If at block 84 it is determined that packets are not being received over the backhaul

wireless connection 22, the process advances to block 88, where the link monitor module 52

may determineifthe layer 2, or data link layer, is established with a particular remote

device (e.g., a device that is part of the communications network 32 or connected to the

Internet 18). In one embodiment, the point-to-point protocol (“PPP”) may be used for the
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layer 2 link (OCI Model). PPP is a protocol used to establish a direct connection between

two nodes-and is described by described by Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) RFC

1661. Thus,at block 88, the link monitor module 52 may determine of the PPP link is

established. Of course, in other embodiment, a different direct link protocol could be used.

If the PPP link is not established, the process may advance to block 92, where the

PPPis restarted to establish the PPP link to the remote device. If that operation is

successful, or if at block 88 it is determined that the PPP link is established, the process

advances to block 90 where the link monitor module 52 determinesif it has a default route

to the remote device. In routing technology, a default route, also sometimescalled a

“gateway of last resort,” is the network route used by a router when no other known route

exists for a given data packet's destination address. All the packets for destinations not

known by the reuter's routing table are sent to the default route. This route generally leads

to another router, which treats the packet the same way. Ifthe route is known, the packet

will get forwarded to the known route. Ifnot, the packet is forwarded to the default-route of

the router which generally leads to another router, and so on. Once the router with a known

route to a host destination is reached, the router determines which route is valid by finding

the most specific match. The network with the longest subnet mask that matches the
destination IP address wins.

Hence, the default route may be a connection to the remote device that is different

from the direct connection. If there is a default route, the process may advance to block 94,

where the link monitor module 52 may determine whether the remote device is reachable

via the default route. If, at block 90 it is determined that there is no default route, the

process may return to block 88 where the PPP link is attempted to be established.

The process also advances to block 90 from block 86 after the brief sleep period. If

at block 90 it is determined that the mobile router 12 has a default route, the process

advancesto block 94 where the link monitor module 52 determinesif the default route is

reachable. If the default route is not reachable, the process returns to block 88, wherein the

PPPlink is attempted to be reestablished.

If at block 92 the PPP protocol is unable to be restarted after x number of attempts,

the process advances to block 96, where the card driver for the backhaul network interface
44 is reloaded. If at block 66 the card driver is not successfully loaded after a number(‘‘x”)

of attempts, the process advances to block 98, where the link monitor module 52 attempts to

reload the CardBusdriver(or other similar driver for mobile routers that do not use

CardBus). A CardBus is PCMCIA (Personal Computer Memory Card International

il
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Association) 5.0 or later (e.g., JEIDA 4.2 or later) 32-bit PCMCIAcard. CardBusis

effectively a 32-bit, 33 MHz PCI (Peripheral Component Interconnect) bus in the PC card

form factor. CardBus includes bus mastering, which allows a controller on the busto talk to

other devices or memory without going through the CPU.

If that process is successful, the process returns to block 96, where the card driveris

again attempted to be reloaded. If at block 98 attempts are unsuccessful in reloading the

CardBusdriver (or other similar driver), the process, according to various embodiments,

advancesto block 100, wherein the mobile router 12 is rebooted. From there, the process

may return back to block 80.

Returning to block 94, where it is determinedifthe default route is reachable,if it is

not available, the process may advance, according to various embodiments, to block 102,

where the domain name server (DNS)for the mobile router is determined. Then, at block

104, it is determined whether the DNSis reachable. If it is, according to various

embodiments, at block 106, the authentication server 19 (see Figure 1) for the mobile router
12 is determined. Then, at block 108, it is determined whether the authentication server 19

is reachable. If so, the process advances to block 110, where the link monitor module 52

enters brief sleep mode, during which notest packets are sent. After the brief sleep, the

process returns to block 84 for a re-check of the layer 3 link.

If the DNSserveris not reachable at block 104 orif the authentication server is not

reachable at block 108, the process retumsto block 88, where the PPP link (layer 2 link)is

assessed, as explained above.

Some parameters in the process may be configurable. For example, certain time

periods used by the various timers may be configurable. The parameters may be factory

configurable, remoiely configurable over a network, and/or self-adapting. In addition, in

various embodiments, the user may beable to configure certain parameters.

In addition, the process can be fine-tuned and optimized for a particular backhaul

network and/or usage pattern. The objective of the tuning and optimization may be to

deliver the highest data throughput, fastest network drop-off detections, and fastest network
reconnection. For example, the targets being probed can be changed. For example,the

mobile router 12 may probe the session manager 29 in a network operations center (NOC)

30 (see Figure 1), or other devices connected to the network 18. Also, rather than active

probing, the mobile router 12 mayonlylisten to the backhaul network interface 44. This

latter approach may be advantageous whenthe network 18 is a WAN (or other type of
network) with low bandwidth.
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The point-to-point protocol (“PPP”) startup script may execute continuously until it

makes a successful connection. The failure that is shown in Figure 3 at block 8&8is if the

PPP startup script is not successful in communicating with the backhaul network card x

numberof times. If the PPP startup script cannot make a connectionit likely is because the

mobile router 12 is out of coverage and not becauseit or the network failed. However,if

PPP connection is unable to be established after a relatively long duration (e.g., over one

hour), the link monitor module 52 may proceed with the failure path (step 92).

A common problem experiencedin the prior art by cellular network users is that the

data connection is sometimes lost. When this occurs, applications running on the mobile

device (that is connected to the cellular network) stop running, and have to be restarted
when the TCP session is re-cstablished.

This problem can be overcomeby the session proxy module 54 of the mobile router

12. Returning to Figure 2, the session proxy module 54 may act as a session proxy for all

sessions (e.g., TCP sessions) going through the mobile router 12. That is, for example,

when a local end-user seeks to establish a TCP session from their local end-user device

(such as the mobile device 14 Figure 1) with a destination (such as a third party server 26

connected to the network 18, sce Figure 1), the session proxy module 54 may terminate the

TCP session coming from the mobile device 16 and, instead, establish a TCP (or someother

protocol) session on the backhaul network interface 26 with the destination 26. The mobile

router 12 may also maintain a separate TCP session with the mobile device 16 over the local

wireless communication link 14. That way, all end-user traffic between the end-user and

the destination may be transparently routed through the mobile router 12 on the two

separate sessions. That way, one session going down (such as the backhaul wireless

communication link 22) need not negatively affect the other session (such as the session

between the mobile router 22 and the mobile device 16).

By doingthis, several benefits may be achieved. For example, when the backhaul

network link 22 goes down (which is sometimes not uncommon for cellular networks), the

session proxy module 54 can maintain a TCP session to the local end user(e.g., at the.

mobile device 16). That way, if applications running on the mobile device 16 are dependent

upon a TCPsession, the applications may continue to run because there is a TCP session

with the mobile router 12, even though the TCP session over the backhaul wireless

communication link 22 is lost. When the backhaul network communication link 22 comes

back, the end-user may be able to keep runningits applications and session without having

to restart the applications.
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Another potential benefit is that when the backhaul network link 22 goes down, the

session proxy module 54 can prevent the TCP session for the link to the mobile device 16

from starting, its back-off timers. This is advantageous because, under the TCP protocol, the

mobile device 16 would normally assume that it cannot forward packets because of network

congestion andit would accordingly start to slow down the user’s session. In contrast, with
the session proxy module 54 maintaining a TCP session between the mobile router 12 and

the mobile device 16, the mobile 16 device would not assumethat network congestion is a

problem and the TCP session between mobile router 12 and the mobile device 16 the should
not slow down.

Another potential benefit is that the TCP timers and congestion windows can be

adjusted dynamically so that the link is optimized for the particular characteristics of the

backhaul network (e.g., packet loss, latencyjitter, etc.). For example, if the network has a

high packet loss, the MTU (maximum transmission unit) may be made smaller to increase

the likelihood that sent data packets will successfully reach their destination. “MTU”refers

to the size (in bytes) of the largest data packet that a given layer of a communications
protocal can pass onwards. Alternatively, if the network hasrelatively little packet loss and

high throughput, the MTU maybe increased so as to further increase throughput.

In another embodiment, instead of a TCP session, the session proxy module 54

could establish a different type of protocol session with the user’s destination that is

designedto run over high latency links. Such high-latency links may be HS-TCP (High

Speed TCP) or SCPS (Space Communications Protocol Specifications). HS-TCP uses a

new congestion control algorithm for TCP that is described in RFC 3649. The SCPSis set

of extensions to existing protocols and new protocols developed by the Consultative

Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS). The SCPSprotocol is defined in ISO

Standards 15894 (file transfer), 15893 (transport layer), 15892 (security layer) and 15891

(networklayer).

In such an embodiment, therefore, there may be a TCP session between the mobile

device 16 and the mobile router 12 over the local wireless communication link 14, and a

separate high latency protocol session (e.g., HS-TCP or SCPS) between the mobile router
12 and the destination over the backhaul network 20. Moreover, the establishmentof the

high-latency link on the backhaul network 20 may be done transparently to the local end-

user by the session proxy module 54.

In addition, in various embodiments, the local end-user could be given the option of

disabling the session proxy module 54. A user of the mobile device 16 maydisable the
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session proxy module 54, for example, through a control panel for the mobile router 12

displayed on the mobile device. Also, the mobile router 12 may have a switch or push-
button that allowsa user to disable the session proxy module 54. It may be desirable for a

user to disable the session proxy module 54 when the user wants to maintain a TCP session

with the destination. For example, certain types of virtual private networks (VPNs), such as

IPSEC VPNs, encrypt the TCP headers. IPSEC (IP security) is a suite of protocols for

securing Internet Protocol (IP) communications by authenticating and/or encrypting each IP

packet in a data stream. If the TCP headers were encrypted, the session proxy module 54

would ordinarily not be able to decrypt the headers of the TCP data packets and, therefore,

could not appropriately transmit the packets on a non-TCPsession. In such a circumstance,

the user may desire to disable the session proxy module 54. Other types of VPNs, however,

such as secure sockets layer (SSL) VPNs, do not encrypt the TCP headers, so the local end-

user may not want or need to disable the session proxy module 54 when such a SSL VPNis

being used.

Referring to Figure 2, the serial port data publisher module 56 may take data

received from the serial device 36 connectedto the serial port 38 of the mobile router 12

and make the data available via a TCP stream (or some other type of data stream, such as

HS-TCP or SCPS data stream). The serial port data publisher module 56 and,via the

backhaul network 20 and Internet 18, populate a remote database 25 with the data from the

device 36. That way, the data from the serial device 36 can be remotely accessed via the
Internet 18.

The serial device 36 may communicate with the mobile router 12 using any suitable

serial data protocol, including the USB (Universal Serial Bus) standard, the RS-232

standard, the RS-485 standard, or the IEEE 1394 (FireWire) standard, for example.

The serial device 36 may be anysuitable type of serial device, such as, for example,

a GPSreceiver. In an embodiment wherethe serial device 36 is a GPS receiver, this allows

the location data for the GPS receiver (and hencethe location data for the mobile router 12)

to be remotely accessible by others. In an application where the mobile router 12 is

installed in a mobile vehicle such as a car or truck, such location data could be used for a

variety of applications, including:

e a company could access the database 25 to determine the current location of

its vehicles;
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« a company could determine and analyze whereits vehicles have been,

including such things as determining time spentin traffic jams, loading

docks, etc.;

o track a stolen vehicle;

° determining optimal routes for delivery companies;

e collection of real-time traffic data, which can be analyzed and/or shared with

traffic condition publication services; or

e collection of historical traffic data, which could be used fortraffic planning

purposes.

In various embodiments, the stream produced bythe serial port data publisher

module 56 may be compliant with a protoco! standard, such as the RFC 2217 “Telnct Com

Port Control Option” protocol, so that end-user devicesthat support the standard could use

the data. This may be useful for Windows-based computers, because such computers could

use standard, off-the-shelf mapping applications with a GPS deviceto be attached to the

local machine. The end-user could install a RFC 2217 compliant driver on their Windows

computer and could make the GPS data from the mobile router 12 appear as local GPS data

on their Windows computer. And since the GPS data from the mobile router 12 would be

accessible over an IP network (e.g., the Internet 18), the remote user’s Windows computer

could access the data from anywhere on the Internet.

The above-described examples were based on a GPS device as the serial device 36
connected to the mobile router 12. It should be recognized that other types of serial data

devices 36 may be used andsimilar data publication processes could be used for suchserial

data devices so that the data from the serial device may be accessed via the Internet (or

other network) 18. For example, in other embodiments the serial device 36 may be a

vehicle telematics device. Such a vehicle telematics device may capture data regarding the

performance and operation of the vehicle (e.g., diagnostic data) in which the device is

installed. Such data may then be published by the mobile router 12 and stored in the

database 25, for example, such that it is accessible by third parties via the Internet 18.

In another embodiment, the serial device 36 may be apoint-of-sale (POS) device

that captures sale or payment information. That way, the POS data may be publishedto the

database 25 suchthat it is accessible via the Internet 18.

In other embodiments, the serial data device 36 could be, for example, a remote

control for an in-car entertainmentsystem (e.g., downloading music, video, games,etc., to
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third party systems) or a device for interfacing to existing communication systems(e.g.,

police radios,etc.).

In addition, rather than transmitting the data to a central server(e.g., database 25), a

remote user could access the mobile router 12 to access the data from the serial device 36

directly. For example, in one embodiment, an authenticated remote user could access an

authentication server 23 (see Figure 1) to determine the address of the mobile router 12.
The remote user could then use that address to communicate with the mobile router 12

directly. Similarly, a local end-user of the mobile router 12 could access the data from the
serial device via the local wireless network 14.

Additionally, according to various embodiments, the serial interface 38 of the

mobile router 12 can be used to output data/commandsignals to the connected serial device

36. For example, from a remote location a signal/message can be sent to the mobile router

12 in order to have the signal/message sent output by the seriai port 38 to the serial device,

where the signal/message causesthe serial device 36 to take some sort of action. For

instance, the signal/message mayactivate the serial device 36. For example, where the

mobile router 12 is installed in a car, the serial device 36 may be device capable of

controlling components and/or systems of the car. For example, the serial device 36 may be

able to shut of the engine (such asim the case of theft), unlock the doors in case of

inadvertent locking, activate alarm functions, etc. The serial device 36 may also, according

to various embodiments, perform payment functions, downloaddata, receive advertising,

entertainment, gaming, and/or information, as well as perform network management and

control.

While various embodimentsofthe present invention have been described hereim,it

should be recognized that other modifications, substitutions and alternatives may be

apparentto one of ordinary skill in the art. For example, certain of the steps of Figure 3

may be performedin different order or simultaneously. Such modifications, substitutions

and alternatives can be made without departing from the spirit and scope of the invention.
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CLAIMS

Whatis claimedis:

1. A mobile router comprising:
a local network interface for wirelessly communicating with a mobile device via a

local wireless network;

a backhaul network interface for wirelessly communicating with a backhaul network;

one Or more processors;

a serial data device interface for communicating, with a serial data device connected to

the interface; and

a memory in communication with the one or more processors and the serial data

device interface, wherein the memory stores instructions which, when executed by

the one or more processors, cause the one or more processors to transmit data

received from the serial data device over the backhaul network to a destination

device.

2. The mobile router of claim 1, wherein:

the serial data device connected to the serial data device interface comprises a GPS

receiver; and

the data transmitted by the mobile router over the backhaul networkto the destination

device comprises location data from the GPSreceiver.

3. The mobile router of claim 1, wherein the serial data device comprises a serial data

device selected from the group consisting of a GPS receiver, a vehicle telematics device, a

point-of-sale (POS) device, and a remote control.

4. The mobile router of claim 1, wherein the memory additionally stores instnictions

which, when executed by the one or more processors, cause the one or more processorsto:

monitor the layer 2 and layer 3 links of the mobile router for the backhaul network;

and

reestablish the network connection to the backhaul network when a failure of the layer

2 and/or layer 3 link is detected.

5. The mobile router of claim 4, wherein the memory stores instructions which, when

executed by the one or more processors, cause the one or more processors to monitor the
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layer 2 and layer 3 links by sending test packets to a destination device over the backhaul
network.

6. The mobile router of claim 5, wherein the memory stores instructions which, when

executed by the one or more processors, cause the one or more processors to adapt the

frequency at which test packets are sent to the destination device based on whether the

network connection to the backhaul network is active.

7. The mobile router of claim 6, wherein the memory stores instructions which, when

executed by the one or more processors, cause the one or more processors to send test packets

to the destination device less frequently when the network comection to the backhaul

networkis active.

8. The mobile router of claim 1, wherein the memory additionally stores instructions

which, when executed by the one or more processors, cause the one or more processorsto:

detect an attempt by the mobile device to establish a transport protocol session

between the mobile device and a destination device through the mobile router

over the local wireless network and the backhaul network; and

initiate, when the attemptto establish the protocol session is detected,afirst

replacementtransport protocol session between the mobile router and the

mobile device over the local wireless network and a second replacement

transport protocol session between the mobile router and the destination
device over the backhaul network.

9. The mobile router of claim 7, wherein the memory additionally stores instructions

which, when executed by the one or more processors, cause the one or more processorsto:

detect an attempt by the mobile device to establish a transport protocol session

between the mobile device and a destination device through the mobile router

over the local wireless network and the backhaul network; and

initiate, when the attempt to establish the protocol session is detected, a first

replacernent transport protocol session between the mobile router and the
mobile device over the local wireless network and a second replacement
transport protocol session between the mobile router and the destination
device over the backhaul network.
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10. The mobile router of claim 1, wherein the local wireless network comprises a Wi-Fi
network.

il. The mobile router of claim 1, wherein the local wireless network comprises a Wi-

MAX network.

12. The mobile router of claim 1, wherein the backhaul network comprises a cellular

network.

13. The mobile router of claim 12, wherein the cellular network comprises a GSM/GPRS

network.

14. The mobile router of claim 12, wherein the cellular network comprises a UMTS

network.

15. The mobile router of claim 9, wherein the backhaul network compnises a cellular

network.

16, The mobile router of claim 15, wherein the cellular network comprises a GSM/GPRS

network.

17. The mobile router of claim 15, wherein the cellular network comprises a UMTS

network.

18. The mobile router of claim 15, wherein the local wireless network comprises a Wi-Fi

network.

19. The mobile rouier ofclaim 15, wherein the local wireless network comprises a Wi-

MAX network.

20. The mobile router of claim 1, wherein the mobile device is a wireless-enabled

computer device selected from the group consisting of a laptop equipped with a wireless

network interface card, a wireless-enabled PDA, a pocket computer, a WiFi phone, a WiFi
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appliance, a portable, network-enabled gamingstation, a video screen, a digital camera, an

audio player, a navigation device, a security camera, an alarm device, a wireless payment

device, and a wireless POS device.

21.

22.

The mobile router of claim 1, wherein the mobile router is installed in a vehicle.

The mobile router of claim 21, wherein the vehicle is a vehicle selected from the

group consisting of an automobile, a truck, a rail car, a bus, and a boat.

23.

24.

25.

A method comprising:

receiving, by a mobile router from a serial data device that is connected to a serial

data device interface of the mobile router, data from the serial data device,

wherein the mobile router is in communication with a mobile device via a

local wireless communication link and wherein the mobile router is in

communication with a backhaul network; and

transmitting, by the mobile router; the serial data received from the serial data device

to a destination device over the backhaul network.

The method of claim 23, wherein:

the serial data device connectedto the serial data device interface comprises.a GPS

receiver; and

transmitting the data comprises transmitting location data from the GPSreceiver.

The method ofclaim 23, wherein the serial data device comprises a serial data device

selected from the group consisting of a GPS receiver, a vehicle telematics device, a point-of-

sale (POS) device, and a remote control.

26. The method ofclaim 23, further comprising:

monitoring the layer 2 and layer 3 links of the mobile router for the backhaul network;

and

reestablishing the network connection to the backhaul network whena failure of the

Jayer 2 and/or layer 3 link is detected.
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27, The method of claim 26, wherein monitoring the layer 2 and layer 3 links comprises

sending test packets to a destination device over the backhaul network.

28. The method of claim 27, further comprising adapting the frequency at which test

packets are sent to the destination device based on whether the network connection to the

backhaul network is active.

29. The method of claim 28, wherein adapting comprises sending test packets to the

destination device less frequently when the network connection to the backhaul network is
active.

30. The method of claim 23, further comprising:

detecting an attempt by the mobile device to establish a transport protocol session

between the mobile device and a destination device through the mobile router
over the local wireless network and the backhaul network; and

initiating, when the attempt to establish the protocol session is detected, a first

replacement transport protocol session between the mobile router and the

mobile device over the local wireless network and a second replacement

transport protocol session between the mobile router and the destination

device over the backhaul network.

31. The method of claim 29, further comprising:

detecting an attempt by the mobile device to establish a transport protocol session

between the mobile device and a destination device through the mobile router

over the local wireless network and the backhaul network; and

initiating, when the attempt to establish the protocol session is detected, a first

replacement transport protocol] session between the mobile router and the

mobile device over the local wireless network and a second replacement

transport protocol session between the mobile router and the destination

device over the backhau! network.

32, The method of claim 23, wherein the local wireless network comprises a Wi-Fi

network.
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33. The method of claim 23, wherein the local wireless network comprises a Wi-MAX

network.

34, The method of claim 23, wherein the backhaul network comprisesa cellular network.

35. The method of claim 34, wherein the cellular network comprises a GSM/GPRS

network. ,

36. The methodof claim 34, wherein the cellular network comprises a UMTSnetwork.

37. The method of claim 31, wherein the backhaul network comprisesa cellular network.

38. The method of claim 37, wherein the cellular network comprises a GSM/GPRS

network.

39. The method of claim 37, wherein the cellular network comprises a UMTSnetwork.

40. The method of claim 37, wherein the local wireless network comprises a Wi-Fi

network.

41. The method of claim 37, wherein the local wireless network comprises a Wi-MAX

network.

42, The method of claim 23, wherein the mobile device is a wireless-enabled computer

device selected from the group consisting of a laptop equipped with a wireless network

interface card, a wireless-enabled PDA, a pocket computer, a WiFi phone, a WiFi appliance,

a portable, network-enabled gaming station, a video screen, a digital camera, an audio player,

a navigation device, a security camera, an alarm device, a wireless payment device, and a
wireless POS device.

43, The method of claim 23, wherein the mobile router is installed in a vehicle.

44. The method of claim 43, wherein the vehicle is a vehicle selected from the group

consisting of an automobile, a truck, a rail car, a bus, and a boat.
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WIRELESS VOIP HEADSET WITH CALL ORIGINATION
CAPABILITY

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The use of Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) is a fast growing trend in the

telephony industry, displacing circuit switch analog and digital telecom systems. Voice

overInternet Protocol transmits voice over a data network utilizing Internet Protocol (IP)

data packets. In VoIP, analog speech signals received from an audio sourceare digitized,

compressed, and translated into IP packets for transmission over an IP network such as

the Internet. Some benefits of VoIP include cost savings and new applications. For

example, VoIP can be used to bypassthe toll structure imposed by the service providers

that operate the PSTN or combined with other Internet services such as embedding voice

mail messages into user e-mail. Typically, in a business environment a VoIP phone

connects to the corporate data network through an Ethernet connection, either wired

(IEEE 802.3) or wirelessEEE 802.11).

[0002] Theproliferation of IEEE 802.11 WiFi networks extends the reach ofVoIP

solutions into wireless edge devices. In the prior art, wireless VoIP handsets are

examples of wireless edge devices that have been developed. However, such devices are

neither handsfree or discreet. Most wireless VoIP telephonesare rather large, having

either a handset form factor or being a laptop based softphone. In the prior art, IEEE

802.11 based headsets have been demonstrated, but lack the ability to originate calls.

Thus, they are not a true telephone and havelimited utility.

[0003] As a result, there is a need for improved methods and apparatuses for wireless

VoIP telephone devices.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0004] Thepresent invention will be readily understood by the following detailed

description in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, wherein like reference

numerals designate like structural elements.

[0005] FIG.1 illustrates a simplified block diagram ofa wireless VoIP headsetin

one example ofthe invention.

[0006] FIG.2 illustrates a system view of a wireless VoIP headset in use in one

example of the invention.

[0007] FIG,3 illustrates a system view of a wireless VoIP headset in use with server

based voice recognition in a further example of the invention.

[0008] FIG.4 illustrates a system view ofa wireless VoIP headset in use with an

adjunct computing device in a further example of the invention.

DESCRIPTION OF SPECIFIC EMBODIMENTS

[0009] Methods and apparatuses for wireless VoIP telephones in a headset form

factor are disclosed. The following description is presented to enable any person skilled

in the art to make and use the invention. Descriptions of specific embodiments and

applications are provided only as examples and various modifications will be readily

apparentto those skilled in the art. The general principles defined herein may be applied

to other embodiments and applications without departing from the spirit and scope of the

invention. Thus, the present invention is to be accorded the widest scope encompassing

numerousalternatives, modifications and equivalents consistent with the principles and

features disclosed herein. For purposeofclarity, details relating to technical material that
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is known in the technical fields related to the invention have not been described in detail

So as not to unnecessarily obscure the present invention.

[0010} The invention relates to the general field ofVoice over Internet Protocol and

more specifically, to a wireless VoIP telephone device in the form factor of a headset.

This description describes a method and apparatus for a wireless VoIP headset with call

origination functionality, allowing complete handsfree communication. In one example,

the wireless VoIP headset allows for call origination using embedded voice recognition

and self-contained directory. In a further example, the wireless VoIP headset allows for

call origination by automatically originating a call to a voice recognition server. Ina

further example, the wireless VoIP headset allows for call origination by receiving call

data from an associated wireless adjunct device.

[0011] The wireless VoIP headset telephone can allow handsfree communication

throughout an enterprise whereverthere is wireless LAN access. Unlike point-to-point

devices, such as DECT based headsets, there are no range limitations. By incorporating

call origination capabilities, the headset device becomesa full telephone rather than a

simple peripheral to a desk or mobile phone. The wireless VoIP headset has an IP

address, either fixed or dynamically assigned using a protocol such as DHCP,and resides

on the packet network, potentially having access to the Internet with all its resources,

enabling future applications that draw on the information available on the Internet.

Example use cases include the ability to originate and receive phone calls discreetly

through local hot spots or other Wi-Fi enabled locations. Multimedia versions ofthe

VoIP headset telephone can incorporate streaming audio access from the Internet or local

computer.
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{0012} In one example of the invention, a wireless VoIP headset includes a speaker, a

microphone, an IEEE 802.11 transceiver, and a codec for converting an analog audio

signalto a digital audio signal and encodingthe digital audio signal. The codec also

decodesa receive digital audio signal for output to the speaker. The headset further

includes a controller which processes the digital audio signal to generate IP packets and

implements a VoIP call control protocol. The headset includes a computer readable

memory storing instructions that when executed by the controller cause the wireless VoIP

headsetto perform a methodfor originating a VoIP call. The method includes, receiving

a spoken name or number from a userat the microphone,interpreting the spoken name.or

numberusing voice recognition, comparing the spoken name or numberto a directory

stored in the computer readable memory, and generating a VoIP call origination request

message.

{0013} In one example ofthe invention, a wireless VoIP headset includes a speaker, a

microphone for receiving speech energy from a near end user to generate an analog audio

signal, and a codec for converting the analog audio signal to a digital audio signal and

encodingthe digital audio signal. The codec also decodesa receive digital audio signal

for output to the speaker. The headset also includes an IEEE 802.11 transceiver and a

controller for processing the digital audio signal to generate IP packets and implementing

a VoIPcall control protocol. The headset includes a computer readable memory storing

instructions that when executed by the controller cause the wireless VoIP headset to

perform a methodfor originating a call. The method includes automatically connecting

to a voice recognition server upon activation of the wireless VoIP headset by a user.

[0014] In one example of the invention, a VoIP telephone system includes a

computing device and a wireless VoIP headset. The computing device includes a
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memory storing a name and phone numberdirectory anda first IEEE 802.11 transceiver.

The wireless VoIP headset includes a second IEEE 802.11 transceiver, a speaker, and a

microphone for receiving speech energy from a near end user to generate an analog audio

signal. A codec converts the analog audio signal to a digital audio signal and encodes the

digital audio signal. The codec also decodesa receive digital audio signal for output to

the speaker. The headset further includes a controller for processing the digital audio

signal to generate IP packets and implementing a VoIP call control protocol. The headset

includes a computer readable memory storing instructions that when executed by the

controller cause the wireless VoIP headset to perform a methodfor originating a call.

The methodincludes receiving a user directory selection from the computing device

through the first IEEE 802.11 transceiver to the second IEEE 802.11 transceiver, and

generating a VoIPcall origination request message responsive to the user directory

selection.

[0015] In one example of the invention, a methodforinitiating a VoIP telephonecall

includes providing a wireless VoIP headset. The wireless VoIP headsetincludes a

speaker, a microphone,a codec, a controller, a first memory, and a first IEEE 802.11

transceiver for wireless communications with an IEEE 802.11 access point. The method

further includes providing a computing device including a second memory storing a name

and phone numberdirectory, and a second IEEE 802.11 transceiver for wireless

communications with an IEEE 802.11 access point. The method includesreceiving a

user selection at the computing device from the name and phone numberdirectory,

transmitting the user selection from the computing device to the wireless VoIP headset

via the IEEE 802.11 access point, and generating a VoIP call origination request message

at the wireless VoIP headset responsive to the user selection.
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[0016] In one exampleofthe invention, a methodfor initiating a VoIP telephone call

includes providing a wireless VoIP headset. The wireless VoIP headset includes a

speaker, a microphone,a codec, a controller, a first memory, and a first IEEE 802.11

transceiver for wireless communications with an IEEE 802.11 access point. The method

includes providing a computing device having a second memory storing a name and

phone numberdirectory, and a wired IEEE 802.3 network connection to the IEEE 802.11

access point. The method further includes receiving a user selection at the computing

device from the name and phone numberdirectory, transmitting the user selection from

the computing device to the wireless VoIP headset via the IEEE 802.11 access point, and

generating a VoIPcall origination request message at the wireless VoIP headset

responsive to the user selection.

[0017] FIG.1 illustrates a simplified block diagram ofa wireless VoIP headset 100

in one example of the invention. VoIP headset 100 is operable as a VoIP telephone with

call origination capability. Wireless VoIP headset 100 includes an IEEE 802.11 radio

transceiver 2 along with an associated host controller 4. Host controller 4 interfaces with

memory 30. For example, memory 30 mayinclude a combination of non-volatile and

volatile memory, including flash memory and SDRAM.

[0018] Wireless VoIP headset 100 has a speaker 14 and a microphone 16. A codec

10 includes an analog-to-digital (A/D) converter for converting the signals received from

microphone 16 to digital form. The digital signals are encoded by codec 10. A control

interface 32 transfers data between host controller 4 and codec 10. Codec 10 also

includes a D/A converter for converting digital audio for playback over speaker 14.

[0019] The output of codec 10 is provided to host controller 4 through audio interface

34. Additionally, codec 10 receives the output of host controller 4 through audio
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interface 34. In one example of the invention, codec 10 encodesthe digital signals

received from the A/D converter using pulse code modulation (PCM) and transfers them

to host controller 4. For example, 16 bit, 8 kSamples/sec encoding may be used for

telephony or 16 bit, 16 kSamples/sec encoding may be used for widebandapplications.

Other examples of VoIP audio codec formats include, without limitation, linear PCM and

iLBC, and ITU-T recommendations G.711. G.729, G.723, G.726, and G.722.

[0020] A digital signal processor (DSP) may perform a variety of audio signal

processing functions known in the art to improve the sound quality of the encoded audio

received from codec 10 and to improve voice recognition accuracy or sound quality of

the transmit voice signal. The DSP mayalso perform processing on a receive signal prior

to output to speaker 14 through codec 10. Such processing may include echo

cancellation, noise reduction, and multiband compression. Noise reduction may be

employed to mitigate the effects of various types of noise in the system. A wide variety

of techniques may be used which separate the desirable signal, i.e., speech from the

person currently talking, from various sources of interference, e.g., peripheral noise, far

end-speech, etc. Such techniques may include the use of, for example, Wienerfilters,

noise gates, spectral subtraction, and other techniques known in theart.

[0021] Host controller 4 controls the operation ofwireless VoIP headset 100 and

processes the PCM audio to form data packets for wireless transmission and reception of

packets over an IEEE 802.11 network using an IEEE 802.11 transceiver 2 and antenna

36. Host controller 4 is programmed with associated computer program instructions to

perform the functionalities described herein.

[0022] The ITU-T standardizes PCM, ADPCM,and CELP coding schemesin its G-

series recommendations. Example voice coding standards for telephony and packet voice
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include G.711, G.722, G.723, G.726, and G.729. G.711 describes 64 kbps PCM voice

coding. G.726 describes ADPCM codingat 16, 24, 32, and 40 kbps. G.729 describes

CELP compressionthat enables voice to be coded into 8 kbps streams. The numberof

speech samples sent in one packet can be varied. For example, G.729 coding generates a

speech sample every 10 ms. The Cisco IOS VoIP product places two speech samples

within one packet. In a further example of the invention, four or more speech samples

may be placed in each packet.

[0023] In one example of the invention, a standards based VoIP telephone stack and a

standards based IEEE 802.11 software protocol stack are utilized. In one example,

wireless VoIP headset 100 utilizes a Linux operating system with open technology VoIP

software. In one example, a multi-threaded VoIP application is used which utilizes a link

manager which supplements IEEE 802.11 driver service for roaming from AP to AP, a

SIP stack, and an RTPstack.

[0024] Hostcontroller 4 monitors the activity of the wireless VoIP headset 100 and

receives input from various user interface components including, for example, a call

initiate, answer, and terminate button, a volumeencoder, a mute circuit/switch, and an

or/offcircuit. Host controller 4 also has input/output interfaces including, for example

visual indicators. The headset user interface includes a meansto be alerted of an

incoming call and a means to answerthe call. The headset user interface includes a

meansto originate a phonecall, as described in further detail below.

[0025] As discussed above, wireless VoIP headset 100 is configured to receive and

transmit digital data or packets over a wireless IEEE 802.11 interface. Packets are

received and transmitted using a IEEE 802.11 transceiver chip set. The wireless VoIP

headset 100 includesa suitable antenna 36 for transmitting and receiving the packets.
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[0026] Host controller 4 is operable to perform functions necessary to implement

VoIP. For example, host controller 4 operates as a system control unit providingcall

control (such as H.225 and H.245 call control), messaging, capability exchange, and

signaling of commandsfor proper operation of the VoIP functions of the wireless VoIP

headset 100. In one example ofthe invention, host controller 4 implements Session

Initiation Protocol (SIP). SIP is an application-layer signaling protocol over IP networks

designed for creating and terminating sessions such as phonecalls.

[0027] In a further example of the invention, host controller 4 implements the H.323

International Telecommunication Union Telecommunication Standardization Sector

(ITU-T)specification for transmitting audio, video, and data across an Internet Protocol
network, including the Internet. H.323 defines a set of call control, channel setup, and

codec specifications for transmitting real time audio and video over packet data networks.

In an H.323 network, the IP network may connect to a PSTN via a H.323 gateway, which

serves to interface between the packet based IP network and other networks such as the

PSTN. In furthers examples, other VoIP call-control protocols may be used. Such VoIP

call control protocols include Simple Gateway Control Protocol (SGCP) and Internet

Protocol Device Control (IPDC).

[9028] A real time transport protocol (RTP) header may be added. VoIP is carried

out with an RTP/UDP/IP packet header. An IP header includes a source address field and

a destination address field. A UDP header includes four fields: source port, length,

destination port, and checksum. An RTP headerincludes a sequence numberfield and

timestamp field. RTP is the standard for transmitting delay sensitive traffic such as audio

across packet-based networks. RTP resides on top of UDP andIP, giving receiving

stations information that is not available in the connectionless UDP/IP streams. Such
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information includes sequence information and timestamping. Sequencing information is

included in the RTP header to determine whetherthe packets are arriving in order. Time-

stamping information is included in the RTP header to determine when the enclosed data

should be replayed to the headset speaker. A data buffer, commonly referred to as a

“fitter buffer”, is used to store the received data until the RTP clock reaches the time

indicated in the timestamp.

[0029] Wireless VoIP headset 100 is capable ofcall origination. To originate a callit

is necessary togenerate a destination phone numberandan origination request. In one

example, wireless VoIP headset 100 utilizes embedded voice recognitionforcall

origination. A self contained directory 28 associating names and phone numbersis stored

in memory 30, along with a voice recognition engine 24 andcall origination application

26. This allows the destination to be determined from spoken dial-by-number

recognition or by dial-by-nameor other means (e.g., operator, reception, help desk)

drawing onaself contained directory 28. This directory may be loadedinto the headset

memory 30 either over the air or through other synchronization means, perhapsto the

user’s Microsoft Outlook address book on his/her computer. The directory may contain

SIP URIs which are used directly to originate calls. Alternatively, the directory may

contain phone numbers whichare used to construct a SIP URI using the method

described below. Spoken namesor numbersare interpreted by the voice recognition

engine 24at call origination application 26 and the result used to generate an origination

request message using the chosen VoIP signaling mechanism such as SIP.

[0030] In SIP,the call origination request message is an INVITE request sent by the

SIP user agent wireless VoIP headset 100. The INVITE request includes a To:field

containing a display nameanda destination SIP address (also referred to as the SIP URI

10
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(Uniform Resource Identifier)) of the intended recipient of the call (referred to herein as

the “callee’). The SIP addressis identified by the format user@host. The user portion of

the address can be a user nameor telephone numberandthe host portion can be a domain

nameor network address. For example, the To: field may be:

To: user3<sip:user3@server3.com>

To: user4<sip:83 15252222@server4.com

where “user re and “user 4” are the user namesand “sip:user3 @server3.com”

and “sip:8315252222@server4.com”are the SIP addresses of the callee. A user SIP

address is matched with each name and telephone numberin self contained directory 28.

In one example, a user SIP address may correspondto an existing phone number which

has been translated to an SIP address using ENUM (Telephone Number Mapping) or

Distributed Universal Number Discovery (DUNDi) protocols.

{0031} The INVITErequestis sent from the wireless VoIP headset 100 to a proxy

server, which forwards the INVITE request to another proxy serveror to the recipient

(the callee) itself. The precise IP address of the callee may not be known by the SIP user
agent at the time the INVITE request is generated. The proxy server utilizes a registrar

server to identify the precise IP address of the callee, which has been registered by the

callee to the registrar server and stored in a location server along with the callee user

name. Upon receipt of the INVITE request, if the callee accepts the call, an OK response

message is sent by the callee phone back towards VoIP headset 100. The OK response

messageincludes the exact IP address ofthe callee phone so that VoIP headset 100 can

communicate directly without the need for a proxy server. VoIP headset 100 then sends

an ACK messagedirectly to the callee phone to confirm the setupofthe call.

1]
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[0032] Poweris provided to the components ofwireless VoIP headset 100 using a

rechargeable battery such as Lithium ion battery 18, which is used to provide a regulated

voltage supply 20 at various levels as needed by the components. For example, regulated

voltage supply 20 mayprovide a 1.8V and 3.3V supply. A charging circuit 22 is used to

provide charging powerto battery 18. The components illustrated in FIG.1 are

packaged in a headset form factor.

[0033] Since the headset 100 includes a processor running an Internet Protocol stack

and an IP address,it is also capable of supporting a web page server. The web pagesthat

it serves can include headset control functions, such as a telephone directory, volume

control, audio filtering, signal processing control, and specific set up and provisioning

information such as the IP address of the SIP server. The user can access these web pages

through the use of a standard web browser which supports the Hyper-Text Markup

Language (HTML)or the eXtensible Markup Language (XML)to control the operation

ofthe headset.

[0034] FIG.2 illustrates a system view of a wireless VoIP headset 100 in use in one

example of the invention. Wireless VoIP headset 100 and an IEEE 802.11 access point

52 communicate over an IEEE 802.11 wireless link 50. The use of the term IEEE 802.11

herein is meant to addressthe entire family of IEEE 802.11 standards, including IEEE

802.11b, IEEE 802.11, and future standards such as IEEE 802.11n. Access point 52

connects to an Ethernet LAN via Ethernet switch 54, Ethernet switch 54 connects to the

PSTN 62 via a VoIP to PSTN gateway 56 for communication with a telephone 58.

[0035] FIG.3 illustrates a system view of a wireless VoIP headset 200 in use with

server based voice recognition in a further example of the invention. Wireless VoIP

headset 200 and an IEEE 802.11 access point 202 communicate over an IEEE 802.11

12
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wireless link 204. IEEE 802.11 access point 202 is coupled to an Ethernet switch 206.

Ethernet switch 206 is coupled to an IP network 218, which connects to a VoIP interface

216. VoIP interface 216 connects to a voice recognition server 208. Voice recognition

server 208 includes a speech user interface application 210, speech recognition

application 212, and text-to-speech application 214. Voice recognition server 208 allows

a user to place telephonecalls over either the Internet or a PSTN.

[0036] In operation, wireless VoIP headset 200 is configured to automatically

connect to voice recognition server 208 upon a designated user interface action. For

example, pushing a button on the wireless VoIP headset 200 would originate a call and

direct it to the voice recognition server 208. For example, when the hook switch on the

wireless VoIP headset 200 is pressed, a SIP request command to set up a VoIP phonecall

is sent from the wireless VoIP headset 200 to the VoIP interface 216. This SIP command

carries the phone numberfor the voice recognition server 208. The SIP URI or the IP

address is pre-stored in the headset. From this point forward, the VoIP Interface 216

directs the VoIP data packets to voice recognition server 208 and vice-versa. Voice

commandsreceived at the wireless VoIP headset 200 and transmitted to voice recognition

server 208 are then used to complete the call.

[0037] FIG.4 illustrates a system view of a wireless VoIP headset 300 in use with an

adjunct computing device 308 in a further example of the invention. Wireless VoIP

headset 300 is the same as wireless VoIP headset 100 except thatit doesnotutilize a self

embeddeddirectory or voice recognition in the call origination process. Wireless VoIP

headset 300 and an IEEE 802.11 access point 302 communicate over an IEEE 802.11

wireless link 304. TEEE 802.11 access point 302 is coupled to a LAN 306. An adjunct

computing device 308 includes an IEEE 802.11 transceiver and communicates with IEEE

13
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802.11 access point 302 over an IEEE 802.11 wireless link 310. For example, computing

device 308 is a personaldigital assistant storing a directory of names and phone numbers.

In a further example, computing device 308 is connected to the IEEE 802.11 access point

302 via a wired 802.3 Ethernet network. For example, computing device 308 may be a

desktop PC.

[0038] In operation, adjunct computing device 308 is associated with the wireless

VoIP headset 300 and communicates directly with it through the IP network. For

example, a name and phone numberdirectory stored on the adjunct computing device

308 is used by a user of the computing device 308 to select a phonecall destination. The

associated selected phone numberor SIP URI is transmitted to wireless VoIP headset 300

over the IP network. The headsetoriginates the call by initiating a call originate request

messageincluding the associated phone numberor SIP URI, through the VoIP protocol.

[0039] The various examples described above are provided by wayofillustration

only and should not be construedto limit the invention. Based on the above discussion

andillustrations, those skilled in the art will readily recognize that various modifications

and changes may be madeto the present invention withoutstrictly following the

exemplary embodiments and applicationsillustrated and described herein. Such changes

mayinclude,but are not necessarily limited to: number, placement, and functions

performed bythe user interface on the wireless VoIP headset; wireless communication

technologies; standards to perform the VoIP call setup, signaling, and control.

Furthermore, the functionality associated with any blocks described above may be

centralized or distributed.It is also understood that one or more blocks of the wireless

VoIP headset may be performed by hardware, firmware or software, or some

14
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combinations thereof. Such modifications and changes do not depart from the truespirit

and scopeofthe present invention that is set forth in the following claims.

[0040] Those skilled in the art will appreciate that the reference to packets as used

herein is intended to encompassany type of packet, including but not limited to Internet

Protocol (IP) packets, Ethernet frames, Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM)cells and

other types of datagrams. Similarly, the terms "VoIP" and "VoIP phone"is used in the

generic sense to include any “voice-over-packet" technique or device, without limitation

to a specific standard.

[0041] While the exemplary embodiments ofthe present invention are described and

illustrated herein, it will be appreciated that they are merely illustrative and that

modifications can be madeto these embodiments without departing from the spirit and

scope of the invention. Thus, the scope of the invention is intended to be defined only in

terms of the following claims as may be amended,with each claim being expressly

incorporated into this Description of Specific Embodiments as an embodimentofthe

invention.

15
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CLAIMS
Whatis claimedis:

1. A wireless VoIP headset comprising:

a speaker;

a microphonefor receiving speech energy from a near end user to generate

an analog audiosignal;

a codec for converting the analog audio signalto a digital audio signal and

encodingthe digital audio signal, wherein the codec also decodesa receive

digital audio signal for output to the speaker;

a controller for processing the digital audio signal to generate IP packets

and implementing a VoIPcall control protocol;

an IEEE 802.11 transceiver; and

a computer readable memory storing instructions that when executed by

the controller cause the wireless VoIP headset to perform a method for

originating a VoIP call comprising:

receiving a spoken name or numberfrom a userat the microphone;

interpreting the spoken name or numberusing voice recognition;

comparing the spoken nameor numberto a directory stored in the

computer readable memory; and

generating a VoIPcall origination request message.

2. The wireless VoIP headset of claim 1, wherein the controller providescall

control, messaging, capability exchange, and commandsignaling to implement

Voice over Internet Protocol in accordance with Session Initiation Protocol.

3. The wireless VoIP headsetof claim 2, wherein the VoIP call origination request

message comprises a SIP INVITE message.

4. The wireless VoIP headset of claim 1, wherein the controller providescall

control, messaging, capability exchange, and commandsignaling to implement

Voice over Internet Protocol in accordance with the H.323 ITU-Tspecification,

16
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Simple Gateway Control Protocol (SGCP)or Internet Protocol Device Control

(IPDC).

The wireless VoIP headset of claim 1, wherein encoding the digital audio signal

comprises using pulse code modulation,linear pulse code modulation, iLBC,or

ITU-T recommendations G.711. G.729, G.723, G.726, or G.722.

6. The wireless VoIP headset of claim 1, wherein the digital audio signal is

transferred betweenthe codec andthe controller.

7. The wireless VoIP headset of claim 1, further comprising a plurality of web pages

stored in the computer readable memory which maybe served by the wireless

VoIP headset.

The wireless VoIP headset of claim 7, wherein the plurality ofweb pages includes

web pagesassociated with a telephone directory, volume control, audiofiltering,

signal processing control, or set up and provisioning information.

9. A wireless VoIP headset comprising:

a speaker;

a microphone for receiving speech energy from a near end user to generate

an analog audio signal;

a codec for converting the analog audio signal to a digital audio signal and

encoding the digital audio signal, wherein the codec also decodes a receive

digital audio signal for output to the speaker;

a controller for processing the digital audio signal to generate IP packets

and implementing a VoIP call control protocol;

an IEEE 802.11 transceiver;

a computer readable memory storing instructions that when executed by

the controller cause the wireless VoIP headset to perform a method for

originating a call comprising automatically connecting to a voice recognition

server upon activation ofthe wireless VoIP headset bya user.

17
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10.

12.

13,

14.

15.

16.

The wireless VoIP headset of claim 9, wherein the controller providescall

control, messaging, capability exchange, and commandsignaling to implement

Voice over Internet Protocol in accordance with Session Initiation Protocol.

The wireless VoIP headset of claim 9, wherein automatically connecting to a

voice recognition server comprises sending a VoIP call origination request

messageto the voice recognition server.

The wireless VoIP headset of claim 11, wherein the VoIP call origination request

message comprises a SIP INVITE message.

The wireless VoIP headset of claim 9, wherein the controller provides call

control, messaging, capability exchange, and commandsignaling to implement

Voice over Internet Protocol in accordance with the H.323 ITU-T specification,

Simple Gateway Control Protocol (SGCP)or Internet Protocol Device Control

(IPDC).

The wireless VoIP headset of claim 9, wherein encoding the digital audio signal

comprises using pulse code modulation, linear pulse code modulation, iLBC, or

ITU-T recommendations G.711. G.729, G.723, G.726, or G.722.

The wireless VoIP headset of claim 9, wherein the digital audio signal is

transferred between the codec andthe controller.

A VoIPtelephone system comprising:

a computing device comprising:

a memory storing a name and phone numberdirectory;

a first IEEE 802.11 transceiver;

a wireless VoIP headset comprising:

a second IEEE 802.11 transceiver;

a speaker;

a microphonefor receiving speech energy from a near end user to generate

an analog audio signal;
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17.

18.

19,

20.

21.

22.

a codec for converting the analog audiosignalto a digital audio signal and

encoding the digital audio signal, wherein the codec also decodes a receive

digital audio signal for output to the speaker;

a controller for processing the digital audio signal to generate IP packets

and implementing a VoIPcall control protocol;

a computer readable memory storing instructions that when executed by

the controller cause the wireless VoIP headset to perform a method for

originating a call comprising:

receiving a user directory selection from the computing device

from the second IEEE 802.11 transceiver;

generating a VoIPcall origination request message responsive to

the user directory selection.

The VoIP telephone system of claim 16, wherein the controller provides call

control, messaging, capability exchange, and commandsignaling to implement

Voice over Internet Protocol in accordance with Session Initiation Protocol.

The VoIP telephone system of claim 16, wherein the VoIP call origination request

message comprises a SIP INVITE message.

The VoIP telephone system of claim 16, wherein the controller providescall

control, messaging, capability exchange, and commandsignaling to implement

Voice over Internet Protocol in accordance with the H.323 ITU-Tspecification,

Simple Gateway Control Protocol (SGCP)or Internet Protocol Device Control

(IPDC).

The VoIP telephone system of claim 16, wherein encoding the digital audio signal

comprises using pulse code modulation, linear pulse code modulation, iLBC, or

ITU-T recommendations G.711. G.729, G.723, G.726, or G.722.

The VoIP telephone system of claim 16, wherein the digital audio signalis

transferred between the codec and the controller.

A methodforinitiating a VoIP telephone call comprising:

19
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providing a wireless VoIP headset comprising:

a speaker;

a microphone;

a codec;

a controller;

a first memory; and

a first IEEE 802.11 transceiver for wireless communications with an IEEE

802.11 access point;

providing a computing device comprising:

a second memory storing a name and phone numberdirectory;

a second IEEE 802.11 transceiver for wireless communications with an

IEEE 802.11 access point;

receiving a user selection at the computing device from the name and phone
numberdirectory;

transmitting the user selection from the computing device to the wireless VoIP

headset via the IEEE 802.11 access point; and

generating a VoIPcall origination request message at the wireless VoIP headset:
responsive to the user selection.

23, A method for initiating a VoIP telephone call comprising:

providing a wireless VoIP headset comprising:

a speaker;

a microphone;

a codec;
a controller;

a first memory; and

a first IEEE 802.11 transceiver for wireless communications with an IEEE

802.11 access point;

providing a computing device comprising:

a second memory storing a name and phone numberdirectory;

a wired IEEE 802.3 network connection to the IEEE 802.11 access point;
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receiving a userselection at the computing device from the name and phone

numberdirectory;

transmitting the user selection from the computing device to the wireless VoIP

headset via the IEEE 802.11 access point; and

generating a VoIPcall origination request message at the wireless VoIP headset

responsive to the user selection.
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METHODS AND DEVICES FOR

DUAL MODEBIDIRECTIONAL

AUDIO COMMUNICATION

FIELD

[0001] Disclosed are wireless headsets and methods of wireless headsets, and

more particularly dual mode wireless headsets and. methods for use with an audio

gateway device.

BACKGROUND

[0002| Bluetooth wireless technology provides a manner in which many wireless

devices may communicate with one another, without connectors, wires or cables.

Bluetooth technology uses the free and globally available unlicensed 2.4 GHz ISM

spectrum, for low-poweruse, allowing two Bluetooth devices within a range of up to

10 to 100 meters to share data with throughput up to 2.1 Mbps. Each Bluetooth

device can simultaneously communicate with multiple other devices.

[0003] Current commonuses for Bluetooth technology include those for headsets,

cellular car kits and adapters. Moreover, Bluetooth technology is currently used for

connecting a printer, keyboard, or mouse to a personal computer without cables.

Since Bluctooth technology can facilitate delivery of large amounts ofdata,

computers may use Bluetooth for connection to the Internet through a mobile phone.

Bluetooth devices can connect to form a piconet, which consists of a master and up to

seven slave devices. Two types of connections can be established in a piconet: a

Synchronous Connection Oriented (SCO) link, and an Asynchronous Connectionless
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(ACL) link. SCO links provide a circuit-oricnted service with constant bandwidth

based on a fixed and periodic allocation of time slots that is used for voice

transmission. There are also extended synchronous connection-oriented packets

(eSCO)that have the same functionality as SCO packets but allow for more packet

types, data types, and limited retransmissions. ACL connections, on the other hand,

provide a packet-oriented service that is used for transmission of data and control

signals. Traditionally, voice communication on SCOis bi-directionally processed by

a voice codec or encoder/decoderwhile stereo communication on ACLis unt-

directionally processed by a sterco codec. In a communication device, there are two

separate cadecs, one for communicating audio on SCO andthe other for

communicating audio on ACL.

[0004] Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs) are becoming compatible with

many different types ofproducts. While businesses originally installed WLANS so

that desktop computers could be used on networks without expensive wiring, the

functionality of the WLANshas evolved to allow mobile communication devices,

such as wircless telephones, laptop computcrs, personal digital assistants (PDAs) and

digital cameras to connect to WLANsfor Internet access and wireless Voice over

Internet Protocol (VoIP) telephone service. Short for wireless fidelity, WiFi is a

trademark for sets ofproduct compatibility standards for WLANs. Manufacturers of

mobile communication devices such as cellular telephones are WiFi enabling the

devices so that when a uscr roams into a WiF1 hot spot, a telephone can switch its

communication protocol from the cellular band that uses licensed, limited spectrum

to WiFi communication protocol that uses available unlicensed spectrum. In indoor

situations, a switch to a WiFi protocol from a cellular network such as one based on
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the Global System for Mobile Communication standard (GSM) may be additionally

beneficial since a cellular network can lose its signal strength indoors while a WLAN

may have a strong signal within a hotspot.

[0005] The Bluetooth 2.4 GHz radio bandis close to that ofparticular

transceivers that operate at 2.3 GHz or 2.5 GHz, such as the Worldwide

Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX) Worldwide Interoperability for

Microwave Access (WiMAX)transceiver based on IEEE 802.16e. Communication

of audio signals between Bluetooth devices may collide in time with other signals

such as WiFi and other standards-based wireless technologics such as Worldwide

Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX), thus desensitizing the receivers

due to insufficient blocking performance and overlapping spectrum allocations.

There can be adjacent channel interference with WiFi for example and with WiMAX,

as the Bluetooth guard band is only 20 MHz. Synchronous connections, in particular

SCO,such as those used in headsets are inflexible in scheduling of transmission and.

reception and result in simultaneoususe of both radios, especially in an “802.16e”

transcciver on a mobile device having packets scheduled by the WiMAX bascstation,

causing interference problems. While synchronous connections using eSCO have a

limited ability to schedule packet transmissions, due to the limited retransmission

window, they will still have periodic collisions with other wireless technologies and

use more bandwidth and system resources than SCO links. The Bluetooth Core

Specification describes a solution for co-cxistence with WiFi that mitigates

interference. Advanced Frequency Hopping (AFH) is one technique that shrinks the

available bandwidth to prevent using the same portion of the ISM band as another

technology. Thoughthis does not solve the problem of adjacent channel interference
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from other technologics such as WiMAX with high transmit powers and poor adjaccnt

channelrejection. When Bluetooth and WiFi or WiMAX are collocated, AFH can be

insufficient and a collaborative method of co-existence such as Packet Traffic

Arbitration (PTA) may be used. However, PTA can significantly impact the WiFi

data rate when Bluctooth SCO or cSCOis active.

[0006] Bluetooth devices, and particularly headsets, enjoy popularity because they

can offer users the ability to communicate while seamlessly operating in different

environments. Accordingly, providing improved voice quality over Bluetooth has

become important for mobile device manufacturers. It would be beneficial were

improvements made to voice quality over Bluetooth.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0007] The accompanyingfigures, where like reference numerals refer to identical

or functionally similar elements throughout the separate views and which together

with the detailed description below are incorporated in and form part of the

specification, scrve to further illustrate various cmbodiments and to cxplain various

principles and advantages all in accordance with the present invention.

[0008] FIG. 1 illustrates a system of two Input/Output (I/O) devices configured to

transmit and/or receive via a short range radio link;

[0009] ~=FIG. 2 is a flowchart illustrating input to a decision controller and output

to switch between onc and anothertransport;

[0010] FIG.3 is a signal flow diagram for two devices, in this example a headset

and a handset when the handsetis the initiator;

[0011] FIG. 4 is an architecture diagram including a mode controller;
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[0012] FIG. 5 illustrates some processes of a qucuc controller;

[0013] FIG. 6 is a flowchart of a method of a dual mode wireless headset

according to an embodiment; and

[0014] FIG. 7 depicts some architecture components of a Bluetooth enabled I/O

device such as the headset of FIG. 1.

[0015] Skilled artisans will appreciate that elements in the figures are illustrated

for simplicity and clarity and have not necessarily been drawn to scale. For example,

the dimensions of some ofthe elements in the figures may be exaggerated relative to

other elements to help to improve understanding of embodiments of the present

invention.

DETAILED DESCPRIPTION

[0016] Disclosed are dual mode I/O devices and methods for transmission of a

short range radio link such as a Bluetooth link that is a bi-directional real-time audio

communication signal that can be over a synchronouscircuit-switched transport and

an asynchronous packet-switched transport cither scquentially or simultancously.

Also disclosed are dual mode wireless headset systems and methodsofat least two

dual mode I/O devices and moreparticularly including a wireless audio terminal and

an audio gateway for transmission of a bi-directional real-time audio communication

signal that can be over a synchronous circuit-switched (SCO) transport and an

asynchronous packet-switched (ACL) transport cither scquentially or simultancously.

As mentioned above, a synchronouscircuit switched transport can be used for voice

data transmission. As will be described in detail below, an asynchronous packet-

switched transport that is according to the Bluetooth specification used for data and
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control signal transmission can be used for audio and in particular voice

communication transmission. Dual mode refers to use ofboth an SCO mode and an

ACL mode for voice communication. Either one or both of the wireless audio

terminal and the audio gateway can process signals ofboth an SCO transport and an

ACLtransport. To process both transports, SCO and ACL,a single cncoder/decoder

in either or both devices can provide bi-directional audio communication from a

single source.

[0017] Transport selection can be based on bothtransports’ advantages and

disadvantages when transferring audio, and in particular voice data. Transport

selection for audio, and in particular voice transmission is characterized differently

than for example, changing applications such as voice audio on SCO andstreaming

stereo on ACL where a choice is made between mutually exclusive telephony and

single-directional media playing. Transport selection for voice transmission is further

characterized differently from traditional methods of mitigating Bluetooth

interference. It is understood that voice communication 1s an example ofa bi-

directional audio communication.

[0018]=Incontrast to the limited scheduling ability of SCO and limited

retransmissions of eSCO packets and their implementation in headsets and handsfree

devices, a voice over ACL system with a scheduling process may avoid simultaneous

transmissions and receptions with other time division multiplexing (TDM)

technologics by varying when packcts are scent versus the fixed frequency

transmissions of SCO and eSCO links. Having both SCO/eSCO and ACL modes

available may allow the user to optimize voice quality or data throughput under

different operating conditions. From this point on the term SCO or SCO modewill
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include the functionalitics of cSCO. In some noisy RF environments, voice over ACL

may result in better audio quality than SCO. In either case, the user may benefit from

better Bluetooth voice quality and may havetheflexibility ofusing either mode (SCO

or ACL) depending upon the situation. In particular, switching between SCO and

ACL can be based on certain critcria such as quality of signal indicators or nctwork

infrastructure, for example, when handing over from a GSM cell to a WiFi access

point or WiMAX basestation.

[0019] In the above-mentioned devices, systems and methods, transport selection

of one of the SCO and ACLtransports for real-time audio signal communication may

be based upon operating conditions or manualactivation. Transport selection

according to operating conditions may be based on, for example, radio frequency

quality measurements and network criteria as mentioned above and power

managementcriteria. A Bluetooth audio I/O device can be, for example, a headset, a

carkit, a handset of a cordless telephone, and a handset of a mobile communication

device. An audio gateway maybe, for example, a mobile telephone, a computer, a

Bluctooth headsct, and a Bluctooth handsfree carkit.

[0020] During transmission and receipt of audio signals, and in particular voice

signals, a Bluetooth device can switch between a synchronouscircuit-switched

transport and an asynchronous packet-switched transport. Each transport has

particular characteristics and benefits, and the two transports are mutually exclusive,

except for cxample during the switching proccess where they may be simultancously

transmitted as discussed in detail below. The ability to use two transports for bi-

directional audio signals, and in particular voice signals can improve voice quality

over Bluetooth, enhancing the user’s experience of seamless mobility. In a system
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such as a Bluctooth hcadsct and a Bluctooth cnabled handsct, onc or the other device

can make a transport selection of one of the transports for real-time audio signal

communication based upon operating conditions and/or manualactivation.

[0021] The instant disclosure is provided to explain in an enabling fashion the

best modes of making and using various embodiments in accordance with the present

invention. The disclosure is further offered to enhance an understanding and

appreciation for the invention principles and advantages thereof, rather than to limit in

any manner the invention, While the preferred embodiments of the invention are

illustrated and described here,it is clear that the invention is not so Limited.

Numerous modifications, changes, variations, substitutions, and equivalents will

occurto those skilled in the art having the benefit of this disclosure without departing

from the spirit and scope of the present invention as defined by the following claims.

It is understood that the use of relational terms, if any, such as first and second, up and

down, and the like are used solely to distinguish one from another entity or action

without necessarily requiring or implying any actual such relationship or order

between such entitics or actions.

[0022] At least some inventive functionality and inventive principles may be

implemented with or in software programsor instructions and integrated circuits (ICs)

such as application specific ICs. In the interest of brevity and minimization of any

risk of obscuring the principles and concepts according to the present invention,

discussion of such software and ICs, if any, is limited to the essentials with respect to

the principles and concepts within the preferred embodiments.

[9023] FIG.1 illustrates a system 100 of two I/O devices 102 and 104 configured

to transmit and/or receive via a short range radio link. The short range radio link can
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be a Bluctooth link that is a bi-directional real-time audio communication signal, and

can be sent over a synchronouscircuit-switched transport and an asynchronous

packet-switched transport either sequentially or simultaneously. The system 100 can

include more than two devices. The first device 102 is depicted as a wireless audio

terminal, such as a Bluctooth hceadsct, Bluctooth handsfree carkit, a mobile phone or a

Bluetooth adapter with attached stereo speakers. The second device 104 is depicted

as an audio gateway such as a mobile communication device, a computer, a Bluetooth

headset or a Bluetooth handsfree carkit. A second device 104 may be complimentary

to the first device 102 so far as the functions and some, most orall of the Bluctooth

architecture. However, the functions and/or architecture may be unique to each

device as well.

[0024] The mobile communication device 104 may be implemented as a cellular

telephone (also called a mobile phone). The mobile communication device 104

represents a wide variety of devices that have been developed for use within various

networks. Such handheld communication devices include, for example, cellular

telephones, messaging devices, personal digital assistants (PDAs), notcbook or laptop

computers incorporating communication modems, mobile data terminals, application

specific gaming devices, video gaming devices incorporating wireless modems, and

the like. Any of these portable devices may be referred to as a mobile station or user

equipment. Herein, wireless communication technologies may include, for example,

voice communication, the capability of transferring digital data, SMS messaging,

Internet access, multi-media content access and/or voice over internet protocol

(VoIP).
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[0025] The deviccs 102 and 104 arc depicted as cach having a controller 106 and

108 respectively. They also can include one or moretransceivers 110 and 112. Each

device 102 and 104 may further include a voice codec that can also be referred to as

an encoder/decoder 111 and 113 respectively. The terms encoder, encoder/decoder,

analog-to-digital (A/D) anddigital-to-analog (D/A) converter, and codec may be used

interchangeably. Moreover, they can include memory 114 and 116 which maystore

instruction modules 118 and 119.

[0026] The modules 118 of device 102 and 119 of device 104 can carry out

certain processes of the methods as described herein. Steps of methods may involve

modules and modules may be inferred and/or implied by the methods discussed

herein. The modules can be implemented in software, such as in the form of one or

more sets of prestored instructions, and/or hardware, which can facilitate the

operation of the mobile station or electronic device as discussed below. The modules

maybe installed at the factory or can be installed after distribution by, for example, a

downloading operation. The operations in accordance with the modules will be

discussed in more detail bclow.

[0027] Establishing modules 120 and 121 are for receiving real-time audio signals

from a single source. SCO communication modules 122 and 123 are for bi-

directionally communicating with anotherI/O device, via a short range radio link,

real-time audio signals over a synchronouscircuit-switched transport. ACL

communication modules 124 and 125 are for bi-directionally communicating with

another I/O device, via a short range radio link, real-time audio signals over an

asynchronous packet-switched transport. Selecting modules 126 and 127 are for

selecting one of the transports for real-time audio signal communication based upon

10
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operating conditions. Power management critcria modules 128 and 129 are for

transport selection. Radio frequency quality measurement modules 130 and 131 are

for transport selection. Network criteria modules 132 and 133 are for transport

selection. Manualselection modules 134 and 135 are for manually activating one or

the other of the above described transports. Qucuc controller modules 140 and 141

are for managing packets in an encoder or decoder queue.

[0028] Referring to device 102 FIG. 1 further illustrates that the transceiver 110 is

coupled to the controller 106 and that the transceiver 110 can be configured to

establish a short range radio link and bi-directionally communicate real-time audio

signals 101 over a synchronouscircuit-switched (SCO) transport 136 and an

asynchronouspacket-switched transport (ACL) 138 overthe short range radio link in

accordance with establishing module 120 for receiving real-time audio signals from a

single source. That is, for example, in bi-directional communication between the

headset 102 having a single source voice codec 111 and the handset 104 having a

single source voice codec 113, the transmission of the SCO transport 136 and the

ACLtransport 138 can be both processed from a single source, codec 111 and codec

113 of each device 102 and 104, respectively. Either or both devices 102 and/or 104

may includea bi-directional voice codec 111 and/or 113, respectively.

[0029] For the purposeofillustration, devices 102 and 104 are equipped with

stereo codecs 115a and 115b respectively to further describe a single source and

distinguish between the bi-directional ACL voice communication 138 and uni-

directional ACL stereo communication 117. A traditional mono voice system with

stereo music capability use both a bi-directional SCO communication mode 136

utilizing voice codecs 111 and 113 and an uni-directional ACL communication mode

11
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117 utilizing sterco codecs 115a and 115b. In this cxample the source of audio from

device 104 is seen to be from two sources, 113 and 115b, and in contrast to the

disclosed methods and systems are mutually exclusive and the audio communication

over the ACL transport is not bi-directional. While FIG. 1 shows two ACL paths 117

and 138 for illustrative purposes, there is only onc ACL transport between devices

102 and 104. Accordingly, a described headset 102, for example, can be backwards

compatible with an existing handset 104 using the SCO transport if the handset 104 is

not capable ofusing the ACL transport 138 for voice communication and vice-versa.

A handset 104 with a single source voice codec 113 as described may opcrate better

with a headset 102 with a single source voice codec 111 according to this disclosure.

[9030 A hardware and/or software switch for transport selection of one of the

transports for real-time audio signal communication based upon operating conditions

is discussed in detail below. The system 100 oftwo devices 102 and 104 can

communicate bi-directionally over the short range radio link 101 over a synchronous

circuit-switched transport 136 and an asynchronous packet-switched transport 138

cither sequentially or simultancously.

[0031] FIG. 2 isa flowchart 200 illustrating input to a decision controller 242 and

output to switch between one and the other above-described transports. A selection

module 126 of device 102 (see FIG. 1) may provide instructions to the decision

controller 242 that can receive automatic or manual activation. Automatic transport

selection can be based, for cxample, on at lcast onc ofpowcr management critcria

228, radio frequency quality measurements 230 and network criteria 232. Manual

transport selection 234 may be provided by a user during regular operation, either

through a button press or through a user interface on, for example, a mobile

12
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communication device 104 (sce FIG. 1) or another Bluctooth cnabled wireless device

to which a dual mode Bluetooth headset 102 is paired. A manualtransport selection

user interface may be coupled to the headset 102 as well. For example, if a user were

to notice degradation over the voice link, the user could change modesusing the

headsct man-machineinterface to try to take advantage of the performanceofthe

other link mode. Accordingly, a hardware and/or software switch 244 for transport

selection of one of the transports for real-time audio signal communication may be

manually activated and/or automatically activated and based upon operating

conditions.

[0032] Automatic transport selection can be based on one or more ofdifferent

criteria including power managementcriteria 228, radio frequency quality

measurements 230 and network criteria 232. It is understood that any automatic

transport selection criteria is within the scope of this discussion. Ifmore than one

criterion is considered, weighting ofcriteria or other criteria characterization may

provide a determination of which criterion or criteria is controlling. Moreover,

additionalcritcria or fewercritcria than those mentioncd may be considered as well.

[0033] The automatic transport selection according to power managementcriteria

228 can include that the components of the device reach or exceed threshold values

for a battery meter indicator or current drain measurement. The automatic transport

selection according to radio frequency quality measurements 230 can includethat the

radio frequency quality is based on a Signal-to-Noise measurement, a channel map

classification based upon numberof channels with measured interference, a link

quality measurement, a lost packets threshold, a missed packets threshold, a header

errors threshold or a packet error rate threshold. The automatic transport selection

13
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according to nctwork criteria 232 can include that the nctwork critcria is based on a

wide area network indicator, a packet scheduling requirement for co-existence

between wide area network and short range radio network, a system latency

requirement, a system jitter requirement or a system bandwidth requirementfor data

rate. The decision controller 242 may then opcrate according to instructions of the

selecting module 126 and one or more of the power managementcriteria module 128,

the radio frequency management module 130, the network criteria module 132 and/or

the manualselection module 134 to activate the SCO mode 236 and/or the ACL mode

238, sequentially or simultancously.

[0034] FIG. 3 is a signal flow diagram 300 for two devices, in this example a

handset 302 and a headset 304 when the handset 302 is the initiator. When the

headset 304 is the initiator, the signaling diagram can beillustrated in the similar

manner by exchangingthe role of handset 302 and headset 304. The signal flow

diagram illustrates messages that may be exchanged between the handset 302 and the

headset 304 to enable the switching synchronization between the handset 302 and the

headsct 304.

[0035] The handset 302 may transmit a request switching signal 346 to the

headset 304. The headset 304 may transmit an acknowledgement (ACK) signal 348

in response. The handset 302 may transmit a ready to switch with timing information

query 350. The timing information may be exchanged to enable the synchronization

between the handsct 302 and the headsct 304. The hceadsct 304 may transmit an ACK

signal 352 with any timing information in response. The switching may then occur

354 between the two devices so that the devices 302 and 304 may bi-directionally

communicate real-time audio signals over a synchronous circuit-switched transport

14
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and an asynchronous packet-switched transport over the short range radio link cither

sequentially or simultaneously.

[0036] FIG.4 is an architecture diagram 400 including a mode controller 456.

Mode controller may include a decision making level indicated by the decision

controller 442 as illustrated in FIG. 2 as 242, a preparation level indicated by the

synchronization controller 446 and an executing level indicated by the switch 444 in

combination with the queue controller 440. As discussed above, the decision

controller 442 may receive signals from one or more of the power management

criteria input 428, the RF quality measurements input 430, the network criteria input

432, and the manual control input 434. The decision controller 442 can decide when

to switch from SCO to ACLorvice-versa based on the inputs that can include the

described four inputs.

[0037] The preparation level can contain a synchronization controller 446. A

signal flow diagram of the synchronization controller 446 is illustrated in FIG. 3

previously discussed. The executing level can provide the switch 444 between the

SCO and ACLafter the time/signaling messages arc exchanged betweenthe hceadsct

102 (see FIG. 1) and the handset 104 to synchronize the switching. The hardware

and/or software switch 244 (see FIG. 2) for transport selection of one of the transports

for real-time audio signal communication may be manually activated and/or

automatically activated and based upon operating conditions to choose between the

SCOtransport 436 which may be the default transport, and the ACL transport 438.

While the decision to switch is made by the decision controller 442, the operation to

switch may be performed by a software and/or hardware switch 444 and a queue

controller 440 at the executing level. The queue controller 440 operation may be

15
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performed between the switch 444 and the cncoder / decoder 411 such as a codec

(D/A-A/D).

[0038] A description of a queue controller 440 is hereby incorporated by

reference to substantially simultaneously filed METHODS AND DEVICES OF A

QUEUE CONTROLLER FOR DUAL MODEBIDIRECTIONAL AUDIO

COMMUNICATION,on the date of 31 October 2006, having received a serial

number , and patent number . The output of

the switch 444 is processed by a queue controller 440 that can be configured to

deliver at least onc packet between transmission of the synchronous transport 436 and

the asynchronoustransport 438. That is, upon transport selection according to the

selection module 126 (see FIG. 1), the switch between the synchronouscircuit-

switched transport and an asynchronous packet-switched transport can be processed

by the queue controller 440 that can be configured to deliver at least one packet to the

encoder/decoder when at least one of a wireless audio terminal and an audio gateway

is in audio communication.

[0039]=Thedescribed dual mode headsct 102 (sce FIG. 1) can have a single D/A

and A/D encoder/decoder that may be a codec that can support both types of encoded

packets, SCO and ACL carrying voice payload. The encoder/decoder can have two

queues including a first queue 562 (see FIG. 5) for incoming packets, for example

from a microphone, and including a second queue 564 for outgoing packets, for

example to a speaker. The packets from SCO and ACLlinks can have different

encoder parameters such as different packet sizes, packet types, or samplingrates.

Accordingly, the mode controller 456 (see FIG. 4) can monitor the buffers when

switching between the SCO and the ACLmodes.

16
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[0040] FIG. 5 illustrates some processes of the above-mentioned qucuc controller.

To prevent the encoder 511 processing the outgoing queue 564 from not receiving

required data and thus being rendered inoperable, the queue contents can be flushed

and/or cleared when switching between modes and the packet generator 566 can pad

the qucuc during the mode switch. That is, hctcrogencity of the qucuc can renderthe

encoder inoperable. For example, measures can be taken to determine, based on a

first encoder parameter and a second encoder parameter, whether the queue 564

anticipates to contain heterogeneousaudio packet types, that is a group of audio

packets with differing encoder parameters. Heterogencous packet types can arise

from different encodings for the SCO and ACL modessuch as different sampling

rates and quantization. If the queue contains packets with different encoding, then the

queue 564 is changed from having heterogeneous packet types to a queue having

homogeneouspacket types, that is a group of audio packets with identical encoder

parameters. In one embodiment, the packets generator 566 can supply empty packets

in case of stream interruption. In another embodimentthe packets generator 566 may

usc a packet conccalment or interpolation method to enhance the uscr’s perccivable

quality of experience. Empty packets from the empty packet generator 566 can be

processed in queue 562 or queue 564.

[0041] As mentioned above, the SCO and the ACL may beprocessed sequentially

or simultaneously. In a sequential processing the switch may be characterized as a

hard handoff. In simultancously processing, the switch may be characterized as a soft

handoff. Different conditions are considered for a soft handoff or a hard handoff as

is described below. Since a payload of a single input stream may be processed by the

encoder/decoder 511, there may be processing overheadin termsof time taken to
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establish a new link when there is a change in transport. In a soft handoff, there can

be a period of time where two transports are processed simultaneously. As the first

transport continues through the queue controller input queue, a second transport can

be buffered. Once the second is buftered, the first transport can be flushed and the

second transport can populatc the qucuc. In this way, therc may be simultancous

processing of two transports. As discussed in more detail below, a “make before

break” soft handoff process may involve packet concealment. On the other hand, in a

hard handoff the first transport can be flushed and the secondtransport can be

populated scquentially, but at the cost of the time taken to establish a newlink when

there is a change in transport. As will be discussed in more detail below, a “break

before make” hard handoff process may involve empty packets and/or packet

concealment.

[0042]=Itis understood that the queue controller 558 and handoff process are

slightly different but may be considered inter-related. The queue controller 558 can

prevent buffer under or over-runsfor the pulse code modulated (PCM) data to and

from the D/A and A/D in the cases when the cncoder parameters are changed. For

example, parameters can be changed when going from a case where the sampling rate

is 8 KHz to one where the samplingrate is 16 KHz or even 44.1 KHz, thus changing

from SCO audio to wideband ACL packetized audio or even stereo audio. The queue

controller 540 may be needed in any instance where the encoder parameters changed

because in that instance the 8 KHz audio packets in the buffer could not be consumed

by the codec whenit was operating at another sampling rate, 16 KHz, and would

cause the encoder to become inoperable.
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[0043] In the above-discussed casc, the 8 KHz samples may be flushed andfilled

with packets to prevent the D/A from starving. Empty packets or some form of

packet concealment mayfill the packets when the encoder parameters change, for

example sampling rate and packet size.

[0044] A hard handoff, or a “Break before Make’ connection, can be utilized

where the device 102 (see FIG. 1) terminates a SCO connection for audio and then

brings up an ACL connection for audio, or vice-versa. Similarly a soft handoff or

“Make before Break” connection can be utilized where the device 102 brings up an

ACL channelfor audio before terminating the SCO channelfor audio so for a bricf

period of time both connections may be broadcasted simultaneously.

[0045] A soft handoff may take place without loss of information and therefore

the switch can appear seamless to the user. However, a soft handoff may require

more processing power and memory to maintain. Therefore the limitations on

handoffs may be implementation and hardware specific, though power/battery life can

be a control, specifically utilizing hard handoffs when battery poweris low. Soft

handoffs may not require cmpty packet transmissions and the hard handoff may be

discernable to the user since the connection may be broken and enough information

may belost.

[0046] As mentioned, the handoffs may be related to the queue controller.

Described are four scenarios in particular since the operation of the queue controller

540 and handover mechanisms may not be necessarily dependent. The qucuc

controller 540 may be utilized when either the soft or hard handoffs change the

encoder parameters. For instance when going from SCO to ACL the sampling rate

could change from 8 to 16 KHz to improve speech quality or when switching from
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ACL to SCO the sampling rate may change from 16 KHz to 8 KHz since SCO may

only support the lower audio quality.

[0047] As mentioned there are four scenarios discussed below. Hard handovers

may include two scenarios, specifically, the same encoder parameters, and a change in

5 encoder parameters. The hard handover case may require the qucuc controller 540 to

send empty packets or conceal packet losses since the connection may be broken,

information will be lost, and then a new connection will be re-established. The steps

for each may be:

1. Reccive signal to change transports;

10 N . Break SCO or ACL connection;

3. Make ACL or SCO connection; and

i . Prevent queue from starving regardless of change in codec parameters.

[0048] In the case of a soft handoff with the same codec parameters, the

transmission of empty packets or concealment of packet losses may not be required

15. since no data should be lost in such a scenario. The steps may be:

1. Reccive signal to change transports;

2. Make additional ACL or SCO connection;

3. Break current SCO or ACL connection; and

4. Change inputs to D/A queue controller (Queue OUT) and similarly for A/D

20 queue controller (Queue IN).

[0049] The case of a soft handover where the encoder parameters are changed

may require the use of the Queue Controller 540 to insert new packets, not because

data is lost but because of the change in sampling rates as illustrated. in the previously

mentioned figure. In this scenario the steps may be:

20
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1. Reccive signal to change transports;

2. Make additional ACL or SCO connection;

3. Break current SCO or ACL connection; and

4. Change inputs to D/A queue controller (Queue OUT)and add packets for

transitioning of codec parameters and similarly for A/D (Qucuc IN) qucuc

controller.

[0050] Still referring to FIG. 5, the timer 567 can implement synchronization

between two devicesas illustrated in the signal flow diagram of FIG. 3. The state

machine 568 can be an event driver to control signals corresponding to a change in

state or conditions as illustrated in FIGs. 2 and 4. The ACL path 569 can be the same

respective paths of FIG. 7 to block 783, 785, and 786 to then be processed overtheair

link. The SCO path 570 can be the same respective paths of FIG. 7 to block 782 to

then be processed overthe air link.

[0051| Fig. 6 is a flowchart of a method 600 of a dual mode wireless device

and/or a plurality of devices of a system according to an embodiment. The steps of

the flowchart arc described above with respect to the FIGS. As shownin FIG. 1, a

short range radio link can be established for real-time audio signals received from a

single source 620 according to establishing module 120 and/or 121 (see FIG. 1). As

also shown in FIG. 1, real-time audio signals can be communicated bi-directionally

overa radio link using a synchronous circuit-switched transport mode (e.g., SCQ) 636

and/or using an asynchronous packct-switched transport mode (c.g., ACL) 638 in

accordance with synchronous connection oriented communication module 122 and/or

123 and asynchronous connectionless communication module 124 and/or 125. FIGS.

2 and 4 illustrate one of the transports is selected for real-time audio signal
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communication based upon opcrating conditions 626, as described above and

according to selecting module 126 and/or 127, power managementcriteria module

128 and/or 129, radio frequency quality measurement module 130 and/or 131,

network criteria module 132 and/or 133 and/or manual selection module 134 and/or

135. FIGS. 4 and 5 show switching between one transport and the other is processed

by the queue controller 640 according to queue controller module 140 and/or 141. It

is understood that fewer or more steps may be included in the above-described

method.

[0052] FIG. 7 depicts some architecture components 700 of a Bluctooth cnabled

I/O device such as a headset 102 (see FIG. 1). The mode controller 756, the switch

744, queue controller 740 and encoder 711 were discussed above. A microphone 780

may provide input to the encoder 711, and a speaker 781 may receive output from the

decoder 711. When SCO audio transport is used, continuously variable slope delta

(CVSD)encoding takes place within the hardware of the baseband processor 782.

[0053] When ACL audio transport is used, audio compression and decompression

783 takes place within an application layer 784. The ACL audio packcts conform to

data protocols such as a real-time transport protocol (RTP), a user datagram protocol

(UDP), and an Internet Protocol (IP) 785. Packets may undergo header

compression/decompression 786. A user interface 787 may be accessed using for

example, a multifunction button, for manual control of switching between one

transport and another.

[0054] Bluetooth profiles 788 may use the ACL transport. Such profiles can

include signaling for a handsfree profile (HFP) and data for a serial port profile (SPP),

a personal area networking profile (PAN), a service discovery application profile
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(SDAP), and a gencric access profile (GAP). Morcover, the ACL packcts may further

conform to protocols such as a logical link control and adaptation protocol (L2CAP),

a link manager protocol (LMP), a service discovery protocol (SDP), and a Bluetooth

network encapsulation protocol (BNEP) 789. Radio frequency communication

protocol (RFCOMM)provides cmulation of scrial ports within L2CAP.

[0055] Asdescribed in detail above, during transmission andreceipt of audio

signals, and in particular voice signals, a Bluetooth device can switch between a

synchronouscircuit-switched transport and an asynchronous packet-switched

transport, cach having particular charactcristics and bencfits and are mutually

exclusive for voice, except, for example during the switching process where they may

be simultaneously transmitted. The ability to use two transports for bi-directional

audio signals with the ability to seamlessly handoff between the two can significantly

improve the voice quality over Bluetooth and the user’s handsfree experience. Ina

system such as a Bluetooth headset and a Bluetooth enabled handset, one or the other

device can make a transport selection of one of the transports for real-time audio

signal communication based upon opcrating conditions and/or manualactivation.

Bluetooth devices and particularly, headsets enjoy popularity because they provide

users the ability to communicate while seamlessly operating in different

environments. Accordingly, providing improved voice quality over Bluetooth has

become important for mobile device manufacturers. A headset as described above

can be backwards compatible with an cxisting handsct using the SCOtransport.

While a handset as described may operate better with a headset accordingto this

disclosure. As described above, improvements made to bi-directional audio

communication, and in particular voice quality over Bluetooth may be beneficial.
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[0056] This disclosure is intended to explain how to fashion and usc various

embodiments in accordance with the technology rather than to limit the true, intended,

and fair scope and spirit thereof. The foregoing description is not intended to be

exhaustive or to be limited to the precise forms disclosed. Modifications or variations

arc possible in light of the above teachings. The cmbodiment(s) was choscn and

described to provide the best illustration of the principle of the described technology

and its practical application, and to enable one of ordinary skill in the art to utilize the

technology in various embodiments and with various modifications as are suited to

the particular use contemplated. All such modifications and variations are within the

scope of the invention as determined by the appended claims, as may be amended

during the pendency ofthis application for patent, and all equivalents thereof, when

interpreted. in accordance with the breadth to which theyare fairly, legally and

equitably entitled.
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CLAIMS:

1. An IJ/O device, comprising:

a controller;

5 a transcciver coupled to the controller, the transcciver configured to establish a

short range radio link and bi-directionally communicate real-time audio

signals over a synchronous circuit-switched transport and an asynchronous

packet-switched transport over the short range radio link from a single

source of real-time audio signals; and

10 a switch for transport selection of one ofthe transports for real-time audio

signal communication based upon operating conditions.

2. The device of claim 1 wherein the I/O device is a wireless audio terminal.

15 3. The device of claim 1 wherein the I/O device is an audio gateway.

4. The device of claim 1 wherein the synchronouscircuit-switched transport is a

Bluetooth synchronous connection-oriented or extended synchronous connection-

oriented transport.

20

5. The device of claim | wherein the asynchronous packet-switched transport is a

Bluetooth asynchronous connection-oriented transport.
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6. The device of claim | wherein transport sclection is automatically activated.

7, The device of claim 6 wherein transport selection is based on at least one of

power managementcriteria, radio frequency quality measurements and network

criteria.

8. The device of claim 1 wherein transport selection is manually activated.

9, The device of claim 1, bi-directionally communicating real-time audio signals

between the wireless audio terminal and the audio gateway over a synchronous

circuit-switched transport and simultaneously an asynchronous packet-switched

transport of the short range radio link.

10. The device of claim 1 wherein a switch is processed by a queue controller

configured to deliver at least one packet between transmission of the synchronous

transport and the asynchronoustransport.

11. The device of claim 1 wherein audio signals are voice signals.
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12. A method of an I/O device, comprising:

bi-directionally communicating with another I/O device over a short range

radio link of real-time audio signals over a synchronouscircuit-switched

transport and an asynchronous packet-switched transport over the short

5 range radio link from a single source ofreal-time audio signals; and

selecting one of the transports for real-time audio signal communication based

upon operating conditions.

13. The method of claim 12, bi-directionally communicating real-time audio

10 signals between the wireless audio terminal and the audio gateway over a

synchronouscircuit-switched transport and simultaneously an asynchronous packet-

switched transport of the short range radio link.

14. The method of claim 12 wherein the synchronouscircuit-switched transport is

15~—_a Bluetooth synchronous connection-oriented or extended synchronous connection-

oriented transport.

15. The method of claim 12 wherein the asynchronous packet-switched transport

is a Bluetooth asynchronous connection-oriented transport.

20

16. The method of claim 12 whercin transport selection is automatically activated.
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17. The method of claim 16 wherein the transport sclcction is based on at Icast one

of power managementcriteria, radio frequency quality measurements and network

criteria.

18. The method of claim 12 whercin transport sclection is manually activated.

19. The method ofclaim 12, further comprising:

switching processed by a queue controller configured to deliver at least one

packet when the wireless audio terminal is switching audio communication

between the synchronous transport and the asynchronoustransport.

20. The method of claim 12 wherein audio signals are voice signals.
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21. A method of a dual mode wireless hcadsct system, including a wireless audio

terminal and an audio gateway, the method comprising:

establishing a short range radio link between the wireless audio terminal and

the audio gateway;

5 bi-directionally communicating real-time audio signals between the wireless

audio terminal and the audio gateway over a synchronouscircuit-switched

transport and an asynchronous packet-switched transport of the short range

radio link from at least one single source; and

sclecting one of the transports for real-time audio signal communication based

10 operating conditions of at least one of the wireless audio terminal and the

audio gateway.

22. The method of claim 21 wherein the synchronous circuit-switched transport is

a Bluetooth synchronous connection-oriented or extended synchronous connection-

15 oriented transport.

23. The method of claim 21 wherein the asynchronous packet-switched transport

is a Bluetooth asynchronous connection-oriented transport.

20 24. The method of claim 21 wherein transport selection is automatically activated.

25. The method of claim 25 wherein transport selection is based on at least one of

radio frequency quality measurements, network criteria and power management

criteria

29
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26.

27.

5

28.

10

29.

The method of claim 21 whercin transport sclection is manually activated.

The method of claim 21, further comprising:

switching processed by a queue controller configured to deliverat least one

packet when the wireless audio terminal is switching audio communication

between the synchronoustransport and the asynchronoustransport.

The method of claim 21, upon transport selection, further comprising:

switching between the synchronous circuit-switched transport and an

asynchronous packet-switched transport that is processed by a queue

controller configured to deliver at least one packet whenat least one of the

wireless audio terminal and the audio gateway is in audio communication.

The method of claim 21 wherein switching is processed by a queue controller

15s configured to deliver at least one packet when the wireless audio terminal is switching

audio communication between the synchronous transport and the asynchronous

transport.

30. The method of claim 21 wherein audio signals are voice signals.

30
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TITLE

ADJUSTABLE SHAPE EARPHONE

 

PRIORITY CLAIM

The present application claimspriority to U.S. provisional application

Serial No. 61/009,690,titled “ADJUSTABLE FIT EARBUD, CLOTH COVERED

CORD AND CORD CLIP ZIPPER,”filed December 31, 2007, which is

incorporated herein by referencein its entirety.

BACKGROUND

The present disclosure generally relates to adjustable ear inserts and

more particularly to earphonesforlistening to audio media, such as that which

may be played from portable aucio devices.

Earphonesare usually a pair of small loudspeakers that are provided

with a mechanism to hold them close to a user's ears and a meansof

connecting them to a signal source such as an audio amplifier, radio, or

portable audio device, such as a CD or MP3player.

Earbuds are earphones of a small size that are placed directly outside or

in the ear canal. Some earbuds, called external-canal earbuds, are designed to

sit outside the ear canal. These are generally inexpensive and are favored for

their portability and convenience. However, dueto their inability to provide

sound isolation, they are incapable of delivering the same dynamic range

offered by manyfull-sized headphones and ear-canal earbuds (described

below) for a given volume level. As a result, they are often used at higher

volumesin order to drown out noise from the user's surroundings. Overtime,

earbuds became a commontype of earphone bundled with portable audio

devices.

Internal-canal earbuds are earbudsthat are inserted directly into the ear

canal. These offer portability similar to external-canal earbuds, and also actlike

earplugs to block out environmental noise. There are two main typesof internal-

canal earbuds: universal and custom. Universal internal-canal earphones

provide one or more stock sleeve size(s) to fit various ear canals, which are
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commonly madeoutof silicone rubber, elastomer, or foam, for noise isolation.

Universal internal-canal earbuds are marketed typically to casual listeners and

are relatively inexpensive, though someoffer very high audio quality.

Custom internal-canal earbuds arefitted to individuals. Castings of the

ear canals are made, usually by an audiologist. The manufacturer uses the

castings to create custom-moldedsilicone rubber or elastomerplugs that

provide added comfort and noise isolation. Becauseof the individualized labor

involved, custom internal-canal earbuds are more expensive than universal

internal-canal earbuds.

Consequently, there is a need for improved internal-canal earbuds. The

foregoing discussionis intended only to illustrate some of the shortcomings

presentin the field of the invention at the time, and should not be taken as a

disavowal of claim scope.

SUMMARY

The present invention includes, in various embodiments, an adjustable

shape earphone. In at least one embodiment, the earphone includes: (i) a

housing havingafirst side and a secondside;(ii) a resilient cushion attached to

the first side of the housing, the resilient cushion having a compact shape and

an opening; (iii) at least one cantilever arm protruding from the first side of the

housing, where at least part of the cantilever arm is located within the opening

of the resilient cushion; (iv) a dial rotatably mounted in the housing, where at

least part of the dial extends from the secondside of the housing and where the

dial includes threads; and (v) an actuator comprising a first portion anda

second portion, where the second portion has threads. The actuator is

mounted slidably in the housing, and the actuator threads operably engage the

dial threads such that rotation of the dialin a first direction translates the first

portion of the rigid actuator into contact with the cantilever arm. Further, the

first portion of the actuator is configured to bend the cantilever arm into the

resilient cushion as the actuator contacts the arm, and the cantilever arm is

subsequently configured to force the resilient cushion to have an expanded

shape as the cantilever arm bendsinto the cushion.
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In another embodiment, the adjustable earphone includes:(i) a housing

havingafirst side and a second side, wherethefirst side of the housing is

configured to attach to a cushion; (ii) at least one cantilever arm protruding from

the first side of the housing, where at least part of the cantilever arm is

configured to be located within an opening of the cushion when the cushion is

attached to the housing; (iii) a dial rotatably mounted in the housing, where at

least part of the dial extends from the second side of the housing, and where

the dial includes threads; and (iv) an actuator comprisingafirst portion and a

second portion, the second portion having threads. The actuatoris slidably

mounted in the housing, with the actuator threads operably engaging the dial

threads suchthat rotation of the dial inafirst direction translates the first portion

of the rigid actuator into contact with the cantilever arm. In addition, the first

portion of the actuatoris configured to bend the cantilever arm as the actuator

contacts the arm.

In yet another embodiment, the adjustable earphone includes: (i) a

housing; (ii) an ear canal portion adjacent to the housing, the ear canal portion

having a first shape; (iii) and an adjustment assembly operably coupled to the

housing. The adjustment assembly includes: (i) a movable member movable

with respect to the housing betweena first position and at least a second

position; (ii) an expansion assembly configured to receive the movable member;

and (iii) a control member configured to move the movable member suchthat

actuation of the control member causes the movable memberto move from a

first position to at least a second position. Further, the movable memberis

configured to cause the expansion assembly to expand in at least one direction

when the movable memberis moved to the second position. Subsequently, the

expansion assembly is configured to force the ear canal portion to haveatleast

a second shape when the expansion assembly is expanded.

In yet other embodiments, the adjustable earphoneincludes: (i) an ear

canal portion having a shape, where the ear canal portion is operable for

placementin a user’s ear canal; and (ii) means for adjusting the shape of the

ear canal portion by a user when the ear canal portion is positioned in the user’s

ear.
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In yet other embodiments, the present invention provides an adjustable

ear insert including: (i) an ear canal portion configured for insertion in a user’s

ear canal, the ear canal portion having a first shape; and(ii) an adjustment

assembly at least partially located within the ear canal portion, where the

adjustment assembly is operable to cause the ear canal portion to haveat least

a second shape.

In yet other embodiments, the adjustable ear insert includes: (i) an inner

end having an eartip, where the inner end is configured to be placed within an

ear canal of a user; (ii) and an outer end having a control feature, where the

outer end is configured to remain outside the ear canal, and where the control

feature is accessible by the user to expand or compact the eartip.

In these and other various embodiments, an adjustable ear insert is

capableof insertion into a user’s ear canal and then may be adjusted by the

user to create a snug fit between the ear canal and an ear canal portion of the

adjustable ear insert. In other words, the ear canal portion is capable of being

adjusted to substantially seal the ear canal portion against the user’s ear canal.

Wherethe adjustable ear insert is an earphone, such a snug fit or seal provides,

amongotherthings, enhanced noise isolation from external noises other than

those produced by the earphone, and sound enhancementfor sound produced

by the earphone. Where the adjustable ear insert is an earplug, such a snugfit

or seal provides, among other things, enhanced noise isolation from external

noises. Further, the in-ear adjustability of the ear canal portion provides an ear

insert that should not require different sized ear canal portionsfor different

users.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES

The features of the various embodiments are set forth with particularity in

the appended claims. The various embodiments, however, both as to

organization and methodsof operation, may best be understood by wayof

example with referenceto the following description, taken in conjunction with

the accompanying drawingsasfollows.

FIG. 1A is a perspective view of a wired adjustable earphone according

to one non-limiting embodiment.
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FIG. 1B is ais a perspective view of a wireless adjustable earphone

according to one non-limiting embodiment

FIGS. 2A-2B are diagrams showing compact and expanded shapesof

various ear canal portions of adjustable earphones according to various

embodiments.

FIGS. 3A-3D are several top views of adjustable earphones using a

variety of user controls and actuator mechanismsto provide an adjustable

earphone according to various embodiments.

FIG. 4is a side cross-sectional view of one non-limiting embodiment of

an adjustable earphone.

FIGS. 5A-5G are severalillustrations of some of the various ear canal

portion shapes madepossible by the adjustable earphone of FIG. 4.

FIG. 6 is an exploded view of the adjustable earphoneof FIG. 4.

FIG. 7 is a side cross-sectional view of one non-limiting embodimentof

an adjustable earphone.

FIGS. 8A-8G are several illustrations of some of the various ear canal

portion shapes made possible by the adjustable earphone of FIG. 7.

FIG. 9 is an exploded view of the adjustable earphoneof FIG. 7.

FIG. 10 is a top cross-sectional view of one non-limiting embodiment of

an adjustable earphone.

FIGS. 11A-11H are severalillustrations of some of the various ear canal

portion shapes made possible by the adjustable earphone of FIG. 10.

FIG. 12 is an exploded view of the adjustable earphoneof FIG. 10.

FIG. 13 is a top cross-sectional view of one non-limiting embodimentof

an adjustable earphone.

FIGS. 14A-14C are severalillustrations of some of the various ear canal

portion shapes made possible by the adjustable earphoneof FIG. 13.

FIG. 15 is an exploded view of the adjustable earphoneof FIG. 13.

FIG. 16 is a cross-sectional view of one non-limiting embodiment of an

adjustable earphone inserted and expandedin a user’s ear canal.

FIGS. 17A-17B are perspective views of a non-limiting embodiment of an

eartip cushion and a base housing element of an adjustable earphone.
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FIG. 18A is a perspective view of an earphone assemblyincluding a cord

wrapped around an audio device.

FIG. 18B is a perspective view of a portion of an earphone assembly

including a cord only partially wrapped around an audio device.

FIG. 19A is a perspective view of an adjustable earphone from the

earphone assembly of FIG. 18A and 18B.

FIG. 19Bis anillustration of a spring clip from the earphone assembly of

FIGS. 18A and 18B.

FIG. 19C is anillustration of the spring clip of FIG. 19B being used to

hold in place the wrapped cord of the earphone assembly of FIG. 18A.

FIG. 20 is a perspective view of one non-limiting embodimentof an

adjustable earphone having a rotatable dial.

FIG. 21A is an exploded view of the adjustable earphone of FIG. 21A.

FIG. 21B is an exploded view of an ear canal cushion and part of a

housing of the adjustable earphoneof FIG. 21A.

FIG. 22 is a front view of the adjustable earphone of FIG. 21A.

FIG. 23 is a side view of the adjustable earphone of FIG. 21A.

FIG. 24 is a perspective cross-sectional view, taken along line 24-24in

FIG. 22, of the adjustable earphoneof FIG. 21A.

FIG. 25 is a top cross-sectional view, taken along line 25-25 in FIG. 22,

of the adjustable earphone of FIG. 21A, with an ear canal portion shown having

a compact,first shape.

FIG. 26 is a top cross-sectional view, taken along line 26-26 in FIG. 22,

of the adjustable earphoneof FIG. 21A, with the ear canal portion shown having

an expanded, second shape.

FIG. 27 is a side cross-sectional view of the adjustable earphoneof FIG.

21A inserted and expanded in a user’s ear canal.

FIG. 28 is a top cross-sectional view of one non-limiting embodimentof

an adjustable earphone having a push button.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Certain exemplary embodiments will now be described to provide an

overall understanding of the principles of the structure, function, manufacture,

and use of the devices and methods disclosed herein. One or more examples

of these embodimentsareillustrated in the accompanying drawings. Those of

ordinary skill in the art will understand that the devices and methodsspecifically

described herein and illustrated in the accompanying drawings are non-limiting

exemplary embodiments and that the scopeof the various embodimentsof the

presentinvention is defined solely by the claims. The featuresillustrated or

described in cannection with one exemplary embodiment may be combined with

the features of other embodiments. Such modifications and variations are

intended to be included within the scope of the present invention.

In the following description, like reference characters designate like or

corresponding parts throughout the several views. In addition, in the following

description, it is to be understood that such terms as "forward," "rearward,"

"front," "back," "right," "left," "upwardly," "downwardly," and the like are words of

convenience and are not to be construed aslimiting terms. The description

below is for the purpose of describing various embodiments of the invention and

is not intended to limit the invention thereto.

The various embodiments described herein are directed to devices

intended to be placed in an ear canal, such as an earphone assembly usable

with an audio device. Referring to FIGS. 18A and 18B, an earphone assembly

5 includes a cord 10 and a pair of earphones 100. The cord 10 hasa first end

11, asecond end 12, and an electrical connector 13 located at thefirst end 11.

The electrical connector 13 connects the earphone assembly 5 to an audio

device 1 such that electrical signals may be conveyed through the cord 10, to

each earphone 100, where the electrical signal may be converted to audible

soundsby a transducer(see, e.g., FIGS. 24 and 27). As is knownin the field, a

transduceris a device, usually electrical, electronic, electro-mechanical,

electromagnetic, photonic, or photovoltaic, that converts one type of energy or

physical attribute to another for various purposes, including producing audible

sounds. The term transducer may be usedto refer to an audio loudspeaker,
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which converts electrical voltage variations representing music or speech, to

mechanical cone vibration, and hence vibrates air molecules creating sound.

Each earphone 100is located at the second end 12 of the cord. The

cord 10 further includesafirst portion 16 adjacent to the first end 11 of the cord

10 and a second portion 17 adjacent to the second end 12 of the cord 10. The

first portion 16 includes a single strand and the second portion 17 includes two

strands such that the two earphones 100 may beplacedin the ears of a user,

with one strand of the second portion 17 on eachside of the users head.

As shown in FIGS. 1A and 1B, a wired (FIG. 1A) or wireless (FIG. 1B)

earbud style earphone (100, 50 respectively) according to an aspectof the

present disclosure includes an eartip cushion 121 that may be inserted in a

user’s ear canal in a compact configuration,or first shape 122, and, once in the

ear canal, expanded to an expanded configuration, or second shape 123 (see

FIG. 26), to fit snugly againstall sides of the ear canal (see, e.g., FIG. 27). The

resulting customized fit provides improved audio isolation by blocking external

sounds from reaching the user’s eardrum, as well as improved comfort by

allowing the user to determine the amount of pressure exerted by the eartip, or

ear canal portion 120, on the interior of the ear canal. Further, forming a near

airtight seal between the ear canal portion 120 and the user’s ear canal should

not only reduce the outside ambient noise that reaches the user’s eardrum,but

should also provide a sound transducer(see FIGS. 24 and 27) of the earphone

120 with a 1:1 acoustic coupling with the user’s eardrum, thus enhancing the

audible sound perceived by the user. The eartip cushion 121 may be

fabricated from a foam material. While the earphone of FIGS. 1A or 1B will

typically be returned to its compact configuration, orfirst shape 122, prior to

removal from the user’s ears, the compressible material of the eartip, or ear

canal portion 120, may allow the earbud to be removed while still in its

expanded configuration.

Still referring to FIGS. 1A and 1B, expansion of the eartip may be

achieved by twisting or pressing on a control 180 on an exterior surface of the

earoud. Where expansion is achieved by twisting a control 180 about

longitudinal axis Lin the direction of arrow A and/or B, a manufacturer’s logo
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189 displayed on the control 180 may be attached to the control by a

mechanism (described below) that allows the logo 189 to remain substantially

upright and readable regardlessof the rotation of the control 180.

In various embodiments, referring now to FIGS. 20-27, an adjustable

earphone, such as adjustable earphone 100, for example, can comprise a

housing 110, an ear canal portion 120, and an adjustment assembly 130. The

housing may havea first side 111 and a second side 112 (see FIG. 21A and

24). Adjacent to and attached to the first side 111 of the housing is the ear

canal portion 120. Ear canal partion 120 generally defines longitudinal axis L

(see FIG. 20) and is operable for placementin a user’s ear canal (see, €.g.,

FIG. 27). Ear canal portion 120 is shown in FIG. 20 having a shapethat

includes a compact,first shape 122 to facilitate initial placement of the ear canal

portion 120 in the user’s ear canal and mayinclude a cushion 121 (see FIGS.

21A and 21B). Cushion 121 generally has an opening 125 that, as is described

in more detail below, may receive part of an expansion assembly 160. Further,

cushion 121 includes a housing groove 127 (FIG. 24) designed to receive or

snap on a protruding ring 118 of the housing 110 such that cushion 121 may

attach releasably to the housing 110. Cushion 121 may be stretchable and

made of a resilient, compressible material. The resilient material may include a

foam, a memory foam, a closed-cell foam, an open-cell foam, an elastomer, an

elastomeric foam, silicone, and/or rubber. The ear canal portion 120, including

cushion 121, may be capable of being adjusted to have an expanded, second

shape 123 (see FIG. 26). Further, ear canal portion 120, including cushion 121,

may also be capable of being adjusted to have intermediate shapes,or at least

a third shape (not shown). In other words, the shapeof the ear canal portion

120 may be changed to have any numberof shapes, including a continuum of

shapes betweenthefirst shape 122 and the second shape 123. The purposeof

adjusting the shape of the ear canal portion 120 is to allow a user to change the

shapeof the ear canal portion 120, after insertion in the user’s ear canal, to

have a snug fit between the ear canal and a substantial part of the ear canal

portion 120. Such a snugfit provides noiseisolation (from external noises other

than those produced by the earphone 100) and sound enhancement (for sound
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produced by the earphone 100), among other things. Further, the in-ear

adjustability of the ear canal portion 120 provides an earphone 100 that should

not require different sized ear canal portions 120 or cushions 121 for different

users; in other words, the adjustable earphone 100 mayprovide a one-size-fits-

all device owing to the customizedfit offered by the adjustability of the ear canal

portion.

In various embodiments, referring again to FIGS. 20-27, the adjustable

earphone 100 may include meansfor adjusting the shapeof the ear canal

portion 120 by a user when the ear canal portion 120 is positioned in the user’s

ear canal. Meansfor adjusting the shape of the ear canal portion 120 may be

provided in at least one embodimentby adjustment assembly 130. Adjustment

assembly 130 may be operably coupled to the housing 110 and/or to the ear

canal portion 120 such that actuation of the adjustment assembly 130 causes

the ear canal portion 120 to have at least a second shape 123.

Generally, according to various non-limiting embodiments, the

adjustment assembly 130 may include a movable member 140, an expansion

assembly 160, and a control member 180. The movable member 140 may be

movable with respect to the housing 110 betweenafirst position (see FIG. 25)

and at least a second position (see FIG. 26). The expansion assembly 160

may be configured to receive the movable member 140, and the control

member 180 may be configured to move the movable member 140 with respect

to the housing 110. Actuation of the control member 180 may causethe

movable member 140 to movefrom the first position (see FIG. 25) to the

second position (see FIG. 26). The movable member may be configured to

cause the expansion assembly 160 to expandin at least one direction when the

movable memberis moved to the second position (FIG. 26). Relatedly, the

expansion assembly may be configured to force the ear canal portion 120 to

have at least a second shape 123 when the expansion assembly 160 is

expanded. Conversely, the expansion assembly 160 may be configured to

retract in at least one direction when the movable memberis movedto thefirst

position (FIG. 25), thus resulting in the ear canal portion returning to thefirst

shape 122 when the expansion assembly 160is retracted.
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In more detail, according to at least one non-limiting embodiment, the

movable member 140 mayincludea first portion 150 and a second portion 142

that together serve as an actuator (see FIGS. 21A and 24), as explained in

more detail below. Generally, the movable member movesalong longitudinal

axis L (see FIG. 20) and is designed to moverelative to the housing suchthat

the first portion 150 of the movable member 140 may engage the expandable

member 160 when moved accordingly. Such relative movement is caused by

force exerted on the movable memberby a user adjusting control member180,

as described below. This force may be provided by any number of mechanical

mechanisms; here the movable member 140 receives a moving force froma

threaded engagement between the control member 180 and the second portion

142 of the movable member 140 at threads 143 (see FIGS. 21A and 25).

Threads 143 of the movable member 140 are designed to remain rotationally

stationary relative to the housing 110 such thatrotation of the control member

180 forces the movable memberto translate with respect to the housing 110.

This rotational stability is provided by guide protrusions 146 (FIG. 21A) on the

second portion 142 of the movable member 140. Guide protrusions 146 are

received slideably in guide recesses 114 (FIG. 21B) of the first side 111 of the

housing 110 suchthat the second portion 142 of the movable member 140 may

translate but will not substantially rotate with respect to the housing 110 owing

to the interface between the protrusions 146 and the recesses 114.

Further, referring to FIGS. 21A, 24, 25 and 27, the second portion 142

may include a cavity 141 thatis configured to support a transducer 190, part of

the cord 10 electrically coupled to the transducer 190 (see FIG. 27), and thefirst

portion 150 of the movable member 140. The second portion 142 may also

include a slot 149 for passing the cord 10 into the cavity 141. Additionally, the

second portion 142 may include locking grooves 147 and transducer supports

148. The first portion 150 of the movable member 140 mayinclude locking

protrusions 152 that are designed to be inserted and twisted into the locking

grooves 147 of the second portion 142 such that transducer 190 is held in

place, or sandwiched, betweenthefirst portion 150 and the second portion 142

of the movable member. Friction betweenthefirst portion 150, the transducer

-ll-
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190, and the supports 148 of the second portion 142 may provide sufficient

force to prevent the protrusions 152 ofthe first portion 150 from freely

decoupling from the locking grooves 14/7 of the second portion 142.

Accordingly, the movably member 140, including the first and second portions

150, 142, is designed to move as a single rigid body relative to housing 110.

Thus, while shownin at least one embodiment as two separable components,

first and second portions 150, 142 could also be one unitary and integral

component.

The first portion 150 of the movable member140is designed, in at least

one non-limiting embodiment, to actuate expansion assembly 160 asthefirst

portion 150 is movedfromafirst position (FIG. 25) to at least a second position

(FIG. 26). The first portion 150 thus includes an actuating surface 155 (see,

e.g. FIG. 24) that may be shaped and positioned such that the actuating surface

155 engages operably the expansion assembly 160, as explained in more detail

below. Thefirst portion 150 of the movable member 140 also mayinclude a

sound passageway 151 (FIG. 21A) oriented along longitudinal axis L. Sound

passageway 151 provides a channel along which sound produced by the

transducer 190 maytravel freely toward an inner end 101 (FIG. 20) of the

earphone 100 and into opening 125 (FIGS. 21A-26) of the cushion 121. Also,

the first portion 150 includes an O-ring groove 153 (FIG. 21A) configured to hold

an elastic O-ring 154. O-ring 154 seals the movable memberagainstthefirst

side 111 of the housing 110 and/or against the expansion assembly 160 (see

FIGS. 25-26). Accordingly, audible sound waves produced by the transducer

190 only are allowed to travel toward the inner end 101 of the earphone 100,

and, subsequenily, a user’s ear drum, via sound passageway 151 of the

movable member140.

According at least one non-limiting embodiment, referring now to FIGS.

21A-21B and 25-26, the expansion assembly 160 is designed to expandin at

least one direction when actuated by the movable member 140. The expansion

assembly 160 may be designed to expandin a direction substantially transverse

to the longitudinal axis L (see FIG. 20). Here, this is accomplished by using a

set of cantilever arms 161. The cantilever arms 161 protrude from the first side

-]2-
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111 of the housing and, whentheresilient cushion 121 is attached to the

housing, are at least partially located within the opening 125 of the cushion 121.

Arm recesses 126 (FIG. 21B) formed in the cushion 121 receive the cantilever

arms 161 such that the cushion 121 does not rotate freely thereon. The

cantilever arms 161 are uniformly spaced around longitudinal axis L to form an

opening 164 configured to receive thefirst portion 150 of the movable member.

Cantilever arms 161 each include an inner surface 163 and an outer surface

162. Inner surface 163 is curvedat least partially toward longitudinal axis L so

that at least part of the inner surface 163 will make contact with the movable

member’s actuating surface 155 when the movable member 140 is advanced

toward the inner end 101 of the earphone 100. The actuating surface 155 of

the movable member140 is curved correspondingly to meet the inner surface

163 of each cantilever arm 161. As the movable member 140 is moved toward

the inner end 101 of the earphone 100, the actuating surface 155 ofthefirst

portion 150 of the movable member 140 makes contact with one or more of the

cantilever arms 161 atinner surface 163. Further movementof the movable

member 140 in the samedirection pushes on the inner surface 163, thus forcing

the cantilever arm 161 to bend awayfrom longitudinal axis L (see FIG. 26).

Because the cantilever arms 161 are received insertably in the opening 125 of

the resilient cushion 121, the cantilever arm is bent into the cushion 121 as the

movable member 140 contacts and pushesthe cantilever arm 161.

Consequently, as the cantilever arm is continually bent away from longitudinal

axis L, the cushion 121 is forced to have an expanded, second shape 123 (see

FIG. 26). Thus, the ear canal portion 120 may be expandedafter insertion in a

user’s ear canal, substantially sealing the cushion 121 against the user’s ear

canal to form a snugfit.

Note that, while a plurality of cantilever arms 161 are described above as

providing the expansion assembly 160 with the ability to expand, itis

contemplated that any numberof cantilever arms, including one, could perform

the sameor similar function.

According at least one non-limiting embodiment, the control member 180

is designed to actuate the movable member 140 such that the movable member
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140 moves to cause expansion assembly 160 to expandin at least one

direction. Control member 180 accomplishes this in any number of forms. For

instance, but withoutlimitation, control member 180 could be in the form of a

push button, rotatable dial, or squeezable member. In FIGS. 20-27, for

example, control member 180 is a dial 182 rotatably mounted in the housing

110. Dial 182 rotates, but does not translate with respect to housing 110. Dial

182 movesin such a fashion becauseit includes a protruding ring 184 (FIGS.

21A and 25) along its perimeter that slideably engages a groove 117 of the

housing 110. Groove 117 is formed betweena lip 113 of the second side 112,

the first side 111, and cord guide 115 of housing 110 (see FIG. 25). Thus,dial

182 is rotatable about longitudinal axis L. Further, at least part of the dial may

extend from the second side 112 of the housing 110 such thatit is accessible to

a user while ear canal portion 120 is inserted in the user’s ear canal (see. FIG

27). Grips 185 (FIG. 21A) or another textured surface of the dial 182 may

provide an enhanceduserinterface as the userrotates the dial with his or her

fingers.

Referring to FIGS. 21A and 25, dial 182 may include a cavity 181 for

insertably receiving the second portion 142 of the movable member. Further,

the dial may have threads 183 formedin the inside of the dial, facing cavity 181.

The threads 183 are configured to operably engagethe threads 143 formed on

the surface of the second portion 142 of the movable member 140. Thus,

rotation of the dial 182 rotates dial threads 183, resulting in a translational force

being applied to the movable member 140 via movable memberthreads 143.

The translational force causes the movable member to moveeither forward,

toward the inner end 101 of the earphone 100, or backward, toward an outer

end 102, depending onthe direction dial 182 is being rotated. Thus, the

actuator or movable memberthreads 143 operably engagethe dial threads 183

suchthat rotation of the dial 182 in a first direction translates the rigid actuator

into contact or additional contact with each cantilever arm 161 (see FIGS. 25-

26).

Focusing now on the other elements of earphone 100, the housing 110

may be adapted to receive a number of components, including a transducer

-|4-
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190. Also, cord 10 (FIGS. 18B and 27) is received in the housing 110 through

cord passageway 116 of cord guide 115 (see FIG. 24). Cord guide 115 may

also include a marking 119 to indicate in which ear, for example right (“R,” as

seen in FIG. 21A) or left (“L,” not shown), a user should place the earphone

100. Cord 10 provides an electrical conduit between the electrical connector 13

and the transducer 190; part of the cord 10 maybe electrically coupled to the

transducer 190, for instance, an interior wire of cord 10 may be soldered to the

transducer 190 (see FIG. 27). Transducer 190 is capable of producing audible

signals, or sound, in responseto electrical signals received by the transducer

190 from the electrical connector 13 via cord 10. To prevent undesired stress

from being transferred to the transducer, the cord 10 maybetied to form a knot

(FIG. 27) at the cord’s second end 12 (FIG. 18B). This knot is received within

the cavity 141 of the second portion 142 of the movable member 140 andis

sized suchthatit is larger than the width of slot 149 (FIG. 24). Therefore, if a

user pulls on cord 10, the knot is forced against the second portion 142 at slot

149 and the knot absorbs the stress created by such pulling, thereby shielding

the transducer from unnecessary stress and/orstrain.

Further, the second portion 142 of the movable member 140 may have a

manufacturer’s logo piece189 positioned near the outer end 102 of the

earphone 100 (see FIGS. 1A, 20, 21A and 25). Logo piece 189 is pressfit to

the second portion 142 such thatit is visible through dial 182 at the outer end

102. The logo piece182 is kept in a desired position, for example,

approximately horizontal, when the cord 10 is hanging in a downwarddirection

from a user’s ear, for example similar to the orientation shown in FIG. 27. The

logo piece 189 is kept in such a position because the logo piece 189 is secured

to the non-rotating movable member 140 at second portion 142. While the logo

189 maytranslate with the movable member140,it will not rotate with dial 182;

therefore, it is prevented from rotating such that an observer easily may read

the manufacturer’s logo regardless of the rotation of dial 182.

The foregoing has focused on at least one embodimentfor adjusting the

shape of an eartip, or an ear canal portion, of an earphone while inserted in a

user’s ear canal. However, various embodiments are possible to accomplish
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the sameor similar goal. Asillustrated in FIGS. 2A-2E, expansion of the eartip

220 may be achieved in several ways. In a first embodiment (see FIG. 2A),

where the eartip 220 is in a compact configuration 222 when unmodified, inner

and outer sides 227, 228 of the eartip may be brought together to compressthe

material of the eartip 220, causing it to expand into an expanded configuration

223. In a second embodiment (see FIG. 2B), where the eartip 320 is in an

expanded configuration 323 while unmodified, inner and outer sides 327, 328 of

the eartip 320 may be pulled apart from each otherto stretch the material of the

eartip, causing it to change into a compact configuration 322. In a third

embodiment (see FIG. 2C), where the eartip 420 is in a compact configuration

422 when unmodified, an outer portion 428 of the eartip may be squeezed,

displacing eartip material into remaining portions of the eartip 420, causing the

remaining portions to expand into an expanded configuration 423. In a fourth

embodiment (see FIG. 2D), where the eartip is in a compact configuration 522

when unmodified, one or more elements of the earbud that are located inside

the eartip (for example, a cantilever arm or arms 161, as described above and

seen in FIGS. 21A-21B and 24-27) may push outwards on the eartip, causing it

to expand into an expanded configuration 523. In a fifth embodiment (see FIG.

2E), wherethe eartip 620 is in an expanded configuration 623 when unmodified,

one or more elements of the earbud that are located inside the eartip 620 may

pull inwards on the eartip 620, causing it to change into a compact configuration

622.

Asillustrated in FIGS. 3A-3D, a variety of user controls and actuator

mechanisms may beutilized to provide an earbud, or earphone, according to

various non-limiting aspects of the present disclosure. For example, referring to

FIG. 3A, an earphone 1400 mayinclude an adjustment assembly 1430 that may

include a control member 1480 in the form of a pressable button. The control

member 1480 may also be operable with finger grips 1417 protruding from a

housing 1410 of the earphone 1400 such that a user maygrip the finger grips

1417 and press the button, or control member 1480, without forcing the

earphone 1400 excessively into an ear canal of the user. Depressing the

button, or control member 1480, may cause an ear canal portion 1420

-16-
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extending from a housing 1410 to transition from a first shape 1422 to a second

shape 1423. Alternatively, referring now to FIG. 3D, an earphone 1600 may

include an adjustment assembly 1630 that may include a control member 1680

also in the form of a pressable button. However, in the earphone 1600 of FIG.

3D, the finger grips shownin FIG. 3A are omitted. Depressing the button, or

control member 1680, may cause an ear canal portion 1620 extending from a

housing 1610 to transition from a first shape 1622 to a second shape 1623.

In more detail, an earphone 1700 with a pressable button as control

member 1780 is shown in FIG. 28. The control member 1780 is part of an

adjustment assembly 1730 that includes a movable member 1740 and an

expansion assembly 1760. Earphone 1700is similar to earphone 1400

described abovein thatit also has finger grips 1717 protruding from a housing

1710 such that a user maygrip the ginger grips and press the button, or control

member 1780, without forcing the earphone 1700 and ear canal portion 1720

excessively into an ear canal of the user. Depressing the button, or control

member 1780 causes a movable member 1740 to move and actuate expansion

assembly 1760. Thus, depressing the button, or control member 1780, may

cause an ear canal portion 1720 extending from a housing 1710 to transition

fromafirst shape 1722 to a second shape 1723. Movable member1740,

expansion assembly 1760, and ear canal portion 1720 are similar to movable

member 140 and expansion assembly 160 described above and seen in FIGS.

25-26, for example. The control member 1780 includes a protract-retract

assembly 1783 operable to hold the movable member 1740 in thefirst position

shownin FIG. 28 before the button, or control member1780,is initially pressed

and, after pressing the button, operable to hold the movable member in a

second position (not shown) correlating with expansion of the expansion

assembly 1760 andtransition of the first shape 1722 to a second shape 1723.

Protract-retract assembly 1783 may be similar to that used with a traditional

retractable ballpoint pen including a spring and cam arrangement and is

described, for example, in U.S. Patent No. 3,819,282 to Schultz titled

RETRACTABLEPEN,herebyincorporated by referencein its entirety.

-17-
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Further, referring now to FIG. 3B, and as discussed above, an earphone

100 may include an adjustment assembly 130 including a control member 180

in the form of a rotatable dial. Rotating the dial, or control member 180, may

cause an ear canal portion 120 extending from a housing 110 to transition from

a first shape 122 to asecond shape 123.

Another non-limiting example of a user control and actuator mechanism

is provided by reference to FIG. 3C. An earphone 1500 mayinclude an

adjustment assembly 1530 including a squeezeable control member 1580

operable to rotate a movable member 1540 such that an expansion assembly

1560 presses outward on an ear canal portion 1520 extending from a housing.

Squeezing the control member 1580 causesthe ear canal portion 1520 to

transition from a first shape 1522 to a second shape 1523.

In any event, according to various non-limiting embodiments of an

adjustable earphone,a usercontrol, or control member, is capable of being

manipulated by a user while an eartip, or ear canal portion, of the earphoneis

positioned in the user’s ear canal. In response to such manipulation of the

control member, the ear canal portion is designed to change shape suchthat

the ear canal portion fits snugly against the ear canal.

Unless otherwise indicated herein, an earbud, or earphone, according to

an aspect of the present disclosure has an inner end with an eartip, or ear canal

portion, that is placed within the ear canal of a user and an outer end with a

control feature, or control member, that remains outside the ear canal and may

be accessed by the user to expand or compactthe eartip, or ear canal portion.

In various embodiments, referring to FIGS. 4-6, an adjustable earphone

800 may include another meansfor adjusting the shape of an ear canal portion

820 having a first shape 822 (FIGS. 4, 5C, and 5E) by a user whenthe ear

canal portion 820 is positioned in the user’s ear canal. Means for adjusting the

shape of the ear canal portion 820 may be provided in at least one embodiment

by adjustment assembly 830. Adjustment assembly 830 may be operably

coupled to housing 810 and/or to the ear canal portion 820 such that actuation

of the adjustment assembly 830 causes the ear canal portion 820 to have a

-18-
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second shape 823 (FIGS. 5D and 5G) and may also cause ear canal portion

820 to have at least an intermediate, third shape 824 (FIG. 5F).

As seen at least in FIGS. 4 and/or 6, adjustment assembly 830 may

include a movable member 840, an expansion assembly 860, and a control

member 880. The control member 880 mayinclude a rotatable adjustmentdial

882. Further, the ear canal portion 820 mayinclude a cushion 821. Positioned

at least partially within the housing 810 are a transducer 890 and a

manufacturer logo piece 889. A cord is coupled to the transducer 890 (see FIG.

4) suchthat electrical signals can be passed to the transducer 890 to create

audible sound therefrom.

Thus, FIGS. 4-6 depict an earphone or earbud 800, according to an

aspect of the present disclosure, where rotation of an adjustment dial 882

having an internal thread 883 and located at an outer end 802 of the earbud

800 pulls a movable member, or actuator 840, coupled to an ear canal portion,

or eartip 820, at an inner end 801 of the earbud 800, with the result that the

eartip 820 is compressed along an axis L running from the outer end 802 to the

inner end 801 of the earbud 800, causing it to expand radially away from the

axis L.

In various embodiments, referring to FIGS. 7-9, an adjustable earphone

900 mayinclude another meansfor adjusting the shape of an ear canal portion

920 having a first shape 922 (FIGS. 7 and 8A), 922a (FIG. 8D), or 922b (FIG.

8F) by a user whenthe ear canal portion 920 is positioned in the user’s ear

canal. Meansfor adjusting the shape of the ear canal portion 920 may be

provided in at least one embodiment by adjustment assembly 930. Adjustment

assembly 930 may be operably coupled to housing 910 and/or to the ear canal

portion 920 such that actuation of the adjustment assembly 930 causes the ear

canal portion 920 to have a second shape 923, (FIG. 8A), 923a (FIG. 8E), or

923b (FIG. 8G). The first and second shapes shownin FIGS. 7-8G (922, 922a,

and 922b, and 923, 923a, and 923b) are dependentonthe relative size, shape,

and placementof the various components of the earphone 900 including, but

notlimited to, the expansion assembly 960, the movable member 940, and the

ear canal portion 920.
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As seen at least in FIGS. 7 and/or 9, adjustment assembly 930 may

include a movable member 940, a expansion assembly 960, and a control

member 980. The control member 980 mayinclude a rotatable adjustmentdial

982. Further, the ear canal portion 920 mayinclude a cushion 921. Positioned

at least partially within the housing 910 are a transducer 990 and a

manufacturer logo piece 989. A cord is coupled to the transducer 990 (see FIG.

7) such that electrical signals can be passed to the transducer 990 to create

audible sound therefrom.

Thus, FIGS. 7-9 illustrate another earbud 900, according to an aspectof

the present disclosure, where rotation of an adjustment dial 982 having an

internal thread 983 and located at an outer end 901 of the earbud 900 pulls a

movable member,orfirst element 940, of an adjustment assembly, or actuator

assembly 930, toward the outer end 902 of the earbud 900. Thefirst element

940 is tapered alongits length, having a narrower portion 956 and a wider

portion 955. An expansion assembly, or second element 960, of the actuator

assembly 930 is positioned betweenthefirst element 940 and the eartip 920.

The second element 960 is similar to the expansion assembly 160 including

cantilever arms 161 described above (see, e.g., FIGS. 21A-21B and 24-26).

The second element 960 hasa plurality of portions 961 extending from an outer

end to an inner end of the second element 960. In a compact configuration,

inner surfaces 963 of the plurality of portions 961 of the second element 960 are

in contact with the narrower portion 956 ofthe first element 940. As thefirst

element 940 moves toward the outer end 902 of the earbud 900, the wider

portion 955of the first element 940 is pulled into contact with the inner surfaces

963 of the plurality of portions 961 of the second element 960, causing the

plurality of portions 961 of the second element 960 to push outward and expand

the eartip 920.

In various embodiments, referring to FIGS. 10-12, an adjustable

earphone 1000 mayinclude another meansfor adjusting the shape of the ear

canal portion 1020 havingafirst shape 1022 (FIGS. 10, 11A-11B, and 11E) by

auser when the ear canal portion is positioned in the user’s ear canal. Means

for adjusting the shape of the ear canal portion may be providedin at least one
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embodiment by adjustment assembly 1030. Adjustment assembly 1030 may be

operably coupled to housing 1010 and/or to the ear canal portion 1020 such

that actuation of the adjustment assembly 1030 causes the ear canal portion

1020 to have at least a second shape 1023 (FIGS. 11A-11B and 11F).

As seen at least in FIGS. 10 and/or 12, adjustment assembly 1030 may

include a movable member 1040, a expansion assembly 1060, and a control

member 1080 that are formed as one unitary and integral component. Further,

the ear canal portion 1020 mayinclude a cushion 1021. Positioned at least

partially within the housing 1010 are a transducer 1090 and a manufacturer logo

piece 1089. A cord (not shown) is coupled to the transducer 1090 such that

electrical signals can be passedto the transducer 1090 to create audible sound

therefrom.

Thus, FIGS. 10-12 show yet another earbud 1000 according to an aspect

of the present disclosure, having an ear canal portion, or eartip 1020, with an

interior having a plurality of radially inward-extending lobes 1026 and a

moveable member, or actuator 1040, with corresponding radially outward-

extending lobes 1055 that form at least part of expansion assembly 1060. An

outer end of the actuator 1040 forms a control member 1080 that may be

rotated by a user. In a compactconfiguration, the lobes 1055 of the actuator

1040 are located in gaps 1028 betweenthe lobes 1026 of the eartip 1020.

Whenthe userrotates the actuator 1040 via control member 1080, the oulward-

extending lobes 1055 of the actuator 1040 press against the inward-extending

lobes 1026 of the eartip, pushing outward on the inner surface of the eartip

1020 and causing the eartip 1020 to expand. The numberof outward extending

lobes of the actuator and/or expansion assembly mayvary, for example, four

lobes 1055 of expansion assembly 1060 are shownatleast in FIG. 11C,

whereas two lobes 1055a or an expansion assembly 1060a are shownat least

in FIG. 11D. The cushion of eartip 1020 is correspondingly formed for the

numberof respective expansion assembly lobes, for instance cushion 1021

(FIG. 11C) and cushion 1021a (FIG. 11D) may be formed for expansion

assembly 1060 and expansion assembly 1060a, respectively. The first and

second shapesof the eartip 1020 shown in FIGS. 10 and 11A-11H are

-2]-
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dependenton thesize, shape, and placement of the various componentsof the

earphone 1000. Adjusting the numberof lobes, as explained above, can also

provide different first and second shapes (1022 and 1022a, and 1023 and

1023a, respectively) of the ear canal portion 1020.

In various embodiments, referring to FIGS. 13-15, an adjustable

earphone 1100 mayinclude another means for adjusting the shape of an ear

canal portion 1120 having a first shape 1122 (FIG. 14A) by a user whenthe ear

canal portion 1120 is positioned in the user’s ear canal. Means for adjusting the

shape of the ear canal portion 1120 may be provided in at least one

embodiment by adjustment assembly 1130. Adjustment assembly 1130 may be

coupled operably to the housing 1110 and/or to the ear canal portion 1120 such

that actuation of the adjustment assembly 1130 causes the ear canal portion

1120 to have a second shape 1123 (FIG. 14A).

As seenat least in FIGS. 13 and/or 15, adjustment assembly 1130 may

include fixed element 1140, expansion assembly 1160, and control member

1180. Further, the ear canal portion 1120 mayinclude a cushion 1121.

Positioned at least partially within the housing 1110 are a transducer 1190 and

a manufacturer logo piece 1189. A cord (not shown) is coupled to the

transducer 1190 suchthat electrical signals can be passed to the transducer

1190 to create audible sound therefrom.

Thus, FIGS. 13-15 depict another earbud 100 according to an aspectof

the present disclosure. An adjustment assembly, or actuator assembly 1130,

within an eartip 1120 includes an expansion assembly, coiled element 1160,

wrapped around an external surface of a fixed element 1140 and attached to

the fixed element 1140 at an inner end. A rotating control member 1180 is

attached to an outer end of the coiled element 1160. In a compact configuration

(see FIG 14B), the coiled element 1160 lies adjacentto the fixed element 1140

and rotation in a first direction is not possible, because it would cause the coiled

element 1160 to wrap moretightly against the fixed element. Rotation in the

opposite direction, however, results in an expansion of the diameter of the

coiled element 1160, causing the eartip 1120 to expand (see FIG. 14C).

-22-
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FIG. 16 shows an exemplary earbud 1200 according to an aspectof the

present disclosure that is adjusted by pressing, rather than rotating, a control

1280. An adjustment, or actuator assembly 1230, has a plurality of stiff fingers

1261 extending from an outer end 1202 to an inner end 1201 within an eartip

1220 and coupled to a button 1282 at an outer end 1202 of the earbud. The

fingers 1261 form a profile 1262 with a portion having a narrowerradius

tapering to a portion having a wider radius. The earbud 1200 also includes a

ring 1240 around thefingers 1261, the ring 1240 positioned at a fixed distance

inward from the outer end 1202 of the earbud 1200. As the button 1282 is

pushed inward or pulled outward, the tapered profile 1262 of the fingers 1261

slides within the ring 1240, the outer end of the fingers 1261 expand or contract

radially, and the eartip 1220 expands or contracts.

The earbud 1200 of FIG. 16 and other earbuds or earphones according

to aspects of the present disclosure not only cause the outer surface of an

eartip to expand, but also causetheinnercavity of the eartip to expand. The

expandedcavity provides a larger volume for sound from the earphoneto

resonate and generates better low frequency response from the earphone.

In FIG. 17 a snap ring 1327 is shown that operates to attach an eartip

element 1321 to a base element 1311 of an earbud 1300. The snap ring 1327

is located in a first end of the eartip element 1321. The base element 1311 of

the earbud 1300 includes a tapering portion with a groove 1318 around the

tapering portion that correspondsin size to the snap ring 1327. As the first end

of the eartip 1320 is pressed onto the base element, the snap ring 1327

expandselastically around the tapering portion of the base element 1311 until

reaching the groove 1318, whereupon it contracts back towardits original

diameter. Theelastic force of the snap ring 1327 attempting to return to its

original diameter holds the snap ring 1327 in the groove 1318 and acts to

prevent the eartip 1320 from slipping off the earbud 1300 and sealing the eartip

1320 to the base element 1311. Eartip element 1321 and base element 1311

may form part of a housing of an earphone, such asfirst side 111 of housing

110 of adjustable earphone 100 described above and seenin FIG. 21A.
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FIGS. 18A and 18B also depict a cord 11 according to another aspectof

the present disclosure that may be used with earphones, such as the earbuds

described above or with other types of earphones. The cord is covered with

cloth, foam, or another soft material. The cord has an electrical connector 13 at

a first end 11 and one or more earphones 100 at a second end 12. The

connector 13 at the first end 11 may be coupled to an audio device 1. When

the audio device 1 is not in use, the cord may be wrapped around the audio

device 1 and form a cushion (FIG. 18A), protecting the audio device 1 from

damage whenplaced loose in a briefcase, backpack,or other carrier. The

earphones 100 at the second end of the cord may be tucked under another

section of the cord to prevent the cord from unwrapping from around the audio

device 1.

FIGS. 18A, 18B, 19B, and 19Cillustrate a cord clip 15 according to

another aspect of the present disclosure. An earphone cord 11 may include a

first portion 16 adjacentto a first end 11 of the cord 11 where the cord 11 is

configured as a single strand. Between thefirst portion 16 of the cord 11 anda

pair of earphones 100 at a second end 12 of the cord, is a second portion 17 of

the cord 11, which is configured as two strandsthat lie along opposite sides of

the head when the earphonesare inserted into the ears. The two strands of the

second portion 17 may passthrough two corresponding apertures in a cord clip

15, as shown in FIGS. 18A, 18B, 19B and 19C. When the earphones 100 are

in use, the cord clip 15 may be slid toward the first portion 16 of the cord 11,

allowing the earphonesto be separated and placedin the earsof the user.

Whenthe earphones 100 are notin use, the cord clip 15 may be slid toward the

second end 12 of the cord 11, to hold the earphones 100 together and make the

cord 11 easier to handle than it would be if the earphones 100 wereleft

separated. The cord clip 15 further includes a spring clip 14 that may be used

when the cord is wrapped around an audio device 1 to clip the second end 12 of

the cord 11 to a portion of the cord closerto the first end 11 of the cord and help

to prevent the cord 11 from unwrapping from around the audio device 1.

Although various embodiments have been described herein, many

modifications and variations to those embodiments may be implemented. For
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example, the adjustable earphone may be converted to an adjustable earplug or

other adjustable ear insert. Conversion of the above described earphoneinto

an adjustable earplug may be accomplished, for example, by removing the

electrical components and removing the passagewaysfor sound to travel,

thereby providing an earplug with an adjustable shape when placed in an ear

canal of a user. Further, while the general components of the adjustable

earphone described above may be madeof plastic (except at least parts of the

cord, the eartip cushion, and the transducer), metal or other materials may be

used where desirable. The foregoing description and following claims are

intended to convey and coverall such modification and variations.

Any patent, publication, or other disclosure material, in whole or in part,

that is said to be incorporated by reference herein is incorporated herein only to

the extent that the incorporated material does not conflict with existing

definitions, statements, or other disclosure material set forth in this disclosure.

As such, and to the extent necessary, the disclosure as explicitly set forth

herein supersedes any conflicting material incorporated herein by reference.

Any material, or portion thereof, that is said to be incorporated by reference

herein, but which conflicts with existing definitions, statements, or other

disclosure material set forth herein will only be incorporated to the extent that no

conflict arises between that incorporated material and the existing disclosure

material.
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CLAIMS

Whaatis claimedis:

1. An adjustable earphone, comprising:

a housing having a first side and a second side;

a resilient cushion attached to thefirst side of the housing, the resilient

cushion having a compact shape and an opening;

at least one cantilever arm protruding from thefirst side of the housing,

wherein at least part of the cantilever arm is located within the opening of the

resilient cushion;

a dial rotatably mounted in the housing, wherein at least part of the dial

extends from the second side of the housing, wherein the dial includes threads;

and

an actuator comprising a first portion and a secondportion, the second

portion having threads, wherein the actuatoris slidably mounted in the housing,

wherein the actuator threads operably engagethe dial threads such that

rotation of the dial in a first direction translates the first portion of the rigid

actuatorinto contact with the cantilever arm;

wherein the first portion of the actuator is configured to bend the

cantilever arm into the resilient cushion as the actuator contacts the arm,

wherein the cantilever arm is configured to force the resilient cushion to have an

expanded shape as the cantilever arm bendsinto the cushion.

2. An adjustable earphone, comprising:

a housing having a first side and a second side, wherein the first side of

the housing is configured to attach to a cushion;

at least one cantilever arm protruding from thefirst side of the housing,

wherein at least part of the cantilever arm is configured to be located within an

opening of the cushion whenthe cushion is attached to the housing;

a dial rotatably mounted in the housing, wherein at least part of the dial

extends from the secondside of the housing, wherein the dial includes threads;

and
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an actuator comprisingafirst portion and a second portion, the second

portion having threads, wherein the actuatoris slidably mounted in the housing,

wherein the actuator threads operably engage the dial threads such that

rotation of the dial in a first direction translates the first portion of the rigid

actuator into contact with the cantilever arm;

wherein thefirst portion of the actuator is configured to bend the

cantilever arm as the actuator contacts the arm.

3. An adjustable earphone, comprising:

a housing;

an ear canal portion adjacentto the housing, the ear canal portion having

a first shape; and

an adjustment assembly operably coupled to the housing, wherein the

adjustment assembly comprises:

a movable member movable with respect to the housing between

a first position and at least a second position;

an expansion assembly configured to receive the movable

member; and

a control memberconfigured to move the movable member such

that actuation of the control member causes the movable memberto move from

a first position to at least a second position;

wherein the movable memberis configured to cause the expansion

assembly to expandin at least one direction when the movable memberis

moved to the second position, wherein the expansion assembly is configured to

force the ear canal portion to have at least a second shape whenthe expansion

assembly is expanded.

4, The adjustable earphone of claim 3, wherein the expansion assemblyis

configured to retract in at least one direction when the movable memberis

moved to thefirst position, wherein the ear canal portion is configured to have

the first shape when the expansion assemblyis retracted.
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5. The adjustable earphone of claim 3, wherein the ear canal portion

comprises a resilient material.

6. The adjustable earphone of claim 3, wherein the control member

comprises a rotatable dial.

7. The adjustable earphone of claim 3, wherein the control member

comprises a pressable button.

8. The adjustable earphone of claim 3, wherein the control member

comprises a squeezable member.

9. An adjustable earphone, comprising:

a housing;

an ear canal portion adjacent to the housing, the ear canal portion having

a first shape; and

an adjustment assembly operably coupled to the housing such that

actuation of the adjustment assembly causes the ear canal portion to have at

least a second shape.

10. The adjustable earphone of claim 9, wherein the adjustment assembly

comprises a control member accessible to a user and an expansion assembly

operably coupled to the control member, wherein the control memberis

configured to actuate the expansion assembly such that the ear canal portion

has at least a second shape whenthe expansion assembly is actuated

11. The adjustable earphone of claim 10, further comprising an inner end

and an outer end, wherein the ear canal portion is adjacent to the inner end and

the control memberis adjacent to the outer end, wherein the expansion

assembly comprises an actuator coupled to the ear canal portion nearthe inner

end.
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12. The adjustable earphone of claim 10, wherein the expansion assembly

comprises at least one bendable arm.

13. The adjustable earphone of claim 10, wherein the expansion assembly

comprises a rotatable actuator having lobes.

14. The adjustable earphone of claim 10, wherein the expansion assembly

comprises a coiled element.

15. The adjustable earphone of claim 9, wherein the adjustment assemblyis

operably coupled to the housing such that actuation of the adjustment assembly

causes the ear canal portion to have at least a third shape.

16. The adjustable earphone of claim 9, further comprising a cord having a

first end, a second end, and an electrical connector located at the first end,

wherein the housing is located at the second end of the cord, wherein the cord

is at least partially covered with a soft material.

17. The adjustable earphone of claim 16, wherein the soft material

comprises a cloth.

18. The adjustable earphone of claim 16, further comprising a cord clip,

wherein the cord further comprisesafirst portion adjacent to the first end of the

cord and a second portion adjacent to the second endof the cord, wherein the

first portion comprises a single strand and the second portion comprises two

strands, wherein the cord clip is slidably coupled to the two strands of the

second portion.

19. The adjustable earphone of claim 18, wherein the cord clip further

comprises two apertures, wherein each aperture is configured to insertably

receive one of the two strands of the second portion of the cord.
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20. The adjustable earphone of claim 18, wherein the cord clip further

comprises a spring clip that is configured to clip to the cord.

21. An adjustable earphone, comprising:

an ear canal portion, the ear canal portion having a shape, wherein the

ear canal portion is operable for placementin a user’s ear canal; and

means for adjusting the shape of the ear canal portion by a user when

the ear canal portion is positioned in the user’s ear.

22. An adjustable ear insert, comprising:

an ear canal portion configured for insertion in a user’s ear canal, the ear

canal portion havingafirst shape; and

an adjustment assembly at least partially located within the ear canal

portion, wherein the adjustment assembly is operable to cause the ear canal

portion to have at least a second shape.

23. The adjustable ear insert of claim 22, wherein the adjustment assembly

comprises a control member accessible to a user and an expansion assembly

operably coupled to the control member, wherein the control memberis

configured to actuate the expansion assembly such that the ear canal portion

has at least a second shape when the expansion assembly is actuated.

24. ~The adjustable ear insert of claim 22, further comprising a first end and a

second end, wherein a transduceris located betweenthefirst end and the

second end.

25. The adjustable ear insert of claim 22, wherein the ear canal portion is

configured to resist audible sound from reaching an ear drum of the user when

the adjustable ear insert is inserted in the user’s ear canal.

26. An adjustable ear insert, comprising:
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an inner end having an eartip, wherein the inner end is configured to be

placed within an ear canal of a user; and

an outer end having a control feature, wherein the outer end is

configured to remain outside the ear canal, wherein the control feature is

accessible by the user to expand or compactthe eartip.

2/7. The adjustable ear insert of claim 26, further comprising a transducer

located betweenthe inner end and the outer end.

28. The adjustable ear insert of claim 26, wherein the ear canal portion is

configured to resist audible sound from reaching an ear drum of the user when

the adjustable ear insert is inserted in the user’s ear canal.
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AMENDED CLAIMS

received by the International Bureau on 07 April 2009 (07.04.2009)

1. An adjustable earphone, comprising:

a housing having a first side and a second side;

a resilient cushion attachedto the first side of the housing, the resilient

cushion having a compact shape and an opening;

at least one cantilever arm protruding from the first side of the housing,

wherein at least part of the cantilever arm is located within the opening of the

resilient cushion;

a dial rotatably mounted in the housing, wherein at least part of the dial

extends from the second side of the housing, wherein the dial includes threads;

and

an actuator comprising a first portion and a second portion, the second

portion having threads, wherein the actuatorfs slidably mounted in the housing,
wherein the actuator threads operably engage the dial threads such that

rotation of the dial in a first direction translates the first portion ofthe rigid

actuator into contact with the cantilever arm;

wherein the first portion of the actuator is configured to bend the

cantilever arm into the resilient cushion as the actuator contacts the arm,

wherein the cantilever arm is configured to force the resilient cushion to have an

expanded shape as the cantilever arm bendsinto the cushion.

2. An adjustable earphone, comprising:

a housing having a first side and a second side, wherein thefirst side of
the housing is configured to attach to a cushion;

at least one cantilever arm protruding from the first side of the housing,

wherein at least part of the cantilever arm is configured to be located within an

opening of the cushion when the cushionis attached to the housing;
a dial rotatably mounted in the housing, wherein at least part of the dial

extends from the second side of the housing, wherein the dial includes threads;

and

AMENDED SHEET(ARTICLE19)
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an actuator comprising a first portion and a second portion, the second

portion having threads, wherein the actuatoris slidably mounted in the housing,

wherein the actuator threads operably engage the dial threads such that

rotation of the dial in a first direction translates the first portion of the rigid

actuator into contact with the cantilever arm;

wherein the first portion of the actuator is configured to bend the

cantilever arm as the actuator coniacts the arm.

3. An adjustable earphone, comprising:

a housing;

an ear canal portion adjacent to the housing, the ear canal portion having

a Tirst shape; and

an adjustment assembly operably coupled to the housing, wherein the

adjustment assembly comprises:

a movable member movable with respect to the housing between

a first position and at least a second position;

an expansion assembly configured to receive the movable

member; and

a control member configured to move the movable member such

that actuation of the contral member causes the movable memberto move from

a first position to at least a second position;
wherein the movable memberis configured tc cause the expansion

assembly to expand in at least one direction when the movable memberis
moved to the second position, wherein the expansion assembly is configured to

force the ear canal portion to have at least a second shape when the expansion
assembly is expanded.

4. The adjustable earphone of claim 3, wherein the expansion assemblyis

configured to retract in at least one direction when the movable memberis
moved to the first position, wherein the ear canal portion is configured to have

the first shape when the expansion assemblyis retracted.

AMENDEDSHEET(ARTICLE19)
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5. The adjustable earphone of claim 3, wherein the ear canal portion

comprises a resilient material.

6. The adjustable earphone of claim 3, wherein the control member

comprises a rotatable dial.

7, The adjustable earphoneof claim 3, wherein the contro] member

comprises a pressable button.

8. The adjustable earphoneof claim 3, wherein the control member

comprises a squeezable member.

9. An adjustable earphone, comprising:

a housing;

an ear canal portion adjacent to the housing, the ear canal partion having

a first shape; and

an adjustment assembly operably coupled to the housing such that
actuation of the adjustment assembly causes the ear canal portion to have at
least a second shape,

10. The adjustable earphone ofclaim 9, wherein the adjustment assembly
comprises a control member accessible to a user and an expansion assembly
operably coupled to the control member, wherein the control memberis
configured to actuate the expansion assembly such that the car canal portion
has at least a second shape when the expansion assembly is actuated

41.|The adjustable earphoneof claim 10, further comprising an inner end
and an outer end, wherein the ear canal portion is adjacent to the inner end and
the control memberis adjacent to the outer end, wherein the expansion
assembly comprises an actuator coupled to the ear canal portion near the inner
end.

AMENDEDSHEET(ARTICLE19)
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12. The adjustable earphoneof claim 10, wherein the expansion assembly

comprises at least one bendable arm.

13. The adjustable earphone of claim 10, wherein the expansion assembly

comprises a rotatable actuator having lobes.

14. The adjustable earphone cf claim 10, wherein the expansion assembly

comprises a coiled element.

15. The adjustable earphoneof claim 9, wherein the adjustment assembly is

operably coupled to the housing such that actuation of the adjustment assembly
causes the ear canal portion to have at least a third shape.

16, The adjustable earphone of claim 9, further comprising a cord having a
first end, a second end, and an electrical connector located at the first end,

wherein the housing is located at the second end of the cord, wherein the cord

is at least partially covered with a soft material.

17. The adjustable earphoneof claim 16, wherein the soft material

comprises a cloth.

48. The adjustable earphone of claim 16, further comprising a cord clip.
wherein the cord further comprisesa first portion adjacent to the first end of the

cord and a second portion adjacent to the second end of the cord, wherein the
first portion comprises a single strand and the second portion comprises two
strands, wherein the cord clip is slidably coupled to the two strandsof the
second portion.

19. The adjustable earphoneof claim 18, wherein the cord clip further
comprises two apertures, wherein each apertureis configured to insertably
receive one of the two strands of the second portion of the cord.

AMENDEDSHEET(ARTICLE19)
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20. The adjusiable earphone of claim 18, wherein the cord clip further

comprises a spring clip that is configured to clip to the cord.

21. An adjustable earphone, comprising:

an ear canal portion, the ear canal portion having a shape, wherein the

ear canal portion is operable for placement in a user's ear canal; and

means for adjusting the shape of the ear canal portion by a user when

the ear canal portion is positioned in the user’s ear.

22. An adjustable ear insert, comprising:

an ear canal portion configured for insertion in a user’s ear canal, the ear

canal portion having a first shape; and

an adjustment assembly at least partially located within the ear canal

portion, wherein the adjustment assembly is operable to cause the ear canal

partion to have at least a second shape.

23. The adjustable earinsert of claim 22, wherein the adjustment assembly

comprises a control member accessible to a user and an expansion assembly

operably coupled to the control member, wherein the control memberis

conligured to actuate the expansion assembly such that the ear canal portion

has at least a second shape when the expansion assembly is actuated.

24. The adjustable earinsert of claim 22, further comprising a first end and a

second end, wherein a transduceris located between the first end and the

second end.

25. The adjustable earinsert of claim 22, wherein the ear canal portion is

configured to resist audible sound from reaching an ear drum of the user when
the adjustable earinsert is inserted in the users ear canal.

26. An adjustable ear insert, comprising:

AMENDEDSHEET(ARTICLE19)
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an inner end having an eartip, wherein the inner end is configured to be

placed within an ear canal of a user; and

an outer end having a control feature, wherein the outer end is

configured fo remain outside the ear canal, wherein the contro! feature is

accessible by the user to expand or compact the eartip.

27. The adjustable ear insert of claim 26, further comprising a transducer

located between the inner end and the outer end.

28. The adjustable ear insert of claim 25, wherein the ear canal portion is

configured to resist audible sound from reaching an ear drum of the user when

the adjustable earinsert is inserted in the user's ear canal.

29. Anadjustable eaphone, comprising:

an ear canal portion configured for insertion in a user’s ear canal, the ear

canalpartion having a compact shape;

a rotatable dial accessible to and rotatable by a user when the earcanal

portion is inserted in the user’s ear canal; and

an expansion assembly operably coupled to the rotatable dial, wherein

the expansion assembly is at least partially located within the ear canal portion,

and wherein the expansion assembly is operable to cause the ear canal portion

to expand into at least an expanded shapewithout externalforce being applied

to the ear canal portion;

wherein the rotatable dial is configured to actuate the expansion

assembly such that the ear canal portion has one of a continuum of shapes
between the compact shape and the expanded shape.

30. An adjustable eaphone, comprising:

an ear canal portion configured for insertion in a user's ear canal, the ear

canal portion having an expanded shape;
a rotatable dial accessible to and rotatable by a user whenthe ear canal

portion is inserted in the user's ear canal, and

AMENDEDSHEET(ARTICLE19)
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an expansion assembly operably coupled fo the rotatable dial, wherein

the expansion assembly is at least partially located within the ear canal! portion,

and wherein the expansion assembly is operable te cause the ear canal pertion

to retract into at least a compact shape without external force being applied to

the ear canal portion;

wherein the rotatable dial is configured to actuate the expansion

assembly suchthat the ear canal portion has one of a continuum of shapes

between the expanded shape and the compact shape.

AMENDEDSHEET(ARTICLE19)
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k. Basis of the report

Pa. With regard to the elements of the international application: *
i] the international application as originally filed.
i| the description:

papes 22-28 _. #5 originally filed
pages None , filed with the demand
pages None » filed with the letter of_

iN] the claims:
pages 1-33

 
pages None » as atnened (together withanystatement) under Article 19
pages None fled with the demand
pages None. Sled with the letterof

DC the drawings.
pages 31-162 4$ Originally fled
pages None , filed with the demand
pages Nobe , filed with the letterof

the sequence listing part of the description:
pages Noness«, aS OFginially filed
pages None _» filed with the demand
pages None , filed with the letter of_

2. With regard to the language, all the elements marked above«were available or furnished to this Authority in the
language in whichthe international application was filed, unless otherwise indicated under this item.
These elements were avallable or furnished to this Authority in the following language _.. Which is:

the language of a translation furnished for the purposes of international search (under Rute23.1(b)).

the language ofpublication of the intemational application (under Rule 48.4(b)).LICF:
the language of the translation furnished for the purposes ofinternational preliminary cxamination(under Rules
$5.2 and/or 35.3).

3, With regard to any nucleotide and/or amino acid sequemce disclosed in the international application, the
intemational preliminary examination was carried cut on the basis ofthe sequence listing:

[| contained in the international application in printed form.
[| filed together with the international application in computer readable form.
i] furnished subsequently to this Authority in written form.

Hy furnished subsequentlyto this Authority in computer readable form.The statement that the subsequently fumnished written sequence listing does not go beyond the disclosure in the
international application as filed has been furnished.

| The statementthat the information recorded in computer readable form is identical to the written sequence listing
has been furnished,

4, | The amendments have resulted in the cancellation of.

the description, pages_

t| the claims, Nos.
the drawings, sheets/Re

5. | } This report has beenestablished as if (some of) the amendments had not been made, since they have been considered to go
beyund the disclosure as filed, as indicated in the Supplemental Box (Rule 70.2(c)).**

j * Replacement sheeis which have beenfurnished to the receiving Office in response io an invitation under Article 14 are referred io in
this report as “originallyfiled” and are not annexed to this report since they do nat cantain amendments (Rules 70.18 and 701.7h
** Any replacement sheet containing such amendments smut be referred to under item | and annexed to this report

Form PCT/APEA/409 ox BD Guly 1893)
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citations and explanations supporting such statement

1, STATEMENT

Novelty N} Claims 1-33

Claims NONE_

inventive Step (IS) Claims 1-33-
Claims NONE

Industrial Appheability (TA} Clauns 1-33
Claims NONE

 
i 2. CITATIONS AND EXPLANATIONS

Please See Continuation Sheet

Form PCTAPEA/409 Caox V) uly 1998)
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[SeppiementaiBox—(To be used when the space in any ofthe preceding boxes is not sufficient)  

Claims 1-33 meet novelty under PCT Article 3342) .

Claim 1] An earphone comprising:
a bedy, wherein the body comprises:
at least one acoustic transducer for converting an analog electrical signal te sound; an antenna; and a transceiver circuit in
communication with the at least one acoustic tansducer and the

antenna, wherein the transceiver circuit is for receiving and transmitting wireless signals
via the anienna, and wherein the transceiver circuit is for out-putting the analog electrical
signal to the at least ane acoustic transducer, and wherein the wireless transceiver circuit
comprises firmware, which when executed by the ranscetver circuit, causes the
transceiver circuit to:

receive digital audio wirelessly from a data source via an ad hoe wireless network when the data source is in wireless communication
range with the earphone via the ad hoc wireless network;
transit data via the ad hoc wireless network to the data source regarding one of more infrastructure wireless nernworks detected by the
transceiver circult when the earphone and the data source are communicating via the ad hoe wireless network, wherein the data
comprises identification data and signal strength data for the one or more infrastructure wireless networks: and
whenthe data source is not in wireless communication range with the carphone via the ad hoe wireless network, transition automatically
io receive digital audio via an infrastructure wireless network.

 
2, The earphone of claim |, wherein the data source comprises a digital audio player. 3. The earphone of claim 1, wherein the transceiver
circuit comprises: a wireless communication module; a processor unit in commaunication with the wireless communication module; a
non-volatile memoryunit in communication with the processor unit; and a volatile memory unit in communication with the processorunit.

4 The earphone of claim 3, wherein the wireless communication module comprises a Wi-Fi
cormmunication module.

3.The earphone of claim t, wherein the infrastructure wireless network conrprises a
WLAN.

6 The earphone of claim I, wherem the transceiver ch'cuit is for receiving digital andie
fromtne data source via the infrastructure wireless network when the data source is not in wireless communication range with the
earphone via the ad hoe wireless network.

7. The earphone of claim 6, wherein the mirastructurs wireless network is a pre-set
infrastructure wireless network that the data source transitions to when the data soures is not in wireless cormmunication range with the
earphone via the ad hoe wireless network and when the pre-set infrastructure wireless network is in range of both the earphone and thedata source.

 
&.The carphone of claun 3, wherein the finmware, when exccuted by the transceiver cireuit,
causes the transceiver circuit of the earphone to connect fo a host server via a second infrastructure wireless network when (1) the data
source is not in wireless communication range with the earphone via the ad hoe wireless network and (2) the data source and the
earphone are mot in wireless commeunication via the pre-set infrastructure wireless network.

9.The earphone of claim i, whereim the firmware, when executed by the transceiver circuit,
causes the transceiver circuit of the earphone to connect to a host server via the infrastructure wireless network when the data sourceis
notin wireless communication range with the earphone via the ad hoe wireless network.
iO, The earphone of claim 9, wherein the earphone is for receiving streaming digital audio from the host servervia the infrastructurewireless network.

tl. The earphone of claim 9, wherein the earphone is for receiving a first network address for a first streaming digital audie content
server from the host server via the infrastructure wireless network,

ig. The earphone of claim 11, wherein the earphone comprises a user contro! that, when activated, causes the earphone to submit am
electronic request via the infrastructure wireless network to the host server for a second network address for a second streaming digitalaudio contem server.

{3. The earphone of claim 12, wherein ihe user contre! comprises a button.i | | ii  

Form PCT/IPEA/409 (Continuation Sheet} Uuly 1992}
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Supplemental Box
(To be used when the space in any of the preceding boxes is not sufficient)  

14. A system comprising: a data source for wirelessly transmitting streaming digital audio; and a wireless earphone that comprises:
at least one acoustic transducer for converting an analog electrical signal to sound; an antenna, and a uanscelver circuit in
conumunication with the at least onc acoustic cansducer and the

antenma, wherein the transceiver circuit is for receiving and transmitting wireless signals via the antenna, and wherein the transceiver
circuit is for outputting the analog electrical signal to the ai least one acoustic transducer, and wherein the wireless transceiver circuit
comprises fizmware, which when executed by the transceiver circuit, causes the
transceiver circuit to:

receive the streaming digital audio wirclessly from the data source via an ad hoe
wireless network when the data source is in wireless communication range
with the earphone via the ad hoe wireless network;
transmit daia via the ad hoc wireless network to the data source regarding one or
more irastructure wireless netvorks detected by the transceiver circuit when
the earphone and the data source are communicating via the ad hoc wireless
network, wherein the data comprises identification data and signal strength
data for the one or more infrasiyuc-re wireless networks; and
when the data squrce is not in wireless communication range with the earphone
via the ad hoc wireless network, transition automatically to receive streaming
digital audio via an infrastructure wireless network,

i

15. The system of claim |4, wherein the data source comprises a digital audio player.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

i

i 16. The system of claim 14, further comprising a host server that is in communication with
the wireless earphone via the infrastructure wireless network,

;

i

t

17. The system of claim 16, wherein the firmware of the transceiver circuit of the wireless camphone, when executed by the transceiver
circuit, causes the transceiver circuit of the earphone to connect to the host server via the infrastructure wireless network when the data
source is not im wireless communication range with the earphone via the ad hoc wireless network. .

18. The system of claim 16, wherein the host server is for streaming digital audio te the earphone
via the infrastructiwe wireless network,

19. ‘The system: of claim 16, wherein the host server is for ransmitting a Hirst network address for a frst streaming digital audio content
server to the eamphone via the in-astructure wireless network.

20. The system of claim 19, wherein the carphone comprises a user control that, when activated, causes the earphone to submit an
electronic request via the infrastructure wixeless network fo the host server for a second network address for a second sireaming digital
audio content server.

24. The earphone of claim 20, whereim the user control comprises a button.

22. The system of claim 17, further comprising a web page for the wireless earphone through whicha user is capable of configuring one
or more settings for the wireless earphone,

23. The system of claim 14, wherein the infrasteuc~tre wireless network comprises a WLAN. 24. The system of claim §4, wherein the
firmwars, when executed by the infrastructure wireless network is a pre-set infrastructure wireless network that the data source
transitions to when the data source is net in wireless communication range with the earphone via the ad hoe wireless network and when
the pre-set infrastructure wireless network is in range, ofboth the earphone and the data source.

25. The system of claim [4, wherein the firmware, when executed by the transceiver circull, causes the transceiver circuit of the
carphone to connect to a host server via a second infrastructure wireless network when (1) the data source is not in wireless
communication range with the earphone via the ad hoe wireless network and (2) the data source and the carphone arc not in wireless
communication via the pre-set infrastructure wireless network.

26, The system of claim 25, wherein the host server is for streaming digital audio to the earphone via the infrastructure wireless network.

27. The system of claum 25, wherein the host sever is for transmitting a first network address fora first streaming dipital audio content
serverto the earphone via the infrastructure wireless network.

28. The system ofclaim 27, wherein the earphone comprises a user control that, when activated, causes the earphane to submit an
slecironic request via the infrastructure wireless network to the hest server for a second network address for a second streaming digital
audio content server.eeEL

Form PCTAPEA/409 (Continuation Sheet} uly 1998)
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29. The earphone of claim 28, wherein the user contro! comprises a button, 30. A method comprising: receiving, hy a wireless carphone,
via an ad hoe wireless network, digital audio from a data
source when the data source is in wireless communication with the earphone via the ad hoe wireless network:
ransmitting data via the ad hoe wireless network to the data source regarding one or more infraswucture wireless networks detected by
the transceiver circult when the earphone and the data source are communicating via the ad hoe wireless network, wherein the data
comprises identification data and signal strength data for the one or more infrastructure wireless networks; converting, by the wireless
earphone, the digital audio to sound; and when the dala source is not in wireless communication withthe carphonc, wansitioning
automatically, by the earphone, to receive digital audio via an infrastructure wireless network.

31. The method of claim 30, wherein transitioning automatically by the earphene te receive digital audio via an infrastructure wireless
network comprises transitioning automaticallyto receive digital audie fromihe data source via an infrasteucture wireless network when
the data source is not in wireless communication range with the earphone via the ad hoe wireless network.

32. The method of claim 30, wherein transitioning automatically by the earphone to receive digital audio via an irffxastructure wireless
network comprises transitioning automatically to receive digital audio from a host sever via the infrastructure wireless network when the
data source is not in wireless communication range with the carphene via the ad hoe wireless network

33. The method of claim 30, wherein transitioning automatically by the earphone to receive digital audio via an infrastructure wireless
network comprises: receiving, by the wireless earphone via the infastructure wireless network, from a host server
connected io the infrastructure wireless nctwork, a network address for a streaming digital audio content server; and
connecting, by the wireless earphone, to the streaming digital audio conient server using the
network address received from the host server.

¥Y. 2. Citations and Explanations:

  

Form PCTAPEA/409 (Continuation Sheet} Guby 19933
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| (PCT Rule 71.1)
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Applicant’s or agent’s file reference
IMPORTANT NOTLFICA TION
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| PCTAISO9/39754 97 April 2009 (07.64.2000) O7 April 2008 (07.04.2908)
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 l. The applicant is hereby notified that this International Preliminary Examining Authority transmits herewith the -
international preliminary examination report and its annexes, ifany, established on the international application.  
 

  
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

2. A copyof the report and its annexes, if any, is being transmitied to the International Bureau for communication to all
the elected Offices.

3. Where required by any of the elected Offices, the International Bureau will prepare an English translation ofthe
report (but not of any annexes} and will transmit such translation to those Offices.

4. REMINDER

The applicant must enter the national phase before each elected Office by performing certain acts (ling translations
and paying national fees} within 30 months fromthe priority date (or later in some Offices}(Article 39{1(see also
the reminder sent bythe International Bureau with Form PCT/AB/301).

Where a transiation of the international application must be furnished to an elected Office, that translation must
contain a translation of any annexes to the international preliminary examination report. His the applicant’s
responsibility ta prepare and fumishsuch translation directly to each elected Office concerned.

{:i
iii
ii
iii

iii
:
i
i

 
 

For further details on the applicable time limits and requirements of the elected Offices, see Volume H of the PCT
Applicant’s Guide.

Authorized officer

Charles Appiah Chbppole.
Telephone No. 371-273-8300
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1, This opimion contains indications relating to the following vems:

Box No. | Basis of the opinion

Box No. Ti Priority

Box No. Hi Non-establishment of opinion with regard to novelty, inventive step and indusivial applicability

Box Mo. PV Lack of unity of invention

Box No. V Reasoned statement under Rule 4236/9. (ad) with regard to novelty, inventive step or industrial applicabiliry,
citations and explanations supporting such statement

Box No. VI Certain documents cited

Box No. Vi Certain defects im the mternmational application

Pj Box No. Vili Certain observations on the international application

FURTHER ACTION

if a demand for international preliminary examimation is made, this opmion will be considered to be a written opinion ofthe
International Preliminary Examining Authority (IPEA’) except that this does not apply where the appHcant chooses an Authority
other than this one to be the IPEA and the chosen IPEA has notified the international Bureau under Rule 66.! Dis(b) that written
opinions of this Intemational Searching Authority will not be so considered.
if this opinion is, as provided above, considered to be a written opinion of the IPEA,the applicant is invited to submit to the IPEA
a written reply together, where appropnate, with amendments, before the expiration of 3 months fromthe date of mailing of Form
PCT/ISA/220 or before the expiration of 22 months from the priority date, whichever expires later,
For further options, see Form PCTASA/220.

3. For further details, see notes to Form PCT/ISA/220.

Name and mailing address of the ISA/US|Date of completion of this opinion Authonzed officer:
Mail Sten PCT, Attn: ISASIS

Commissioner for Patents G5 June 2009 {05.08.2009}, Alexandria, Virginia 22373-
P.O Bax 41450, Alexandra, Virginia 22313-1466 PCT Helpdesk: $71-272-4900Facaimile No. 571-273-3201 POT OSP: 573-273-7774

Form PCTHSA/237 (cover sheet) (April 2007)
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With regard to the langmage, this opinion has been established on the basis of.

Dx] the international application in the language in which it was filed.
i a« transkation of the international application into which is the language of a

translation furnished for the purposes of international scarch (Rules 12.3(a) and 23, i(b}).

nm This opinion has been established taking into accountthe rectification of an abvious mistake authorized by ar notified
ta this Authority under Rule 91 (Rule 43a/s, 1{a})

With regard to any nucleotide and/or amino acid sequence disclosed in the international application, this opinion has bcen
esiablished on the basis of

a. type of material

a sequence fisting

PI table(s) related ta the sequence fisting

ob. format of material

I on paper
ic] ip electronic form

c time of Aling/Furnishing

ry conigined in the international application as fled
Pr] filed together with the intemational application im electronic form
P| furnished subsequently to this Authority for the pursoses of search

it In addition, in the case that mare than onc version or copy of a sequence listing and/or table(s) relating thereto has been
filed or furnished, the required statements that the information in the subsequent or additional coptesis identical to that
in the application ag filed or dees not ga beyand the application as filed, as appropriate, were furnished.

Additional comments:
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POT/US 08/0754

Box Ne. ¥ Reasoned statement under Rule 4343s.ah} with regard to novelty, inventive step or industrial applicability;
citations and explanations supporting suck statement

i. Statement

Novelty (M) Claims None. YES
ClaimseeMO

Inventive step GS} Claims NOYES
Claims 1-47neOUND

Industrial applicabiliny GA} Claims 14heeeepeececeeee«OYES
Claims Nore. NO

 

2. Citations and explanations:

Claims 1 - a7 tack novelty under PCT Anicie 33(2)} as being anticipated by US 2007/01 16316 Al Goldberg).

As ner claim 1, Goldberg discloses an earphone (801, fig. 12c, being a wireless earshane, para [O1G1}{0 162) comprising: a body
(enctosure, para [G116}, wherein the oady comprises: at least one acoustic transducer (sound transducers 260, fig. 1, para (Q089] and
[O122)) for canverting an analog electrical signal to sound (para [01 37]}: an antenna (antennae supported by porlable devices, para
10142): and 4 Wanscelver circuit (vansmitte receiver 110, fig. 1, para [(G178D in communication with ihe al least one acouslic ransducer
(para [0134)) and the antenna (para [0142), wherein the transceiver circuit is for receiving and transmitting wireless signals via the
antenna (para {0142), and wherein the transceiver circuit is fer outputting the analog elecirical signal to the al least one acoustic
transducer (para [0134}}, and wherein the wireless transceiver circuit comprises firmware (instructions that impiament a variaty of
protocols, para [0141] and (0165), which when executed by the transesiver circuil, causes the transceiver circull io. receive digital audio
wirelessly from a data source (e.9., 8udio player 136, fig. 1 and 120, para [(G098] and {0155} via an ad hoc wireless network (peer-to-peer
communications, para [G165])) when the data source is in wireless communication range with the earphone via the ad hoc wireless network |
(within a predetermined distance, para {0105]}; and when the daia source is not in wireless communication range with the earphone via 4
the acl hoc wireless network (outside of the range, sara [0194] and [0265)}, transition automatically io receive digital audio via an
infrastructure wireless network (ied infrastructure, para [O1SS).

 

As perclaim 15, Goldberg discloses a data source (6.g., audio player 130, fig. 1 and 12c, para [O0UG} and [O155)) for wirelessly
transmitting siraaming digital audio (audio data strearning 1954, para [01651 and a wireless earphone (earphone 901, fig. 12¢, being a
wireless earphone, para (O16 1]-{G162)) that comprises: at least one acoustic transducer (sound trangducers 260, fg. 1, para [GOSS] and
[O122)) for converting an analog electrical signal to sound (para [0137]; an antenna (antennae supported by portable devices, para
{0142}; and a transceivercircuit (ansmitter/receiver 110, fig. 1, para [G178Pin cormmunication with the at feast one acoustic iransducer
(para {9194)) and the antenna (para [O142), wherein the transceiver crcuil is for recenving and transmitting wireless signals via the
antenna (para J0142)), and wherein the transceiver circuit is for cutputting the analog electrical signalto the al least one acoustic
transducer (para (0134), and wherein the wireless transceiver circuit comprises firmware (instructions thal implement a variety of
protocols, para [0147] and [O168), which when executed by the transceiver cirouil, causes the transceiver circull io: receive the streaming |
digiial audio wizelessly fram the data source via an ad hoc wireless network (peer-to-peer communications, para fO1SS) whan the daia
source is in wireless communication range with the earphone vie the ad hee wireless network (within a sredelennmnead distances, fara
{O165D; and when ihe data source is not in wireless communication range with the earphone via the ad hoc ie53 network (auiside of
the range, para (0194) and (0269)}, transition automatically to receive streaming digital audio via an infrastructure wireless network (fixed
infrastructure, para {0165}.

  
 

4s per claims 32, Goldberg discloses a system comprising: a host server (orgadcasi unit 710, fig. 13, para [0262], o.9., internet device
1706, fig. 29, being a computer hosting a datahase, para (O352)) a first streaming digital audio content server (streaming sockel, para
{03141} thal is connected to ihe host server via a data network (para [0311]: and a wireless earphone (earphone SOT, fig. 12c, baing a
wireless earphone, para [O18 1} {162} thal is in cormmunication with the host server via a wireless netwerk (para [O950)), wherein the heat
server is programmedte transmit to the earphone a lirst network address for the first siraaming digital audio gontent server (one of the
socket addresses, para {027 2]}-[O273p.

neeeee Figease See Supplemental Box ------

Form PCT/ISA/237 (Box No. V) (April 2007)
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Supplemental Box

In case the space in anyof the preceeding boxes is not sufficient.
Continuation of

Box V. 2, Citations and Explanations:

AS per claim 37, Goldberg discloses 4 headset (headphones 1020,fig. 130, para [9222)) comprising: a first earphone (left speaker 1022}
thal comprises one or more acoustic transducers for converting a first analog electrical signal to sound (para [0222)), and a second
garmpnone(right soeaker, not labeled in fig. 132), connected to the first earphone (fig. 1Se), wherein the second earphone comprises one oF
more acoustic transducers for convening a second analog electrical signal to sound (para [0222]), and wherein the first earphone
comprises: a first antenna (antennae supported by portable devices, para [0142)); and a firat tranaceiver circuil Grangrmitter/receiver 1149,
fig. 1, para (01787) in communication with the one or more acoustic transducers of the frst earphone (para [O134)) and in communication
with the first antenna (para {0142}, wherein the first transceiver clreuil is for receiving and transmitting wireless signais via the first antenna
(para {O142)), and wherein the first transceiver circuit is for oulpuiling the first analog electrical signal to the ane or more acoustic
transducers of the first earphone (para (0134), and wherein the first transeeiver circuit Comprises lnmware (instructions ihat implement a
variety of protocols, para [6141] and fO165p, which when executed by the first transceiver circuit, causes the first transceiver circuit to:
receive digital audio wirslessly from a data source (2.g., audio player 130, fig. 1 and 12, para {0096} and [O155)) via an ad hoc wireless
neiwork (peer-io-peer comnmmunications, para [0165]} when the data source is In wireless cornmunication range with the first carphone via
the ad hee wireless network (within 4 predetermined distance, para [0168)}, and when the data source is not in wireless communication
range with the first earohone via the ad hoe wireless network (outside of ihe ranga, para {0194} and [U269)}), transition aulomalically t3
raceive digital audio via an infrastructure wireless network (fixed infrastructure, para [O165).

 

AS per clair 49, Goldberg discloses a method (para [0165] and (0172) comorising: receiving, by a wireless earphone (earphone 901, fig.
12c, being a wireless earghone, para [D161 }YO162)), via an ad hoc wireless network (pear-io-peer communications, para [01 65)}}, digital
audio trom a data saurce (a.9., audio player 190, fig. 1 and 12¢, para [DOG6} and [O155) when the data source ig in wireless
coramunication with the earphone via the ad hoc wireless network (within a predetermined distance, para [O1G5)): cenverting, by the
wireless garphone, the digital audie to sound; and when ine dais source is noi in wireless communication with ihe earphone (ouside of the
range, para 10194] and [0269)), transitioning automatically, by the earphone, lo receive digital audio via an infrastructure wireless network
(Hed infrastructure, para [O1SSh.

 

As per claims 2 and 16, Goldberg funher discloses that the data source comprises a digital audio player (¢.g., portable MP3 player, para
{O1G2}).

As per claim 3, Geidberg further discloses that the transceiver circull comprises: a wireless communication module (wireless
cemimunications hardware, para [0179]; a precessear unit in communication with the wireless communication module (microprocesser,
para [0115p 3 non-volatile memory unil in communication with the processor unit (means io store the digital software, para [OT15]}) and a
volatile mameory unit in cornmunication with ihe processor unit (inherent feature with the microprocessor, para [OT 15).

 
 

As per clair4, Goldberg further discloses that ihe wireless communication module comprises a WI-FI communication module (para
{9179)).

As per claims 5 and 24, Goldberg further disclosas that the infrastructure wireiass network comprises a WLAN (¢.9., HiperLAN, para
{9141}, a wireless LAN standard}.

As per claim 8 and 44, Goldberg further discloses thai the transceiver circuit is fer receiving digital audio trom the dala source via ihe
infrastructure wireless network (audio data streaming, para {O165) when the daia source is not in wireless communication range with the
garphone via the ad hos wireless network (outside of tha range, para [0194] and [G269}}.

As per claims 7 and 25, Goldberg furtner discloses that the infrastructure wireless network is & pre-sel infrastructure wireless network
(fixed infrastructure, para [O1SSP that ihe data source transitions to when the dala source is not in wireless communication range with the
earphone vie the ad hoc wireless network and when the pre-set infrastructures wireless network is in range of both ihe earphone and the
data sourse (o.g., through access poinis, para [OSS].

AS per claims 8, 26 and 45, Goidberg further discloses that the firmware, when execuied by tha transceiver ciroult, causes the transceiver
chreult of the sarphorie to franemii data via the ad hoc wireless network to the data source regarding one or more infrastructure wireless
networks detected by the transceiver circull when the earphone and the dala source are communicating via the ad hoc wireless network
imode switch 1930 made by the user, cifher manually, or autamaticaily--lar example, that the user chooses between different functions,
para [D1G5}. ,

As per claims 9 and 27, Goldberg further discloses that the firmware, when oxecuted by the transceiver circuil, causes the traneceiver
cheuil of the earphone to connect ic a host server (broadcast unit 710, fig. 13. para [0262], o.g., Iniermei device 1706, fig. 23, being a
computer hosting a database, para [0952] via a second infrastructure wireless network (alternatively through computers or computer
networks te which the unit 100 can be connected, para [037 1]} when (1) the dala source is not in wireless communication range with the
earphone via the ad hoc wireless network (outside of ihe range, para [0194] and [O26Q) and (2} the data seurce and the earphone are not
in wireless communication via the pre-set infrastructure wireless network (e.9., turned off, para [O259)}.

As per claims 10, 17, 18 and 45, Goldberg furtherdiscloses that the firmware of the transceiver circuil of the wireless earphone, when
executed by the tranisesiver circuit, causes the transceiver circuit af the earphone to connect to a host server (broadcast unit 716, fig. 13,
para [6262], a.g., Iniernet device 1706, tig. 29, being a computer hosting a database, para [0352)}via the infrastructure wireless network
when the dala source is notin wireless cornmunication range with ihe earphone via the ad hoe wireless network (outside of the range,
(9194) and {Q269p.

meters Piease See Next Supplemental Box ------
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Supplemental Box

In case the space in any of the preceding boxes is not sufficient.
Continuation of:

| Box V. 2, Citations and Explanations:

! As perclaims 21, 18 and 28, Goldberg further discloses that the sarshone(para [0162] and [0222)) is for receiving streaming digital audio
i (para [0166] and [03223 from the host server (para [0262] and (0352)via the infrastructure wireless network (para [O155)). i

As per claims 32, 20 and 29, Goldberg further discioses that the earphone is for receiving a first network address (one of socket
| addresses, para (6 185]}40186) and (02733) for a first streaming digitat audio content server (streaming socket, para (0214) from the hest
| servervia the infrastructure wireless metwork (para [0465).

| As per claim 33, Goldberg iurther discloses that the wireless earphone comprises: at least ane acoustic transducer (sound transducers
| 260, fig, 1, para [99] and [0122pfer converting an analog elacirical signal to sound (para (O937]}), an antenna (antennas supporied by=|
| porlable devices, para {0142}: and a transceivercircuit (transmiites/receiver 110, fig. 1, para [0978)) in cormmunication with the at feast onel
| acoustic transducer (para (0194) and the antenna (para {0142}, wherein the transceiver circuil is lor raceiving and transmitting wieless |
| signals via the anienna (para [0142), and wherein the transeeiver circuit is for outputting the analog elecirical signal to ine at least one
| acoustic transduces (para [O134), and wherein ihe wireless ansceiver circuit comprises firmware thal is executed by the transceiver
| circuit (instructions thai implement a variety of protocols, para [0741] and [0165)).

AS per claims 23 and 34, Goldberg turther discloses thai ine host server hosts a web page (web siles, para [6277)} for the wireless
| earphone through which @ user is capable of conliguring ane or more settings for the wireless earphone (Audio personalization, para
| (0276p.

i As per claim 35, Goldberg further discloses that the one or more settings comprise the first strearning digital audio content server and 3
1 second streaming digital audio cantent server (another streaming socket, para (0314).

| As perclaims 13, 24, 30 and 36, Goldberg further disclosesthat the earphone comprises a user control (mode switch 1956. para (0165)
| that, when activated, causes the earphone te submit an electronic request (sending control requests, para [0176)) via the infrastructure
| wireless network to the host server for a second nelwork address (another af socket addresses, para [0185}/0186] and (0273)for a
{ second streaming digital audio content server (another streaming socket, para (0314).

AS per claims $4, 22 and.3t, Goldberg further discloses that ihe user control comprises a builon (para (0173).

As per claim 38, Goldberg further diactoses a head band (fig. 13), wherein the firsi and second earphones are connected to the headband}
t (fig. 13e}. k

| As per clairn 39, Goldberg further discloses a microphone having an outpul connected to the first transceiver circuit (para [O174}).

As per claim 40, Galdberg further discloses that the first transceiver clreull is for oulputiing the second analog elecirical signal te the one or
more acoustic transducers of the second earphone (para {0222}.

As per claim 41, Goldberg further discloses that the second earphone comprises: a second antenna (antennas supported by portable
devices, para [0142]) and a second transceiver circuit (ransmilter/receiver 110, fig. 1, para [O178]) in communication with the one or more
acoustic transducers of the second earphone (para f[O134)} and in communication with the secend antenna (para [0142]}, wherein the
second transeeiver circuit is for receiving and transmitting wireless signals via the second antenna (para [O142}), and wherein the second
transeeiver circuit is for outputting the second analog electrical signal te the one or more acoustic transducers of the second earphone
(para [0134)), and wherein the second transcelver circuit comprises firrnware (instructions that implement a varlety of protocots, para
{0141} and [O185), which when executed by the second transceivercircuit, causes the second lanaceiverCircuit to: receive digital audio
(2.g., audie slayer 130, fig. 1 and 12c, para {G096] and [0155]} wirelessly fromm the data source via the ad hoc wireless network (pear-ia-
peer communications, para [O1G5)) when the data source is in wireless communication range with the second earphone via the ad hac
wirsiesa network (within a predetermined distances, para [0165]); and when the data source is notin wireless communication range with the
second earphone via the ad hoc wireless network (outside of ihe range, para {0194} and [O269)), transition automatically to receive digital
audio via the infrastructura wireless network (lixed infrastructure, para fO 165).

AS per clair 42, Goldberg further discloses that the first earphones comorises a first data port and the second earphone comprises a
second data port (carrying port number, para {0222}}, and wherein the headset further comarises an adapter (e.g., cable 146, fig. t2c, para
{0167} and (0328) connacted io the first data port of the first earghone and to the second data port ol ihe second earphone (as wired
headphones, para (D104), and wherein the adapter comprises an output plug connector (the portion of ihe cable 146 connected to an
guipul audio port 142, para [0761}} for connecting to a remote device (e.g., modular audio unit 432, fig. 12a and 12c, para [032e)}.

AS per claim 47, Goldberg further discloses that transitioning automatically by the earphone to receive digital audio via an infrastructure
wiraless network comprises: receiving, by Ihe wireless earphone via the infrastructure wireless network, from a hosi server (Qroadcasi unit
710, fig. 13, para [0262], e.g., internet device 1706, fig. 29, being a cornpuler hosting a database, para [0352)) connected te the
infrastructure wireless network (para j0165)}, a network address (one of socket addresses, para (6185]-40186] and (6273)for a streaming
digital audio content server (streaming socket, para [O314]}, and connecting, by the wireless earphone, io the streaming digital audio
content server using the network address received from ine hos! server (para [O222p.

Claims 1 - 47 have industrial applicability as defined by PCTAnicie 324) because the subject matisr cari be made or used in indusiry.
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SelectUSA

The United States represents the largest, most dynamic marketplace in the world and is an unparalleled location for
businessinvestment, innovation, and commercialization of new technologies. The U.S. offers tremendous resources
and advantages for those who invest and manufacture goods here. Through SelectUSA, our nation works to
promote andfacilitate business investment. SelectUSAprovides information assistanceto the international investor
community; serves as an ombudsmanfor existing and potential investors; advocates on behalf of U.S.cities, states,
and regions competing for global investment; and counsels U.S. economic developmentorganizations on investment
attraction best practices. To learn more about why the United States is the best country in the world to develop
technology, manufacture products, deliver services, and grow your business, visit http://www.SelectUSA.govorcall
+1-202-482-6800.
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The "Highest Number Previously Paid For" (Total or Independent) is the highest found in the appropriate box in column 1.

AMENDMENTB
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Boc code: PET.OP.AGE

Description: Petition to make special based on age/health

PTO/S8/130 (01-19)
Approved for use through 11/30/2020.CMB 0654-0031

US. Patent and Trademark Office US. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Actof 1995, no persons are required to respond toa collection of information unless tt contains a valid OMB control number

 

PETITION TO MAKE SPECIAL BASED ON AGE

FOR ADVANCEMENT OF EXAMINATION UNDER 37 CFR 1.102(c}{3}

Application information

Application . | Confirmation | . Filing .
| Number { Not Yet Assigned Number Not Yet Assigned Not Yet Assigned

Attorney Docket eter iencans vo oe .
[unserony|mre Not Yet Assigned]sone|Not Yet Assigned

FirstNamed

inventor IMichael J. Koss

|Titeoftmvention|SYSTEM WITH WIRELESS EARPHONES
Attention: Office of Petitions

An application may be made special for advancementof examination uponfiling afa petition showing that the applicant is
&5 years ofage, or more. No fee is required with sucha petition. See 37 CFR 1.102{c}(1} and MPEP 708.02 {II}.

APPUCANT HEREBY PERTIONS TO MAKE SPECIAL FOR ADVANCEMENT OF EXAMINATION IN THIS APPLICATION UNDER

37 CFR 1.162{c}(i) and MPEP 763.02 (11) ON THE BASIS OF THE APPLICANT'S AGE.

A grantable petition requires one ofthe following items:
(1) Staternent by one named inventorin the application that he/she is65 years of age, or moreyor

(2) Certification by a registered attornev/agent having evidencesuch asa birth certificate, passport, driver's license,
etc. showing one named inventor inthe application is 65 years ofage, or more.

Name of inventor who is 65 years of age, or older

Given Name Middle Name Family Name Suffix

|__Michael|Koss
A signature ofthe apolicantor representativeis required in accordance with3/ CFR 1.33 and 11.18, Pleasesee 3/7CFRI4id)}
for the format of the signature.

Select (Lyor {2}:

[| {1} Lam aninventorin this application andiam 65 years ofage, or more.

(2) Lam anattorney or agent registered io practice before the Patent and Trademark Off
possessionofevidence, and will retain such in the applicationfile record, showing tha
65 years of age, or more,

|serature |/Mark G. Knedeisen/ wvamon, [August 1, 2019
Name Viark G. Kneceisen eration 42,747

This collection of information is required oy 37 CFR L.102609(1}. The information is required to obtain orretain a benefit by the public, whichis to fite (and by the
USPTO to process) a petition to make special based on age for advancement of examination. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.5.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This
collection is astimated to take 2 hoursto complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed form to the USPTC. Timewill vary depending

e, and! certify thatlamin
the inventorlisted aboveis

e

t

 
  

    

nm, Should be sant te
  t ef Information Officer, U and’ mark Office, U.5. Department of Commerce, P40, Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND

COMPLETED FORMS TO THE CH RMATIEION OFFICER. Submit completed forms electronically aver EFS-Web, or mailte: Commissioner for Patents, 7.0. Box
1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1456.

if you need assistance in completing theform, call 1-200-PTO-9199 andselect option 2.
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Doc Code: PA. PTOIAIAIB2S (07.4%
Document Description: Power of Aitorney Approved tor use through 09/91/2021, OMB 0851- 0045

US. Patent and Trademark Office; US. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1965, no persons are required to respond to a collection of infor unless it displays a valid OMB contro! number.

TRANSMITTAL FOR POWER OF ATTORNEY TO ONE OR MORE

REGISTERED PRACTITIONERS

  

NOTE: This form is to be submitted with the Power of eee! oy Appiicant form (PTO/AIA/82B) to identify ihe application to which thePowerof Attorney is directed, in accordance with 27 CFR 1.5, unless the application number and filing date are identified in the Power of
Attorney by Applicant form. if neither form PTO/AIA/S82A nar"form PTO/AIAS28 identifies the application to which the Powerof Attorneyis
directed, the Power of Attorney will not be recognized in the application.

|) SYSTEM WITH WIRELESS EARPHONES

i
i Name Mark G. Knedeisen | Registration

| Number

| Title Gf Applicantis a
| feristic entity)

| Applicant Name (fF Applicantis a juristic entity}

i NOTE: This form must be signed in accordance with 37 CFR 1.33. See 37 CFR 1.4(d) for signature requirements and certifications. {f
i more than one applicant, use multiple forms.

‘Totalof{|ss sformss are submitted.

 
 

This callection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.134, 1.32, and 1.33. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by
the public whichis to file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR
t.44 and 1.14. This coliection is estimated ic take 3 minutes io complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting ihe completed
application form te the USPTO, Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any cormments on the amount cf time you require
io complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Gammerce, P.O. Box 1459, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. BO NOT SEND FEES OR
COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1480, Alexandria, VA 22313-1480.

if you need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 and sefect option 2.
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Bos Code: PA.
Dr i Desoription: Power of Attors PTOHAUCR 0753)ocument Desoioton Poweof Atoriey | Anptead tor unetimlgh 1420/2014, OME 9651-0051

oo GS. Baten ang TradkonakGtiee ES, QEPARTHENTGF COMMEBKE
TBRS, Ho persons ate. required ie respond ty g sollecikeof infounadion enieas 8 Baphays @ valid OME coatral usher

POWER OF ATTORNEY BY APPLICANT

Under INO Papsinsirk Reduction Act of

  

 

(Thereby revake al previous
% 6: &eh 

  pee A AaReiterates

i Application Ruwiey Filing Date

seeweminm ree

(Note: The boxes abovemay be left blank ifinformation is provides on form PTOVAIAROA)
i hereby appoint the Patent Praciiicner(s) associated with he inlowing Customer Number as ryourattomey(s) ar agerdis}, and |
to tvansactaf businessin theUnited States Patent and Trademark Office connected therewithfor he application referencedinj
the attachedtransmiltal letter (orm PTOLALVJBZA) or identifiad ahoya; poormy

: 28285 iOF i snvennanhhenensanenamntannnnnennnnennned

{hereby appoint Practifioner(s} named in the attached Hist Goon PTOU880}a8 myfour etorney(s)} oragent(s), and io transent
afl business in the United Glates Patent and Trademark Cifice connected therewath for i

 

The address associated with the above-mentioned Customer Number

The addspss assnoiated with Cusiomer Namber. |

DR
Pine or

dividualNene|

acnenennnnnnts peanrenvecrsethesiaana ca nananennthnns!

inventor or Jaint inventor ite not required bekiw}

Legal Representative of a Deceased or Lagalty Incupactated Inventor (ide not required below}
Assignes or Parsonto Whora ibe faveciorisUnder an Onligation to Assign (provide gigner's fille Ff applicant is ajnristic antag
Pereen Who Otherwiee Shows Sufllsient Proprietary Intereal (e.9., a petition uncer 87 CFR 1.46/13) was granted in the

bcoccencenemeeenens policed Js concurrently being Med wih this document (providesignerstiteif applicant ia = jutistic entity

SIGNATURE ofApplicant forPatent .
The undersigned (whoseEte bs Guppled | pis gulhiorlued to aci on behalf afthe applicant {e.g., whote theanphoant is. a joist: entity),

[Soe _| Date pions’)

 

“HOTE: Signature - This form musthe signed byIneapplicantiacoordancewith 97 GPR 185, See $7CPR1afeysignaline requeen
and certifications. f more than one appicant, Lee multigleforms . . /
 
 

 

 jonns ere submitied, 3
This colaction <f Intosriationin sognived by SP OFR 1.734, 122, and 1.39. The infomation is suguined io obbabs ar miain a banel by the pubicwhiae 9 1 We dare Rane
USPTO tm grocessan applicalion. Conlidaniialiy is govamed by 35 U.G.0. 122 and37 GFR 1.11 and 1.14. This adiection is axtimated tb lake 3 minutes to compigta,
maladies gathering, preparing, and sulumiting the campietid apniication tom fo the USPTO. Time wil vary depending upon thee individual cage, Any acmmoantsar the amount
hime you Tequive to-compinte this om andioy suggevtinns for raducing thig barter, stuoldbe sent bo the Gilat islormation Olle, LB, Patent and Tredimart Ofing, U8.Deparinent of Cemnmme, PL, Box 1480) Stoandila, VA 2943-1480, OG NAT SEND FEES OR COMPLETES FORMS TO THA AGORESS, SERR TO; Caonmiasioner
Yor Patents, Pt, Sox 1480, Alenia, VA 22878-4480, :

yeu need sovstance in completing ihe torn, call T-BOOPTO-9199 and select option &.
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PTO/AIA/15 {10-17}
Approved for use through 11/30/2020. OMB 065

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; LLS. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995 no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number.

UTILITY Attorney Docket No. |080188PCTUSCON11 \
PATENT APPLICATION First Named lnventor | Michael J. Koss

TRANSMITTAL [ri | SYSTEM WITH WIRELESS EARPHONES
{Only for new nonprovisional applications under 37 CFR 1.53{b}}

 
  

 

  
  
  

  
  

  

   
Priority Mail Express®
iicbe! No.

APPLICATION ELEMENTS Commissioner for Patents
See MPEP chapier 600 concerning utility patent application contents. ADDRESS TO: P.O. Box 1456

i Alexandria, VA 22313-1456

1.[1] Fee Transmittal Form ACCOMPANYING APPLICATION PAPERSiPTO/SB/17 or equivalent}

2. fy Applicant asserts small entity status. 10. Assignment Papers /
See 37 CFR 1.27 (caver sheet & dacument(s}}

Name ofAssignee

 

3. Applicant certifies micro entity status. See 37 CFR 1.29.
Applicant must attach form PTO/S8/154 or B or equivalent.

4.44) Specification [Total Pages 25 }7aa.
Both the claims and abstract must start on a new page
{See MPEP § 603.01 (a) for information on the preferred arrangement}

 

37 CFR 3.73{c} Statement [| Power of Attornay
{when there is an assignee}

 

  

English Translation Document
 

 
ooo5.17] prawingls} (35 U.S.C. 113) [Total Sheets 18 4 Uf appticable)

6. Inventor's Gath or Declaration {Total Pages * 43, information Disclosure Statement including substitute statements under 37 CFR 1.64 and a
serving as an oath or declaration under 37 CFR 1.63fe}}

(PTO/SB/08 ar PTO-1449}
 

[| Capies of citations attached
a. Newly executed (original! or copy} ny cad xia Preliminary Amendment
b.1v1 Acapy from a prior apolication (37 CFR 1.63{dnm an

Ooo
Return Receipt Postcard
(MPEP § 503) (Should be specifically itemized)ud

[v] Application Data Sheet —* See note below.See 37 CFR 1.76 (PTO/AIA/14 or equivalent)
8. CD-ROM or CO-R

in dupticata, large table, or Computer Program (Appendixt

16 Certified Copy of Priority Document(s}
Ufforeign priority is claimed)

Nonpublication Request 
 andscape Table on CD Under 35 U.S.C 122bM2HBiG}. Applicant must attach form PTO/SB/35

or equivalent.Do . Nucleotide and/or Amine Acid Sequence Submission
(if applicable, tems a.-~-c. ore required) 48.)

a. [| Corrputer Readable Form {CRF}
b. [| Specification Sequence Listing on:

i. [| CD-ROM or CD-R (2 copies}; ar
iif | Paper

c. [] Statements verifying identity of above copies

ce 
 

 

 

 
  

 

 

*Note: (1) Benatit clairis under 37 CFR 1.78 and foreign priority claims under 1.55 must be included in an Application Data Sheet (ADS}.
{2} For applications filed under 35 U.S.C, 111, the application must contain an ADS specifying the applicantif the applicant is an

assignee, person to whomthe inventor is under an obligation to assign, ar person who otherwise showssuffi proprietary
interest in the matter. See 37 CFR 1.46(b}.

19. CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS

The address associated with Custorner Number; 20265 or [] Correspondence address beiow
Name

Address

esesee
comey|id telepnone|ea|

August 1, 2019 )

 

 
27 CFR 1.53(b). Th © v Ji

ppliceti sverned by 35 U.S.C. no 37 CFR Lid and 1.14. This collectionis t
including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending uponthe individual case. Any comments on
the amountef time you require ta complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief lnfermation Officer, U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND
YO: Commissioner for Patents, 8.0. Bax 1450, Alexandria, VA 22345-1450,

ifyou need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTQ-9199 and select optian 2.

 
  

 te process}  
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PTO/SB/17 {01-18}
Approved for use through 11/90/2020. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995 no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB contrel number

Complete if known

 

  

  

icant asserts smail entity status. See 37 CFR 1.27. 

[| Applicant certifies micra entity status. Sea 37 CFR 1.29.Form PTG/SB/154 or B or equivalent must either be enclosed or have
been submitted previously.

\ TOTAL AMOUNTOF PAYMENT

METHOD OF PAYMENT {check all that apply}

[| Check [| Credit Card [| Money Order [| None [| Other{pleaseidentifys:
Deposit Account Depasit Account Number:927818 Deposit Account Name: K&L Gat

For the above-identified deposit account, the Director is hereby authorized to {check al! that apaly):

Charge feats) indicated balow | Charge fee(s) indicated below, except for the filing fee

ie Charge any additional fee(s) or underpaymentof fea(s)} ie) Credit any overpaymentof fee(s)under 37 CFR 1.16 and 1.17

WARNING: Information on this form may became public. Credit card information should not be included on this farm. Provide credit card
information and authorization on PTO-2038,
FEE CALCULATION

1. BASIC FILING, SEARCH, AND EXAMINATION FEES (U = undiscounted fee; S = smail entity fee; M = micro entity fee}
FILING FEES SEARCH FEES EXAMINATION FEES

ApplicationType U{S) SiS} M&S} ug) S{S} 5 us} S{$}
Utility 300 150% €60 230 760 380
Design 200 160 160 80 600 306
Plant 260 100 420 210 3 620 310

Reissue 300 156 7 660 2,200 41,100
Provisional 280 140 7 6 9 0
* The $150 small entity statusfiling fee for a utility application is further reduced to $75 for a small entity status applicant whefiles the application via EFS-Web.
2. EXCESS CLAHMI FEES

Fee Description Undiscounted Fee (S} Small Entity Fee (S} Micro Entity Fee ($}
Eachclaim over 20 (including Reissues) 100 50 25
Each independentclaim over3 (including Reissues) 460 230 115
Multiple dependent claims 820 410 205
Total Claims Extra Claims Fee Paid (S$)
20 -20 or HP = 9 x oO : oe Multiple Denendent Claims
HP = highest number of total claims paidfor, if greater than 20. Fee {[S} Fee Paid (9)
indep. Claims Extra Claims

_ -ZorHP = oo x
hest number of independent claims paid for,

3. APPLICATION SIZE FEE

If the specification and drawings exceed 100 sheets of paper (excluding electronically filed sequence or computer listings under 37 CFR 1.52(e}},
the application size fee due is S400 ($200 for small entity} ($100 fer micro entity) for each additional 50 sheets or fraction thereof. See 35 U.S.C.
Ala} 1G) and 37 CER 1.16(s}.
Total Sheets Extra Sheets Fee (S} Fee Paid ($}

- 100 = {50= {round up to a whale number} x

4. OTHER FEE(S} Fees Paid ($}

Non-English specification, $130 fee (no smail or micro entity discount)

Non-electronic filing fee under 37 CFR 1.16{t} for a utility application, $406 fee ($200 small or micro entity}

Fees Paid ($)
$785.00

Lieeft Owuwwo aiO
o

Other (e.g., late filing surcharge):
"SUBMITTED BY

 

 

Telephone 4 f ?-355-634?
. Registration No.

Signature / ® ~(Attarney/Agent} 42 fA? 

 
JeneennnnfennmnnnnndL Name (Print/Type}

 
This collection of informationis required by 37 CFR 1.136. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public whic! {and by the USPTO ta
process} an application. Confidentialityisgoverned by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.44. This collection is estimated to take 20 minutes to complete, including
gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending Upon the individual case. Any comments on the
amountof time you require to complete this farm and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief information Officer, U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Bex 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMSTO THIS ADDRESS. SEND
TG: Commissioner for Patents, P.G. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22315-1450,

ifyou need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 and select option 2.
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COPY

POVAIAATT (42)

Approved for use through aqaeeois, OME 6651-0002
aagemark CNhee, US. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

uplees it daplays 2 valid OME contet number.
LS. Patentend ¢

 i invention |

| as the below named inventor, | hereby declare that:

| This declaration rhe attached application,| 5 directed to: eS The attached aoplication, c
it Untied States applicalian oF POT international apollesdiOn FUTenema

envenenineamanuunsenieurcaiienmmssianrinnnoueontunritee”
fed on |

  

The ahove-identified application was made or authorized to be made by me.

ii beafleva that | am the original inventor or an original joint Inventor of a claimed invention in the application.

ii nersby acknowledge that arly willful false slaterment made in this deciarallon ig punishable under 14 U.S.C. 1007
by fine or imprigonment of nol more than five (i years, or both.

WARRING:

_| Petitioner/applicantis cautioned fo avoid submitting personal information in documents fled in a patznt aplication that rnayi corribute to identity thea, Personal information such as social security numbers, bank accourt numbers, or credit cand numbers |lL iether than a check or credit card authorization farm PTO-2038 gubmitied for payment purposes) ig never required by the USPTO 'iio suppor a pelition or an application. 4 thie type of peraonal information is included in documents eubrelited to the USPTO.| patitioners/applicants should consider radacting such personal information frora the documents before submitting them fo inei USPTO. Petitioner/applicant is advised that the secord of a patent application is available to the public after publication of thej application (uness a non-publication request in sompliance with 37 CFR 121A) is made in the application) or lasuarice. of @i natant, Furthermore, the record fromm an abandoned application may also be available to the public if the applicetion isrefarenoad in @ published application ofan igsued patent (gee 37 CFR 1.74). Checks and credi card authorization forms: PTO-2008 submitied for payment purposes are net retained in ihe application file and therefore ace not publicly availabic.

LEGAL MAME OF INVENTOR

Michael
PGTreeanae

Signature: 
  

; ‘ é é‘Note: An application data sihet (PTOSE14 or equivalent), indading naming the entire inventive entity, must accompany this form of rust have
j been previously fled. Use an add@ional PTOMAIAO' fonn far each additional ireventor,  

 This codection of infownabaris required Dy 35 USC. 118 and 87 CPR 1.89. "The: information is required to oben iain 3 benef ay Ihe public wien iy te He fordby the USPTO to process} 2 application. Confidentiality governed oy 25 U.S.C. 12d and 37 CFR 1A1 and 1.14, This collection & estimated (0 lake ¢ mirada tocompiete, nchsling gathering, preparing, and submating he complnter! apntiaation fermito the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Anycomments on he amount of me you requine to corABiale thie form and/or suugestions for reducing tis burden, ghould be sent io the Chie? informaion yer 8.Patent and Trademark Gffies, U.S. Departinent of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Moxateris, VA 22973-4450, OG NOT GEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO.
THE ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commiasionerfor Patents, P.O, Box 1480, Alexandria, VA 22943-1480.

H you seed assisiangs m1 completing the form, call JoROOOTEES198 and saleot option 2.
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COPY

PTOVAIAION (06-42)
Approved for use through 04/34/2074, OMB 0351-0032

US. Patentend Trademark Office; US. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERGE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Aci of 1998, no persons nie required to respond fo a collection of information uniess it displays a wal OMB control number.

DECLARATION (37 GFR 1.63} FOR UTILITY OR DESIGN APPLICATION USING AN
APPLICATION DATA SHEET (37 CFR 1.76)

 
 

rite op |IRELESS EARPHONESETite of "
Invention

As the below named inventor, | hereby declare thet:
Thi A ast

isnisdecleration ig = The atkached application, orig stein he, “ee
 

United States applleation or PCT international aplication numberiP

fled on

The above-identified application was made or authorized to be made by me,

| believe that] arn the original invertor or an original joint inventor of a claimed invention in the application.

a

hereby acknowledge thai any willful false statement made in this declaration is punishable under 78 U.S.C. 1004
ry fine or imprisonment of not more than five (5) years, or bath.

WARNING:

-etitioner/applicant is cautioned to avoid submitting personal information in Gocurrents filed in a patent application that may
| contribute to identity theft. Personal information such as social security numbers, bank account numbers, or credit card numbers
i (other than a check or cradit card authorization form PTO-2036 submitted for payment purposes) is never required by the USPTO

o-support a petilion or an application. If this type of personal Information js included In documents submitted tothe USPTO,
etilicners/applicants should consider redacting such personal information frora the docurnents before submitting tham to the

i USPTO, Petiticner/applicant is advised tnat the record of a patent application Is available to the public after publication of the
i application (unless 4 non-publicatien request in compliance with 37 CFR 1,213(a} is mace inihe application) or issuance of a
Ppatent, Furthermere, the record from an abandoned application may also be available to the public ifthe application is
i referenced ina published application or an issued patent (see 37 CFR 1.14). Checks and credit card authorization forms
PPTO-2038 submitied for payment purposes are nol retained in the application file and therefore are not publicly available,

LEGAL NAME OF INVENTOR

inventor: Michael J.Kass o al Date (Optional)FF.45=

Signature:

i Note: An application daia sheet (PTO/S8/14 of equivalent, Including naming the entire Inventive ently, must accompanythis form or must have:
j been previously fled Use an additional PTO/AIA/O1 form Jor each additional inventor:  

This collection of information is required by 35 US.C.115 and 37 CFR 4.82. The infomation is required to oblain or relzin a benefit by the public which is-te fle(anc
by the USPTO ta process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C, 122 and 37 CFR 1.11 and 4.14. This collection is estimated to take 7 minute to
corplets, including gathering, preparing, and subriitting the comipleted application form ts tha USPTO. Time wil vary depending upon the individual case. Any
cornmentéonthe amount of time you require tc complete this form and/or suggestions fer reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chiefinformation Officer, U.S.
Patent and Tradertiark Office, U'S, Departinent of Commerce. P.O. Hox 1450, Alexandda, VA 22373-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO
THIS ADDRESS. SEND TG: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1458, Alexandria, VA 22313-1460.

ifyou need assistance iri completing the form, calt 1-800-P7O-2192-and select option 2.
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COPY

PTOIAIAIN (06-12)

Approved fer use through VV202020. OMB 0991-0032&. Patent and Trademark Gifice. U8. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Under the Papenvork Reduction Aut of 1998, No persons ave requirad to respond o:R‘ooliect 8 Of infee ‘ation uniess # displays a valid OMB-ocontrat number,
DECLARATION (37 CFR 1.83) FOR UTILITY OR DESIGN APPLICATION USING AN

APPLICATION DATA SHEET (37 CFR 4.76}

Tite or [SYSTEM WITH WIRELESS EARPHONES
Invention

Ag the below named inventor, | hereby deciare that:

This declaration i Th eo HoatiTas he attac cath ris directed to: [_] The attached application, 0
18/962 ,305United States aopiicaiion or PCT international application number

April 25, 2078fled on

The above-identified apolication was made or authorized to be made by me.

i believe that i am the original inventor or an original jaint inventor of claimed invention in the application.

i hereby acknowledgethat any willful false staternent made in this declaration is punishable under 18 U.S.C. 190°
by fine or imprisonment of noi more than five (5) years, or both.

WARNING:

eecappican|is cautioned to avoid submitting personal Information in decuments filed in a patent applicatien that mayPcomtrbute to identity theft. Personal information such ae social security numbers, bank account numbers, or credit card mumbersi (other than a check or credit card autharization form PTO-2038 submitted far payment ourposes) is never required by the USPTO
| to support 8 petition or an application, if this type of personal informationis included In documents submitted to the USPTO, i
i patiloners/applicants should consider redacting such personal inforraation from the documents cefore submitting them to ihe
USPTO. Fettloner/agplicant is advised ihat the record of a patent applicationis availableto the public after publication of the
application (unless a non-publication request in compliance with 37 CFR 1.272/a} is made in the application) or issuance af a

patent. Furtherrnore, ihe recard from an abandoned opetetion mayalso be available fo the gublic if the application isreferenced in a published apptication or an isaued patent (see 37 CFR 1.44). Checks and credit card authorization forms
PTO-2038 submitted for payment purposes are not retained in ihe apglicationfile and therefore are not publicly available.

LEGAL NAME OF INVENTOR

MorganJ , Loweryinventar:

Signature:

i Note: An appHeaton heel (PTOMSBI4 oF aquiviént, including naming the entire inventive entity, must accompanythis form er rnust havej been previously fled"U additional PTO/ALAIN form for each additional inventor.

This collection of information is required by 38 U.S.C, 14S and 37 CER 153 ine al t @ public whichis to tle (and
by the USPTO to process) an aplication. Contidentia co. 422 and 37 OER tdi and 1.14. This catlecti astimated {take 1 minuie te
complete, uding gathering, orecaring, and submiitir: ‘ sation form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon theindividual case. Anyocomme§ts on the amount of time you require to compies this form #andor suggestions for reducing this burden, shauld be sent to the Chief information ¢Officer, US,
Patent and Trademark Office, U.S, Department of Commerce, 7.0. Box 1480, Alexandria, VA 22212-1450, DO NOT SENS FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO
THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Gammissionerfor Patents, P.O, Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22243-7450,

ifyou need assistance in completing the form, cail $-800-P70-9199 and seieel option 2.
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PTOVAIAIO? (08-123
Approved for usethraugh 44/80/2020, OMB 0651-0032

US. Patent arid Teadtemark Offes:U.8. neeOF COMMERCE
ig OMB control Auber,

DECLARATION (37 CFR 1.63) FOR UTILITY OR DESIGN APPLICATION USING AN
APPLICATION DATA SHEET (37 CFR 41.76)

 

| ritle of SYSTEM WITH WIRELESS EARPHONES
i invention

As the below named inventor, | heresy dectare that:

This declaration ae anolicat
ig directed to: The attached application, or

15/962305Uniied Staies applicalion or PCT international application nurnber

fiedonPPFl 25, 2078iO GN

The adove-idantified application was made or authorized to b= made by me.

| believe that { am theoriginal inventor or an original joint inventar of a claimedinventionin the application,

i hereby acknowledge that any willful false statement made in this decigration is punishable under 18 U.S.C. 1004
vy fine or imprigonment of not more than five (6) years, or both. .

WARNING:

Petiioner/applicant is ozutioned to avoid submitting personal information in documentsfiled in a patent application that maycontribuie te identity theft. Personal information such as social security numbers, bank account numbers, or credit card numbers
ioner than a check or credit card authorization form PTO-2038 eusmitted for payment purposes) is never required by the USPTGauppert 8 petition or an anpilcation. |f this type of personal informationis included in docurnents submitted te the USPTO,pellionersiepplicant should consider redacting such personal information from the documents before submitting them to the
USPTO. Petiloner/anplicant is advised that the record of a patent application is available to the public after publicaticn of the
application (inless a non-publication request in compliance with 37 OFR 1.213(a)is madein the epoligation) or issuance of a
patent. Furthermore, the recordfrora an abandoned application mayalso be available te the oublic if the -anpilcation is
referenced in a published application or an issued patent (see 37 CFR 1.14). Checks and cradit card authorization forme
PTO-2038 submitted for payment purposes are not retained in the application file and therefore gre not oublicly availiable,

 

  
 

LEGAL NAME OFINVENTO

Inventor:_Steven R, Rerkamp Date (Optional)- ogy \ } .

Signature

Note: Ar application data sheet (PTOASBIN4 or equivalent, including naming ihe entire inventive entity, must accompanythis form or musi have
been previously fied. Use an additicnal PTO/AIA/O forfor each additional invenior.

 
 

 tion of information |is regui: required ta cbtain or retain & benelit by the public which is to fite (andUSPTO ic pracess) an anpliontion. Contiden styis sovernes by asS.C, 122 and 7GFR 4.44 and 1.44, This collection fe estimated fo take { minute fo
competes, including gathering, preparing, mitting the completed application farmio the USPTO. Time will vary depending uponthe Individual case. Any
comments on the amountof time you require to compiate this form and/or suggestions for raducing this burden, should be send to the Chief Information OBicer US.
Patent and Trademark Otice, U.S. Qepartmenti of Gammerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22349-4480, GO NST SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS To
THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner far Patents, P.O, Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22319-4450,

iyou feed assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-275-6499 end select aption &
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PTVAIA/OY (08-12)
Approved for use through T1/80/2020. OME 6651-0052

U.S. Patent and Trademark Offices; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERIE

Underthe Fapenvork Reduction Act of 1895, na persons are required! to raspondte a cullmotion of!information unlege it dieplays a valid OMB o

DECLARATION (37 CFR 1.63) FOR UTILITY OR DESIGN APPLICATION USING AN
APPLICATION DATA SHEET (37 GFR 1.76) SYSTEM WITH WIRELESS EARPHONES| Tide of

i invention

As the below named inventar, | hereby deciare that

This declaration niig diractad to:[| The attached application, or
: ; conti 5/9United States agplicatian or PCT international appiication number 19 62,305

sedan Apt 25, 2018

 

 

The above-ideniified application was made or authorized io be made by me.

{ believe that! ar the original Inventor or an original joint inventor of a clairnedinvention in the aoptication.

| hereby acknowledge that any wilful faise statament made in this declaration is punishable under 18 U.S.C. 1004
by fine or imprisonment of not more than five (5) years, or both,

WARNING:

Petitioner/applicant is cautioned to avcid submitting personal information in decumentsfiled in 2 patent application thal may
contribute to identity theft. Personal information such as social security numbers, bank account numbers, or credit card numbers |
{other than a check or credit card authorization form PTO-2038 submitted for payment purposes}is never required by the USPTO}
to support a petition or an application. {Hf this type of personalinformation is reluee in documents submitted io the USPTO,petitioners/applicanis should consider redacting such personal information from the documents before submitting them to the
USPTO. Peiltioner/appiicant is advised ihat the record of a patent application is available to the public after publioation of the
application Giniess a non-publication request in compliance with 37 CFR 1.213(a} fe mante in the application) or issuance of a
patent. Furthermare, the record from an abandoned application mayalso be avaliable to the public if the application is
referenced in a pub! ished apniication or an issued gatent (see 37 CFR 1.44). Checks andcredit card authorization forms
PTO-2038 submitted for payment purposes are notretained in the applicationfile and therefore are not publicly availabie.

 

 

 

LEGAL NAME OF INVENTOR

invention Gregary J. Hallingstad Date (Gntioral:

Signature: ~s

Note: An application data sheet (F'TO/SB/14 or equivatent), including narning the entire inventive entity, must accompany this form or raust have
been previously filed. Use an additional PTO/AIAIOT form for each additional inventor

This collfection of information his required by 48 U.S.0, 115andby the USPTO to process} an apptication. Confidentiality is govers
nompists,

 CFR 4.63. The informationis rea ig obte retain a benefit-by the pubtic whichis to file (ard
by 35 U.S.0. 122 and 37 CFS ia 4.44, This collection is estimated ie take { minutto

including gathering, preparing, and submitting the conpleted application form to the USPTO, Mime will vary depending upon the individual case. Any
nthe amourof time you require to complete this form and/or suggestionsfor reducing this burden, should be sent te the Chief information Officer, U.S,
Trademark Office, U.S. Depariment of Germmerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22014-7450, DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TC

THiS ADORESS. SEND FO: Commissioner for Patents, P.G. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22345-4456,
Ifyou need assistance in completing the jorm, eal 7-909-PT-9129 and select option 2.
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Approved feu

US. Pansat and TradersorkOTC|Limlanthe Payenwork Reguction Ae1385, no pestons ate (equito sespcimel to a omiansicc, oh ior

Chroumstanoes penrsiing execution of ihe substiitestaiement:
TonicER deena

lennon snidelegal incapacity,

be foundor reached. ater diligant sfart, ar

HaS fefised to exacuie the oath or dacigration under

nok the appropiate box belowa

Ann apollnatfon data sheetunder da? OFM 1 7G iPTOVALA/ 14 of aquivaland) naming the entire invantive antity has gaenySubMitted,

fer S7-GFR LSS UPTQVALA4 o7 squivalant) tes not been submited. Thus. @ Suushtuletalement* Subeler Sheet (PTOAIAN1 or equivalent) aatmig the aniire inventive ecity and araviding inventorinrma@iianis attacke : ae OF GER 1 GAue)
WARNING:

erfagphcant i cautioned is avoid submriting pecsonal information in-docurments fled ina patentapolication that may

& io fdenity theft. Personal infomnation such ae social security numbers, bank accountLoumbers, or cradh card numbers ‘kother than 3 checkar Cractt card authorization form PPO?O38 : bmilted Jor payment purposes) is never required by the BSETS :BG Support 3 paltion aran ppekeayon. If this type of personal nation #8 included Sooment= Submitted to the USPTOfoetitioners/anplicanis should consider redachng auch persanal riforriahon fromthe dacuments before submitiing them, foff eS
‘ i advised fhal tha racord of a palent apalioation is availatie tothe pubhe ater publication of

@88 @ nar-publication request is-covplhance wan 37 CHR fet aad is made iy ihe applioationyofwsuance ar
; yuthecrore, the rennet fran aq abanionesdA applioat nmay aise be avaiable jo the cubic ifthe anpication is
|eforencad ine guished application oren issued patent {gee. 3? OFR 1.44). Cheeke-and credit card authorgation fons
iPPEO038 submited for payment curses are not retained in the appacaton file and tterefore ane not cublicly available.

Date (Octerads

APPLICANT NAME AND THLEOF BERSON SRECUTNS.THES SUBSTITUTE STATEMENT:
if the apsicant ig. juristia entity, list the applicant name and the file.of ihe signer

Koss Garporation
Agpheant Nane:

of Parson Exeouting

This Suusttute StatementPresident { Chief ExecutiveOfficer

.oeAddress af ihe signer juniess srovided jin an application data sheet, BTOMIANS orequivaienty|
14129 N. Port Washington Road

 
cs lise an additional P TOYA’VAIB2 fore for eachty  

peantion who is deneases incanactkied. cannot he found arraanhed

fafies aiigart effas, of has rvlused to execute Ihe oat claration nde PREG, 
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Unger the Papen:Bes } F LQRS, cio persons:

CimuimnstancespITHBxecutieon ativeiSgy
s So .

i avenior is deneased,

investor is uater legal insapaciy,

nventer carnetbe found orreachad aier diligent effort, ar

dicexecute the cath crdecaration under 27 OFF: 1.88.

4 or enuivaient) naming tis entire inventive anity has keen

t An aophcakan data sheet under. 37 OFR TPE (BTQVAIAZSS oF aqquival ent} heStatement SuaolementfaSh 2ehiPTOVAIASTT or eduelon“i narning the aritire inventiveinfarmation is attached, 37 GER 1.845).

WARNING:

ad t G personal infocnaton it-dacuments fied ing paient apotiewtion that may

ta Mantiy theft. Personal information&:Sueof as social securlly numbers, bank account numbers orssreedh card auraberenesationor credit care autonization fur PTO-Q20S8 sutaraiind for oayanent purmoses) is never raquirad by the USFT Afitts type of pers Yormadiog is iepluded is decurrente BubInG © the USPTO,
eho ORS!dar redachag suckpersonal information tromthe donuments hefere submitting them {¢the

; Gusen thatthe rectofe patent anglication is avaiablete the oublic after publication of the
5 CauON FaQuedl in coniplance wih o7 OF12 “Bay i§ Made in the aoplmalion) or sauance uf a

jostent. unths more, the reco from: an abandoned applination may aise he availadle fo the tore iS
jreferenced in a published application or an issued patent (sea Q7 CER 3.443 Checks and credif cant suthenzation fonsIPTehZOS submitied for payriend purpases. aye cot retained in the: applic: fon Me and therefore arare nat pobiely. avail

paeaeEXECUTING THIS SUBSTITUTE STATEMENT:
Options

Vine aapoarit Sa FUNSHS te hstihe &
Koss Corporabor

Applicant earee

 
coureryUS[Sere“Address of he signer (uniess provided|in an applicaian data sheet, PTOMIAN 4 or equivalent)

| 4125 N, Port Washington Road

I:BE oy VilWaAUKee
Me: Use an andiional PTOVAIAM? farmier cach inventorwhe6 deceased. lenaiy nmcacactated, ©

ent effort, orhasfefusedte execute the cath or declaralion under S7 OFROTAS.
 d ot aached
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PTO/AIA/14 (02-18)
Approved for use through 11/30/2020. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respondto a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

Attorney Docket Number|080188PCTUSCON11
Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76
 

Application Number 
Title of Invention|SYSTEM WITH WIRELESS EARPHONES
 

The application data sheetis part of the provisional or nonprovisional application for whichit is being submitted. The following form contains the
bibliographic data arrangedin a format specified by the United States Patent and Trademark Office as outlined in 37 CFR 1.76.
This document may be completed electronically and submitted to the Office in electronic format using the Electronic Filing System (EFS) or the
document may be printed and included in a paperfiled application.

 
 

Secrecy Order 37 CFR 5.2:

Oo Portions orall of the application associated with this Application Data Sheet may fall under a Secrecy Order pursuantto
37 CFR 5.2 (Paperfilers only. Applications that fall under Secrecy Order may not befiled electronically.) 

Inventor Information:

Remove
Inventor {1

Legal Name

 

 Prefix Middle Name

[| U.
Residence Information (Select One) e US Residency Non US Residency Active US Military Service

Family Name Given Name

 
  

       
 

Mailing Address of Inventor:

 
 

 

Address 1

Address 2 

 
 

 

 

| ilwaukee
Postal Code

Remove
Inventor

Legal Name
  
 

Prefix) Given Name Middle Name Family Name Suffix

‘|
    

ResidenceInformation (Select One) (@) US Residency Non US Residency Active US Military Service

Mailing Address of Inventor:

  
  

  
 

  4626 Wildwood LaneAddress 1

Address 2

City

 

   
 Princeton  
 

  

 

Postal Code Country i | Us
inventor
Legal Name

  H GivenName=MidleName=FamilyName|
EeesieeSid
Residence Information (Select One) (@) US Residency Non US Residency Active US Military Service
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PTO/AIA/14 (02-18)
Approved for use through 11/30/2020. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respondto a collection of information unlessit contains a valid OMB control number.

. . Attorney Docket Number|080188PCTUSCON11
Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76
 

Application Number 
Title of Invention|SYSTEM WITH WIRELESS EARPHONES

Mailing Address of Inventor:

|

 

 

Address 2

City | airfield State/Province A

Inventor #

Legal Name

 

 

  

        
Prefix) Given Name Middle Name Family Name Suffix

| R |
ResidenceInformation (Select One) (@) US Residency Non US Residency Active US Military Service

City [Posaitane|StateProvince|’JCountyofResidened[PS 

 

Mailing Address of Inventor:

 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 

Address 1

Address 2  

 | rystal Lake
Postal Code

 

Inventor

Legal Name

i]GivenName«(MiddleName————=«FamilyName
BeerdSS~S~*~di*@RatsSS
Residence Information (Select One) (@) US Residency Non US Residency Active US Military Service

[Peforest State/Province fe Country of Residencd fps

Mailing Address of Inventor:

Address1|per Old Amsterdam Way
Address 2

State/ProvinceCity

 

 

 

 

 

  
 
 

 

Deforest  
 Postal Code

Inventor

Legal Name
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PTO/AIA/14 (02-18)
Approved for use through 11/30/2020. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respondto a collection of information unlessit contains a valid OMB control number.

. . Attorney Docket Number|080188PCTUSCON11
Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76 Application Number

Title of Invention|SYSTEM WITH WIRELESS EARPHONES

 

Mailing Address of Inventor:

Address1 | 706 E 20th St.
Address 2

city [eweSSSStateiProvince[fh
Postal Code per~*dCountry|

 
 

     
 

Inventor

Legal Name

Prefix) Given Name Middle Name Family Name Suffix

H a [weyOL
Residence Information (Select One) (@) US Residency Non US Residency Active US Military Service

city [Peo|StaterProvince[v1|CountyorResidencd[PS|
 
 

 Mailing Address of Inventor:

|p 13 Yahara St.

| Deforest State/Province I

  

 
 

Address 1

Address 2 
 
 

 
 Postal Code

All Inventors Must Be Listed - Additional Inventor Information blocks may be Add
generated within this form by selecting the Add button.

Correspondence Information:

Enter either Customer Number or complete the Correspondence Information section below.
For further information see 37 CFR 1.33(a).
 
[] An Addressis being provided for the correspondenceInformation of this application.

  
 

    
 

 

Customer Number

Email Address

  
 

Application Information:

Attorney Docket Number| [)80188PCTUSCON11 Small Entity Status Claimed [x]

Subject Matter [pay —SSCSCSCSCSCSCSCSCSC“‘“C*‘“CSCSCSCSC*SdS
Total Number of Drawing Sheets(if any) Suggested Figure for Publication (if any)
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PTO/AIA/14 (02-18)
Approved for use through 11/30/2020. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respondto a collection of information unlessit contains a valid OMB control number.

. . Attorney Docket Number|080188PCTUSCON11
Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76
 

Application Number 
Title of Invention|SYSTEM WITH WIRELESS EARPHONES
 

Filing By Reference:

Only complete this section whenfiling an application by reference under 35 U.S.C. 111(c) and 37 CFR 1.57(a). Do not complete this sectionif
application papers including a specification and any drawingsare beingfiled. Any domestic benefit or foreign priority information must be
provided in the appropriate section(s) below (i.e., “Domestic Benefit/National Stage Information” and “Foreign Priority Information”).

For the purposesof a filing date under 37 CFR 1.53(b), the description and any drawingsof the present application are replaced bythis
reference to the previously filed application, subject to conditions and requirements of 37 CFR 1.57{a).

Application numberof the previously Filing date (YYYY-MM-DD) Intellectual Property Authority or Country
filed application

Publication Information:

[|] Request Early Publication (Fee required at time of Request 37 CFR 1.219)

 
  
 

 

Request Not to Publish. | hereby request that the attached application not be published under
Cc 35 U.S.C. 122(b) and certify that the invention disclosed in the attached application has not and will not be the

subject of an application filed in another country, or under a multilateral international agreement, that requires
publication at eighteen monthsafterfiling.

 
 

Representative Information: 

Representative information should be provided for all practitioners having a power of attorney in the application. Providing
this information in the Application Data Sheet does not constitute a powerof attorney in the application (see 37 CFR 1.32).
Either enter Customer Number or complete the Representative Name section below.If both sections are completed the customer
Numberwill be used for the Representative Information during processing.

  
  

Please Select One: e@ Customer Number US Patent Practitioner C) Limited Recognition (37 CFR 11.9)

|P6285 Customer Number
  

 
 

Domestic Benefit/National Stage Information:
This section allows for the applicant to either claim benefit under 35 U.S.C. 119(e), 120, 121, 365(c), or 386(c) or indicate
National Stage entry from a PCT application. Providing benefit claim information in the Application Data Sheet constitutes
the specific reference required by 35 U.S.C. 119(e) or 120, and 37 CFR 1.78.
Whenreferring to the current application, please leave the “Application Number”field blank.

Filing or 371(c) Date
Application Number Continuity Type Prior Application Number (YYYY-MM-DD)

||ZC Powe
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Attorney Docket Number
Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76

PTO/AIA/14 (02-18)
Approved for use through 11/30/2020. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respondto a collection of information unlessit contains a valid OMB control number.

080188PCTUSCON11 

Application Number

Title of Invention|SYSTEM WITH WIRELESS EARPHONES

 
 

Application Prior Application Filing Date

Remove

Issue Date
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

Number Continuity Type Number (YYYY-MM-DD) Patent Number (YYYY-MM-DD)

16/375879 continuation of + 16/182927 2018-11-07 10368155 2019-07-30

Application _ Prior Application Filing Date Issue Date
Number Continuity Type Number (YYYY-MM-DD) Patent Number (YYYY-MM-DD)

16/182927 continuation of | 15/962305 2018-04-25 10206025 2019-02-12

Application _ Prior Application Filing Date Issue Date
Number Continuity Type Number (YYYY-MM-DD) Patent Number (YYYY-MM-DD)

15/962305 continuation of + 15/650362 2017-07-14 9986325 2018-05-29

Application _ Prior Application Filing Date Issue Date
Number Continuity Type Number (YYYY-MM-DD) Patent Number (YYYY-MM-DD)

15/650362 continuation of + 15/293785 2016-10-14 9729959 2017-08-08

Application _ Prior Application Filing Date Issue Date
Number Continuity Type Number (YYYY-MM-DD) Patent Number (YYYY-MM-DD)

15/293785 continuation of + 15/082040 2016-03-28 9497535 2016-11-15

Application _ Prior Application Filing Date Issue Date
Number Continuity Type Number (YYYY-MM-DD) Patent Number (YYYY-MM-DD)

15/082040 continuation of + 14/695696 2015-04-24 9438987 2016-09-06

Application _ Prior Application Filing Date Issue Date
Number Continuity Type Number (YYYY-MM-DD) Patent Number (YYYY-MM-DD)

14/695696 continuation of + 13/609409 2012-09-11 9049502 2015-06-02
Prior Application Status] Patented|
Application _ Prior Application Filing Date Issue Date

Number Continuity Type Number (YYYY-MM-DD) Patent Number (YYYY-MM-DD)
13/609409 ontinuation of - 13/459291 2012-04-30 B57 1544 2013-10-29

Application _ Prior Application Filing Date Issue Date
Number Continuity Type Number (YYYY-MM-DD) Patent Number (YYYY-MM-DD)

13/459291 ontinuation of - 12/936488 2010-12-20 8190203 2012-05-29
 

 
 

 
 

Application Number Continuity Type Prior Application Number
Filing or 371(c) Date

(YYYY-MM-DD) 

2/936488 BF 371 of international -| PCT/US2009/039754
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PTO/AIA/14 (02-18)
Approved for use through 11/30/2020. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respondto a collection of information unlessit contains a valid OMB control number.

. . Attorney Docket Number|080188PCTUSCON11
Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76
 

Application Number 
Title of Invention|SYSTEM WITH WIRELESS EARPHONES

Continuity Type

 

 

 

   
  

Prior Application Status 
  Filing or 371(c) Date

Prior Application Number (YYYY-MM-DD)

PCT/US2009/039754 | laims benefit of provisional -| 61/123265 2008-04-07
Additional Domestic Benefit/National Stage Data may be generated within this form Add
by selecting the Add button.

Application Number
     

   

  
 

Foreign Priority Information:

This section allows for the applicant to claim priority to a foreign application. Providing this information in the application data sheet

constitutes the claim for priority as required by 35 U.S.C. 119(b) and 37 CFR 1.55. Whenpriority is claimed to a foreign application
that is eligible for retrieval under the priority document exchange program (PDX)! the information will be used by the Office to
automatically attempt retrieval pursuant to 37 CFR 1.55(i)(1) and (2). Under the PDX program, applicant bears the ultimate

responsibility for ensuring that a copy of the foreign application is received by the Office from the participating foreign intellectual

property office, or a certified copy of the foreign priority applicationis filed, within the time period specified in 37 CFR 1.55(g){1).

  
 

Application Number Filing Date (YYYY-MM-DD) Access Code! (if applicable)

Additional Foreign Priority Data may be generated within this form by selecting the
Add button. Add

  
Statement under 37 CFR 1.55 or 1.78 for AIA (First Inventor to File) Transition
Applications
 

This application (1) claims priority to or the benefit of an application filed before March 16, 2013 and (2) also
contains, or contained at any time, a claim to a claimed invention that has an effectivefiling date on or after March
[] 16, 2013.

NOTE: Byproviding this statement under 37 CFR 1.55 or 1.78, this application, with a filing date on or after March
16, 2013, will be examined underthefirst inventorto file provisions of the AIA.
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PTO/AIA/14 (02-18)
Approved for use through 11/30/2020. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respondto a collection of information unlessit contains a valid OMB control number.

Attorney Docket Number|080188PCTUSCON11
Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76
 

Application Number 
Title of Invention|SYSTEM WITH WIRELESS EARPHONES  
 

Authorization or Opt-Out of Authorization to Permit Access:

Whenthis Application Data Sheet is properly signed andfiled with the application, applicant has provided written
authority to permit a participating foreign intellectual property (IP) office access to the instant application-as-filed (see
paragraph A in subsection 1 below) and the European Patent Office (EPO) access to any search results from the instant
application (see paragraph B in subsection 1 below).

Should applicant choose not to provide an authorization identified in subsection 1 below, applicant must opt-out of the
authorization by checking the corresponding box A or B or both in subsection 2 below.

NOTE: This section of the Application Data Sheet is ONLY reviewed and processedwith the INITIALfiling of an
application. After the initial filing of an application, an Application Data Sheet cannot be used to provide or rescind
authorization for access by a foreign IP office(s). Instead, Form PTO/SB/39 or PTO/SB/69 must be used as appropriate.

  

 

1. Authorization to Permit Access by a Foreign Intellectual Property Office(s)

A. Priority Document Exchange (PDX)- Unless box A in subsection 2 (opt-out of authorization) is checked, the
undersigned herebygrantstheUSPTOauthorityto provide the European Patent Office (EPO), the Japan Patent Office
(JPO), the Korean Intellectual Property Office (KIPO), the State Intellectual Property Office of the People’s Republic of
China (SIPO), the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO), and any otherforeign intellectual property office
participating with the USPTOin a bilateral or multilateral priority document exchange agreementin which a foreign
application claiming priority to the instant patent applicationis filed, access to: (1) the instant patent application-as-filed
andits related bibliographic data, (2} any foreign or domestic application to which priority or benefit is claimed by the
instant application and its related bibliographic data, and (3) the date offiling of this Authorization. See 37 CFR 1.14(h)
(1).

 

B. Search Results from U.S. Application to EPO - Unless box B in subsection 2 (opt-out of authorization) is checked,
the undersigned hereby grants the USPTO authority to provide the EPO accessto the bibliographic data and search
results from the instant patent application when a European patent application claiming priority to the instant patent
applicationis filed. See 37 CFR 1.14(h)(2).

The applicant is reminded that the EPO’s Rule 141(1) EPC (European Patent Convention} requires applicants to submit a
copy of search results from the instant application without delay in a European patent application that claimspriority to
the instant application.

2. Opt-Out of Authorizations to Permit Access by a Foreign Intellectual Property Office(s}

A. Applicant DOES NOT authorize the USPTOto permit a participating foreign IP office access to the instant
[|] application-as-filed. If this box is checked, the USPTOwill not be providing a participating foreign IP office with

any documents and information identified in subsection 1A above.

B. Applicant DOES NOTauthorize the USPTOto transmit to the EPO any search results from the instant patent
[_] application. If this box is checked, the USPTO will not be providing the EPO with search results from the instant

application.

NOTE: Oncethe application has published or is otherwise publicly available, the USPTO may provide accessto the
application in accordance with 37 CFR 1.14.
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Applicant Information:

Providing assignmentinformation in this section does not substitute for compliance with any requirementof part 3 of Title 37 of CFR
to have an assignment recorded by the Office.

Applicant 4

If the applicant is the inventor (or the remaining joint inventor or inventors under 37 CFR 1.45), this section should not be completed.
Theinformation to be provided in this section is the name and addressof the legal representative who is the applicant under 37 CFR
1.43; or the name and address of the assignee, person to whom the inventoris under an obligation to assign the invention, or person
who otherwise showssufficient proprietary interest in the matter who is the applicant under 37 CFR 1.46. If the applicant is an
applicant under 37 CFR 1.46 (assignee, person to whom the inventoris obligated to assign, or person who otherwise showssufficient
proprietary interest) together with one or morejoint inventors, then the joint inventor or inventors whoare also the applicant should be
identified in this section.

 

   

 

Clear

@ Assignee Legal Representative under 35 U.S.C. 117 Joint Inventor

Person to whom theinventor is obligated to assign. Person who showssufficient proprietary interest
 
If applicant is the legal representative, indicate the authorityto file the patent application, the inventoris:

[
Nameof the Deceased or Legally Incapacitated Inventor: | |

 

 

 

If the Applicant is an Organization check here. [x]

Crgenvaien were

Mailing Address Information For Applicant:

Address 2

City |Miwaukee State/Province I
Country |SePostal Code 3212-1052
Phone Number [|Faxambor|

1

 

  

 
Email Address

Additional Applicant Data may be generated within this form by selecting the Add button. Add

  
Assignee Information including Non-Applicant Assignee Information:

 
Providing assignmentinformation in this section does not substitute for compliance with any requirementof part 3 of Title
37 of CFR to have an assignment recordedby the Office.
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Application Number 
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Assignee [1

 Complete this section if assignee information, including non-applicant assignee information, is desired to be included on the patent
application publication. An assignee-applicant identified in the "Applicant Information" section will appear on the patent application
publication as an applicant. For an assignee-applicant, complete this section only if identification as an assigneeis also desired on the
patent application publication.

 

 
If the Assignee or Non-Applicant Assignee is an Organization check here. [|

Prefix Given Name Middle Name Family Name Suffix       
 
Mailing Address Information For Assignee including Non-Applicant Assignee:

 
 

 
 

Address1 |
Address 2

City State/Province

Countryi Postal Code

Phone Number Fax Number

Email Address
 

Additional Assignee or Non-Applicant Assignee Data may be generated within this form by: Add
selecting the Add button.

 

Signature:
NOTE:This Application Data Sheet must be signed in accordance with 37 CFR 1.33(b). However,if this Application
Data Sheet is submitted with the INITIALfiling of the application and either box A or B is not checked in
subsection 2 of the “Authorization or Opt-Out of Authorization to Permit Access”section, then this form must
also be signed in accordance with 37 CFR 1.14(c}.

This Application Data Sheet must be signed by a patentpractitionerif one or more of the applicantsis a juristic
entity (€.g., corporation or association). If the applicant is two or more joint inventors, this form must be signed by a
patentpractitioner, all joint inventors who are the applicant, or one or morejoint inventor-applicants who have been given
powerof attorney (¢.g., see USPTO Form PTO/AIA/81) on behalf ofall joint inventor-applicants.

See 37 CFR 1.4(d) for the manner of making signatures and certifications.

 

 

 
 
 

  

Signature |/Mark G. Knedeisen/ Date (YYYY-MM-DD)) 2019-08-01

First Name ark Last Name nedeisen Registration Number|42747

Additional Signature may be generated within this form by selecting the Add button. Add 
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This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.76. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which
is to file (and by the USPTOto process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This
collection is estimated to take 23 minutes to complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application data
sheet form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending uponthe individual case. Any comments on the amountof time you require to
complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR
COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.
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Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the attached form related to a patent
application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements ofthe Act, please be advised that: (1) the general authority for the collection ofthis information
is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the informationsolicited is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the informationis used by the U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office is to process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the requested information, the U.S.
Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may result in termination of proceedings or abandonmentof
the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1 The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom ofInformation Act (5 U.S.C. 552) and thePrivacy
Act (5 U.S.C. 552a). Records from this system of records may be disclosed to the Department ofJustice to determine whether the Freedom of
Information Act requires disclosure of these records.

Arecord from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence to a court, magistrate, or administrative
tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counselin the course of settlement negotiations.

Arecordin this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Memberof Congress submitting a request involving an individual, to whom
the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance from the Memberwith respect to the subject matter of the record.

Arecord in this system of records may be disclosed,as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having needfor the information in order to perform
acontract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the requirementsof the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C.
552a(m).

A recordrelatedto an International Applicationfiled under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use,
to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant to the Patent CooperationTreaty.

A recordin this systern of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes of National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181)
and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)).

Arecord from this system of records maybe disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, or his/her designee, during an
inspection of records conducted by GSAaspart of that agency's responsibility to recommend improvementsin records managementpractices and
programs, underauthority of44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of
records for this purpose, and any other relevant(i.e., GSA or Commerce)directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make determinations about
individuals.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed,as a routine use, to the public after either publication of the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C.
122(b) orissuance of a patent pursuantto 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use,
to the public if the record wasfiled in an application which became abandonedor in which the proceedings were terminated and which applicationis
referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspections or an issued patent.

Arecord from this system of records maybe disclosed,as a routineuse, to a Federal, State, or local law enforcement agency,if the USPTO becomes
aware of a violation or potential viclation of law or regulation.
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